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1985 TAX REFORM

TiiURSI)AY, MAY 9, 1985

U.S. SENATE,
COMMIVrEE ON F'I NANCE,

Was/hinhgdn, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m. in room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Ofice Building, the H0horable B0b Packwod

(chati Md presiding. -
Present: Senators Packwood, Roth, Chafee, Wallop, 'Sy mms,

Grassley, Matsunaga, BrAdley, and Mitchell.
[The press release annotibUing the hearing anod" the wrjtten state-

ments of Senators Packwood and Wallop fbll"ow:]
iPress Release No. 85-026] \

PRESS RELEASE

For immediate release, Friday, May 3, 1985.
Contact: Sam Richardson (202) 224-4515.

COMMII'rEE ON FINANCE CALLS PIRST 1985 TAX REFORM HEARING

The first in what figures to be an extensive series of hearings-on the overhaul ofthe Federal tax system was announced today by-Senator Bob Packwood (R-Oregon),
Chairman of the Committee on Finance.

Senator Packwood said the first hearing is to begin at 9:30 am., Thursday, May 9,1985, in Room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office-Building.
The May 9 hearing will focus on three bills now before the Committee on Finance,

all relating to comprehensive tax reform.
Those bills are:
S. 409, The Fair Tax Act of 1985, authored by Senator Bill Bradley(D-New Jersey)

and Rep. Richard Oephardt (D-Missouri).
S. 411, The Broad-Based Enhanced Savings Tax [BEST) Act of 1985, authored bySenat'er William V. Roth, Jr. (R-Delaware) and Rep. Henson Moore (R-Louisiana).S. 006,rThe Fair and Simple Tax [FAST] Act of 1985, authored by Senator Robert

Kasten (R-Wisconsin) and Representative Jack Kemp -R'New York).
"It is my belief we are on the threshold- of a landmark year in this Congress,"

Senator Packwood said, "This hearing marks the kickoff of our deliberations over
comprehensive tax reform. \

"As I have said before, we intend to pursue tax reform, tax changes, tax fairness,"
Chairman Packwood said. "I think we can complete work on this huge task within areasonable time after submission of a proposal by the President and have it back to
the President late this year.

"The nation is watching us closely as we rewrite the tax code for the'first time in31 years. As we begin out work with this May 9 hearing, I'm sure the Committee onFinance will act expediently but thoroughly in compiling a wealth of information
from which to draft our bill."

Senator Packwood said each of the six authors of S. 411, S. 409 and S. 1006 wouldtestify before the Committee on Finance at the May 9 hearing.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR-PACKWOOD
SENATE4'FINANCE CO~IuITTEE HEARING ON TAX REFORM

MAY 9, 1985

As we begin this first of what promises to be a long
series oF hearings on tax reform this year, I would like to
compliment and congratulate the six' members of Congress with
us today.

_-Sen-ator- Roth, Bradley-and Kasten, and Congressmen
Iloore, Kemp and Cephardt have committed literally thousands
of hours of their time and staff time to the pursuit of this
most vital issue.

The value of their efforts to this nation and its taxpayers
cannot be understated.

I would like to thank them for their input, as we cross
the threshold of this huge project of rewriting the United
States Internal Revenue Code.

Let me define what it is we are about to undertake:
Let this effort be known to all as genuine tax reform.

This is the issue that, beginning today, will be discussed,
debated and acted upon this year.

Allow me to say, without equivocation, that as chairman
of the Committee on Finance, I am going to d9 everything I
can to get a tax reform bill to the floor of the Senate and
through Conference Committee and to the President of the
United States as soon as possible.

Today's hearing is the first ,f perhaps two dozen or
more we expect in this Committee in the coming weeks on
specific components of the Revenue Code and its restructuring.

Throughout these hearings, we will attempt to start and
finish each and every one with the challenge of measuring
each of those sections of the tax code in terms of their
simplicity and fairness, with the emphasis on fairness.
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We will do our best in these hearings to examine the
tax code and its components from the most basic t'o the most
specific points of view, including just what our national
philosophy should be in regard to the use of our Federal
Revenue Code.-

This is only a beginning, of course, There are many,
many individuals and organizations, virtually thousands of
constituencies, which would like to be heard on this subject.
Certainly, we can accommodate a significant number of those
voices in the forum offered by this Committee. It is my
belief -we-must --hear- from as wide-as possible -a range-of-"
opinions and prespectives on this subject, because we are
talking about fundamental changes.

As-we listen today to the views of these Senators and,,
Congressmen, we will begin clearly formulating the basic.
options, facts and figures which are out there -- all of
which are essential to the Committee on Finance, the Senate
and the Congress making informed decisions on the restructuring
of the tax code.

I would suggest now three basic tenets on which we-will
proceed:

o First, let us strive to develop a new code which
will be more fair than-the present 31-year-old
collection of laws,

o Second, let us strive to creat a new code which will
rpovide our nation with the revenues to c-arry out
d-eYderal Government's--d-mestic and foreign goals
as we enter the 21st century.

o And, third, let us commit, dedicate and wed ourselves
to a new tax system which promotes and, at the same
time, does not inhibit economic activity,, the growth
of business and jobs and the expafsion of personal
achievement in this land of many hues, multiple
races and a multitude of ideologies.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR MALCOLM WALLOP

TO TIE

FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARING

THURSDAY, MAY 9, 1985

When first confronted by the concept of tax reform Pmb-6died -by

the Tre sur4,proposal package, I, as many of my colleagues,

reacted W"th knee-jerk pqposikion-. I have been involved In

sculdting tax laws for the last six years and never have voted

for a tax bil1,,whi'th I felt was basically Vunfair or unjust.

(Although I had objections with regard-to parts of all of the*,.)

However, my experience on the Finance Committee of the Senate,

has given rise to new concerns. In the last four years we on

Capitol Hill, have been responsible for three major changes in

the tax law, each creating more complexity, each we felt was

necessary to "refine" the tax system.

Upon reflection, we find that by making constant changes to the,,

law we have frustrated the efforts of Americans to make

intelligent investment decisions, and no doubt caused the loss of

economic opportunities that will nevir pass our way again. With

BEST AVAILABLE COPY



exception of the tax reductions of 1981, the other tax bills have

increased complexity within the tax law in geometric

proportions. (Strange as it may seem, everybody understood the

tax reductions.) In addition, as the law becomes more complex,

we are forced to rely more and more on the expertise of the

Treasury Department technicians, who, I can assure you,--spend

very little of the'! time in the real world.

Our present tax law has significant problems. It provides $400

billion in tax deductions and preferences, which are claimed

annually. I am convinced that this level of distortion is too
hich. Think about it...$400 billion investment dollars that are

being directed by the tax law. $460 billion dollars worth of

ways to avoid paying the maximum tax. I have to believe that

many of those dollars are being misdirected, or at least directed

without any real need to do so.

Obviously the tax system has, in part, replaced the free market

as the method of allocation of capital in America. Such a systein

is responsible for the misallocation of resources, the

overbuilding of some industries, the overtaxation of others. It

effects the everyday life-of almost all Americans.

Not only is the tat. law causing a pyramiding misallocation of

resources, but its complexity baffles even the most astute

businessman. Currently, before any investment decision is made

one must before anything else consult a tax technician, with
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mystical powers not understood by the rational man. Failure to

do so can result in a loss of the very economic benefits sought

in the first instance.

The current law encourages all kinds of activities, each one with

a group that makes the logical arguments in its support, and each

group leaves me wondering if they really wouldn't be better off

with a flat tax imposing the burdens of government equally.

Churchill said, "The idea that a nation can tax itself into

prosperity is one oif the crudest delusions which has ever

befuddled the human mind."

We are befuddled. Many of us arevnder the belief that, but for

certain deductions, certain industries would no longer exist,

certain activities would stop. The truly perplexing part is, if

we're right, what justification is there to sustain those

industries or activities? Admittedly, there are superseding

interests, but I cannot believe that there are $400 billion worth

of superseding interests.

The tax law should be u;ed to promote only very important social

needs, benefiting all Americans and which are almost basic to our

way of life and freedoms. Carving out little exceptions for

small parts of our economy, which provide no real benefit for

anyone who doesn't get that tax break causes not only complexity

but a question as to the fairness of the law. Right now, the law

includes small exceptions for almost everybody. Wouldn't we be
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hetter'off to'trade in virtually-all of those devices, all those

deductions whose only merit is to reduce our tax burdens for a

lower burden overall? We accomplish the same results with far

less frustration, far fewer IRS agents, tax lawyers and

accountants.

A system which impinges on the rational flow of capital, and

causes the tax collection agency of a democracy founded on a Bill

of Rights, not equaled by any other civilization, to impose on

the cherished freedoms of its citizens, is not'the best we can

do. The President may he right, the time for reform may be upon

us. Reform, done properly and carefully, will Fopen new economic

opportunities, new jobs, new economic freedoms. I am convinced a

rational, relatively flat tax system, bringing4neutrality to

investment decisions and with encouragement to take risk, to save

and invest, is the proper course.

Tne latest proposal offered by Congressman Kemp and Senator

Kasten seems to come closest to my perception of the proper

balance between use of the tax code to promote social goals and

free market allocation of resources.

The Kemp-Kasten proposal proposes to have a modified flat tax

using 24% and 35% as the highest tax rates for individuals and

corporations respectively. Many deductions and preferences would

be eliminated while still maintaining a tax system which

encourages investment, savings and risk taking. The latest



proposal has been changed, It now includes a heightened

2 awareness for rapid capital recovery through NCRS, which

acknowledges how important that Is to our econonjy ind the

business recovery. In addition, Kemp and Kasten have modified

their plan to provide the capital gain differential which is so

important to the formation cf capital. Pie plan recogni zes-the

i4"mortant impact the deduction of intangible energy costs and

percentage depletion have on America's energy indep@,dence.

these provisions help to offset the 'great risks and cash flow

needs of the exploration and development of America's energy

resources, whether by mining or 5rifling. The plan also 'provides

the incentives for savings for one's future, and will help move

us away from a tax law which promotes spending rather than

savings. There is much in the plan which is worthy of very

serious consideration.

There are two circumstances, which if they were to occur, will

cause my vigorous dissent to any so-called "tax reform." If the

Congress produces a reform package where the actual reform is so

minimal that there is no basic restructuring of the tax system, I

would not support reform. Such a package would only continue the

basic inequities and the frustration caused by yet another change

in the tax law and would not be worth the cost.
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Secondly, if tax reform is used as a gu se for tdx increases, I

will use i11 of my energies to so inform the American people, and

resist any such reform, The American voter made it clear in the

last election: Tax increases are not acceptable. Deficit

reduct-ion can- be accompltished-only--through -spending -cuts-

How do we get there? How can we commit such upheaval in the

allocation of resources and such terror on the tax technicians

without knowing where we'll end up?

Living in Washington DC and working on Caplt0l Hill, one is

forced from time to time to reflect on the history of this great

nation...if the framers of the D~claratlon of Tndependence had

awaited certainty of results where would we be? Consider the

economic growth that would occur if we could throw off the

bondages of our present tax code and allow people-to make

economic decisions free of government influence. Think, how much

a 24% maximum tax rate would do for our people's dedication to

their trades and dreams.

If our new standard for change in our country is going to be "we

will make no change unless we know with certainty, the outcome,"

then our economy, our freedoms, and lives are frozen -- on hold.

Churchill said once, "Those whose minds are attracted or

compelled to rigid and symmetrical systems of government should

remember that logic,-like science, must be servant and not the
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master of man. Human beings and human societies are not

structures that are built or machines that are forged. They are

plants that grow and mu st be treated as such."

You know,-often when we think of American freedoms, we think of

the major ones, like freedom of speech or religion. Freedom for

capital is not often contemplated. Indeed how can we contemplate

it today! Yet a society based on freedom, haS room to grow, to

improve. Government intrusion on our economic lives would be

significantly reduced if we were to initial a carefully crafted

tax reform. Over the long run, or the short, people are wiser
\

than governments when free to choose, free to act, free to

decide.

I'm not here preaching an irresponsible doctrine for change at

any cost, and without any concept of what will occur. Our

history includes dramatic tax changes. That history has taught

us that taxation does have significant impact on investment and

business decisions. Careful drafting can promote an even more

favorable business and investment atmosphere. We have also

learned that by flattening the tax rate, the tax burden is spread

more evenly. Statistically each time the tax rates have

decreased the wealthy end up contributing more to he nation's

revenues. Lower tax rates make tax shelters less attractive, and

cause economic decisions to be made on economic bases. Who will

tell me that stifles growth?
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In the history of tax law changes we have also learned that with

careful grandfathe ing and effective date provisions,' the impacts

of changes in the tax law can be moderated so that industry,

business and rate-payers suffer little loss. I do not feel we

are on a foolish or purely political course when challenged by

tax reform. With the support of the American people, and of

American business, we can go forward-to-higher-levels of economic

freedoms.
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The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will come to order, please.
As we begin the first of what promises to be a very, long series of

hearings on tax reform this year, I would like 'tQ compliment .nd
congratulate the six witnesses we have before us today. The three
Senators and the three Congressmen who will testify have done
much to further the cause of tax reform. They have pushed it, de-
bated it, and brought it to our consciousness. They deserve great
credit, most of all Senator Roth who has been in this field longer
than most of the Members have been in Congress._I take my hat off
to you.

I want to say-tothe Members who are pursuing tax reform: As
far as I am concerned, there will be a tax reform bill this year. We
will set hearings in this-committee about 2 weeks after the Ways
and Means Conmittee begins hearings. When they'have fished a
markup, and we receive a bill, it would be my hope that we could
have nn more than another week or two of hearings, mark it up,
get it through the Senate, get it to conference and get it to the
President possibly by no later than the end of this year.

My standard'in thIs bill is going to' be fairness-not solely shlm-
plicity for the sake of simplicity, but fairness. Second, what the
goals are we want to achieve, whether those be capital investment,
savings, health insurance, or whatever else we think are worth-
while policies.

Whether those can all be combined in one bill, whether you can
have a bill that is perfectly simple and perfectly fair will be a fair
subject for hearings.

There will be no delay in this committee. I will have notices of
our hearing schedule to the members shortly after the House com-
mences. I will try to give the members 2, 3, or 4 weeks advance
notice on the dates that are set. My guess would be that when we

tartt hearings we will go 3 or 4 days a week for 4 to 6 weeks in a
row.

I do have a complete statement that I ask unanimous consent to
put in the record.

Senator Mitchell, do you have a statement?
Senator MITCHELL. Yes, I do, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very

much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator MITCHELL. I commend you, Mr. Chairman, for beginning:--these hearings promptly on what will prove to be a long process of

consideration of fundamental tax reform legislation.
We have a long road ahead of us that will require careful consid-

eration and thorough review of many alternatives.
Like most Members of Congress and the majority of the Ameri-

can people, I support fundamental tax reform to equalize tax bur-
dens and simplify our tax system. Yet, I realize that we face many
difficult decisions aheaOl as we attempt to reconcile our general
support for the concept of reform with specific votes to eliminate or
cut back tax provisions that have widespread public support.

It is one thing to speak in the abstract about the need to close
loopholes and restore equity; it is quite another thing to make deci-
sions to end tax programs that were created after careful analysis
and study to achieve socially desirable objectives.
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Neverthele~, the message is, and should be clear to all Ameri-
cans, that public respect and confidence in our current Federal tax
system is at an all-time low and continues to decline.

Reform of the Federal tax system is essential. Steady growth in
tax incentives has eroded the revenue base so that average margin-
al tax rates must be high to support the activities of the Federal
Government. Meanwhile, many taxpayers are able to avoid high
tax burdens through skillful use of existing and legal tax incen-
tives. The horror stories that we read about of large corporations
and wealthy individuals paying little or no tax only serves to breed
further contempt for our system. Everyone wants-a piece of the-
action, and tax shelter investments have become a national pas-
time. Many of those who do not buy into tax shelters have their
own way of avoiding tax liability'by underreporting of income and
overreporting of deductions. The tax cheating that was once en-
aged in by a few has become widespread, and now something like

$100 billion in revenue goes uncollected each year. The process
feeds on itself, and we will eventually have a house of cards ready
to collapse.

I congratulate, the chairman on saying that we are going to have
actin ow. This is the time for action. We must do something fun-
damental to restore taxpayer compliance and confidence, to reduce
marginal tax rates and create equity.

Fundamelital tax reform must provide for a simpler tax system,
but we must not delude ourselves on this point. Currently, two-
thirds of all taxpayers do not itemize their returns; they send, in
the short form, and the polls indicate their major concern is not
simplification but fairness.

We must send a clear message today throughout the Nationand
to the President that fairness means maintaining a system of pro-
gressive taxation, and in fact strengthening that principle.

The 1981 tax cut bypassed low and middle income Americans
largely, and significantly resulted in reductions for those in the
upper income levels. That is a fundamental flaw, and it is an out-
rage that families below the-poverty level must actually piy taxes
while very large and profitable corporations get tax refunds and of
course pay no taxes. The correction of this problem cannot wait an-
other tax year.

This is a delicate and complex problem. The American people are
understandably sensitive about their tax bills, and we must do it
right the first time or we will only create further public concern
and cynicism.

I am ready to begin this process, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to
working with you and the other members of this committee on this
problem.

The Chairman. Thank you, Senator Mitchell.
We will follow a slightly different procedure in terms of the

order of the witnesses today. Normally, as a matter of tradition
and comity, we would hear all of the Senators first, then'the House
members and then take them each in order of seniority. Today,
however, because there are principal Senate and House sponsors on
each bill, we will take Senator Roth and Congressman Moore-if
he comes-first, Senator Bradley and Congressman Gephardt
second, and then Senator Kasten and Congressman Kemp.
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Our first witness today is Senator Bill Roth, the senior Senator
from Delaware and a person who has been involved in tax reform
and tax simplification for longer than any other Senator I think on
this committee. He has been a good right arm to me in all the
years I have been on the committee.

Senator Roth?
Senator ROTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, let me congratulate you for your opening statement.

There is nothing more important to be done by this Congress this
year than tax reform, and I think your strong leadership will make
that a realty. I lok forward to working with youi bhOthis most i-
portant task. -

I think tax reform is an idea whose time has come, and unless
we return some basic fairness to the Tax Code through simplifica-
tion and reform, I think we will, have in this country, Mr. Chair-
man, the tax equivalent of the Boston Tea Party, except this time
it will be the politicians instead of the tea that is thrown overboard
if we fail to act.

Let me emphasize: It matters a great deal-a great deal-what
kind of tax reform we enact. For tax reform to be worth -the politi-
cal bloodletting that is going to occur, it must do more-it must do
more-than simplify In my judgment it must improve signiflcakitly
the climate for long-term economic growth in this country. Such
growth can be accomplished most effectively if we do three basic
things:

One, we must continue to lower marginal tax rates.
Two, most importantly, we must provide major savings incen-

tives.
Three, it is important that we help level out the international

trade playing field.
Mr. Chairman, that is why I have introduced a two-pronged ap-

proach to tax reform.
Now, my'first is what we have called the Broad-Based Enhanced

Savings Tax Act of 1985, what we like to refer to as 'the BEST
plan.' Like a lot of other plans, this bill would greatly expand the
tax base by eliminating most deductions, exemptions, andi credits,
and would reduce marginal tax rates.

Mr. Chairman, what makes our plan unique, unique among all
the other plans, is that it is the only plan that deals decisively with
the question of double taxation of savings. It would create what we
call super savings accounts, SUSA's-,-whic -Ultinmately would allow
an individual to participate in a tax-deferred savings plan and con-
tribute up to $10,000 a year. It would function very much like an
IRA, except those savings could be used for any purpose because
there is no penalty for early withdrawal.

I think that is a most important change, Mr. Chairman, because
current plans fail to provide incentives in many cases for young
people who may want to save for a house or to send a child to col-
lege; so we have expanded it so that everybody ill have a reason
to save, and when he withdraws there would be no penalty as
under the current proposal.

Now, I have a second bill which I introduced yesterday which
would Work in tandem with BEST. It is what we call the Business
Transfer Tax Act.
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Mr. Chairman, if you want to keep marginal rates as low as pos-
sible, decrease the double taxation of savings, and lower the cost of
capital to business, then an alternate revenue source is needed to
keep the total package revenue neutral. And that is why I have in-
troduced the BTT.

Now, under the BTT, each business would add up its total re-
ceipts and subtract from it its total purchases including physical
capital and raw materials. The remainder, the firm's net receipts,
would be the tax base, and that tax base would be taxable at the
rate of 5 percent.Mr- Cha-'rnin, tis -tax proposal has a number of advantages.
First of all, we would provide that this tax liability could be cred-
ited against a firm's FICA liability, or Social Security. So what it
does, it remoVes a bias, a bias against employment. And we thihik
that that is a most important goal' and reason for this new tax-
ation.

Second, the Business Tax Transfer would also help level the play-
ing fields for trade. Let me point out that under this proposal,
whith is legal under GATT, the businessman would receive a
rebate of any BTT taxes paid on American goods exported; while,
on 'the other hand, any goods imported into the United States
would be subject to that tax.

The reason -this is important-let's take the case of an automo-
bile. Bill Brock and others have said that American manufacturers
of cars are handicapped roughly $600 per car because of the taxes
the American manufacturer pays and the Japanese exporter of
cars does not pay.

Let me explain- how it works. Today a Japanese manufacturer, if
he exports a car to the United States, has the Japanese taxes re-
bated at the border when it leaves Japan. When it comes to the
United States, no tax is paid there. This contrasts with the situa-
tion of the American manufacturer who pays roughly $600 to $700
for each car he produces. But under this BTT we would help offset
that situation. When the Japanese manufacturer exports a car to
the United States, when it reaches our border, the BTT would be
applied, and if it were say a $12,000 car-which is not that high
these days-it would equal $600. So what the BTT does is to help
level the trade playing field, which I think is a most- important

-goal.
Let me reemphasize and underscore the fact that this tax is valid

under GATT, and for that reason it is a very important matter.
Now, at the rate of 5 percent, the domestic liability of this new

BTT would almost exactly equal the current law of FICA liability;
it woUld-just about offset Social Security taxes. And as I indicated,
that could be credited against FICA. That amount that is credited
would go directly into the Social Security trust fund.

Under a 5-percent tax, it would raise roughly $20 billion a year
in new revenue. Only $3 billion of those billions would be from do-
mestic sources; the other $17 billion would be from imports. That
$20 billon, Mr. Chairman, could be used to lower marginal rates of
taxation.

Now, as I said, we introduced this measure with a 5-percent tax
rate. But I think consideration should be given to the effects of a
higher tax rate. For example, if we have a 7-percent BTT, it would
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raise roughly $45 billion. Or if you went as high as 10 percent, it
would raise $75 billion in new income.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you a quick question on that. Once
you get above the 5-percent level and more or less get above the
Social Security level, then it more or less evens out between for-
eign and domestic in terms of the payment?

Senator ROTH. That is correct.
Let me say that if we were to do that, Mr. Chairman, those addi-

tional sums should be used to lower the'marginal rate of taxation. I
want to underscore that, because I think it is critically important
that we understand that, as far as I am concerned, this new tax
should be used only for that purpose. In no way should it be used
as a means to increase general taxation on the- private economy.
Instead, to the extent we raise additional revenue,, it should be
used, as I said, to ' co'tiUe lowerlnig the marginal rate of taxation
on ind iiduals. I think that is critically important in order to pro-
mote work, savings, and inVestmelit,&

Let me just make one, comment on a comment that was made
earlier that our tax reduction, our lowering of the marginal tax
rate :in ti 981, has increased-I think it is important to understand
this-has increased the amount of taxes paid by the more affluent
citizens of -this country. It has not been a tax break for them, but
they have in fact paid higher taxes than they had in the past. And
I think. it is important that we continue to lower the margiMal rate
in an effort to spur long-term growth of this economy.

Well, in short, the BTT coupled with savings incentives such as
BEST, I think, Mr. Chairman, offers us a revolutionary way of re-
forming the Tax Code, lowering individual marginal rates, encour-
aging higher savings, and, it would help shrink the trade deficit.: In
my judgment B is- TT m the only plan that accomplishes all of
these major objectives.

Let me once again say we must use this opportunity for tax
reform to remove the bias against savings that permeates our code
today. Frankly, a major reason we face economic challenges frm
countries like Japan is their individual savings rates.- A lot of
people think that that was part of the Japanese culture; that is not
correct. It was sometime after World War II that the Japanese
built these incentives into-their tax code and rewarded savings. Lo
and behold, the Japanese people did start saving. These savings
were used to create the technological advantage that Japan has
today over most of the world. To put it bluntly, we are not only
competing against Toyotas and Sonys, we are also competing
against the Japanese savings system. That must be corrected.

Now let me speak candidly. One of the greatest flaws, as far as I
am concerned, is that the Treasury's first proposal is almost worse
than nothing when it comes to savings. Just about the only provi-
sion that passes for a savings incentive is a small increasein 'the
HRA limit, and they more than undo any good that is connected
with that proposal by doubling the early withdrawal penalty on
IRA's. Instead of a bold new brush stroke needed to paint a bright-
er economic future through greater savings, the administration's
bean counters have given us a faded paint-by-numbers substitute.

What BEST proves is that you can have a broad-based low-rated
system with major savings, incentives that is revenue neutral, in
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terms of aggregate revenue, as well as distribution of the tax
burden by income groups.

The Joint Committee on Taxation-which, by the way, had sub-
stantial input in the development of this plan-has produced a
four-rate system-12, 20, 30 and 34 percent-which satisfies thatrevenue criteria. At the same time, it substantially removes the
double taxation of savings.

In closing-and I would ask that my entire statement be inclu'd-
ed, Mr. Chairman, as if read-in closing I think a basic goal of tax
reform mtst be to create a long-term climate of economic growth.-Failure to reduce marginal tax rates substantially, failure topro-
vide major incentives for savings, would make the plan not worth-while. And to-be blunt, my support of tax reform will depend uh
what we do in the area of marginal rates ahd savings generally.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator R6th, thank you.
[Senator Roth's writtentestimony follows:]
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STATI'MENT 8Y S1ENA1'OR WILLIAM V. ROTlI

SLNAPtm F I{ANCE COM Ei'trEL

rlAY ., 1935

'rtit L36ST/iBTT TAX REFOW'IS M.EAN GROWTH

Mr. Chairman, I contjr.ttlat" you on holding tilese

mr)iot important hearings. T.Ix r,.form is an ila whose time

has come. Unless we return basic fairaess to the tax code

through simplification arid reform, we will have in this

countc7 tle tax equivalent of the oton Tea Party, except

that it will be the politiafns in.it:a I of the Lea that gtts

t j S.. overboard.

B dut it matters a ea q .r.U wlit kind of tax reform

we enact. A plan that merely wipes out somo deductions,

.3av,)S others because of their political siport, ind in

general creates new and aoi, f frent hoops for taxpayers and

businesses to jump through in the nane of reform isn't worth

the agony we will mo,3t assuredly go through to pass it.

For tax rtforin to be worth the poLitical bloodletting

that is goingj to occur, it must do m)re2 than simplify. It

must improve significantly the climate for oconoic growth

in this country Such growtLh can be iccomp I i -ic ,d most

et ,etively if we do four basic thin'js--lower mnarginal

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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rate:;, provi,. i mijor i.iviijs iJcerClt iv'.s, cte.,te jobs, n!

Ievel out the inlern. iorla trad .: plyinj field. Thit is

w',, I have intro,1aceI .a two-pronged approach to tivx r~iorm.

The f irt is th.- 3roa, -based nh.,inctd Savings Tax Ac-t

of 1935 (BES'P). mCis b -ii Iwould reat- expand the tax base

by eliminating mn.t addictions., exem-3tions, ant] credits and

would r.?Luce maCji!lat t.x rate-i. But what makes the SI',T

aln unique anon3- a l i tf oti!r plans is that it is th-e only

Stan tht (le Ii; ,lecis ';lm.y wi t: t1e dou,le taxation of

saving. It creates Suoer Savings Accounts (SUSAs) which

I Il, allow an iia,v i lual to ,cti ;ipate in .- tax df .erre

savings plan and coritriibite u:) to $10,000 per ye.r (120,000

for a couple f iling )o nt y) SUSAs W8I 11 function MVuL

like IRAs e'.cet that tl-? SaviIIJ could be used for any

;rP)rposu bccu -. ! there is no p-nalty f or early with 1awal.

My second bill, which would, work in tandem with BEST,

is thie Business Transfer Tax Act. If you want to keep

marginal rates as low as possible, decrease the double

taxation of saving and not increase the cost of capital to

busi mess, an alternative revenue sourc, is needed| to keep

the total package rOvenu.? rfeutral. That i. why I introducedI

the [ITT.

Under tie BTT, each iltsiness would add up its total

receipts and subtract ( an it total purchases including

physical capital and raw materials. The remainder, the
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firm's net receipts, would be the tax batne and would be

taxable at the rate of 5 percent. This tax liability could

th,.n be credited against the firm's FICA liability. All

credited amounts would be transferred to the Social Security

Trust Fund .. Under GATT, export receipts could be excluded

from the tax base anti all imports wouLd be subject to a 5

percent tax. At the rate of 5 percent the domestic

liability of this new BTrT would almost exactly equal the

current law FICA liabiIity. Only about $3 billion

additional would be colb.acted from domestic sources and over

90 percent of existing fir.is would not have any net tax

increase. On the other hand, a 5 po.rcent' BTT would raise

about $17 to $21 billion from imports in a GATT-legal

manner.

Let me also make clear t1hAt, although I introduced

this measure with a 5% tdx rate, consideration should be

given to the effects ol a higher tax rate, in order to

provide even more revenue for reductions in the marginal tax

rates for individuals and -savings incentives. At a 7 percent

rate, the BTT will rise about $45 billion, about $2q

billion front domestic sources ind the rest frin foreign

sources. A 10 percent UTT raises about $75 billion ,i yar

and a 20 percent. UTT raises about $235 billion. The

potential is there withl BTT to substantially ljwer tax r.,t.u

while keeping the plin r.-v,'rILu, neutral overall. ily lowering
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rate s we will encourt.je investment an,) productive use of our

nation's capital.

Let , interjct, Mr. Chairman, that BTT must not be

looked at as some magical money machine that could wipe out

the d,-ficit if only w,. cou- li set the rate high enough. The

value of a BTT is that it allows us a way to lower rates and

increase productivity and investment on a net basis in our

economy. The BTT prop*.il! should not be subverted to servo

as a substitute fot the painful but neces sary process of

spending reductions.

The BTT ha!; sev.r.il advantgeJ as an alte rnative

rveriue source. It is compatible with the GATT and

therefore will have positive effects of, our trade p)roblem3.

Because it esentialy repl.aces the F ICA tax, it will create

jobs by rei,-oving a najor disincentive to firiis hiring Lab.r.

In short, the BTT, coupled with savings incentives

such as BEST, offer us a revolutionary way of reforming the

tax code, lowering rates, signific-ntly encouraging greater

personal l savings and investment, and shrinking the trade

deficit. In my judgement, Li:ST/f3TT is the only plan that

would accomplish all four of these major objectives.

Let us use this opportunity for tax reform to remove

the bias against savings that p[ermeates our tax code today,

and is a major reason why we face economic challenges from

countries like Japan. Years .ijo, the Japanese created a tax
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system that rewarded' savtngs. And, lo ,ind behold, the

Japanese people started saving. Tho.;e savings were in turn

u ed to create the technolOgical advantage that Japan now

enjoys over most of the world.

-We are not obnly co-Jlneting against Toyota. and Sonys

We are also competing against the Japanese savings system

tool

One of the greatest lawss in the Administration's

initial tax reform proposal is that it, is worse than nothing

when it comes to savings. Just about the only provision

that passesfor a savin,js incentive is a small increase in

the IRA limits, and they more than undo any good connected

with that proposal by do Jbling the early withdrawal penalty

on IRAs. Instead of tae bold new brush strokes needed to

paint a brighter economic future through greater savings,

the Administration "bean counters" have given us a faded

"paint by numbers" sub titute.

What the BEST bill proves is that your can have a

broad-based, low rated system with major savings incentives

that is r,.venue neutral in terms of aggregate revenue and

distribution of the tax burden by-,-Income group. The Joint

Committee o~i Taxation, which by the way had substantial

in.pkit in the development of this plan, has produced a four

rate system, 12, 20, 30, and 34 percent, which satisfies the
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revenue crtto.rLi. At , s e he t,,., it subitanti.lLy re-

IMOVt3S thI douuLb. tax.-tiorn of savings.

Our cur r!nt L,iK C.)1l d LStor'ts tc,)uniC ieci ions in a

waty thlt c,)'.tt ,'," ,,c..ioray h t .iot s of l.oltars a year.

I)rec UIS, s .:arce Anarican a r)UrceS -.4 a-t..It s im')Iy

becau:-;e an archaic t.,IX C A1!. SOIS CO1nfL)Siln'j signals to th -

o i 1on ot I tia3 wi- tr i cioa ite in our economy, and

1cIV-e!. many thik inng tvnit- e0. ae f o1 ish to pay thiir fair

W.'., r jht l '3hd 17.• ) trtX.'S .3 c.)Ure cvery.)ne e e is

ro bal) y chet n W,. ,'u;t 1.]';i.;,e a Lax system that i3

CCrckiv,-'Q by th . A.nir i - . ;',.,- a .i .rd unie- 3tandbne,

jrij t t~h tino s,!rv...5 at'3 e posti' "orce frr

t rS; r tj.

By adopt *i'.j U I.! tI7IT: ,i racl wi 1l w i I I achi e.V

Lhc .2hoii1s r q .for:n i n a i i t wt 11 mI ximi.--e growth i n

tliz country. I urjg this ccminitt--,! t0 gjive it Close

cons [, rat Ion.
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The CHAIRMAN. Let me say to the committee members now: As
we start down this road on tax reform hearings-I would expect
someplace between 20 and 25 days-of hearings-I am going to ask
the clerk to keep us very closely to our time limits. We will prob-
ably have requests for over 500 witnesses to testify. If we are going
to get through the hearing process at all, we are going to have to
observe our time limits on witnesses and questions. It has been my
experience in the past that for as many questions we may have, if
we stick to our 5 minutes, somebody else has thought to ask the
same question, and they will normally ask it before you have to. So
I am going to ask that you hold me to 5 minutes and hold the
-others as-well..

Bill, I have a question. You want to encourage savings.
Senator ROTH. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. You have a provision in here to tax the inside

buildup on life insurance, which to me seems contra to the encour-
agement of savings. I am curious why you put in the Susas, which
indeed will encourage it but tax the inside buildup.

Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman, that is not part of my proposal.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, isn't it?
Senator ROTH. I understand that Treasury is going to do so, but

it is not included as part of ours.
The CHAIRMAN. Then my information is wrong. I thought you

were taxing it. I apologize.
Let me ask you a second question: When you have made a deci-

sion as to which deductions'and credits to keep and which ones to
exclude on the personal income level-you get rid of the day care
credit, and the above-the-line deduction for charitable contribu-
tions, but you keep the old, traditional charitable contribution de-
duction. How did you decide what you were going to keep and what
you were going to get rid of?

Senator ROTH. Well, in the case of charitable deductions, Mr.
Chairman, it seems to me, increasingly we are saying in Washing-
ton that we want more done in the private side through private
means. As we are restraining the Federal budget it seems to me
that we should not take steps that conceivably could reduce or
lower charitable giving, because I think charitable giving becomes
increasingly important as part of our efforts to have voluntary en-
deavors to help solve problems. So, I felt that we ought to continue
charitable deductions as we have in the past.

In the case of mortgages, I think it is basic-I think it is basic to
this country, a basic goal, let me put it that way-that everybody
wants to own their own home. And for that reason I think we
ought to continue the mortgage interest deduction. It not only

'helps achieve that American goal but it also creates many jobs.
The CHAIRMAN. The reason I pursue this a bit, Senator, is that

every one of the bills we have before us on the personal income tax
side keeps some deductions and gets rid of others. They all don't
keep the same ones, and they all don't get rid of the same, ones. I
am trying to find out what the thinking was with all of them as to
why certain ones were kept.

I think we all understand why the mortgage interest deduction
was kept. I don't know any of them that get rid of it although some
of them trim it a bit.
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You have gotten rid of the above-the-line deduction for charitable
contributions. Are you assuming that it is not an incentive for
charitable giving, or that it is unneeded?

Senator ROTH. I am sorry, I didn't hear that.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you eliminate the above-the-line deduction

for charitable contributions?
Senator ROTH. No, Mr. Chairman. Again, we kept present law.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you sure?
Senator ROTH. Present law does phase out above-the-line deduc-

tions, but we didn't change that; we just kept it as it is.
- The CHAIRMAN. So after the deduction phases out, at the end of

1985 yOu would get rid of it?
Senator ROTH. Well, our basic purpose in doing that, Mr. Chair-

man, was just to keep the present law.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me move to your business transfer tax.
Senator ROTH. Yes.
The CtiAMAN. Do you count that as a form of a consumption

tax?
Senator ROTH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you be willing to expand that further if it

was used to lower individual rates?
Senator ROTH. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. That is almost the only reason you would allow

it to be expanded further?
Senator RO'tH. Absolutely. I would oppose vehemently any effort

to raise revenue by that means.
The CHAIRMAN. Does it trouble you that the argument is raised

that it will be a regressive form of taxation? In essence, it is a
quasi-excise tax that will be passed along in the cost of products,
and we will have the same argument against it that other con-
sumption taxes have?*

Senator ROTH. Well, Mr. Chairman, our BTT has a number of
very desirable goals, I think. First of all, as I pointed out, it would
be credited against FICA. I think that is an important factor, be-
cause that helps promote employment.

Today an employer, if he is thinking about a new facility and
whether he is going to do it with automation or with individuals,
may very well opt out to use automation because of the high cost of
new employment. Our legislation would neutralize that so that it
would help encourage new jobs.

Second, I have gone into some detail as to the importance of lev-
eling the trade field. This proposal-we have checked this out with
the USTR-is valid under GATT. It does help level that trading
field, which means that our manufacturers are in a more comparL.-
ble position with those exporting to the United States. So that
helps create jobs here. So, there are a number of reasons why I
think this legislation is very important.

Of course, many of the basic reforms are all talking about trying
to reduce the progressivity of the tax levels; so, essentially, this
helps that out, too.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mitchell?
Senator MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Senator Roth, for your testimony. The business

transfer tax is a new and interesting concept. I just want to make
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sure I understand it. What you would propose to do would be to tax
a business' net receipts at the rate of 5 percent, and allow a credit
against that for the FICA tax liability?

Senator ROTH. That is correct, Senator Mitchell.
Senator MITCHELL. And in your statement you say that, at the

rate of 5 percent, the domestic liability of this new BTT would
almost exactly equal the current-law FICA liability.

Senator ROTH. That is correct.
Senator MITCHELL. So, in effect, you are eliminating all taxes for

businesses except for the current FICA tax?
Se-nator Rota. --No. All we do, Senator Mitchell, is say that the

new tax, the BTT, could be offset, credited against the Social Secu-
rity tax. That is the only change in business taxes. We are not re-
pealing corporate income taxes or others, if that is what you are
suggesting.

Senator MITCHELL. Oh, I see. Yes, that is what I was asking.
Senator ROTH. No. The only thing it impacts on is the Social Se-

curity tax. What it says to the businessman is, "Your BTT can be
credited against Social Security," as you understand.

Senator MITCHELL. Right.
Senator ROTH. And that is the reason it is helpful from the

standpoint of encouraging employment.
Senator MITCHELL. Right.
Senator ROTH. But it has no effect on corporate or other taxes.
Senator MITCHELL. So this is not a substitute for any other tax,

but this is an additional, in your view, supplementary or comple-
mentary tax to existing taxes?

Senator ROTH. Yes. With the clear understanding that both addi-
tional revenues would be used to reduce marginal rates.

Senator MITCHELL.-How about the deficit? Would you have any
objection to any additional revenues being used to reduce the defi-
cit?

Senator ROTH. Well, I am a strong believer that the deficit must
be handled by the spending side. There is no question, Senator
Mitchell, in my mind that if we raise taxes, that this year or next
year or some year we will increase spending.

I think fundamental to the deficit, I think fundamental to the
long-term growth of the economy, is that we regain control of the
spending side. I think that means freeze and reform, but it does not
mean higher taxes.

Senator MITCHELL. The proposal which you dealt with first,
which you describe as the Broad-Based Enhanced Savings Tax Act,
applies-only to-individuals?_..

Senator ROTH. That is correct.
Senator MITCHELL. And the tax we have just been describing, the

business tax, of course, as you have indicated, does not change any
existing tax. Does- that reflect any decision on your part that no
changes need be made in the remainder of the business tax struc-
ture?

Senator ROTH. Well, Senator Mitchell, when we drafted our pro-
posal, I had some concern at that time about dealing with business
taxes for two reasons:- First, we had had a tax change almost every
year, or at least in 3 of the last 4 years I think. To me, that is very
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destabilizing to business in general. So I had reservations about
doing anything in that area. .

Second, there really was no consensus in the business community
as to what needed to be done. I couldn't even get the chemical in-
dustry within itself to agree. And I thought that it was desirable
that we had some guidelines and consensus from the business com-
munity itself.

But of course since then, the Treasury has proposed changes in
the business taxation; so we have already destabilized-if you Want
to call it that-the situation.

Senator MrITCHEL. Yes.
Senator ROTH. I think it is critically important that we go ahead

and reform the business taxes as well as the individual; but frank-
ly, once we do that, we-ought to throw away the keys to'this room
and to the Ways and Means Committee room and leave the tax
laws alone, so the businessman has some certainty and consistency
to plan.

Senator MITCHELL. But that is after we make the changes?
Senator ROTH. Yes. I strongly support what the chairman said,

that we ought to move ahead with tax reform, both business and
personal.

Senator MITCHELL. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, your admonition about time was so strong that I

am going to finish before my time. You said you are keeping care-
ful records, and I hope that in the future we get a little leeway,
those who finish early.

The CHAIRMAN. Sort of a variation of a tax-loss carryforward?
You want your time on another witness?

Senator MITCHELL. Yes; called the time carry-forward.
The CHAIRMAN. We will put it in the code. [Laughter.]
Senator Symms is gone. Senator Grassley?
Senator GRASSLEY. Senator Roth, in the 2 or 3 years that I have

been listening to people suggest alternate tax forms and plans, I
have been as concerned about the procedure-how you get from
here to there-as the substance of it. What problems do you see
with that? How long of a period of phase-in do you have, or is it an
abrupt change? And what problems did you anticipate that you
were able to take care of with your plan?

Senator ROTH. Well, I think you have asked a very pertinent
question. I would like to say that in developing the BEST plan,
which I want to publicly thank the Joint Committee on Taxation
for their very able assistance and help, we phased in our proposal
over a 5-year period. We thought that that would enable the
changes to be made as evenly as possible.

Obviously, when you have some major changes in the Tax Code,
it does have an impact. On the advice of the joint committee, we
decided a 5-ear was a reasonable period for our proposal.

Senator GRASSLEY. And then that works by phasing in 20 per-
cent, going from 20'to 40 to 60 percent, on up to 100 percent over a
5-year period of time, and phasing down older taxes proportionate-
ly the same way?

Senator ROTH. Basically that is correct.
For example, we had expensing phased in over a 5-year period.
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Senator GRASSLEY. Do you feel -hat that phase-in is going to be
able to operate very smoothly? .

Senator ROTH. Yes; under our proposal we do.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Symms?
Senator SYMMS. Just one brief question, and I thank you, Senator

Roth, for your leadership in this area.
Did you saythat you phased in 100-percent expensing?
Senator ROTH. Yes, that's correct.

---Senator SYMMS. And that's for businesses, corporations, et
cetera?

Senator ROTH. Well, of course we-were then dealing with individ-
ual taxation, not the business side. But because individuals may
have sole proprietorships, we did phase in expensing for individual
proprietorships.

Senator SYMMS. And then you could just roll it forward so you
use up the losses. Well, I think that is a real good thing. I think we
should do that to our entire Tax Code; we would encourage a lot of
growth.Senator ROTH. Frankly, I think we would have been better off if
we had done that in 1981.

Senator SYMMS. I think we would have, too. Thank you very
much.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, I will credit my account on this

one and pass.
[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for not being here earlier for the first part of Senator

Roth s presentation.
How many itemized deductions are done away with? Do you

eliminate most of them? I heard you answer the Chairman's ques-
tions about the charities; but what about the others? What about
things like historic preservation tax credits or solar tax credits?

Senator ROTH. Most of those are eliminated as part of an effort
to broaden the tax base so we can reduce the marginals.

Senator CHAFEE. I see.
Now, what do you do about interest deductions?
Senator ROTH. Well, we keep the mortgage interest deductions.
Senator CHAFEE. For what? For the principal home?
Senator ROTH. No, we don't have any limits.
Senator CHAVEE. You don't have any limit? How about other in-

terest deductions, on borrowing and so forth?
Senator ROTH. Consumer interest is repealed, but business inter-

est is continued as a cost of doing business.
Senator CHAFEE. I see.
Well, first let me say that I think what you are doing here is

very constructive in that you are zeroing in on the s6Vifigs aspect
in the so-called SUSA part. I must say I have a little trouble with
it being so large. It's $20,000 for a joint return and there are no
restrictions on it. I mean, a person could then withdraw the money
at any time they want. They get the deduction and then when they
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withdraw I assume that that money they withdraw is taxable
income.

Senator ROTH. It becomes subject to taxation.
I think you raised a very important point. I think we want to

build in incentives not only for retirement but for any purpose
whatsoever, because what we are really trying to build is a-nation-
al pool of savings for capital investment.

As I said in my opening remarks, one of the reasons the Japa-
nese have been so successful-and I know last January. when I
talked to-the Prime Minister about it, he credited-the savings rate
of Japan, which is 20 to 24 percent. Our savings rate is very poor
in this country.

Let me just point out that there is a research bulletin put out by
the conference board, a very distinguished organization, that
makes an appraisal of international savings rates, and this study
points out that in net saving rates-and that includes both Govern-
ment and private individuals, everything-the United States,
among the seven leading industrial countries, ranked last. Japan is
No. 1. And the same thing on net household savings; the United
States is second from the bottom.

Now, I feel very strongly that we have to have continuously a
new flow of savings each year in order to help new business and to
keep our plants the most modern in the world.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I appreciate that and, as you well know
from being a member of this committee, I think most of us feel the
same way. It's how to get from here to there.

My concern is that a great disincentive to borrowing, obviously,
would be the nondeductibility of the interest for the individual.

Senator ROTH. Sure.
Senator 9HAFEE. Now, whether you need the other side of the

coin, too, that is, not only in a disincentive to borrow but also an
incentive to save, I don't know. Obviously it is attractive to have
the incentive to save; but to let a family take $20,000 and get a de-
duction, which obviously is only going to be available to more
wealthy families, well, that gives me a little bit of problem.

Senator ROTH. Let me say this: Whether $10,000 is the right
figure or something less is, that is a question we should look into.
But I do think we need to substantially increase it. And of course,
we would increase that to $10,000 over a period of several years.
But it is really comparable an amount as to what the Japanese do,
although they use a somewhat different approach.

Senator CHAFEE. Fine. Thank you very much.
I will bank the balance of my time, Mr. Chairman. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mitchell, I wish you hadn't started this;

we are going to be in trouble when we get down to the end.
I have no more questions. Are there any other questions of Sena-

tor Roth?
Senator GRASSLEY. I would just like to ask a short question about

why you are one of the few plans that exempted the tax treatment
of municipal bonds, other tax-exempt bonds.

Senator ROTH. Again and again, we just decided we ought to keep
that the same as current law.

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

49-443 0-85--2
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The CHAIRMAN. I do have one more question. I want to make
sure that my chart on your bill is right. Do you repeal the deduc-
tion for State and local taxes?

Senator ROTH. Yes, we do.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to go back again, then, to the question I

asked: As you go through these you say you don't intend to keep
the above-the-line deduction for charitable contributions. You get
rid of the present dependent credit, which is basically a credit more
useful to lower income peQple than to higher income people. You
get rid of the historic preservation credit, and yet you keep others.

I am curious, in terms of value judgments,-in-how you-came-to
keep certain ones anJ not others.

Senator ROTH.- Well, we really kept very few. You are right, we
kept the charitable, we kept the mortgage interest. But our main
thrust was to try to eliminate as many as possible in the belief that
it was more important to get the marginal rates as low as% we could
plus the incentive for savings.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Any other questions?
[No response.]
The CHAIRMAN. Come up and join us, now.
As Congressman Moore has not arrived yet, we will take Senator

Bradley and Congressman Gephardt. ,.
Do you want to go down there to testify, Bill?
Congressman, good to have you with us.
Mr. GEPHAROr. It is very good to be here. Thank you.
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, thank you. This is a different

vantage point down here. The committee takes on a totally differ-
ent perspective.

The CHAIRMAN. You are one of the few witnesses that I can see
over the cameras.

Laughter.]
Senator BRADLEY. Let me thank you for the chance to come

before the committee today and to make some comments about tax
reform. I would ask unanimous consent that my full statement be
printed in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, I really think we have the best

chance in a generation for major tax reform. I say that for a
number of reasons. One is that legislators from both parties have
introduced major tax reform legislation, the Treasury has come
forth with a detailed plan, and the President has already endorsed
the basic principles of tax reform, and he has made a commitment
this year to lowering tax rates and making the tax system fairer.
Now, that is an impressive mandate, and the special interests know
it. That is why they are already beginning to spend millions of dol-
lars to stop the American people from getting a lower rate of tax
and a fairer income tax system.

Now, what do I believe are the criteria for essential tax reform? I
think there are three criteria: First, tax reform must not increase
the deficit; second, it must retain progressivity so that the tax
burden on lower- and middle-income people is not increased; and
third, it should offer the lowest possible tax rates for the greatest
number of people.
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Now, I think a tax reform bill that embodies these principles will
clearly serve the general interests. In a nutshell, that's what thefair taxtries to do. It offers lower rates and fewer loopholes.

When we introduced it a couple of years ago, we tried to make
the point that "tax reform" is not a code word for big government,
or soaking the rich, or foreclosing on the middle-income homeown-
er. Instead, the fair tax, I think, is a realistic and concrete plan to
achieve a tax system that is significantly fairer and simpler than

-the crazy-guilt structure that we labor under today, .
Now, the fair tax shows that tax reform can do the following

things: It can raise the same, or even somewhat more, revenue as
the present tax system but with much lower rates and far fewer
loopholes.

Second, it can keep the same degree of progressivity as the
present system but ensure that e ual incomes will pay equal tax.

Third, it can accomplish both o? these goals while retaining the
most widely used deductions like mortgage interest, child care, and
retirement income.

Fourth, it can help reduce the deficit by raising over $30 billion
in the third year and by improving the overall efficiency of the
economy.

So, with one bill we lower rates, which means that if you earn
more you will keep more; we have fewer brackets, which means
relief from inflation and a tax break for working couples; we have
fewer loopholes, which means everybody gets a simpler, fairer
system, less cheating and more productive investment; we have a
bigger standard deduction in personal exemptions, which means
relief for young people, poor people, and the elderly struggling to
get by on fixed incomes.

Last, the key itemized deductions are retained, which means a
double benefit for middle income taxpayers who have invested in
their community and who deserve a measure of certainty in a time
of-change.

Let me say again, the fundamental proposition of the fair tax is
fairness. It is a choice. The choice is giving up loopholes in order to
get the tax rates lowered.

The people want lower tax rates, while the special interests want
the loopholes. What the fair tax does is close most-of the loopholes
and use those revenues tout the tax rates. Four out-of five tax-
payers who now pay taxes Ith is country would pay no more than
a 14 percent tax rate under the fair tax. In the first year of its ex-
istence, 70 percent of the taxpayers would pay the same or less tax;
30 percent would pay more. In the long run, most everyone who
earns more-and what American doesn't believe they are going to
earn more-would pay less tax because of the dramatic drop in the
marginal tax rate. -

For corporations, the same principle applies. And that is, you cut
the tax rate by eliminating and repealing the loopholes.

Mr. Chairman, tax reform is not just about money. Restoring
fairness to the Tax Code would bolster people's sense of security, of
being in control of their own lives, while at the same time having a
Government that is sensitive to their needs.

So, tax reform is about dignity and hope as well as money. It is a
call to return to the\ values of our first leaders. That is why it
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cannot be dismissed without simultaneously diminishing our herit-
age.

Tax reform, and I believe the fair tax, is a bridge between a past
we are proud of and a future we are unsure about. It is a decision
about our values and about the kind of country that we want to be.

Notwithstanding the social and economic importance, there is al-
ready tremendous opposition to tax reform, and it is going to get
worse. You will find-as-you already are beginning to see on televi-
sion sets and in newspaper and magazine ads-groups tellingthe-
American people what they are going to lose: this loophole, that de-
duction. But they will never tell the American people what they
are going to gain, which is a lower tax rate over time, which means
that as they earn more, they can keep-more.

In fact, If you look at the activity in Washington since the Treas-
ury released its proposal in December, you have seen the emer-
gence of a new coalition. Maybe it doesn't have a K-Street address
yet, but it is there. That is the coalition for high marginal tax
rates: People who don't care if the tax rate is 70 percent or 80 per-
cent or 90 percent as long as they keep their exclusion or their de-
duction in thec,'tode. No wonder the special interests like the tax
system, Mr. Chairman. The beneficiaries have done pretty well. It
is the fastest-growing Government program.

In 1967 tax preferences were worth $37 billion-that's what the
value of all lopholes were. Last year it was $370 billion and still
growing.

Now, as you all know, no one argues to keep or expand a loop-
hole by admitting that it is a subsidy; they prefer to call it "an in-
centive."-, Well, 'subsidies" or "incentives -working Americans
who pay, higher rates in order to give those subsidies or incentives
have another name for them, and it is called "a ripoff."

It takes courage to resist the special pleaders by sticking up for
the general interests, but that is what tax reform is all about. We
need a tax system that facilitates change and rewards innovation,
not one that enshrines the status quo, subsidizes the politically
powerful, and short-changes our potential for economic growth.

That is why the fair tax's fundamental proposition is that every-
one, not just the privileged few, deserves a tax break and a better
chance to prosper.

Mr. Chairman, over the next few months we are going to have a
lot of debate-as you said, 500 Witnesses. We will be able to make
these speeches several times a day for the next 4 to 5 months. But
whatever we do, we should know that the American people will be
watching, because it is they who stand to lose or gain the most.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, if I could briefly just touch on what
awaits us out on the horizon as a tempting alternative to address-
ing fundamental tax reform, and that is the whole concept of
moving toward a so-called minimum tax.

Now, in the judgment of Chairman Rostenkowski on the House
side, and I believe he is correct: "The minimum tax is just a
copout." Well, why is he right? Because, if we really succeed in re-
forming the Tax Code, we don't need a minimum tax. A minimum
tax is an admission of failure. It demonstrates not only that the
system is broken but also that Congress doesn't have the guts to fix
the system.
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Briefly, why am I so skeptical about the minimum tax? First,
none of the proposals has a truly comprehensive base. Omitting
certain preferences just introduces new distortions and complica-
tions, and casts serious doubts on the bills' claims to tax economic
income.

Second. the corporate minimum tax affects firms in different
ways, depending on whether they are separately owned or part of a
conglomerate.

Third, layering yet another minimum tax on top of the existing
system, which already has three minimum taxes, just compounds
complexity and further complicates investment decisions.

Fourth, the minimum tax is simply inefficient, because it dilutes
the existing subsidies in the tax law. Either these subsidies are
worthwhile, in which case they should be allowed in full, or they
are a waste of resources, in which case they should be repealed.

A minimum tax is a clumsy, inefficient way of cutting back on
the value of subsidies. It is an admission both that the existing tax
law doesn't work and that Congress isn't willing to bite the bullet
and fix it.

Fifth, the minimum tax only addresses part of the problem trou-
bling the American people-namely, that some rich individuals
and profitable corporations aren't paying their fair share.

But a minimum tax holds out no hope to the hardworking men
and women who see their tax system taking an ever bigger bite out
of their paycheckes. Nor does it make the system any simpler;
indeed, it complicates it.

Finally, I cannot understand why proponents of the minimum
tax think the American people will be impressed by their proposal
to tax millionaires at 15 cents on a dollar. The single taxpayer
making $15,000 today, with no itemized deductions, now pays a 20.
percent marginal rate. A hardworking couple raising kids on
$30,000 a year pays a marginal rate of 25 percent. It is unlikely
that people in these circumstances will be impressed to know that
a millionaire or a corporation earning billions in profits will pay a
top rate of 15 percent under a minimum tax.

So, Mr. Chairman, these are exciting times. The committee is be-
ginning an important process. And if we are serious about making
sure everyone pays their fair share, then we will really enact
major tax reform legislation this year.

[thank the Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you.
Congressman Gephardt?
[Senator Bradley's written testimony follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF SENATOR BILL BRADLEY

BEFORE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

THURSDAY, MAY 9, 1985

Hr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I an, truly

pleased to be here today as an advoCate for tax fairness. At

the outset, I want to commend the Committee for getting the

ball rolling on.fundamental-t.ax- reform,1 -

I share President Reagan's optimism that 1985 will be the

year for much lower tax rates, far fewer loopholes, and i fair

deal for every American who works, earns, and saves. This

hearing today is further evidence that there is indeed

broad-based, bipartisan support for tax reform. I look

forward to working with the Comnittee and my House and Senate

colleagues to make tax reform a reality this year.

There will be plenty of naysayers and cynics who will

dismiss what I have just said a' wishful thinking. But there's

good reason for optimism. Congressmen from both parties have

endorsed specific tax reform bills. The Treasury has come

forward with a detailed plan of' its own and is about to unveil

legislative proposals for making the tax code fairer, simpler

and more efficient. The President has already endorsed the

basic principles of tax reform. And he has made a public

commitment. to lowering tax rates this year.

As I see it, this adds up to an impressive mandate. And

the special interests know it. That's why they are spending

millions of dollars to deny Americans the fair, low rate tax

system they need and deserve.

II C
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Naturally, I am proud that. the Bradley-Gephardt Fair Tax,

which Dick Gephardt and I unveiled in May of 198?, has

attracted such a following. And wk! ile I'm !ir cerely flat. tered

by all the imitations, this4morrirg I want to tell you about

tfe real thing. For I believe the Fair Tax best rieets the

three .criteria that are essential for true tax reform.

What are these three criteria?

First, tax reform must not increase the deficit.

Second, it must retain progressivit sco that th0e tax

burden on low and middle income people is not. increased.

Third, it must offer the lowest possible tax rates for

the greatest number of people.

A tax reform bill that embodies these principles will

clearly serve the general interest in giving Americans a

fairer, simpler tax system with much, lower rates and far fewer

loopholes.

That, in a nutshell, is what thte Fair, Tax is all

about--lower rates arid fewer loopoles. Two years ato our

bUll set a new standard for tax policy. It showed tthat tax

reform is not a code word for big gcvernrent, "soaking the

rich," or- foreclosing on the middle-incone homeowner.
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lnztead, the Fair Tax is a realistic, concrete plan- to achieve

P tax system that. is significantly fairer and simpler titan the

crazy-quilt structure we all labor under today. The Fair Tax

shows thbt tax reform can:--

--raise the same, or even somewhat more revenue as the

present tax system, but _ ._ fewer

--keep the same degree of 1,roetessivJty as the present

system, but ensure that _

equalJtax;

--acconplish both these golf. while preserving themQDt

i Ie yilu dkC.LL~ -t z_8, Ji v riortgage interest,

child care, and retirement income;

--help reduce the deficit by raising over $30 billion ir

its third year and by improving the efficiency of the economy.

T...T1 e bill combines:

-- IQ.e.._ , which means more money and greater

security.-f~r al1i"hose wo work and earn;

-- fewerbax.Ata,- which P.eans relief from inflation and a

tax break for working couples;

--fewer lopholes, which means everybody gets a simpler,

fairer system, with less cheatirig and mjore productive

investment;

- -bigger sta nda rdV.. _..anLrDolnJ--eL.Q ,

which means relief for young people, poor people and the

elderly struggling to get by on fixed Ji,carries;
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00\, .hc hi mcar ; a double

benefit for middle class taxpayers who have invested in their

community and who deserve a nteasure of certainty in a time of

change.

Let me say it again. The fundamental proposition of tke

Fair Tax is indeed r-Prm"., It simply 'Asn't fair to burden

tens of millions of taxpayers with needlessly high rates so

that the narrow special interests can enjoy iteir favorite

loopholes. That's the choice: lower rates versus loopholes.

The people want the low rptes while the special interests want.

the loopholes.

What the Fair Tax does is to close most of the loopholes

and to use the revenue to pay for general rate cuts. Under

Bradley-Gephardt, 4 out of 5 taxpayers would pay no more than

14 in tax. No one's tax would exceed 30%, compared with 50%

under current law. The combinationr of cutting ta)- rates and

eliminating loopholes leaves mo.t. taxpayers better off. In

the first year of the Fair Tax, 70% of the taxpayers,-pay the

same or less tax and 30% pay more. In the lcng run (years 2,

3, 4, 5, and so on), everyone will be better off because loter

rates mean that as you earn more ou keep more.

The same principle applies to corporations. The

Bradley-Gephardt bll shows that-the corporate tax can be

reformed along the lines of the Individual income tax, with a

lower rate and fewer loopholes. Py repealing many of the

subsidies in the existing corporate tax, we eliminate economic

distOrtf,6nis-that stifle incentives and retard growth.
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In particular, by scb ing back on the grossly inefficient ACHS

depreciation system, we will be able to get rid or most. of the

most frequently abused tax shelters that squander scarce

capital and enrich a few special interests.

But tax reform is not Just about money. Restoring

fairness to the tax code would bolster people's sense of

security, of being in control over their own lives while at

the same time having a government that is sensitive to their

needs.

So tax reform is also about dignity and hope. It is a

call to return to the values of our first leaders. That is

why it can't be dismissed without simultaneously diminishing

our heritage. Tax reform--the Fair Tax--is a bridge between a

past we're proud of and a future about which we are unsure.

It's a decision about values and about the kind of country we

want to be.

Notwithstanding its social and economic importance, there

is already tremendous opposition to tax reform. An' it will

get worse. The special Interests--the firms and th

individuals who are using loopholes to avoid paying their fair

share--will try and intimidate people, threatening them with

what they'll lose without ever telling them that they'll get

lower tax rates in exchange.
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The special interests don't want. lower rates. Because of

the loopholes, they're paying zero now. Arid they want. to keep

it that way. You've all been visited by lobbyists for what I

call "The Coalition for High Marginal Tax Rates."

They represent special interests whose ideal is a world of 70,

80 or 90% tax rates with full deductibility of their "thing,"

be it oil wells, office equipment, races horses, avocados or

shopping centers. The catch, of course, is that they use the

loopholes to shelter their big Incomes from taxes. But Mr.

and Mrs. Average American are stuck with the high rate and

they pay through the nose.

No wonder the special interests like the tax system the

way it is. They are the beneficiaries of the fastest growing

government subsidy program in existence. In 1967, tax

preferences were worth a mere $37 billion. Today they cost

$4O0 billion. But as you all know, no one who argues to keep

or expand a loophole ever admits it's a subsidy--they prefer

to call it an "incentive." Subsidies or incentives, working

Americans who pay for them have another name--"rip-offs."

It takes courage to resist the special pleaders by

sticking up for the general interest, But that's what

integrity Is all about. It takes vision, too, a firm sense

that embracing change is the key to America's future. We need

a tax system that facilitates change and rewards innovation,

not one that enshrines the status quo, subsidizes the

politically powerful, and shortchanges our potential for

economic growth. That's why the Fair Tax's fundamental
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proposition is that ey-ery w!, not just the privileged few,

deserves a tax break and a better chance to prosper.

Mr. Chairman, the next few months will be an exciting

time. It will be a time for choice. Do we stand boldly on

6--- the side of fairness, of change, of growth? Or do we stand on

the sidelines, trading favors at. the margin where "them that

has gets? "Whatever we do, we should know that the American

people will be watching, because .it is they who stand to gain

- or lose - the most..

In closing, I would just like t.o touch on the minimum tax

and its role in the context of futndamental tax reform. In ty

judgment, Chairman Rostenkowski got it just right when he said

"the minimum tax is a cop out." Why is he right? Because if

we really succeed in reforming the tax code, we won't need a

minimum tax. A minimum tax is an admission of failure. It

demonstrates not only that the system "is broke" but also that

Congress doesn't hive the guts to fix itl

Why am I so skeptical about a minimum tax? For several

reasons:

First, none of the current proposals has a truly

comprehensive base. Omitting certain preferences just

introduces new distortions and complications and casts serious

doubts on the bills' claims to tax economic income.

Second, a corporate minimum tax affects firms in

different ways, depending on whether they are separately owned

or part of a conglomerate. I predict that adopting a new
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corporate minimum tax will just encourage the mergers,

acquisitions and consolidations that have already generated so

muchg Congressional concern.

Third, layering yet another minimum tax on top of the

existing system - which already has 3-minimum taxes --just

compounds complexity and further complicates investment

decisions. ..

Fourth, a minimum tax is simply inefficient because it

dilutes the existing subsidies in the tax law. Either these

subsidies are worthwhile, in which case they should be allowed

in full, or they are a waste of resources, in which case the.y

should be repealed. A minimum tax is a clumsy, inefficient

way of cutting back on the value of subsidies. It's an

admission both that the existing tax law doesn't work and that

Congress isn't willing to bite the bullet and fix it.

Fifth, a minimum tax only addresses part of what is

troubling the American people, namely that some rich

individuals and profitable corporations aren't paying their

fair share. But a minimum tax holds out no hope to the hard

working men and women who see the tax system taking an ever

bigger bite out of their paychecks. Nor does it offer relief

to successful, highly taxed businesses that are now paying

more than their fair share of the corporate tax.

So unlike the Fair Tax, a minimum tax is not a formula

for growth and fairness. Nor will it enhance our economy's
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capacity to take risks, to adapt to change, and t.c meet

competition. On the contrary,, it's the old fashioned zero, sun,

approach to tax legislation.

Fifth, I cannot understand why the proponents of a

minimum tax think- the---Aerican -people will be impressed by a

proposal to make millionaires pay 15 cents on the dollar. A

single ta-xpayer making $15,000 with no itemized deductions now

pays a 20% marginal rate and a lard working couple raising two

kids on $30,000 a year is now paying a marginal rate of 25%.

It is unliekly that people in tthese circumstances will be

impressed to know that a millionaire or a corporation earning

billions in profits would pay a top rate of 15% under a

minimum tax.

Finally, let me remind the Committee that we already have

3 minimum taxes in the law. They obviously don't work arid

there's no evidence that a new rrinlmum tax will be any wore

effective.

-If we're serious about making sure everyone pays their

fair share, we'll enact real tax reform legislation like the

Fair Tax. If we reform the system, we won't need a minimum

tax. This Committee has a pivotal role in ensuring that we

make the right choice. I am confident we will succeed in

giving the American people the fair, simple tax system they

need and deserve.
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STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD A. GEPHARDT, U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF MISSOURI

Mr. GEPHARrDT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, mem-
bers of the committee, for allowing us to be here today and to have
this important hearing. I commend your committee for holding
these hearings so early in the process, and I look forward to work-
ing with you on the House side as we try to develop a comprehen-
sive tax reform proposal in 1985. . . .... . .. ... .

I think Bill has well set out the basic arguments for our bill and
for tax refortw in general. I think it really is a very simple, basic
choice about what kind of a tax system we want to, have in this
country. Do we want to have a tax system that has an eroded base
and a lot of rates, and high rates, in order to bring in the revenue
that we need to run the government? Or do we want to have a sim-
pler tax, a fairer tax, that has a restored base and has fewer rates
and lower rates than the system we have today? It is that simple a
choice that we are making in this regard.

Some people have asked me: "Well, do you think the Tax Code is
not to be used to focus economic and/or social behavior?" And Ithink that is a legitimate question to ask. I don't reject using the
Tax Code to try to give incentives to get certain things to happen. I
think, clearly, we have done that through the history of the Code,
and we will probably continue to do that. I think it is a question of
degrees. How much will we erode the base? How often will we
erode the base? In what cases will we erode the base in order to try
to direct economic or social behavior?

As Bill well pointed out, I think we simply have gone too far, toofast. We now have $370 billion worth of tax preferences in order to
get people to do different things that we think they ought to do,
that are good for society. I simply think that is too much; it is the
biggest program that we have in the Government. I don't need to
tell anyone on the committee the continuing pressure that we haveto use the Tax Code to get things to happen in our society. It has
increased tenfold in the last 10 or 15 years. As he said, in the late
sixties we had $37 billion worth of tax preferences; now we are at$370 billion, and on our way to even higher figures in the future.
As a result, we have to have 14 brackets, we have a top rate of 50
percent, and we have most Americans paying at rates that are
probably higher than they should be. And we have the bad situa-
tion of Americans looking at the Tax Code and realizing that if
they try to earn more money they are going to be driven into
higer brackets.

So I think it is time to take stock, to back up, to begin to look at
where we are, what our history has been, and say can't we get back
to a simpler and fairer situation? No one or practically no one, is
seriously suggesting that we throw all of the incentives out, thatwe take all of the preferences out and go to a single rate. Most of
us are saying let's get back to where we were 20-25 years ago, let'smove some of the preferences out, let's try to bring rates down,
let's get rid of the number of brackets we have and see if we can't
come up with a simpler, fairer Code.

I think Bill well treated this question of a minimum tax. I think
it is a very legitimate question. We did not put a minimum tax in
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our bill. I think you can consider a minimum tax, but I think that
if it becomes a substitute for basic tax reform, it would fail to do
the things that really need to be done.

If you do substantial basic tax reform, you certainly lessen the
need for a significant minimum tax. If we don't do tax reform, then
obviously we need a minimum tax; but a strong minimum tax is
both complicating and, I think, really calls into question What you
aretry ig to do with the Code to begin with. On the one hand yougiveth preferences to get people to do things, and then in effect
you take all or most of them away, saying that we have created so
many of them that now people are escaping taxation. So now we
hive to try to walk back up the path we just walked down. I don't
thihk that makes a lot of sense.

For the purpose of fully stating the record, let me again simply
state what our bill does: On the individual side we include a flat
14-percent tax -rate for more than 70 percent of taxpayers. This
would include individuals earning less than $25,000 a year and cou-
ples earning $40,000 a year. For those earning higher incomes, the
bill provides for a progressive tax-and I think it is very important
that we retain a progressive tax code-with rates of 26 and 30 per-
cent. "

We eliminate many deductions. The ones that we retain, includ-
ing home mortgage interest, State and local income and real prop-
erty taxes, charitable deductions, and medical expenses beyond a
certain threshhold, would be worth the same to most taxpayers-14
percent in tax reductions for each dollar wo spend, regardless of
income level. Thus, as the marginal tax rate increases you don't
have people scampering around to find deductions to reduce their
taxable income. Decisions would be made more solely on economic
not tax bases.

Again, on the corporate side the bill provides for a flat corporate
tax rate of 30 percent.

In addition to several other changes, it provides for a new depre-
ciation plan chat simplifies the current system and applies it to a
wide range of industries.

Perhaps most important is the removal of the vast portion of the
tax underbrush that has favored tax investments in many areas
that are inefficient and unproductive.

Since the adoption of the code in 1917, it has burgeoned from 17
pages to more than 2,000. Along with the regulations and various
other ancillary material, the code and its supporting documents
amount to more than 10,000 pages, more than 33 feet of shelf
space. We have so riddled the code with preferences, exceptions,
and deductions that I don't think the tax system makes tax sense
or economic sense to most people in the country.

In conclusion, let me say that I have no illusions about the diffi-
culty of enacting basic tax reform. Like you, I have in the past
ears watched the big, ever-growing, tax bills that we have passed.
e all know the difficulty both in our committees and on the floor

of trying to explain even to ourselves or our colleagues changes
that we were trying to make. This is the most substantial change
that has been asked in the code in many, many years, and it will
be very difficult to explain it both to ourselves and our colleagues,
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and to the public. It is going to take time; you can't do this over-
night.

In the House, Chairman Rostenkowski has said we will. have 2
months of hearings this summer on basic tax reform. You are
having your hearings now, and I'm sure you will have a lot of hear-
ings. I suppose we will try to move a bill sometime this fall. It will
be a very hard process to go through, but I think it is an important
one to go through. It is going to take a lot of time on-our part. We
are going to have to spend a lot of time talking with constituents
and constituency groups. We are going to have to listen to the
people who legitimately want to come and complain that they don't
want their preference taken out of the code and therefore they
question the whole idea of tax reform.

I think there is one very simple idea that we all have to keep in
mind, and focus on with our constituents, and that is that in this
tax reform exercise, unlike some in the past, there is a tradeoff,
and the tradeoff is: If you are willing to give up part or all of your
tax preference to restore the base, we can bring tax rates down.
And if we can get all of us to look at that tradeoff and to be sure
we understand what that tradeoff does to each of us and to each of
the groups involved, I think the debate will be a lot healthier, and
one that, I hope, will result in an overall tax reform proposal.

Again, I deeply appreciate you having these hearings, and I look
forward to being able to respond to your questions.

[Representative Gephardt's written testimony follows:)
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The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask both of you a question. One of the
criticisms of your bill is that it lacks indexing, and soon everyone
will be in the 30-percent bracket. Do you want to respond to that?

Senator BRADLEY. Yes; it is not indexed. We made the decision in
part because we are reducing brackets from 14 to 3; so the prospect
of bracket creep as we have known it in the last 15 years would be
much less.

We also are dramatically increasing the standard deduction and
the exemption, so that we eliminate the need certainly in the next
couple of years for indexing.

And then, of course, we recognized that the Finance Committee
and the Ways and Means Committee might indeed like to provide
tax cuts ever couple of years for citizens.

It was on those grounds that we decided to eliminate the index-
ing. Now, none of these points is theological in nature. It is possible
that in the course of a bill and in . negotiation that you might
want to address the indexing question. As I point out in the state-
ment, we end up with about $30 billion more in revenues, so we
have some negotiating room that still allows us to meet the admin-
istration's apparent criteria of having revenue neutrality.

The CHAIRMAN. Congressman?
Mr. GEPHARDT. One other point I would add is that one of the

reasons we decided not to index the rates was that, when you make
the decision to index part of the code, you really have to ask about
indexing other parts of the code. And I think that a total indexing
approach is not a valid approach.

Now, you can distinguish between rate indexing and indexing,
say, of the interest deduction, which the Treasury-I plan does.
There are obviously different aspects to each of these decisions. But
I think we felt that if you start walking down that road you create
a logical inference that you should do it everywhere, and I am not
sure that we want to have indexing of all parts of the code; I think
it is very, very complicating. And I even question the theoretical
assumptions in some parts of the code on which it is based.

But again, as Bill said, I think none of this is theological. And I
would add one other point: Some people have said, "Well, you've
got your bill. Would you agree to anything else? Are there parts
that you would be willing to change?" I am sure that people will be
asking the President in a week or two if he would put up with any
changes.

I think that is clear that all of us are striving to lay out a road
map for what we think would be a better code. None of us has a
corner on truth or a corner on knowledge. We did our best. Three
years ago we put together a bill. We sat down and went through all
of the parts of it. We made decisions as we went along. The Treas-
ury Department inputting together their bill did that. Bob Kasten
and Jack Kemp did that. Many on the committee here have put,
together good tax reform proposals, and you have made your deci-
sions.

The decision we make, if we make one, for a final tax reform pro-
posal is going to be a congressional decision, a societal decision. We
are going to come together in the House, you are going to do it in
the Senate, we are going to get our best heads together in the com-
mittees, we are going to make our decision, we are going to go on
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the floor. The whole Congress is going to make this decision. And
when it is finished-if it is finished, and I hope it is, and that at
some point we get a bill-it is going to be the best considered judg-
ment of the majority of both Houses, and then we are going togo
to the President With our product. And we are going to make ade-
cision together on what we want in each part of the decisionmak-
ngprocess. .

The CHAIRMAN. Let me make sure I understand how your deduc-
tions work. They are deductions only against the 14-percent rate, is
that correct?

Mr. GEPHARDT. That is correct.
Now, there is an exception. If you talk about the exemption of

municipal bond interest, that would be one where it would apply
up and down. But in almost all of the other cases it applies only to
the first bracket; so it is worth 14 cents on the dollar.

The CHAIRMAN. Now let me again ask your thinking as to why
some deductions and credits are kept and some are not. Going
through your State and local taxes-and if I am wrong in the way I
state it, correct me-you continue to allow the deduction for State
and local property taxes.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Real property taxes.
The CHAIRMAN. Real property, yes. You do not allow the deduc-

tion for State and local personal property taxes. You do allow the
deduction for State and local income taxes. You-don't allow the de-
duction of State and local sales taxes. What is the thinking that
comes to that conclusion? Why isn't income tax on a higher prior-
itv than a sales tax?

Mr. GEPHARDT. I would answer in this way: I think, as always,
when you make these decisions, as you well know, it is a tension
between base and rates. And if you leave everything in or too much
in, then you can't bring the rate down. We started with some rate
goals: we wanted a 14-percent rate for four out of five Americans;
we wanted a top rate of 30 percent; we wanted a corporate rate
that matched our top individual rate.

Having set those parameters, you limit what you can leave in
and what you must take out. Obviously that played a part in our
decision. If you left all of the state and local taxes in as deductible,
then you affected your final outcome on rates. So we had to make
some judgments within those taxes.

Our judgment was that State and local income taxes and real
property taxes were the most significant taxes at the State and
local level; that was first. And I still think they are.

Second, they are the most traditional forms of taxation; they
really started before you got to a personal property tax or to a
sales tax. And we felt that if there is an argument against double
taxation, and I think there is some merit in that argument, we
ought to recognize those taxes that had been most traditionally
used for State and local efforts. So we tried to carve those out and
make those continue to be deductible, to the extent we make things
deductible, and to throw the others out.

Senator BRADLEY. If I could follow up on that, Mr. Chairman,
particularly on the rate structure: You have a basic choice here,
and the choice is, how high do you want the tax rates? If you allow
the deduction against all taxpayers' highest marginal rate, you
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would have to raise that marginal rate in order not to distort so-
called distributional neutrality.

So we believe that we wanted to preserve the deductibility of cer-
tain items, in part because of what we call critical political mass,
in other words, what we think is needed to move it, and we also
wanted to preserve a certain distributional neutrality. And that
meant that we not only wanted to get the tax rate down as low as
possible for middle income people-and under ours, people making
up to $40,000 per couple are taxed only at a 14-percent rate, as op-
posed to 32 percent under current law-but we also wanted to p re-
serve those deductions that middle income people use most often
and that are most important to them. So, by doing the basic tax
surtax route, we were able to really lower the tax rate for the
greatest number of people, plus we were able to preserve the top
rate at 30 percent as op posedto a much higher rate.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Mr. Chairman, could I make just one additional
point on State and local income tax? Some have said thaLbecause
we limit the deduction for State and local income and real property
taxes to the first bracket or 14 cents on the dollar, we have really
lessened that deduction. That is true.

The othr part of this, though, that we need to remember is that,
if you broaden the base while lowering the rate, because 32 of the
50 States are piggy-backed, you are going to give a windfall in
terms of State income taxes, to the extent a State has an income
tax.

So, just through basic tax reform there is going to be an increase
in revenue, to the extent States are piggy-backed, to State govern-
ments. And it would appear to me that State governments, if they
were concerned about the partial or the total loss, if that is the de-
cision of Congress, of State and local income taxes, could easily
rebate to the individual taxpayers by lowering State income tax
rates, so that the net outcome for the local and State income tax-
payer would not be different.

The Chairman. Senator Mitchell?
Senator MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I would like to commend both Senator Bradley and Con-

gressman Gephardt for their leadership in this area. They truly
have been pioneers. If imitation is in fact the sincerest form of flat-
tery, you should be very much flattered because, as you know,
there have been many other plans offered after you blazed the
trail, and indeed we are getting them now at the rate of about one
a month. And I expect that before we are through there will be
many, many others. But you certainly led the way, for which I
think all the American people are in your debt.

I would like to ask Senator Bradley first, you have said on sever-
al occasions that your plan is good for middle-income taxpayers. I
wonder if you would explain why you believe that is so?

Senator BRADLEY. Sure. I alluded to it in the answer to the previ-
ous question; but, what our plan says to the middle-income family,
for example, is that if you earn a little bit more, you are going to
keep more money in your pocket. For example, the rate at $40,000
under current law is 32 percent. The rate under ours would be 14
percent. So, on each additional dollar that the family would earn,
they would be paying 14 cents instead of 32 cents.
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Now, what does that mean? I think what that says to people is: If
you go out there, and you work hard, and you believe everything
that has been said about hard work, and you earn a little more,
you are going to be able to better protect your family from the un-
certainties of life. You are going to be ab1e to attain a little more
security and know -that you have the self-reliance to-do--that. And I
think that is a very powerful message for middle-income people
across this country.

In addition to that, as I alluded to earlier, we do keep the deduc-
tions that most middle-income people use. So I think the Fair Tax
says something powerful about work and savings, certainly, but it
also says something powerful about-not to be too grandiose-eco-
nomic freedom, that the individual citizen will have the money in
his or her pocket to do with it what they choose. And this means
that if you need some extra money to send your kids to college, and
your spouse takes a job, you can calculate how much income you
are going to have after tax, and you will know that if you are at a
$25,000 level you can get a $5,000 raise or a $10,000 or $15,000 raise
without being pushed into a higher tax bracket and without having
to pay a higher tax rate. I think that is a powerful message that
reinforces a lot of the values that we believe are very important in
this country.

Senator MITCHELL. I would like to ask you both to comment, and
perhaps you first, Congressman Gephardt. In his opening remarks,
Senator Bradley commented at some length on the intense and
mounting opposition to any tax reform plan by those who believe
that the benefits are outweighed by the disadvantages to them-
selves, and I think in many cases sincerely to the society at large.
Do you think a tax reform plan-yours or another, or some combi-
nation of them-can in fact be passed, in this year, in this Con-
gress?

Mr. GE rHARDT. I think it can, and I think that for two reasons:
One, the desire for tax reform is deeply felt by a great majority of
the American people. They may have different things in mind.
Some people think it means, "I am going to pay less tax." Some
people may think that it is going to be a fairer system. Some
people want to get rid of the complication.

I talked to a schoolteacher in Portland a couple of weeks ago. He
said that he had filled out his forms, his short form until 3 years
ago. He had made repeated mistakes, and he had been called on
them by the IRS. He finally decided he had to go to H&R Block. He
said that he now pays $200 a year to have H&R Block fill out his
short form. He said it's a sorry day in America when an individual
American has to pay $200 a year to figure out what his dues are to
be a part of this society.

To others it just means that the code is too complicated for good
economics. So there are a variety cf reasons. But the intense public
opinion is there: People want this to happen. And I think that is
the main reason that it can happen in 1985.

Second, I believe you have a unique situation here, where there
are a lot of different people in the Congress-some on the Demo-
cratic side, some on the Republican side-who are putting forward
proposals. You have the President putting forward a proposal. It
seems to me we have the chance to put together a congressional
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proposal, which is the only way this is going to work, that really
will embrace the tenets of basic tax reform.

So for those two reasons, I think we have a unique opportunity
in 1985 to get this done, and that we can get it done.

Senator BRADLEY. I would simply add that when people under-
stand the choice, I think you will see a very different atmosphere
in the Congress. I argue that people suffer a little bit now from
what I call "loophole illusion."

In -the early seventies there- was a concept called money illusion,
which was: If you got a big raise, you thought you were in pretty
good shape, until you found out at the end of the year that the
raise didn't cover all your expenses, because inflation ate away the
raise. That was called money illusion.

I think that today, we are suffering from loophole illusion, the
belief that if you have your loophole you will be better off in the
long run. As soon as it dawns on people that they are much better
off in the long run with a fairer system, where equal incomes pay
equal tax, and a system in which they are going to be paying a
much lower rate and keeping that extra income themselves, then I
think you will see a very strong movement toward tax reform.

I might also say that the way the process works the more groups
these are out there and the more frequently they are commenting,
the more chaotic their collective objections to tax reform. At that
stage, if the President chooses, he can be a very clear voice about
the benefits of lower tax rates. In addition to the two points that
Dick made which I think are valid, that is another reason why
1985 is the year and t h. opportunity of a generation.

Senator MITCHELL. Mr.' Chairman, I apologize for going over
time; it is hard to stay in it when the Senator is the witness.

The CHAIRMAN. I deducted it from the time you have saved.
Senator MITCHELL. All right. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Symms?
Senator SyMMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Con-

gressman Gephardt and our colleague from the committee Senator
Bradley.

The question I wanted to get clarified in my mind is: You have a
single tax rate of 30 percent on corporations, but do you change a
great many of the tax preferences that now exist iii the code?

Mr. GEPHARDT. Well, we do, because we take out all the deduc-
tions that would apply to individuals or corporations excQpt the
ones we name. But I would quickly point out that the most impor-
tant deductions for corporations are ordinary and necessary busi-
ness expenses. We basically don't change that. The second issue is
depreciation. We do change the present system of depreciation. Our
depreciation scheme is less generous than present-day depreciation,
but we think it is very adequate and generous, and we think it is
simpler to use than the present system.

Senator SYMMS. Let us say a company builds an apartment
house. What would the depreciation be on the apartment house?

Mr. GEPHARDT. We have gone from the present 18 years back to
40 years, but we have a system of accounting that allows a faster
write off in the early years. It is not as generous as today's depre-
ciation.
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Senator SYMMS. But the corporation, assuming it is in a profit,
instead of paying a 46-percent rate is down to a 30-percent rate. So
do you think the corporation is going to be paying more taxes or
less?

Mr. GEPHARDT. Well, it obviously would depend on their total sit-
uation. Let me say this to you: A lot of people in the real estate
industry some of the biggest people and corporations in the indus-
try, who build buildings and apartment houses and so on, say to
me that they can live with our proposal and live- well. They think
that we got too generous, we funneled too much money too quickly
into real estate from the 1981 act, and they feel that what we out-
line in our bill is most reasonable.

The one thing that I have heard them complain about is the in-
dexing of interest that appeared in the Treasury I bill. That really
has a lot of them deeply concerned because it would complicate
their ability to raise sufficient capital. But they don't seem to be as
troubled by our change in depreciation.

Senator SYMMS. Do any of the economists-and I am sure you
have consulted with a lot of them-have any comments on what
effect your proposal would have on rents for middle income fami-
lies or lower income families?

Senator BRADLEY. There have not been a couple of studies, but
they come to different conclusions. Of course, there is also a lot of
blatantly self-interested analysis that has to be read with a healthy
close of skepticism. I think that ultimately rents are determined by
the market, and I think, that over time the rents in any kind of
housing would adjust in accordance with the laws of supply and
demand. And the industry would be less tax driven and more re-
sponsive to market forces.

If I could go back to your earlier point, and I really think that
this is something that the committee and the Congress will have to
focus on, the key question is, what is the total impact on corporate
America?

You will find-no question-that if any one of these major re-
forms goes through, some corporations are going to pay more tax.
Those are the corporations that are now not paying any tax. But
you will find many other corporations having a significant tax re-
duction. You find a lot of innovative high-technology companies
that are paving a 42 to 44 percent effective tax rate. Under our
bill, those would drop to 30 percent.

I think you have to keep the total picture in -mind.-
We had a group of corporate leaders who came in about 3 weeks

ago and endorsed tax reform generally. I made the point that some
businesses represented by these leaders will pay more tax and
some will pay less, but they are all for reform. The press asked,
"Well, who will pay more?" Three people raised their hands. One
was a major real estate developer in Texas, another was a high-
tech entrepreneur out in Silicon Valley. And each of them when
asked, "Well, why are you for tax reform if you end up paying
more taxes?" made the following two points: One, "Look, we be-
lieve if we had a more efficient economy, and tax reform will make
the economy more efficient, that would create greater stability, and
we would all be better off with a more stable economy."
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The other person said, "Look, yeah, we might pay more the first
year; but with the lower tax rate, over time, since we think we are
pretty good at what we do, we will end up paying less tax, and
therefore we are for reform.

Senator SYMMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You gentlemen do very well.
The CHAIRMAN. I might just add one thing before I call on Sena-

tor Chafee. I had a large real estate developer talk with me who
supports the reform, and I asked him why. Hesaid, "Because ours
are built."

Senator BRADLEY. How old was he, Mr. Chairman?
[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Well, I want to also congratulate Senator Bradley and Congress-

man Gephardt. They were before the crowd on this, and I think
they deserve a lot of credit for that.

I think you gave some eloquent testimony on your views on the
minimum tax. Let me say as the author or coauthor of a minimum
tax with Senator Moynihan, our attitude was not to have that per-
manent but to use that as a stopgap until we do -get tax reform.

Second,' ihat are the individual deductions you retain? I -notice
in Congressman Gephardt's testimony he talks of home mortgage
interest, State and local income and property taxes, charitable con-
tributions, medical expenses. What others? What about the IRA's?

Senator BRADLEY. We keep mortgage interest, charitable contri-
butions, State income and property tax deductions, medical ex-
penses and child care deductions. We also keep IRA's, KEOGH's,
tax-exempt status for general obligation bonds, Social Security ben-
efits, veterans benefits.

We eliminate most of the other provisions in the Code.
Senator CHAFEE. I see.

'-Mr. GEPHARDT. We eliminated about 40.
Senator CHAFEE. What do you do about the inside build-up of life

insurance by corporations?
Senator BRADLEY. We tax that.
Senator CHAFEE. You tax that.
Now, as you pointed out, obviously there are social purposes in

the code, and Congressman Gephardt's testimony said, "Where do
you draw the line?"

What do you do, for example, on tax-free fringe benefits that is
traditional for pensions, life insurance, and so forth.

Mr. GEPHARDT. We allow the present treatment of pensions, es-
sentially. We do affect the people at the higher income levels under
present law a bit, but essentially the present treatment is still al-
lowed, for example, on life insurance, group insurance. We do take
away the exemption for emoloyer-paid health care premiums, but
we allow a deduction above 10 percent of AGI on medical, which is
the catastrophic situation.

Again, in that area and in the other areas, when we went
through our process of putting together the bill, we faced that con-
stant tension between what you want your rate to be and what you
can leave in.
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Senator CHAFEE. Have you had any studies on what would be the
effect on the charitable deductions of keeping it at 14 pe;-ent? Do
you have any concept of what the effect of that would be on big
charitable giving? I don't expect it would affect small charitable
giving.

Senator BRADLEY. If I could, Senator Chafee, on big charitable
giving, or I should say those who receive big--

Senator CHAFEE. Big giving to charity.
Senator- BRADLEY. Right, big giving to charity.- Those who receive

the big gifts seem to think that the most important provision is the
deduction for donations of appreciated property. As you know,
Treasury I simply allows for the cost plus inflation, and--

Senator CHAFEE. Well, let's not spend any time on that.
Senator BRADLEY. So what we do is, we keep appreciated proper-

ty, but we allow the deduction only against the 14-percent rate.
Now, your specific question is: What is the effect of lowering the

rate on taxable income to 14 percent?
If you look at the studies that have been done-and there have

been recent studies by Rudney, Ortney, Coltfelter, and others, the
one thing that they can agree on is that they don't have an accu-
rate way to measure the impact of tax reform on charitable contri-
butions; although, as Bruce Davie argues in his article in Tax
Notes: You had a dramatic drop in tax rates in 1981, from 70 to 50,
and there was no substantial decline in charitable contributions.

So, the short answer to your question is: There is no consensus
based on empirical evidence that tax reform will destroy the incen-
tive to give charity. But, as you know, there will be plenty of
people who will assert that. My guess is that the committee will
Listen to them with interest.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I also would point out that there was
giving to charity long before the Internal Revenue Code came
along. So I think your point is well taken.

I would just like to touch briefly on the historic preservation tax
credit. You do away with those. Do you have any transition rules,
or have you not gotten that far?

Mr. GEPHARDT. We have not concocted a transition rule. We felt
that would be done by the committees.

Senator CHAFEE. I just wanted to say that this is a tough one,
because clearly there is a cause and effect with these credits. We
have seen the effect probably more dramatically in that particular
tax credit than we have in most tax credits.

The CHAIRMAN. Which one did you say, John?
Senator CHAFEE. Historic preservation. You can see the results of

the credit. The question is: What will the result be if we do away
with it? It troubles me.

Mr. GEPHARDT. I have had a great deal of trouble with that as
well. I am from St. Louis. We have one of the oldest housing stocks
in the country. Historic credits have done a lot of good. The ques-
tion is, how long do we keep it in, and what is the theory we are
operating under? We have done a lot of rehabilitation in St. Louis.
At some point I think we have to consider taking it out; maybe this
is the time.

Senator CHAFEE. Fine.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Matsunaga?
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Can you tell me what consideration, if any, your proposal has

given to the democratic if not American principle of taxation on
the basis of the ability to pay?

Senator BRADLEY. Yes, I'li try that, and I'm sure Dick will want
to follow on.

One of the absolute criteria that we established was that the rel-
ative tax burden on income classes not be changed from what it is
under current law. So we retain the progressivity of the present
income tax system. We do that in part by raising the threshold
that someone can earn before they get to any taxable income.
Under our bill, for example, a family with two kids would have to
earn over $11,200 before they had any taxable income. And we try
to keep the lowest possible rate for as many, the glenfest number
of people-income up to $40,000 a couple is taxed only at 14 per-
cent.

But then we have two progressive surtaxes of 12 and 16 percent,
which gets the marginal rates to 26 and 30.

The combination of the high threshold, the progressive surtaxes,
and the retention of deductions for middle income people keeps the
progressivity of the income tax system as we know it today.

Senator MATSUNAGA. As compared to the present system, what
change if any in the percentage of amounts paid by those better
able to pay than those less able to pay?

Senator BRADLEY. There is no change. We raise the same revenue
from each aggregate income group as current law.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Yes.
Mr. GEPHARDT. Obviously, when you do tax reform, you change

within each income category who is paying the tax, to some extent.
Some will pay more, some will pay less. So the ultimate effect of
doing this kind of tax reform is to enact a broad minimum tax as a
result of all that you have done. There would be -an increase in tax-
ation on some people in every bracket, and certainly people in the
highest bracket who are now essentially escaping taxation.

Senator BRADLEY. You see, we believe that one of the real prob-
lems with the system is not only the fact that it is so complicated
but also the fact that the average rate on the millionaire last year,
people who likely made more than a million, was about 17 percent,
and the average rate on the middle income person was double that.
So, we believe that is important to try to rectify that disparity and
to do it by making the whole system fair.

My view is that people's reaction is that the system is unfair.
Yes, they are angry about the abuses they read about in the news-
paper every other week. But you never correct those abuses by
simply closing one little loophole; you have to do systemic reform.

Senator MATSUNAGA. One of the-biggest complaints from charita-
ble institutions when we proposed to reduce the maximum taxable
bracket from 70 to 50 was this: They said-and Senator Bradley
was there at the hearings-"When you lowered the top bracket
from 90 to 70 percent, we lost one-third of our contributions. And
when you propose to reduce is now from 70 to 50, we will lose an-
other third of our contributions."
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Now I note that you will reduce yours to 30. Well, what will that
do to charitable organizations?

Senator BRADLEY. Well, I don't recall exactly which organizations
were asserting that; but the point is, if one was a ierting it, that
means someone else is getting more contributions, becau,.' the
overall level did not significantly decline. So, I think the important
point is that there is no real substantial evidence that you would
see a dramatic decline.

We are not here to carry this portfolio too hard, though, let me
tell you. [Laughter.]

-Senator MATSUNAGA. My timeis-up.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions for these two wit-

nesses?
[No response.]
The Chairman. If not, let me say again to both of you, you are

very, very excellent witnesses. It doesn't surprise me at all, but
your statements are well thought out. I appreciate you taking the
time to come. Thank you.

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, if I could, just so the record
could be complete, maybe we could put that article by Bruce Davie
in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Is this the one on charitable contributions?
Senator BRADLEY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. We will put it in along with Marty Feldstein and

Charles Clotfelter's articles on charitable contributions.
[The articles follows:]
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THE INCOME TAX AND CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS:
PART I-AGGREGATE AND DISTRIBUTIONAL EFFECTS

MARTIN FELDSTEIN*

"If charity cost nothing, the
world would be full of philan-
thropists."

-quoted in Leo Rosten's
Treasury of Jewish Quotations

ABSTRACT
Because charitable contributions are de-

ductible in defining taxable income, the
"price" of such gifts is less than the price of
other consumption. This paper assesses the
importance of this price effect by using a
pooled time series of cross sections of charit-
able contributions by income class for the
period 1948 through 1968 to estimate
price and income elasticities. Alternative
estimates of the price elasticity art generally
greater than one and the cluster around
1. 1. These results indicate that charitable
contributions are increased substantially by
the current provision of deductibility.

D RIVATE nonprofit organizations
play a central role in the provision

of a wide variety of public services.
Higher education, research, health care,
the visual and performing arts, welfare
services, and community activities rely
heavily on voluntary institutions. In
1972, American families contibuted
$17 billion to support these philan-
thropic and religious organizations.'
The volume and distribution of these
contributions is affected by the personal
income tax and by the special provi-
sions with respect to the deduction of

'Professor of Economics, Harvard University. I
am grateful to Charles Clotfelter and Daniel
Frisc for assistance with this research and to W.
Andrews, M. Bailey,). Brittain, R. Freeman, R.
Musgrave, J. Pechman. J. Schwartz, H. Smith, S.
Surrey, and W. Vickrey for useful discussions and
comments on a previous draft. This papet is put
of a larger study of the effects of 6scal policies on
capital formation and income distribution.

'American Association of Fund-Raising Coun-
sel (1973). Philanthropic organizations also re-
ceived $2.7 billion from bequests. $0.8 billion
from corporations and $2.2 billion from founda-
tions.

charitable contributions. The current
paper provides new estimates of the ef-
fects of the income tax provisions on
individual philanthropy.'

The income tax affects charitable
contributions in two important ways.
First, by decreasing disposable income
the tax reduces all forms of philan.
thropy. Since effective average rates are
higher for upper income fiinilies, the
reduction in disposable income falls
more heavily on education, health, the
arts and other nonreligious charities.'
Second, because contributions are de.
ductible in determining taxable income,
the tax makes the "price" of charitable
contributions less than the price of
other goods and services. More
specifically, an individual with a margi-
nal tax rate of 40 per cent can give
$100 to charity by forcing $60 of per-
sonal consumption; for him the net
price of charitable contributions is only
0.6.' In 1970, approximately 90 per
cent of individual contributions were
itemized as tax return deductions; these
contributions had an average net price

'Ealier studies of this subject were reported by
Kahn (1970), Schwartz (1972), Taussg (1967),
and Vickrey (1962); see section 5 below.

MThe most recent information on the distibu-
tion of contributions among types of charities in
each income class is the Internal Revenue Sevic
analysis of 1962 tax returns (Internal Revenue
Service, 1965). In 1962 religious organtiom
received 61.0 per cent ? tota-itemized coatribu-
fions but only 31.3 per cent of the contributios
of individuals with adjusted ross income over
$25,000 and only 19.6 per cent of the individual
with adjusted gros income over $50,000. (l1ws.
nal Revenue Service, 1962, p. 6).

'The implied price is lower and more comnl-
cited to compute when the contribution includes
a gift of appreciated property; this is considerd
in sections I and 3 below.
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of less than 0.74.s This price effect in-
creases charitable contributions. More-
over, since marginal rates are higher
in upper income groups, the induced
increase in giving favors the same chari-
ties that lose most by the reduction of
disposable income. The net impact of
the tax on the total amount and dis.
tribution of contributions depends on
the relative magnitudes of the income
and price effects.

There are today a number of widely
discussed proposals for changing the tax
treatment of charitable contributions.
These include the complete abolition of
the deduction, the substitution of a sys-
tem of tax credits, the introduction of a
"floor" with a deduction or credit only
for contributions above that level, and
various modifications of the treatment
of appreciated assets.' The issues raised
by these proposals are complex and
wide ranging. They involve the appro-
priate definition of income, problems of
horizontal and vertical equity, the de-
sirability of decentralized finance of
public and quasi-public services, and
the effects of the tax provisions on the
level of contributions. 7 The current

5Total individual giving in 1970 was $14 I bil-
lion (American Association of Fund-Ratung
Counsel, 1973) while itemized deductions for
contributions were $12.9 billion (Internal Rev-
enue Service, 1972). The average net price was
calculated by applying the marginal tax rate for
joint returns to the contributions in each taxable
income class. Since gifts of appreciated assets and
state income taxes are ignored, this overstates the
average net price of charitable contributions'

'See, for example, the discussions in Brant/on
(1973), Goode (1964), Kahn (1960). McDaniel
(1972a, 1972b), Pechman (1971), Rabin (1966),
Surrey (1972), Weidenbaum (1973) and U.S.
Treasury Department (1969). These proposals
were considered in the 1969 Hearngs of the
House Ways and Means Committee and of the
Senate Finance Committee, and in the 1973
Hearings of the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee.

'For thoughtful discussions of these issues, see
the references cited in the previous footnote and
papers by Andrews (1972). Bittker (1972), Vick.
rey (1962, 19713) and White (1959). None of
these authors gives attention to the question of
whether the charitable deduction is justified as a
method of offsetting the income effect of the tax
on charitable contributions. It is interesting in this
context that the income tax law was amended to

[Vol. XXVIII

paper will not attempt to deal with this
full range of analytic and philosophical
questions. The focus is rather on the
empirical issue of the income and price
effects of the tax structure. With esti-
mates of these effects it will be possible
to evaluate the "efficiency" of the cur-
rent tax treatment as a stimulus to
charitable deductions, i.e., the -amount
of additional contributions received by
charities per dollar of potential tax rev-
enue forgone by the Treasury.' The
price and income elasticities can also be
used to assess the potential impact of
any proposed tax change. Section 4 pre-
sents estimates of the effect that
abolishing the charitable deduction
would have on the distribution of
charitable contributions, of tax pay-
inents and of net disposable income (in-
come net of tax and charitable contribu-
tions).

The results presented in this paper
indicate that charitable contributions
are increased substantially by the cur-
rent provision of deductibility. The al-
ternative estimates of the price elastic-
ity are generally greater than one and
cluster around 1.1. This implies that the"efficiency" of. the deduction as a
stimulant to giving exceeds 100 per
cent; the deduction increases the
amount received by charities by more
than it reduces the revenue collected by
the Treasury. These results stand in
sharp contrast to Taussig's (1967)
widely cited conclusion that the price
allow the charitable deduction in 1917 when tax
rates were sharply increased to finance the war;
the introduction of the deduction was intended to
prevent the higher tax rates from substantially
reducing philanthropy.

'This measure of the "efficiency" of the current
tax rules has been central to much of the previous
analysis. Taussig's (1967) widely cited study con-
cluded that the "efficiency" was very low, approx-
imately 5 per cent. Several writers have argued
that such low efficiency in stimulating contribu-
tions is a sufficient reason to abolish the current
deduction or to modify it very substantially; see,
e.g., McDaniel (1972ay, Taussig (1967) and Sur-
rey (1972). In contrast, others have argued that
the efficiency is irrelevant because the charitable
deduction should not be regarded as a "tax sub-
sidy" but as a necessary correction in the calcula.
ti6n of an appropriate taxable income; see An-
drews (1972) and Bittker (1972).
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effect is very small, that charities re-
ceive only five cents for each dollar of
revenue forgone by the Treasury. They
are closer to the estimates presented by
Schwartz (1970) but indicate somewhat
greater sensitivity to the deduction at
all income levels. Possible reasons for
these differences are discussed in sec-
tion 5.

Since the present study is based on a
richer sample of the same type of data
used by Taussig and Schwartz, I believe
that the current results should be given
more weight in evaluating the evidence.
Moreover, since this study was com-
pleted, Charles Clotfelter, Amy Taylor
and I have used a variety of other mi-
croeconomic data sources to estimate
the basic price and income elasticities of
charitable giving. The results, presented
in Feldstein and Clotfelter (1974) and

- Feldstein and Taylor (1975), are re-
markably similar to those described in
the current paper.

There are a number of problems that
cannot be investigated adequately with
the data us,.-d in this or previous
studies. Thtse limitations are discussed
in Section 5. Most of these shortcom-
ings can be overcome with the mi-
croeconomic data that I have studied
with Clotfelter anu Taylor. It is reassur-
in$ that explicitly incorporating such
things as the individual's wealth or dem-
ographic characteristics does not alter
any of the conclusions of the current
study.

I. Data and Specifications

Every second year the Internal Rev-
enue Service publishes the value of
itemized charitable contributions in
each adjusted gross income (AGI'
class.9 The current study uses a time
series of these cross-sections for the
even years from 1948 through 1968.
With 17 AGI classes,' 0 the sample has

"See, for example, Internal Revenue Service
(1968). p. 65.

'T0he AGI class limits are $1000; 82000;
3000; S4000; $5000; $6000; $7000; $8000;

19000; $10,000; $15,000; $20,000; $50,000;
$100,000; $500,000; $1,000,000; $1,000.000+.

187 potential aggregate observations.
By pooling data in this way it is possible
to obtain substantial variation in real
income and in thei-price of -charitable
contributions without the collinearity
between these variables that exists
within a single year.

It is inevitable in empirical research
that the available data does not corres-
pond exacdy to the relevant theoretical
quantities. Fortunately, the current data
provides some scope for testing the
sensitivity of the results to alternative
measures of particular variables. When
this is possible, the different estimates

generally support the same conclusions.
he substantial variation in prices and

incomes imply that any bias that might
be introduced by certain stochastic
measurement problem& (e.g., errors or
transitory components in measured in-
come) will be small. There are however
other potentially serious problems, e.g.,
the lack of data on wealth and the ag-
gregation of charitable contributions to
all donees, that cannot be remedied
until new sources of data are examined.

A variety of functional specifications
relating charitable giving (G) to income
(Y) and price (P) have been investi.
gated. The most basic specification is
the constant elasticity equation:

log 4 = o + 3 log YXt
+ vY log Pi, + fit. (1)

The subscript i denotes the AGI class
and the subscript t denotes the year.
The variable Et is an unobservable re-
sidual that reflects random disturbances
and specification errors. The more gen-
eral specifications described below
allow the income and price elasticities
to vary with the levels of income and
price.

The variable Q, is the average chari-
table contribution per return in AGI
class i and year t. The contribution is
defined as the sross amount given by the
individual to the charity and not as the
nt cost of that contribution to the indi-
vidual. These amounts include the value
of donated assets as well as gifts of
money. Contributions are measured in

No. I] 83
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constant 1967 dollars by deflating with
the consumer price index. Of course,

-only those taxpayers with itemized re-
turns are included in the sample.'

An ideal measure of economic in-
come cannot be-obtained from the data
provided in the tax return. Nontaxable
income, accrued capital gains, and ac-
counting losses make the reported val-
ues different from the appropriate
theoretical variable. Two alternative
definitions of disposable income have
been used in this study: (I) adjusted
gross income minus the tax that would
have been paid if no contributions had
been made, and (2) taxable income plus
charitable contributions minus the tax
that would have been paid if no con-
tributions had been made."2 The value
of Yu is the average real income per
return in AGI class i and year t. mea-
sured in constant 1967 dollars. In some
of the equations reported in section 3,
this real income variable is sup-
plemented or replaced by a measure of
relative income; the specific definition
of relative income will be described at
that point. Analyzing data that is
grouped by income class reduces the
potential bias that arises from using cur-
rent income instead of permanent in-
come. If the income groups correctly
classify individuals by permanent in-
come, the parameter estimates are con-
sistent even if individual current in-
comes differ from permanent income.' 3

More generally, the very great variance

"In 1970, 90 per cent of all individual con-
tnbutions were deducted on itemized returns; see
footnote 5 above. While only 47.7 per cent of all
taxpayers itemized their deductions. 91.4 per
cent of taxpayers with AGI over $15,000
itemized their deductions.

"NSubtracting the tax that would have been paid
if no contributions had been made is preferable to
subtracting actual taxes paid because the latter
depends on the contributions themselves. The re-
suIts presented in an earlier version of this paper
(Harvud Institute of Economic Research Discus.
sion Paper No. 337, January 1974) were based on
adjusted gross income minus tax actually paid.

ith is well known that the use of current in-
come instead of permanent income is an example
of the classical errors in variables problem. This
use of grouped data is a generalization of Wald's
(1940) method of instrumental variable estima-
tion.

(Vol. XXVIII

in permanent incomes in the population
of taxpayers relative to the average
transitory variance implies that the-bias
from this source would be quite small.

The price variable (P) measures the
individual's opportunity cost per dollar
of charitable contribution in terms of
forgone personal consumption or sav-
ing. An individual whose marginal tax
rate is m can choose between (1) con-
tributing one dollar to charity and (2)
h,.ving 1-m dollars for additional per-
sonal consumption or saving. We there-
fore define that individual's price of
charitable giving by P = 1-m. In prac-
tice, Pit is measured by using the margi-
nal tax rate for a ioint return with the
average taxable income in class i and
year t. 14

Contributions of appreciated assets
create a special problem for measuring
the price of charitable giving. When an
asset is given away, its full value can be
deducted from the donor's taxable in-
come but there is no constructive reali-
zation and -therefore no tax to be paid
by the donor on the capital gain.'s The
opportunity cost (price) of a gift that is
given in the form of an appreciated
asset therefore depends not only on the
individuals' marginal tax rate but also

"The marginal rate is actually calculated for
taxable income plus charitable contributions. i.e.,
it is the marginal rate for the first dollar of con-
tribution With the current aggregate data, the
choice between the first dollar price and the last
dollar price has little effect. When appropriate.
the marginal rate is modified for the existence of
a tax surcharge. To allow for the effect of using
the alternative tax computation, average taxable
income in class i and year t is adjusted by sub-
tracting one-half of the net capital gains reported
on returns using the alternative tax. No attempt is
made to allow for income averaging. A more
exact method of evaluating Pit would be to (I)
cross-clarify returns in each AGI class according
to taxable income class; (2) find the marginal tax
rate at the average taxable income in each sub-
class; and (3) find the weighted average of these
for the AGI class using the distrbution of total
taxable income among the taxable income sub-
classes. This calculation was performed for 1968,
the only year for which such data are available.
Fortunately, the correlation between these Pt's
and the more easily calculated Pi's described in
the text is very high: r - 0.99.

'sSince income of the donee organization is not
taxable, it can sell the appreciated asset without
paying any tax.

49-443 0-85--3
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on the fraction of the asset's value that
is accrued capital gain and on the alter-
native disposition-of the asset. An ex-
ample will clarify* the way in which
these variables determine the relevant
price. Consider an individual whose
marginal rate is 40 per cent and who
contemplates donating an asset that is
now worth $100 and for which he orig-
inally paid $30. If he gives the asset
away he reduces his taxable income by
$100; he therefore reduces his tax lia-
bility by $40 and thus increases his after
tax income by $40. If he instead sells
the asset, he pays a tax of $14 (half of
his marginal rate on the capital gain of
$70) and increases his after tax income
by $86. For this individual, the oppor-
tunity cost of the $100 contribution is
therefore $46 of foregone consump-
tion. If the price is defined in terms of
forgone consumption., the price of the
gift is P = 0.46. This price clearly de-
pends on the ratio of the asset's original
cost (or basis) to its current value: an
original cost of $1 implies P = 0.40
while an original cost of $100 implies
P = 0.60. More generally, P = I -
Mc (I-B/A) - m where A is the current
value of the asset, B is its basis or origi-
nal cost, in-is the marginal tax rate on
income and mc is the marginal tax rate
on capital gains; during the sample
period, mc = 0.5m with a maximum of
0.25.

- The preceding calculation defined the
opportunity cost of a donated asset in
terms of forgone immediate consump-
tion, i.e., it assumed that if the asset
were ,not given away it would be sold in
the current year. The price is higher
and the calculation is more complex if
the opportunity cost is defined in terms
of forgone saving or wealth, i.e., if it is
assumed that the asset would not
otherwise L.- sold in the current year.
The individual in the preceding exam-
ple could retain the $100 asset or he
could give it away and add the $40 tax
saving to his wealth. Viewed in this
way, his opportunity cost price is 0.60,
the same as for contributions of money;
moreover, this price is independent of
the ratio of the capital gain to the pres-
ent asset value. Since the individual

who does not give away the asset also
has a future tax liability, this tends to
overstate the opportunity cost of a
prospective contribution. However, by
postponing the sale of die asset the in.
dividual can substantially lower the pre.
sent value of the tax and, if the asset is
never sold during the individual's
lifetime, the capital gains tax liability is
completely eliminated when the asset
passes at death.'

It has not been possible to reflect the
full complexity of appreciated asset gifts
in, the current study. Although the frac.
tion of total contributions in the form
of assets is known for each income
class, there is no reliable data on the
ratio of original cost to current value
for such assets "1 There is of course no
information on what would have been
done with the assets if they had not
been contributed. In practice, I have
used the information about the share of
contributions in the form of appreciated
assets and examined the implications of
different assumptions about the ratio of
basis to current value. These results are
reported in section 3.

Before 1952, the deduction of chari.
table contributions was limited to no
more than 15 per cent of the taxpayer's
adjusted gross income. An individual
who contributed more than 15 per cent
of his income would face a price of one
for marginal giving.' The limit was in.

1f the individual ives the asset away a
another person, there is no constructive reuliza.
non and the tax is postponed until the recipiew
sells the asset. The original owner can also co-
sume most of the value of the aset by using it a
collateral to borrow funds which he then coo.
sumes, thus enjoying the consumption wile
postponing or avoiding the capital gains m. See
Bailey (1969) for evidence that a very lre share
of accrued capital gains are never subject to cqi-
ml gains taxation.

"The Treasury published "estimates" of the
ratio of cost to current value for charitable coo.
tributions deducted in tax returns for 1962. (ta.
ternal Revenue Service, 1962, p. 8). These "est-
mates" imply that most assets are worth exacd
their original cost. It is clear that this damais
without value. I inquired directly at the Tresuty
and was advised that these "estimates" wee
meaningless and should be disregarded.

ithe special provision for individuals whow
contributions plus taxes exceeded 90 per ceat d
their taxable income in eight out of th last tm
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creased to 20 per cent in 1952 and then
to 30- per cent ----in 1954. Since a
significant number of high income tax-
payers had previously been contributing
at the maximum rate, these increases
constituted reductions in their price of
charitable contributions. The effective
magnitude of these reductions depends
on the number of taxpayers at each in-
come level who had previously given
the maximum and on the extent to
which the effect of the limit was re-
duced by the carryover provision. The
impact of these limits is examined in
section 3.

Table I presents the values of Gil, Yt
and P1, for each AGI class for 1968, the
most recent year in the sample.' 9 The
income variable is adjusted gross in-
come minus taxes. The price variable is
based on gifts of money. For each in-
come class, the table also shows the
ratio of contributions to net income
after tax and the cumulative proportion
of total contributions.

Preliminary analysis indicated that
the information in the current data is
not sufficient for studying the behavior
of taxpayers in the lowest and highest
income groups. Low income individuals
who file itemized returns are an unusual

OUp with a disproportionately high
action of aged persons and those with

substantial negative transitory income.
At the other extreme, adjusted gross
income is an inadequate measure of
economic income and no information is
available about wealth. Moreover, the
special features of private foundations
and charitable trust make it extremely
difficult to measure price for the high-
est income groups. The analysis of this
paper focuses on AGI classes with
mean real net income between $4000
and $100,000.20 Table I shows that in

years affected very few individuals and does not
alter the basic point of this paragraph.

"Although data for 1970 is now available, a
variety of changes in the ta treatment of charita-
ble contributions in the Tax Reform Act of 1969
su gests that it -would be unwise to pool 1970
with previous years without additional study.

"'More specifically, an observation is included
in the sample if the mean of AGI minus tax in
1967 dollars in that class and year is between
$4000 and $100,000. This reduces the sample

1968 this group accounted for 91 per
cent of all itemized- contributions. Al-
though the parameter estimates for this
group are very similar to the results
obtained when all 187 observations are
used, restricting the sample provides
more reliable estimates. Additional in-
formation on contributions of non-
itemizers and on the income and assets
of the wealthy is required to extend the
current analysis to cover all individuals
in a satisfactory way.

Each of the observations represents a
different number of individual tax re-
turns. However, the published values of
total contributions and incomes are
themselves estimates prepared by the
Internal Revenue Service on the basis
of a very large stratified sample of re-
turns. The number of returns in each
AGI class is selected to yield approxi-
mately the same sampling error in the
resulting estimates. This suggests that
relatively little gain in the efficiency of
the parameter estimates could be ob-
tained by using a weighted generalized
least squares estimator.21 The proce-
dure of giving equal weight to all of the
observations is therefore used in this
study.

2. The Basic Estimates

For the estimates of this section, in-
come (Y) is defined as the average real
value per return of adjusted gross in-
come minus taxes. The price of giving
(P) is the opportunity cost of contribu-
tions of money, one minus the marginal
rate of tax. Equation 2 presents the es-
timated equation with constant income
and price elasticities:"

from 187 potential observations to 117 observa-
tions.

"The weighting would be complicated not only
by the IRS sampling procedure but also by the
fact that a log-linear specification is used. Only for
return; with incomes below $6000 did the reia.
tire error of the estimate of giving exceed 4 per
cent; above $10.0O0+the relative error was less
than I per cent. See Internal Revenue Service,
1968, pp. 65 and 189.

"An earier version of this paper (Harvard In-
stitute of Economic Research Discussion Paper
No. 337, January 1974) reported a price ehsudcity
of -1.18 with P11 defined in terms of actual tax.
able income and Ytt de6ned as AGI minus actual

86 (Vol. XXVlll
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TABLE I
CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS BY INCOME CLASS, 1968

Contri- Cumulative
AGI Average Average Average button Percentage
Class Contribution Income • Price Ratio of Con-

($1000) (G) (Y) (P) (G/Y) tabution

0-1 $ 90 $ 724 .86 .124 0.1
1-2 109 1,570 .86 .069 0.8
2-3 145 2,439 .85 .059 2.3
3-4 164 3,329 .84 .049 4.6
4-5 178 4,216 .83 .042 7.5
5-6 183 5,507 .83 .033 11.2
6.7 207 5,968 .82 .035 15.6
7.8 220 6,825 .82 .032 20.4
8-9 232 7,694 .80 .030 26.0
9-10 258 8.533 .80 .030 31.7

10-15 305 10,710 .80 .028 55.6
15-20 428 14,542 .76 .029 67.7
20.50 761 22.541 .66 .033 82.9
50-100 2,267 45,745 .43 .050 88.9

100.500 9,695 96,689 .31 .100 95.6
500-1000 68,749 366,594 .25 .188 97.2
1000+ 287,651 1,111,360 .25 .259 100.0

4Income is adjusted gross income minus tax paid.
"'Price is based on gifts of money; P - I--m.
All amounts in 1968 dollars

In Gi = -1.922 + 0.822 In Yst~(0.032)
- 1.238 In Pit

(0.101)
$4000 < Mean RealNet AGI $100,000

'SSR =
N =

0.98
1.772
117

(2)

The income elasticity is 0.822 and the
price elasticity is - 1.238. The equation
provides a very good explanation of the
overall variaion in the volume of con-
tributions (RI = 0.98). Despite the po-
tential problem of collinearity between
income and price, the standard errors of
the estimated elasticities are quite
small.

Several modifications of this basic
specification are presented below. In
general, these have elasticities of ap-
proximately the same size as equation
2. Before studying the additional esti-
mates, it is therefore useful to consider
the implications of these elasticity val-
tax. The income elasticity was very similar
(0.828). The sum of squared residuals was lower
(.730) but this reflects the spurious simultaneity
of giving and the xplamatory vaiables.

ues. Since a full analysis is presented in
section 4, only some individual exam.
ples are now examined. In 1968, tax.
payers with adjusted gross income be-
tween $10,000 and $15,000 contributed
an average of $305.13 The average
marginal rate for these taxpayers was
0.20, implying in average price of 0.80.
If contributions vere not deductible,
the price would rise by 25 per cent
(from 0.80 to 1.00) and therefore,
given a price elasticity of - 1.24 con.
tributions would fall by about 24 per
cent or $74.14 The amount is not im.
plausible nor contrary to the common
assertion that the deductibility of con.
tributions is likely to have only a
"small" effect on the amount given by
lower income households'

"These amounts are all in 1968 dollars.
"More exactly, (1.25)-l" - 0.76 implying tha

contributions are dereased by 24 per cent or
$73.72. These cakulations assume thatan &Aad-
tional small change is made in tax rates to leave
totl taxes paid (and therefore net income) us.
changed.

"his poir.t has been stressed by Aaos
(1972), Kahn (1960), McDaniel (1972a) and Vk.
krey (1962) among others. In 1968, 55 per cent
of the total itemized deduction for charitable gifts
was on returns with AGI below $15,000 and 31
per cent on returns with AGI below $10,000.
Although the implied effect on the average indi
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For taxpayers with adjusted-gross in.
comes between $50,000 and $100,000,
the average contribution was $2,267
and the average price of giving was
0.43. Most of the difference in average
contributions between the $10,000 and
$15,000 class and the $50,000 to
$100.000 class is obviously due to the
difference in income rather than the
difference in price; lowering the price
from 0.80 to 0.43 for the $10,000 to
$15,000 AGI class would only raise
their average giving to $659 per tax-
payer. The low average price in the
$50,000 to $100,000 class implies tha.c
the deductibility of charitable contribu-
tions has a substantially greater effect
than in the lower AGI class. Eliminating
he deductibility of contributions would

raise the price by 133 per cent (from
0.43 to 1.00) and would therefore
lower contributions by about 65 per
cent or $1473.26

During the 20-year sample period,
there have been a great many gradual
changes in economic and social factors
that may influence the rate of chari-
table giving. The rise in college atten.
dance, the increase in government ac-
tivities in areas previously dominated
by philanthropic organizations, the
changing role of religion and the
growth of the suburbs are all likely to
have different and countervailing im-
pacts. To test whether these trends hacd
any net effect on giving or on the previ-
ously estimated elasticities, an exponen-
tial time trend is added to the
specification of equation 2:

In Gil - - 1.649 + 0.806 In Yt
(0.023)

- 1.272 In Pit
(0.071)

4000 Mean Real$00<Net AGI<

+ -0.014 TIME
(0.001)

(3)
$100,000

R2= 0.99
SSR = 0.88

N = 117
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The coefficient of the time variable im-
plies a moderate negative trend in rela-
tive contributions; the income and price
elasticities are essentially unchanged
from equation 2.27

Although constant income and price
elasticities are convenient simplifications,
the log-linear form is an unnecessary
restriction on the analysis. As a more
general specification, the price elasticity
is allowed to vary linearly with the level
of the price and the income elasticity is
allowed to vary linearly with the
logarithm of the level of income. The
estimated equation

In Gl = 3.647 + (-0.404
(0.702)

-s 0.069 In Y't) In Ynt
(0.039)

-(0.981 + 0.545 Pit) In Pit,
(0.220) (0.578)

$4000 < Mean RealNet AGI <S100'000

(4)

R2 = 0.98
SSR = 1.709

N =1 17

shows that the income elasticity in-
creases with the level of income but
that the variation in the price elasticity
is not significantly different from
zero.2" If the income elasticity is al-
lowed to vary but a constant price elas-
ticity is assumed, the estimated price
elasticity is -0.910 (S.E., 0.207),
slightly lower than the result in the
basic specification of equation 2. But
such differences must be regarded with
great caution. It is, always difficult to
assess second order properties with any
precision. It is therefore interesting to
note that two quite I different
specifications with varying income and

'Tis may patly reflect the fact that the rda.
ti', income of this group is declining shghtly with
time; when the entre sample is used, the
coefficient of TIME is much smaller, positive and
insignificant.

'Mfhe logarithm of the level of income is used
so that the variable is not dominated by the top
income classes. However, very similar results are
obtained when the income elasticity is allowed to
vary linearly with income and the price elasticity
with price. The income elasticity is an increasing
function while the variation in the price elasticity
is not significant. There is no statistical basis for
choosing between the equations; SSR - 1.707.

88

viduai gift is small, the aggregate effect is substan-
IAL. I return to this in section 4.
'The price increases imply (233'r 0.35

'it a 65 per cent decrease in charitable giving.
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price-elasticities also support the basic
result of equation 2.

The first alternative method of
generalizing the constant price elasticity
specification is -to reestimate the basic
equation with different price elasticities
in different parts of the price range. For
this purpose, the observations are
grouped into those for which price ex-
ceeds 0.70, those for which price is be-
tween 0.30 and 0.70, and those for
which price is less than 0.30. Estimating
an equation with three price elasticities
is equivalent to estimating three sepa-
rate equations for the three groups of
observations while constraining the in-
come coefficients and constant term to
be the same; i.e., three separate price
variables appear in the equation but
only one is non-zero for each observa-
tion. The estimates in equation 5 indi-
cate a slightly lower price elasticity for
the high of the price range (low income
individuals) and a slightly higher price
elasticity for the high end of the price
range,

In Gi = 6.752
+ - 1.12 1 + 0.109 • In Ylt) In Yt

(0.731) (0.041)
- 0.865 In PL31l - 0.775 In P37 1

(0.206) (0.217)
- 1.1731In PG71  (5)

(0.268)
$4000 < Mean RealNet AGI <$100,000

R =0.98
SSR = 1.616

N = 117

where In PL3 is the logarithm of the
price if the price is less than or equal to
0.30 but is zero otherwise; similarly, In
PL37 refers to the price if it is be-
tween 0.30 and 0.70 while In PG7 is
the logarithm of the price when greater
than 0.70. The differences, however,
are small and not significantly different
from each other. The large standard er-
rors emphasize the difficulty of assess-
ing variations in price elasticity with this
data but again show that allowing for
the possibility of such variation pro-
vides no indication that the simpler
specification distorts the price elasticity.

The second alternative generalization

is to reestimate the basic equation sepa-
rately in several income classes without
any constraints on the coefficients. The
limits of the income classes were
defined by mean real adjusted gross in-
come. Equation 6 reports the result
with adjusted gross incomes of less than
$10,000:29

In Gl = -0.803 + 0.679 In Yi,
(0.060)

- 1.796 In Pit
(0.564)

(6)

$4000 < Mean Real
Net AGI

R3 = 0.75
SSR = 0.774

N=64
The income elasticity is below the over-
all value and the price elasticity is above
the overall value. But the relatively
large standard errors show the difficulty
of estimating when the variation in in-
come and price is substantially limited.
Among taxpayers with real incomes be-
tween $10,000 and $20,000, the price
and income elasticities are very similar
to the basic equation:

In Gil = -2.053 + 0.846 In Yl,(0.225) - 1.035 In Pit
(0.757)

(7)

s <Mean Real $,Net AGI <$20,000
]R2 =

SSR=
N=

0.66
0.514
27

Because of the limited range of varia-
tion and the very small number of ob-
servations, the standard errors are again
quite large. It is reassuring therefore
that very similar results are obtained for
the next income class, from $20,000 to
$100,000:
In Gi, = -2.734 + 0.906 In Y11(0.169)

- 1.132 In Pit
(0.250)

(8)
"9More specifically, an income class observation

is included in this subsample if the real value in
1967 dollars of the mean AGI minus tu in the
class is below $10,000.

No. I] 89
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$20,000 <Mean Real< $100,000$, Net AGI "
,'= 0.97

SSR = 0.355
N-= 26-

In spite of the small number of observa-
tions, there is sufficient independent
variation in both income and price to
permit estimates with relatively small
standard errors. Comparing thF SRR
value of equation 2 with the sum of the
SSR values for equations 6, 7 and 8
shows that the disaggregation does not
significantly increase explanatory
power; the SSR is reduced by only
0.129 and the corresponding F statistic
of 1.5 is not significantly different from
zero.

Only in the highest income group
(taxpayers with net income above
$100,000) is the price elasticity sub-
stantially lower than the basic estimate:

In Gt -6.772 + 1.377 In Y11
(0.063)

Mean Real> $100,000
Net AGI

-0.290 In Pi,
(0.106)

(9)

R, = 0.97
SSR = 1.622

N = 31

This low price elasticity is very surpris-
ing in view of the widely held opinion
that the high inccme taxpayers are
likely to be most sensitive to changes in
the price of charitable giving. It is clear
that this low estimate of the price elas-
ticity is associated with an estimated ii,-
come elasticity that is higher than the
value obtained in other equations. For
taxpayers with incomes over $100,000,
the ratio of contributions to income in-
creases rapidly as income rises and price
falls; equation 9 attributes this increase
primarily to the higher income rather
than to the lower price. The standard
error of the income elasticity in equa-
tion 9 is quite small and- the standard
error of the price elasticity, although
large relative to the coefficient, is small
enough to imply that the estimated
price elasticity is very much less than

[Vol. XXVIII

the average price elasticity of equation
2. However, these formal sampling
proper:.;'s of the parameter estimates
are misleading; problems of measure-
ment and specification- are moreimpor-
tant potential sources of error in this
equation than the random sampling var-
iability. At these very high income
levels, adjusted gross income is a less
adequate n)easure of economic income
and wealth is a more important
influence on giving. The measurement
of price is also more clouded by the tax
treatment of gifts of appreciated assets,
by the limits on deductible contribu-
tions, and by the use of trusts and other
indirect methods of giving. The next
section deals briefly with some of these
problems but the issues cannot be fully
resolved with the current data. It is for
this reason that the current study has
been restricted to the sample of obser-
vations under $100,000.30

If these difficulties are ignored and all
of the 187 possible observations are
used, the resulting estimates are quite
similar to the basic results of equation
2:

In G,- 1.784 + 0.811 In Yu
(0.027)

All observations

- 1.4551nPPi
(0.077)

(10)
2 = 0.98

SSR = 16.19
N = 187

At the present, however, it is best to
remain agnostic about the income and
price elasticities of individuals with in-
comes over $100,000 and under
$4000.3'

3$After this study was complete, I was able to
use the Treasury Tax Files for 1962 and 1970 to
calculate the average of the individual prices in
each AGI class rather than the price for the aver-
age taxable income in that class. The values agree
quite closely below $100,000 but are substantially
higher above $500,000. This biases down the es-
timated price elasticity of equation 9.

51After this paper was accepted for publication,
Joe Pechman and John Brirtein suggested adding
the term In Y . In P to the basic equation as a
further test of the varing price elasticity. This
variable is significant and implies that the price
elasticity is an increasing function of income; the

90
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Each of the equations of this section
has been reestimated with the alterna-
tive definition of disposable income:
taxable income plus charitable contribu-
tions minus the tax that would have
been paid if no contribution were
made. In each equation the estimated
income elasticity is lower and the price
elasticity is greater than in the corre-
sponding equation with income mea-
sured by AGI minus tax. Comparing the
sums of squared residuals for the cor-
reponding equations shows that the
AGI variable (Y) explains the variation
in giving substantially better than the
taxable income variable (YT). For ex-
ample, equation 11 should be compared
with equation 2 in which the estimated
price elasticity is - 1.24 and the sum of
squared residuals is only 1.772.
In Gi, = 1.69 + 0.445 In YTt,(0.03 1)

- 2.044 In Pit
(0.128)

(11)
$4000 < Mean Real

Net AGI <S$00,000
K2 = 0.95

SSR = 4.354
N= 117

Although an after tax measure of in.
come seems more appropriate, as a
further test of the robustness of the
estimated price elasticity the basic
specification was reestimated using real
AGI (not net of tax) to measure in-
come. The parameter estimates are
similar to the original specification but
the estimates of equation 2 are prefera-
ble because net AGI is a theoretically
better measure of income:

pecifc point estimates imply a posilir price elas-
ncity for income below $8300. a price elasticity
of -0.98 at $50,000 and a price elasticity of
- 1.36 at $100,000. Although a specification that
implies a positive price elasticity is clearly unac-
ceptable, the evidence does strongly suggest that
the absolute price elasticty increases with in-
come. Some preliminary analysis with a rich body
of microeconomic data (the 1970 Treasury Tax
file) supports this conclusion and indicates that
the price elasticity is relatively constant and below
one for low and moderate incomes but then rises
rapidly with income. These results will be dis-
cussed in detail in Feldstein and Taylor (1974).

In Gi = - 1.617 + 0.787 In Y1
(0.030)

- 0.903.1n Pit
(0.112)

(12)

$4000 < Mean RealNet AGI $100,009
R 2SSR -
N=

0.98
1.772
117

These alternative estimates lend
some weak support to the relative high
price elasticities reported in equations I
hrough 9. They also suggest the possi-

bility of substantial bias from using an
inappropriate measure of income. If a
broader definition of income than AGI
is the true determinant of charitable
giving, the use of AGI might bias the
estimated price elasticity. To evaluate
the likelihood that this would cause an
upward bias in the absolute price elas-
ticity, it is useful to examine the way in
which the bias occurs. Let the true
specification be given by:

InG=a -3inI +,lnP+ (13;

where I is the "true" measure of in-
come. Consider the effect of using ad-
justed gross income (y) as the measure
of income and estimating

In G = a + 3In y + y In P + u.
(14)

The residual u in equation 12 is equiv-
alent to e + 3 In I - 3 In y = E + 3 In
(1/y). From the usual formula for the
analysis of specification bias (Theil,
1966), it follows that the expected
value of the estimate of y in equation
12 would be: -
E(,) = y + /3E(reg (In (1/y),

In PI In y)] (15)
where reg (In (l/y), In P I.In y) is the
coefficient of In P in the regression of
In (1/y) on In P and In y. If this auxiliary
regression coefficient is negative, the
expected value of ^ will be less than the
true value y, i.e., the absolute value ot
the price elasticity will be biased up-
wards. The auxiliary regression

No. II 91
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coefficient will be negative if at each
level of adjusted gross income (y),
those taxpayers with higher marginal
tax rates (i.e., lower value of P) have
higher ratios of "true" income to ad-
justed gross income.

It is not clear whether this is more
likely than the opposite. There are two
countervailing effects. First, at each
level of adjusted gross income, those
with the highest marginal tax rates have
the greatest incentive to reduce their
taxable income through such things as
the holding of tax exempt bonds, home
ownership and the substitution of ac-
crued capital gains for realized income.
All of these things would increase the
ratio of total economic income to AGI.
Such a positive association between
marginal tax and the ratio of "true" in-
come to AGI would cause an upward
bias in the absolute value of the esti-
mated price elasticity. Against this
reason for an upward bias one must bal.
ance a reason for a downward bias. It
follows from the definitions of AGI and
taxable income that, at each level of
AGI, those with the highest marginal
tax rates have the least deductions for
interest, taxes and charitable contribu-
tions. These smaller deductions are
likely to indicate smaller amounts of"pother income" not included in AGI:
imputed income on residences and ac-
crued gains on assets used to secure
loans. This would imply a negative cor-
relation at each level of AGI between
the marginal tax rate and the ratio of
true income to AGI. This in turn would
imply that the absolute price elasticities
of this section are actually biased
downwards rather than upwards. Unfor-
tunately, only when estimates have
been made with more comprehensive
data will it be possible to know whether
the use of AGI imparts any substantial
bias.

3. Additional Specifications
This section presents several alterni

tive modifications of the basic model.
The use of relative income instead of
real absolute income is examined first.

(Vol. XXVIII

The implication of the special tax
treatment of gifts of appreciated assets
is then studied. Finally, the effects of
the limits on deductible gifts are ex-
amined.

Rdali,e Income. Charitable contribu-
tions support activities that produce
positive externalities. A philanthropic
activity generally benefits not only
those who are the direct recipients of
its service but also those who, like the
individual donor, believe that the ser.
vice should be provided. Thus, an
alumnus who contributes to his
college's scholarship fund benefits not
only the scholarship student but also
the other alumni who enjoy seeing their
college support students in this way. In
deciding how much to contribute, an
alumnus may consider how his own in-
come compares with the other alumni
who are also potential contributors and
"indirect beneficiaries." Similarly, a
member of a church congregation may
apply a relative "ability to pay" criterion
in deciding what he believes to be his
"fair share" of his church's expenses.
Such considerations suggest that some
measure of relative income should be
added to the basic specification ex-
amined above. 3' An extreme form of
this hypothesis would use relative in-
come instead of real absolute income.

The examples of college and church
donations indicate the difficulty of de-
veloping an appropriate measure of rel-
ative income. Moreover, the options
are severely limited by the aggregate
form of the current data. Only the most
obvious possibility has been examined
in this study: the ratio of donor's in-
come (AGI minus tax) to average per
capita income for that year. This is de-
noted YR.

Equation 16 shows that when the rel-
ative income variable is added to the
basic specification, its coefficient is
highly significant but the price elasticity
is essentially unchanged. The result is
similar

"Note that this reason for including relative
income is quite different from Schwamrt' (1970)
emphasis on the relive incomes of donors and
recipients.
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In Gi = 2,882 + 0.199 In Y,
(0.064)

- 1.255 In Pit + 0.613 In
(0.072)

YRI,
(0.059) --

(16)
Mean Real$4000 <Net Income < $100,000

R2 = 0.99
SSR = 0.904

N= 117

if YR is added to the specification with
varying price and income elasticities.

The more extreme assumption that
contributions depend only on relative
income and price does not explain the
variation in contributions as well as the
basic model. Equation 17 shows that
substituting YR for Y slightly increases
the price elasticity and reduces the sum
of squared residuals from 1.772 to
0.980.

In Gl = 4.428 + 0.784 In YR1
(0.022)

sets that would have been sold if they
had not been given away. Separate cal-
culations have been made using differ-
ent assumptions about the ratio of ap-
preciation to asset value. In each calcu-
lation, the ratio of appreciation to value
is assumed to be the same for all tax-
payers. It is further assumed that all
assets that are donated would otherwise
be sold, an assumption that biases
downward the price associated with
each ratio of appreciation to value. The
resulting estimates must therefore be
regarded as a ver imperfect attempt to
deal with gifts of appreciated assets.

Equation 18 shows the result of as-
suming that 50 per cent of the value of
donated assets is the original basis while
the remaining 50 per cent is apprecia-
tion. The estimated price elasticity
(-1.11) is only slightly smaller than in
the basic equation while the estimated
income elasticity is unchanged.34 Com-
paring the sum of squared

- 1.329 In Pit (17) InG t= -1.934 + 0.825 inY 1
(0.071) (0.031)

= .99 - 1.166 lnP5g
S_(0.094)

N= 117

Appreciated Assets. The special prob-
lems raised by gifts of appreciated as-
sets have already been discussed. Gifts
of appreciated property lower the effec-
tive price of giving. Since such gifts are
more common in higher income
classes, 3 the basic price series used
above does not decrease rapidly enough
as marginal tax rates increase. The re-
sult is likely to be an overestimate of
the absolute price elasticity.

The available data severely limits the
possibility of dealing adequately with
this problem. There is information on
the value of contributions in each AGI
class that are in the form of assets but
no information on the original basis of
those assets or the fraction of those as-

"In 1966 the fraction of contributions in the
form of assets rose from 3.8 per cent for adjusted
gros incomes between $10,000 and $15.000 to
47 per cent for adjusted gross incomes over

10o0.o0.

(18)

Mean Real < $$4000< Net AGI $
i = 0.98

SSR = 1.754
N = 117

residuals with that for the original
specification (1.772) suggests that the
current assumption is barely prefer-
able."5 In interpreting these results, the
statement that "an average of X per
cent of the value of donated assets is
appreciation" should be interpreted a

3"The variable P51, is defined as the weighted
average of (1-rn,) and I - mit - .50mclt where
rn, is the marginal rate on income and mci, is the
M *R *ral tax rate on capital gains; the weights are
the fractions of donations in money and in assets
in income class i.

SCompanng the sums of squared residuals is
e uivalent to a likelihood criterion in the context
o the current specification. The assumed ratio of
appreciation to asset value with the lowest sum of
squared residuals yields the maximum likelihood
estimator of that ratio and -f the other regressioa
parsmeters.
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shorthand for the more correct state-
ment that "taxpayers respond to both
the actual appreciation ratio and the
opportunities to postpone realization by
acting as if the assets had to be realized
immediately if not donated but that the
appreciation ratio is only X per cent."
This implies that the ratio of apprecia-
tion to value implied by the estimate
will be appropriately lower than the ac-
tual (unknown) appreciation ratio of
donated assets.

Alternative assumptions about the
ratio of appreciation to value have only-
very slight effects on the estimated elas-
ticity and the sum of squared residuals.
If the ratio of appreciation to value is
0.25, the price elasticity is -1.202 and
the SSR is 1.762. With an appreciation
ratio of 0.75, the price elasticity is
-1.128 and the SSR is 1.749. Itis clear
that there is too little information in the
data to estimate the appreciation ratio.
Fortunately, the choice of appreciation
ratio does not affect the estimated price
elasticity.

Deduction Limits. Raising the limit on
the maximum charitable deductions in-
creased the amount of givin, by high
income taxpayers. The ceiling was
raised from 15 per cent of adjusted
gross income to 20 per cent in 1952
and then to 30 per cent in 1954. Inter-
nal Revenue Service data show that the
early limits were reached by a
significant fraction of taxpayers with ad-.usted gross incomei over $50,000 but
by almost no taxpayers with lower in-
comes (Kahn, 1960, p. 79). A natural
way to express the effect of these
changes in deduction limits is as pro.
or tiona reductions in contributions by
igh income taxpayers in the years be-

fore 1954. In equation 19, the variable
DLI is equal to 1 for 1948 and 1950 in
income brackets over $50,000 and
equal to zero otherwise; DL2 is 1 for
1952 in those income brackets and zero
otherwise.3' The coefficients of these
dummy variables are estimates of the
proportional reductions in giving due to

"Here the income bracket is defined by the
cu*fmt dollar AGI kfort tax.
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the limits in those years and should
therefore be negative.37

The estimates of equation 19-imply
that the limits on deductions before
1954 reduced total contributions in the
specified income
InGl =-1.857 + 0.812 InYit

(0.034)
- 1.332 In Pit - 0.163 DLI

(0.123) (0.093)
- 0.145 DL2

(0.114)
(19)

$4000 < Mean Real <Net AGI
R= 0.98

SSR = 1.711
N= 117

groups. The income and price elas-
ticities are essentially unchanged from
equation 2.

Because the sample is restricted to
observations with mean real net AGI
below $100,000, equation 19 does not

provide any estimate of the overall ef-
ect of the deduction limit on all high

income donors. Equation 20 uses the
full sample of 187 observations to ob-
tain some very tentative values of this
effect for the three high AGI groups-

In Gil = -1.731

- 1.533 In
(0.078)

All Observations

+ 0.803 In Y1
(0.027)

Pt- 0.176 DLI
(0.111)

- 1.5-il DL2
(0.158)
R2 = 0.98

SSR = 15.19
N = 187

(20)

4. Aggregate and Distributional Effects
The current parameter estimates are

clearly preliminary and may be subject
to serious error. Some possible sources
of bias are discussed in the next section.
It is nevertheless interesting to examine
what these estimates imply about the
effects of the current tax treatment on

'e'Tey will of course, also reflect other specific
factors that caused the behavior of those years to
depart from the remainder of the pence.
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the volume and distribution of charita-
ble contributions, tax payments and net
personal income. More specifically, this
section examines the effects of eliminat-
ing the deduction for charitable con-
tributions and reducing all tax rates (on
itemized returns) proportionately to
keep government revenue constant.
The elimination of the deduction re-
duces giving while the reduction in the
tax rates increases giving. However,
since income after tax remains un-
changed while the price of giving rises,
the net effect is a fall in charitable con-
tributions.

To develop estimates of the full
aggregate and distributional effects re-
quires estimates of the income and
price elasticities for all income classes.
The basic method used in this section is
to assume that the values obtained for
incomes between $4000 and $100,000
hold for other incomes as well. Al-
though this group contains about 90 per
cent of the itemized contributions, the
dangers of such an extrapolation are
obvious. With this method, the calcula-
tions show that the reduction in total
contributions is large, probably about
35 per cent of itemized giving and
therefore about 30 per cent pf all indi-
vidual contributions. Sirice the reduc.
tioris are particularly large in high in
come groups, religious organizations
are affected relatively less than educa-
tional, cultural and other nonreligious
organizations.

Table 2 presents detailed results for
1968. These illustrative predictions use
the basic specification of equation 2
with constant income and price elas-
ticities. Eliminating the deduction
would raise the price of giving to 1 in
all income classes. The additional tax
revenues that would result are redistrib-
uted in this calculation by a propor-
tional reduction in the effective tax rate
in every income class.3 ' The resulting

S'The new tax at each income level in 1968 is
calculated as follows: (I) The additional tax rev-
enue due to eliminating the deductible is calcu-
lated for each income class as the product of the
1968 deduction and the corresponding marginal
rue, (2) The sum of these additional tax revenues
is added to total 1968 tax collections. (3) The

change in contributions in each income
class is then calculated from the equa-
tion:
In G'It - In Glt - 0.822 (In Y'lt

- In Yt)
+ 1.238 In Pit (21)

Where G',1 is the predicted average
contribution after the tax change and
Yon is the average adjusted gross in.
come minus the new tax on that in-
come. Since eliminating the deduction
raises the price of giving to 1, In
P'i = 0 and therefore does not appear
in equation 21.

The average contribution in 1968 is
given for broad income classes in col-
umn 3 and the corresponding predicted
contribution if the deduction is elimi-
nated appears in column 4. Total 1968giving falls from $11.1 billion to $7.3
billion. 3' The ratios of predicted con.
tributions to actual contributions that
are presented in column 5 show that
the relative reduction in giving is much
greater among high income individuals
than in lower income groups. While
taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes
of $10,000 to $15,000 would cut con-
tributions by 24 per cent (from $305 to
$233), a reduction of 75 per cent is
predicted for taxpayers in the $100,000
to $500,000 class (from $9,695 to
$2,380).

Eliminating the charitable deduction
and returning the additional revenue by
a common proportional tax reduction
rato of actual tax collections to the new sum is
the factor by which all tax liabilities are scakd
down. The value of this was 0.943 reflectng addi.
oonal revenues of $3.3 billion and a 1968 total
collection from itemized returns of S56.9. (4)
This factor is then applied in each income class to
the sum of the 1968 tax and the additional rev.
enue from eliminating the charitable contribution
deduction. AU dollar amounts are in current 1968
dollars.

"Two things should be remembered in inter-
preting these numbers. First, these totals refer
only to itemized giving; all individual giving in
1968 was estimated to be $12.6 billion. Second,
although the reduction reflects the redisthbutio.
to taxpayers of the additional tax revenues, this
has very little effect on total contributions; if the
additional revenues were retained by the ov.
eminent. predicted giving would tall by $3.9 bil.
lion.

No. 1 95
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TABLE 2
BASIC PREDICTED EFFECTS OF ELIMINATING THE CHARITABLE DEDUCTION 1968"

Number of
AG! Itemized
Clas Returns Averse Charitable Contributions Tax Net Disposable

($1000) (1000's) G, G',, G'/G Ratiot Income Ratio
(1) (2) (3(4) (5) (6) (7)

0-5 5,328 156 126 0.810 1.076 1.005
5-10 12,233 221 172 0.778 1.000 1.007

10-15 8,731 305 233 0.764 0.982 1.009
15-20 3,132 428 307 0.718 0.982 1.012
20-50 2,232 761 460 0.605 0.988 1.017
50.100 294 2,267 816 0.360 1.002 1.032

100-500 77 9,695 2,380 0.245 1.037 1.056
500.1000 2.6 68,749 12,827 0.187 1.101 1.083,
1000+ 1.1 287,651 54,117 0.188 1.152 1.104

Avers" $348 $238 0.657 1.0

Totz_ 32,030 $11,139 $7,316 ... ...
million million

Based on parameter values of equation 2. Total government revenue
Biased upward by the presence of nontaxable returns. See text.
Totas may not age because of rounding.

would raise the taxes paid by high in-
come individuals and lower the taxes
paid by low income individuals. Col-
umn- 6 shows the ratios of the tax pay-
ments if the deduction were eliminated
and tax rates cut to maintain the actual
total tax payments in 1968. Middle in-
come individuals pay reduced taxes
while those with incomes above
$50,000 would pay increased taxes.40

The differences are quite substantial.
Although average taxes fall by only two
per cent io the $10,000 to $15,000
class, taxes rise by 10 per cent in the
class of taxpayers with incomes of
$500,000 to $1,000,000.

The distributional effect of e'iminat-
ing the deduction is quite different if
we focus on the change in net oisposa-
ble income rather than the change in
tax payments. Net disposable income
available for personal consumption or

"These are of course only averages for each
income dai. Thbe tax ratio falls below one at an
AGI of $7000. Since no distinction is made be
tween taxable and nontaxable returns, the in-
creased taxes are overstated for the lowest in-
come clsss. Many of those returns are nontax-
le and would remain so even if the charitable
deduction were exuded. The amounts involved
are so small that the resuldno misestimate of addi-
tional revenue would have no significant effect on
higher income classes.

remains constant.

saving is defined as adjusted gross in-
come minus taxes and charitable con-
tributions. Because charitable contribu-
tions fall sharply in higher income
groups, their predicted personal con-
sumption and savings increase despite
the greater taxes that they pay. Column
7 presents the ratio of predicted net
disposable income to actual 1968 net
disposable income. Net disposable in.
come rises at every income level, with
the increase ranging from less than two
per cent for incomes under $50,000 to
more than 8 per cent over $500,000.

Although the effect of eliminating
the charitable deduction is of course
greater if government revenues are not
constrained to remain constant, the dif-
ference is quite small. Eliminating the
deduction would yield an additional
$3.3 billion in tax revenues in 1968.'
If this revenue is not returned to the
taxpayers through a general tax cut,
total charitable contributions would fall
-by$3&billion. The gross "efficiency"
of the deduction as measured by the
ratio of additional contributions re-
ceived by charities per dollar of poten-
tial tax revenue forgone is 1.15.

tThis ignores me additional revenue that
would result if some of the donated appreciated
assets were sold instead.

96
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Generally similar results are obtained
from calculations with other equations
for chatitable-cont-ributions. When gifts
of appreciated assets are distinguished
and an effective appreciation ratio of
0.5 is used (based on equation 18),
charitable contributions in the absence
of the deduction are estimated to be
$7.4 billion. Finally, equation 10 (which
uses the entire sample of 187 observa-
tions) implies contributions of $6.9 bil-
lion. Although there are some differ-
ences in the distributional impacts, in
each case eliminating the deduction
would reduce giving proportionately
more in high income groups and would
result in greater increases in their net
disposable income than that of lower
income groups.

5. Conc.usions and Caveats

The empirical findings of this study
are clear. The aggregate Internal Rev-
enue Service data for 1948 through
1968 imply that the volume of charita-
ble contributions is quite sensitive to
the price of giving that is implied by the
tax treatment. Almost all of the esti-
mates of the price elasticity are greater
than one. Eliminating the current de-
duction of charitable contributions
would reduce total itemized giving by
approximately 28 to 56 per cent, 4de-

pending on the pardcular equation
specification. The loss of contributions
would be relatively greatest for educa-
tional, medical and cultural organiza-
tions. Philanthropies would lose more
in the contributions they receive than
the government would gain in addi-
tional tax revenues. Net disposable in-
come after tax and charitable contribu-
tions would rise in all income groups
with the highest percentage increase in
the highest income groups.

These empirical results must however
be regarded with substantial caution.
Those who wish to assess the impact of
our tax system on charitable giving

"tSince itemized givin accounts for approui-

mately 90 per cent of total individual giving,
these reductions in itemized giving correspod to
between 25 and 50 per cent reduction of total
individual sivins.

must balance the current results again,
the conclusions of previous research o
this subject and must consider the im
portant factors that have been neglect
in all of this work. It is appropriate t.
conclude this paper by reviewing thes.
problems.

Although a number of writers havt
discussed the impact of the tax treat
ment of charitable contributions, 43 onl5
two studies have used explicit statistics
models to separate the income anc
price effects. The most frequently cited
of these studies is the research ot
Michael Taussig (1967). Taussig ex.
amined a sample of 47,678 itemized in.
dividual tax returns for 1962. He found
extremely low price elasticities (abso-
lute elasticities not greater than 0.10)
and concluded that the current tax de.
ductibility of charitable contributions
therefore does little to stimulate chari.
table giving.4 Taussig's own paper is
full of warnings about the shortcomings
andpotential biases of his results these
need not be repeated here.43 However,
three basic problems with Taussig's
method should be emphasized. First, he
used the marginal rate for actual taxable
income, i.e., net of the individual's
charitable contribution. An individual
who gives more to charity therefore
has, ceteris paribus, a lower marginal
rate and a higher price. This introduces
a spurious positive association of price
and giving and therefore biases the
negative price elasticity towards zero.
Although this is relatively insignificant
for aggregate-data, it is quite important
for microeconomic data." Second, 14.

"'See the works cited on pages 81 ad 82.
"Taussifs esimates am based. on a
cification like the current equaton 2 excepthtthe 1ogaridhm o/ the marginal ta rate isue

instead of the logarithm of the price. The cones-
ponding price easticides were derived from des
mmgnoal rate elasticities by Schwurt (1970, p
1280).

"See also the discussion of Taussigs work is
Schwartz (970), pp. 128082.

4
4After this study was complete, I was able o

reanalyze the original 1962 microecooomic det
that was studied by TUmip The results of ts
reanalysis, present ia 7 e1srein and TaylOW
(1975), indicate the importance of the bias due to
laussg's endoeuous price variable.
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come was also measured net of taxes
actually paid rather than of the taxes
that would have been paid with no
charitable contribution. This introduces
a spurious simultaneity between income
and contributions since the relevant
budget constraint is defined by disposa.
ble income before any contributions are
made. Third, because Taussig's sample
is limited to only one year, the marginal
tax rate and the price of charitable giv-
ing is an exact function of the
individual's taxable income. Although
relating charitable contributions to ad-
justed gross income net of tax avoids
the existence of an exact functional re-
lation, the problem of colinearity be-
tween income and price is exacerbated
by Taussigs procedure of dividing his
sample into five income classes. Taussig
notes that within each chss "the main
source of variation in the tax rate facing
the taxpayer still remained the tax
schedule used by the filer of the return"
(Taussig, 1967, p. 8). Since these dif-
ferent types of tax schedules (i.e., mar-
ried couples, single individuals and
heads of households) represent demo-
graphic differences that would be ex-
pected to have substantial effects on
giving, the primary source of variation
in the tax price in Taussig's sample is
itself mainly a reflection of other impor-
tant influences. 41

The study by Schwartz (1970) is
methodologically closer to the current
research. Schwartz used aggregate time
series data based on the summaries of
tax returns that are published by the
Internal Revenue Service. Instead of
developing a time series of cross sec-
tions as in the current study, Schwartz
aggregated the data into only three time
series and estimated separate equations
for each time series." For the period

"Single individuals have a higher marginal rate
and therefore lover price than married couples.
Since single individuals tend for other reasons to'
make smaller contributions. Taussi4s procedure.
introduces a further spurious positive association
between price and giving.

'*Te three time series corresponded to m-
payers grouped by curreat income into those with
ethan $10,000 of adjusted gross income, those
between $10,000 and $100,000, and those with,
more than $100,000. 11e use of current dollar
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from 1929 through 1966, this produced
31 observations for each regression.
Since the introduction of the standard
deduction in 1941 and its extension to
incomes over $3000 in 1944 had a very
substantial effect on the extent of
itemizing, Schwartz also estimated his
equations for the subsamples 1929
through 1943 and .1944 through
1966.4 The recent sample contained
only 16 observations. With this data,
Schwartz estimated equations like equa-
tion 3 of the current study (the basic
constant elasticity equation with a time
trend)., 0 For each annual observation,
the income variable was the average
disposable income for the entire in-
come class (e.g., $10,000 to $100,000)
and the price variable was the average
price of money gifts for that income
class.

The relatively small number of ob-
servations and the use of separate sam-
ples by income groups preclude precise
estimation; in more than half of the
cases, the estimated price elasticity is
less than twice its standard error. These
difficulties are compounded by the use
of single annual averages to represent
the very wide range of incomes and
prices within each of the three
groups.1 In spite of these problems,
the evidence does indicate the existence
of considerable price elasticities. For
the interval 1929 through 1966,
Schwartz found a price elasticity of
-069 for incomes below $10,000,
-0.76 for incomes of $10,000 to
$100,000, and -0.41 for incomes over
$100,000. The corresponding standard
errors are 0.49, 0.20, and 0.10. For the
period after 1943, the elasticities in the
groups with incomes below $10,000
and above $100,000 are almost identi-
cal to the value for the to-tire period. In

limits to define these groups implies that the real
income limits change substantially over time.

"When the complete sample was employed, a
dummy variable wu used to represent the shift in

ving after 1943. No allowance was made for the
effect of the change in deduction limits in 1952
and 1954. i

"A mo.t pneral equation with a relieve in-
come vanae was also estimated; see above,
footnote 34.
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the middle range ($10,000 to
$100,000), the estimate is substantially
less (-0.17) and has a large standard
error (0.32), reflecting the very narrow
range of price variation (except for one
year, the price remained between 0.558
and 0.671). In short, Schwartz' esti-
mates are imprecise but generally imply
a substantially higher price elasticity
than that found by Taussig and a lower
elasticity than that found in the current
study.

The current study as well as the re-
search of Taussig and Schwartz suffers
from the limits imposed by the use of
the official tax return data. Perhaps the
most serious problem is the lack of in-
formation on permanent economic in-
come and wealth. Adjusted gross in-
come becomes a less adequate measure
as income rises. Similarly, the influence
of wealth rather than current income is
likely to be very important at the high-
est income levels. A second important
shortcoming is restriction to analyzing
the contributions of taxpayers with
itemized returns. While this restriction
is unimportant for high income indi-
viduals, it eliminates substantial infor-
mation on the behavior of those with
lower income. In addition, demographic
characteristics, educational background,
religious affiliation and other factors
that influence charitable giving may
be correlated with the income and price
variables in a way that biases the esti-
mates of the structural parameters and
the derived predictions of the effects of
tax changes. Feldstein- and Clotfelter
(1974) have analyzed survey data on
households" which contains better
measures of income and wealth, income
on demographic characteristics, and the

sIi the lo linear model is appropriate at the
individual level, an aggregate log-linear
specification should use geoneirs means for the
income, price and contributions variables. The
error involved in using arithmetic mean increases
with the size of the interval and therefore repre-
sents a more serious problem in Schwartz' work
than in the current study.

"nOn the importance of such factors, see Mor-
gan l al. (1962) and Barlow and Morgan (1966).

I"he data is the Federal Reserve Board Survey
of Consumer Finances (Projector and Weiss,
1966).

contribution of households that did no
itemize. The estimates obtained wid
this data strongly support the curren
conclusions.

Explaining aggregate charitable con
tributions to all types of organization-
by a single equation may hide importan
differences in the relations governing
gifts to different philanthropies. Tht
different effects of prospective ta)
changes on the major types of, philan
thropies is at least as interesting as tht
total effect on all charitable contribu
tons. The substantial differences in tht
distribution of religious and nonreli-
gious giving suggests the potential im.
portance of such decomposition. An
analysis of the differences in the impact
of alternative tax policies on religious.
educational and other charitable organi.
zations is presented in the second pan
of this article and will appear in the
next issue of the National TaxJomrnal.
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1. Introduction

The American public sector relies substantially more on private nonprofit
institutions thafi is common in most other countries. Higher education, health
care, the visual and performing arts, and general community services are
produced by voluntary institutions. Even when these institutions receive most of
their income from user charges and public funds, they depend on private
contributions to provide the basic 'equity capital' and to support new ventures.,

The federal income tax law allows the value of contributions to be deducted
in calculating taxable income. The 'price' of one dollar's contribution to a
philanthropic organization, measure' in terms of foregone income after tax,
therefore varies inversely with the itwividual's marginal tax rate. There are
today a number of widely discussed proposals for changing the tax treatment of
charitable contributions. These include the complete abolition of the deduction,
the substitution of a system of tax credits, the -introduction of a 'floor' with a
deduction or credit only for contributions above that level, and various modify.

We are gratefid to Daniel Frisch for assistance with this research, to the Commission on
Private Philanthropy and Public Needs for financial support and to M. Bailey, M. Boskin,
G. Brannon, N. McClung, J. Pechman. G. Rudney, R. Schwartz, E. Sunley, S. Surrey and M.
Taussig for useful discussions.

'Ginsburg (1970) discusses the analogy between charitable contributions in nonprofit
organizations and equity capital in profit-making organizations. The charitable endowment
provides the basis on which to borrow and the income %,iih which to subsidize services that
receive public support of less than 100 percent. In 1973, philanthropic and religious organiza.
tions received $18.2 billion from individual contributions, S3.1 billion from bequests, $0.95
billion from corporations and $2.4 billion from foundations [American Association of Fund.
Raising Counsel (1974)).
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cations of the tax treatment of appreciated assets.2 The-current paper will not
attempt to deal with the complex and wide-ranging issues raised by these
proposals. Our focus is on the empirical issue of the magnitude of the price and
income elasticities of charitable contributions. These parameters are crucial for
the evaluation of the impact of any proposed change.

There has been substantial controversy about the extent to which current tax
rules affect the magnitude of charitable contributions. The earliest ecc:,:ometric
evidence was Taussig's (1967) study of the 1962 Internal Revenue Service Tax
File, a stratified sample of 70,596 individual federal income tax returns with
itemized deductions. Taussig's often, quoted conclusion was that the deduction
has little or no effect on the total volume of charitable contributions. More
specifically, Taussig's parameter estimates indicated a price elasticity of less
than 0.10 and therefore implied that, for each dollar of potential revenue fore-
gone by the Treasury, charities receive less than ten cents in contributions. An
error in Taussig's analysis, the accidental omission of 22,918 observations,
makes this conclusion questionable. 3 There are, moreover, serious problems
with Taussig's specification and -method of estimation; these are discussed in
Feldstein (1975a) and Feldstein and Taylor (1975). A reanalysis of the 1962
data with the full sample indicates a price elasticity of approximately one."

Schwartz (1970) used aggregate time series based on the summaries of tax
returns that are published by the Internal Revenue Service. The estimated price
elasticities differed among income classes and between the prewar and postwar
periods but averaged about 0.6. Unfortunately, the relatively small number of

-observations and the use of separate samples by income groups precluded
precise estimation; more than half of the estimated price elasticities are less than
twice their standard error. Feldstein (1975a) used a time series of cross sections
based on the value of itemized charitable contributions in each adjusted gross
income class for even years from 1948 through 1968. The estimates indicate that
the volume of charitable contributions is quite sensitive to the price of giving
that is implied by the tax treatment; almost all of the estimates of the price
elasticity are absolutely greater than one.

The studies by Taussig, Schwartz and Feldstein are all limited to the use of
official tax return data. This is the source of several potential problems. First,
there is no information on permanent economic income or on wealth. Adjusted
gross income becomes a less adequate measure as income rises. Similarly, the
influence of wealth rather than current income is likely to be important at high

"See, for example, the discussions in Andrews (1972), Bittker (1972), Brannon (1973),
Goode (1964), Kahn (1960), McDaniel (1972a, 1972b), Pechman (1971), Surrey et al. (1972),
Vckrey (1962, 1973), Weidenbaum (1973), White (1959). and U.S. Treasury (1969).

3We are grateful to the Bookings Institution for making available a copy of the 1962 Tax File
Tape. Taussig has explained to us that he was aware that his copy of the tape was missing a
large number of itemized returns and that he had tried to see if there was anything systematic
about the missing observations.

"The results of this reanalysis are described in Feldstein and Taylor (1975).
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income levels. A second shortcoming is the restriction to taxpayers with itemized
returns. While this restriction is unimportant for high incore individuals, it
eliminates substantial information on the behavior of those with lower income.
Demographic characteristics (age, sex, marital status and race), educational
background, occupation and other personal attributes that influence giving
may be correlated with income and price variables in a way that biases the
estimates of the price and income elasticities. Although these limitations might
not affect the estimated price and income elasticities, the reliance on tax data
alone is a source of uncertainty about all previous estimates.

The current study presents a new type of evidence about the effects of the
income tax treatment of charitable contributions that avoids the restrictions
imposed by the official tax return data. By using household survey data, we are
able to relate charitable giving to economic income, wealth, tax rates and
personal characteristics. It is very reassuring that the estimated price elasticities
are very close to the values obtained in Feldstein (1975a), despite the substantial
differences in the nature of the data and the level of aggregation.

The next sectiohii describes the stirvey data and indicates the definitions used
to construct the key variables. Sections 3, 4 and 5 present the basic parameter
estimates and examine whether the price elasticity varies.imong wealth or income
groups. The special problem of gifts of appreciated property is studied in detail.
Section 6 specifies and estimates alternative models of interdependent behavior
in which each individual's contribution depends on the volume of contributions
made by others. Simulations of the effects of four possible tax changes are
presented in section 7. There is a brief concluding section.

2. Data, specification and definitions

In 1963 and 1964, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
conducted a national survey of tie income, assets and savings of 2,164 households
[Projector and Weiss (1966)]. With the assistance of the Internal Revenue
Service, the survey greatly over-sanpled the very high income individuals;
e.g., 18 percent of the sample. but less than one percent of the population, had
1962 incomes over S25.000. For the current analysis we eliminated a relatively
small number of households that did not report one or more key variables
(charitable giving, income, age, children and saving) or that reported a negative
net worth. A further group %,ith very low, 1963 adjusted gross income (le.s than
S1,721) %%as also eliminated.' The inil sample contains 1,406 households.

The equations that %,,e ha' estimated relate charitable giving (G) to disposable
income (INC), the price of' giving (i.e., net cost to the donor per dollar received
by the donee) (P), net \'orth (i'), and additional %ariables measuring age and

SThe valtte S1.721 represents the 20th percentile of adjusted gross income. Theie households
'ucrc excluded to clhiinate o1s.ngoins in which h current incon v as very ditTeent from per.
manent income. Other methodis ol'deaing with this problem are described Melow.
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other personal characteristics (X). The basic specification uses a log-linear
equation to estimate constant elasticities with respect to INC, P and W,

In G, = Po+ , In INCI+fl2 In Pi+flz, In W1+ E fliXl+e1 . (I)
J-4

Alternative specifications allowing more general nonlinear relations will be
described below.

The survey obtained information on all charitable giving in 1963(G), including
gifts of assets as well as of cash. The survey estimate of aggregate giving is
relatively close to the official internal Revenue Service value; actual 1962 giving
was $7.5 billion for itemizers and the corresponding survey estimate for those
whom we identified as itemizers in 1963 was $6.2 billion. 6 One can only speculate
on how much of the difference is due to underreporting in the survey and how
much to overreporting in the tax returns.7 In principle, the survey contains
information on the value of gifts to trusts but it is not clear how accurately this
information reflects the actual value of such gifts. There is no information on
gifts of services, gifts made by corporations that the donors control or antici.
pated testamentary bequests.

The correct concept of disposable income for this study is total income minus
the taxes that would be due if no charitable contributions were made.8 The
basic measure of disposable income (YD) in this study uses total income
received in 1963 minus an estimate of the tax that would be due with no contri.
bution; the method of estimating the tax is described below. To approximate
permanent income, an average of this disposable, income measure for 1962 and
1963 has also been used, YDP = 0.5 (YD + YD62). 9

There are two disadvantages with this common measure of permanent
income: (I) it use. only income received and excludes the accrued gains on
various assets, and (2) it uses only two years' income data while the individual
may base his own perception of perman;:nt income on much more information.

6No information or actual itemized giving is published for odd-numbered years.
7The difference may also reflect the methods of valuing gifts for tax purposes and errors in

the division of the sample into itemizers and nonitemizers; one method of identifying itemizers
is described below. Although we used all of the available observations in this calculation (not
just the 1,406 observations used in the regression), households that refused to tell how much
they gave were treated as giving zero; these households were excluded in the regression sample.
The definition of charitable giving in the survey was intended to correspond exactly to the
definition in the tax law.

'The usual measure of disposable income, i.e., income minus taxes actually paid, is endo-
genous because such taxes depend on the amount of charitable contributions. This is unimpor.
tant for low income individuals and for aggregate data but could matter with the current
sample.

I YD62 is converted into 1963 dollars by the consumer price index. The value of YD62 can.
not be calculated as accurately as the value for 1963 because the tax for 1962 must be approxi-
mated on the basis of 1963 data by assuming the same average tax rates.
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The first of these may not be a %cry serious problem because the basic speciti.
cation of eq. 1) includes the value of wealth. Neverthele-;s, this allow neither
for the fact that different portfolios have different amounts of accrued income
and realized income nor for the differences in the contribution of wealth to
permanent income at different ages. We have therelbre constructed as an
alternative measure of permanent income the value or the annuity that the
individual could obtain from his current wealth and labor income. More
specifically, YD.A is the sum of the current labor income and tile annual paymcht
of an annuity based on the head of the household's age and an interest rate of
5 percent, net of the tax that ,,ould be due if no charitable contributions were
made.'o

The annuity measure of permanent income is still restricted to using current
labor income to approximate permanent labor income. A quite different
approach to measuring permanent income can be based on the permanent
income theory of consumption. Because of the log-linear form of eq. (1), we
must restate the permanent income model in a multiplicative form,

C kYpO, (2)

?'= YP , (3)

where C is actual consumption, Y is permanent income, V is actual income and
C and P are multiplicative random errors. In addition, In U and In V are
independent of each other and of In YP. If permanent income is more closeiy
correlated with current consumption than with current income, it is advantageous
to replace INC in eq. (1) by consumption and to use current income as an
instrumental variable in the c,,tilmation procedure.'' For this method of measur
ing permanent income, we include charitable contributions in the definition of
total consumption' 2 and use YD as the measure of current income.

The price of charitable gi, ing (P) is the amount of after-tax income or wealth
that the individual foregoes to add one dollar to the receipts of a donee. If the
individual uses the 'standard deduction', i.e., if he does not itemize his deduc.
tions, his price is I regardless of his marginal rate. If the individual itemizes his
deductions and his marginal rate is m, the price of a one dollar cash contribu.

'Oft would be interesting to try alternative definitions of this annuity. including the use of a
human wealth measure, allowing for social security benefits. income for the surviving spouse,
etc.

I'Since In V is uncorrelated with In U, this is a consistent procedure. A more eIcient
method could he developed by extending this along the lines suggested by Zellner (1971) and
Goldberger (1972).

"'The definition or consunmption used by Projector and \Veis (1966) is inconistent: it
includes caih contributions but not gifts of assets. It therefore underestimates consumption
relatively more for high income households. We also estimated with consumption defined net
of contributions; the two sets of coefficients are very similar.
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tion is -M. 13 For this purpose, we define m as the marginal rate applicable
to the first dollar of charitable contributions."'

Contributions of appreciated assets create a special problem for measuring
the price of charitable giving. When an asset is given away, its full value can be
deducted from the donor's taxable income but there is no constructive realization
and therefore no tax to be paid by the donor on the capital gain.' 5 The opportu-
nity cost (price) of a gift that is given in the form of an appreciated asset
therefore depends not only on the individual's marginal tax rate but also on the
fraction of the asset's value that is accrued capital gain and on the alternative
disposition of the asset. An example will clarify the way in which these variables
determine the relevant price. Consider an individual whose marginal rate is 40
percent and who contemplates donating an asset that is now worth $100 and for
which he originally paid $30. If he gives the asset away, he reduces his taxable
income by $100; he therefore reduces his tax liability by $40 and thus increases
his after-tax income by $40.'If he instead sells the asset, he pays a tax of $14
(half of his marginal rate on the capital gain of $70) and increases his after-tax
income by $86. For this individual, the opportunity cost of the 5100 contribution
is therefore $46 of foregone consumption. If the price is defined in terms of
foregone consumption, the price of the gift is P = 0.46. This price clearly
depends on the ratio of the asset's original cost (or basis) to its current value: an
original cost of $1 implies P = 0.40, while an original cost of 5100 implies
P = 0.60. More generally, P = - -mc(I -BIV)-m, where V is the current
value of the asset, B is its basis or original cost, m is the marginal tax rate on
income and mc is the marginal tax rate on capital gains; in 1963, mc = 0.Sm
with a maximum of 0.25.

The preceding calculation defined the opportunity cost of a donated asset in
terms of foregone immediate consumption, i.e., it assumed that if the asset
were not given away it would be sold in the current year. The price is higher and
the calculation is more complex if the opportunity cost is defined in terms of

0

13 A deduction was not allowed in 1962 for contributions exceeding 30 percent of adjusted
gross income, but any excess can be carried forward. The limit affects extremely few individuals,
especially after the carryover is taken into account. No attempt was made to take this into
account.

"An individual who gives a substantial amount in relation to his income will lower his
marginal rate as well as his tax liability. If we used the marginal rate applicable to the last
dollar of charitable contribution, we would introduce a spurious correlation between price and
giving; since more giving would, ceteris paribus, raise the individual's price, the estimated price
elasticity would be biased up toward zero. There is no satisfactory way to reflect the entire
exogenous price schedule that the individual faces. The only other candidate for an exogenous
price variable would be to use the marginal rate that the individual would have if he gave the
average gift at his income level. This would have almost no effect at low incomes but would
raise the price at higher incomes. Although we have not investigated this price variable, it would
seem that reducing the rate at which price declines with income would tend to increase the
estimated price elasticity.

I sSince income of the donee organization is not taxable, it can sell the apprecia ied asset
without paying any tax.
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foregone saving or wealth, i.e., if it is assumed that the asset would not otherwise
be sold in the current year. The individual in the preceding example could
retain the $100 asset or he could give it away and add the S40 tax saving to his
wealth. Viewed in this way, his opportunity cost price is 0.60, the same as for
contributions of money; moreover, this price is independent of the ratio of the
capital gain to the present asset value. Since the individual who does not give
away the asset also has a future tax liability, this tends to overstate the oppor-
tunity cost of a prospective contribution. However, by postponing the sale of the
asset the individual can substantially lower the present value of the tax and, if
the asset is never sold during the individual's lifetime, the capital gains tax
liability is completely eliminated when the asset passes at death."'

It has not been possible to reflect accurately the full complexity of appreciated
asset gifts. Although the fraction of total contributions in the form of assets
is known for each individual, there is no data on the ratio of original cost to the
current value for such assets. There is of course no information on what would
have been done with such assets if they had not b'een t-ontributed. The price of
gifts of appreciated assets can therefore be known only conditional on an
assumed ratio of basis to value. Moreover, with the same ratio of basis to value
for all households, the prices of cash gifts and of asset gifts are very highly
correlated. In practice, we have constructed a price index as a weighted average
of the cash price and asset price using the share of contributions in the form of
assets for all households in the same broad income class. 7 A maximum likelihood
procedure, described below, was -used to estimate an appropriate ratio of basis
to current value.

The survey did not specifically ask for the individual's marginal rate or taxable
income or even whether the taxpayer itemized his deductions. To estimate this
information we begin by calculating adjusted gross income (AGI) as the sum of
income from all taxable sources plus short-term capital gains plus half of long-
term capital gains.' " We then classify the taxpaper as an itemizer or non-
itemizer in the following %%ay.9 We calculate the exemptions and standard

61f the individual gives the asset away to another person, there is no constructive realization
and the tax is postponed unti) the recipient sells the asset. The original owner can also consume
most of the value of the asset b'y-using it as collateral to borrow funds which he then consumes,
thus enjoying the consumplio9 while postponing or avoiding the capital gains tax. See Bailey
(1969) for evidence that a very large share of accrued capital gains are never subject to capital
gains taxation.

"Using weights based on the household's own contributions would be inappropriate be.
cause it would make the price variable a function of contributions. I

"These items of taxable income refer to the husband and wife but exclude income of other
family members. Unfortunately. the data on contributions is for the entire family. We can
assume that the difference is likely to he small. The estimates reported below actually use pretax
income and wealth of the entire family but tax variables based on the husband and wife. We
have also reestimated equations using pretax income of the husband and wife only and obtained
virtually the same results.

"The classification actually finds \whether they would or would not itemize in the absence of,
charitable contributions. This is in keeping \,ith our definitions of price and disposable income.
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deduction that the taxpayer would have. if he did not itemize and find the
resulting tax liability by consulting the appropriate tax schedule. We then
estimate the taxpayer's potential deductions (excluding charitable contri-
butions) as the sum of 5 percent of the value of owned residences 20 plus a
percentage of AGI that varies by AGI class to represent other itemizable
deductions. 2 ' The tax liability, if the taxpayer itemizes, is then calculated and
compared with the liability if the standard deduction is used. The taxpayer is
assumed to choose the method that minimizes his tax liability. The appropriate
tax schedule then defines the marginal tax rate and the corresponding rate for
capital gains.22

Each family's net worth (W) is defined as the algebraic, sum of the value of
portfolio and other investment assets, business assets, real estate and auto-
mobiles, minus the value of all debts. This definition thus omits consumer
durables (except automobiles), the cash value of life insurance and the present
value of future pension rights and social security benefits.

The remaining variables will be defined as they are introduced.

3. The basic parameter estimates
Parameter estimates for the sample of 1,406 households are presented in

eq. (4),

In G - -5.42 +0.80 In YD- 1.55 In P
(0.15) (0.31)

+0.10 In W+0.12 AGE3554+0.25 AGE5564
(0.06) (0.21) (0.25)

+0.49 AGE65+, (4)
(0.30)

R2 = 0.20, N = 1,406.

The income elasticity is 0.80 and the price elasticiq, is - 1.55; despite the poten-
tial problem of collinearity between income and Frice, the standard errors of the

3 This is intended to reflect the deductible mortgage inte.st on the owner's equity plus the
local property tax. r

2'Together with the S percent of the value of owned residences, the percentages of AG! areintended to estimate aD itemized deductions other than charitable contributions (includinginterest, medical expenses, state and local taxes). A search procedure was used to find thepercentages, within each broad AG! class, which made the weighted proportion of taxpayerswho itemized in the sample equal to the actual proportion of returns which were itemized in1963. These percentages are for all itemized returns, not just those that would have Itemized ifthere were no deduction for contributions.
IThe calculation ignores state income taxes. There is no information on the taxpayer's stateof residence. These rates were generally still quite low in 1963.
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elasticities are quite small. Although the wealth elasticity is relatively low, tl
very substantial range of wealth within each income class implies that weal!
dillerences are responsible for a substantial part of the variation in contribution
Although the individual age dummies are not statistically significant, ti
coefficients suggest that giving'rises substantially with age: families in which tl
head is between 35 and 54 years old give 12 percent more than similar familit
in which the head is under 35; for those 55 to 64 the difference is 25 percent an
for those over 65 the difference is 49 percent.

Table I

Price and income elasticities of charitable gi%ing based on alternative definitions of price ar
income.

Price Income
Equation SSR

Definition Elasticity Definition Elasticity

1.1 P -1.55 YD 0.80 9,836
(0.30) (0.15)

1.2 P -1.57 - YPD 0.83 9,823
(0.30) (0.15)

1.3 P - 1.34 YDA 0.79 9,856
(0.31) (0.15)

1.4 P -1.44 0.95 9,836
(0.31) (0.17)

1.5 P[501 - 1.14 YD 0.84 9,792
(0.20) (0.14)

1.6 P150] -1.15 YPD 0.87 9,780
(0.20) (0.14)

.. P[501 -1.10 YDA -0,81 9,832
(0.21) (0.15)

1.8 P1501 - 1.07 C 0.99 9,793
(0.20) (0.16)

"he equations all contain a constant term, a health h variable and age variables. All estimate
relate to the sample of 1,406 observations. The price variables are: P = I -t, where in is tb
marginal tax rate; P50 is a wAeighted average of Pand I - m-0.50 mc, where nc is the margin;
rate for capital gains if an asset test is satisfied, and P if the test is not satisfied. For nonitemizer
P = 1. The income variables-are: disposable income (YD), permanent disposable incorr
()YPD), disposable annuity income (YDA) and consumption -,ith an instrumental variab,
estimator (e). See text for additional details.

Table I compares the basic parameter estimates for different definitions o:
income and price using the same specification as eq. (4). The constant terms am.
the coefficients o1 wealth and of the age variables are not shown. The pricc
elasticity of approximately - 1.5 is essentially unaffected by the choice of income
definition (equations 1.1 through 1.4). Before considering the implication o
these elasticity values, it is important to study the alternative price definition
that reflect the contribution of appreciated assets.
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The special problems raised by gifts of appreciated property were briefly
discussed-in section 2. The available data severely limits the possibility of dealing
fully with this problem. The price for the gift of appreciated property that would
otherwise be sold is 1 -m-mc(l- B/V), where mc is the marginal tax rate on
capital gains and B/V is the ratio of the basis (usually cost) to the current value
of the asset. There is unfortunately no data on the B/V ratio for property gifts.
Moreover, if the asset would not otherwise be sold immediately, the present
value of the reduction in the capital gains tax is less than mc(l- B/V). If we
denote the present value of this reduction in the capital gains tax by xmc(l -
BIV), where 0 a _ I is the relevant discount factor, the price of a gift of
apprfeciAted property is I -m-c.mc.(1 -B/IV). Since neither a nor B/V is
known, and since only their product enters the price variable, we have used a
maximum likelihood search procedure (described below) to estimate the
composite parameter x(l -B/V). The value of a(I -BIV) is assumed to be the
same for all taxpayers.

For any given value of a(l - B/V) there is still a problem of how to combine
the separate price variables for gifts of cash and for gifts of appreciated
property. Although the price for gifts of property is always less than the price
for cash gifts, individuals who make gifts of property almost always also make
gifts of cash. These individuals may prefer cash gifts for contributions below
some minimal size or for contributions to particular types of donees. Since there
is a very high correlation between the two prices,23 it is better to use a weighted
average of the two prices than to use the two price" separately. The relative
importance of the two prices clearly differs among the income classes: the
survey indicates that gifts of assets accounted for less than one percent of total
giving by households with income below S15,000, but for more than 60 percent
of total giving by households with income over $100,000. Although weights
could be assigned to each taxpayer on-the basis of the composition of that
taxpayer's gifts, doing so would introduce a very substantial element of in-
appropriate simultaneity in the definition of price. Instead, households are
classified into seven income classes, with the relative weights for all households
in each class based on the average composition of the gifts in that class.

Not all taxpayers can take advantage of the option to contribute appreciated
property. An individual who does not own common stock is unlikely to have an
appreciated asset that is suitable for making charitable gifts. 24 As a pre-
cautionary measure, we assume that any taxpayer who does not have common

2 3The correlation between I - m and 1 - m - mc(I - BI V)* would be I if me were proportional
to m. In fact, mc = 0.5 m for all taxpayers with marginal rates below 0.50 and mc - 0.25 for
all other taxpayers. For nonitemizers, both prices are l.

140ther forms of liquid assets do not, i general, appreciate. Bond prices were generally
taiing in the period before 1963. Although gifts of real estate, works of art and other property
are possible, these are relatively uncommon and are unlikely for individuals who do not hold
common stock. Our analysis takes no account of gifts of'income property', e.g., personal pipers
and artists' own creations.
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stock worth at least three percent of his adjusted gross income will make only
cash gifts. 2 '

Th," final price variable will be written P[x(I- B'J'J] to emphasize that it is
conditional on the parameter 2( I - B'I"). The variable is defined by

P[7(I - Bi V)J] = I for nonitemizers,

= 1 -1in, for itemizers ws ith irisutticient common
stock,

= I',(I -n,)+(I - I'1 )[l -In,- 11 - B I')Ic,]

for others, (5)

where the weight IV, is the ratio of the value of cash gifts to total gifts for the
income class of which household i is a member. For eight values of 7( i - J? V)
between zero and one, the logarithm of P[( I - B I")J, is substituted for In P,
in the basic specification of eq. (4). The value of ( I - B I') for w hich the regres-
sion has the lowest sum of squared residuals is the maximum likelihood estimate
of this composite parameter and the estimated coefficients for this %alue are the
maximum likelihood estimates of the corresponding parameters. ."

The likelihood function is relatively flat between x I - B F= 0.25 and
a(I- !. 1) = 0.75, but reaches a maximum at Y(I - 8I1') = 0.50. The income,
wealth and age coefficients are not substantially different from the results
obtained in eq. (4) with the simple price variable. The price elasticity falls from

? 1.55 to 1.14 (S.E. = 0.20). This specification implies a smaller response to any
given change in price. The estimated price elasticity is again quite insensitive
to the definition of income (see eqs. 1.5 through 1.8).

The alternative definitions of income have little effect on the estimated price
elasticity. Because permanei t disposable income ()PD) correspond,, to the
lowest sum of squared residual,. %%e present the full equation,

In G I.90+1..71n YPD- 1.15 InP(50)
(0.14) '(0.20)

+ 0.10 [n I + 0.14 AGE3554 + 0.26A -GE5564
(0.65) (0.21) (0.26)

+ 0.45 .-.G65 +, (6)
(0.30)-

R 2 = 0.21, . = 1,403, SSR = 9,9.

2"The three percent is arbitrary I ut %w lcr,,,Iti l ,maU. A ce . l,ron of the sum of
squared res~iduals %%ith and %stnotL the, ,i-, \l g te.t hc.\, that the te1 ,mhroacsihc¢
planator pomcr of the modc!.

tjhf1 . o'courw,. a,,time, that the dteil I ince aic nojld cs.mdg et atid homo.keda!'ti.
This oer,,tatcs the jvr,,e for ion.-m ivn, \ho do aoid c|pi.tll gn-.i to on gift-, of prorvrm.
tio\ecer, since ;here are a!nio-: no gtl't,, of 1.1 Op bk Ilid 1 't ith incomc-., (io% SM2.CO)
and almost no nonitemizer,, a, ose that income l,,vl. the e1IkCt fr tsmai, e lcnieq ,mall.
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The wealth and age coefficients are almost identical to those of eq. (4) and are
thus not sensitive to the measurement of income or price.

Before studying additional modifications of this basic equation, it is useful
to consider the implications of these elasticity values. Since a full analysis is
presented in section 5, only some individual examples are now examined. In
1963, households with incomes between $8,000 and $10,000 contributed an
average of S165. The average price for these taxpayers was 0.84. If contributions
were not deductible, the price would rise by 19 percent (from 0.84 to 1.00) and
therefore, given a price elasticity of - 1. 15, contributions would fall by about
18 percent or $30.27 Thi. amount is neither implausible nor contrary to the
common assertion that the deductibility of contributions is likely to have only a
'small' effect on the amount given by low income households. 2

For households with disposable income between $25,000 and $50,000, the
average contribution was $2,125 and the average price was 0.49. The lower
average price in this income class implies that the deductibility of charitable
gifts has a substantially greater effect than in the lower income class. Eliminating
the deductibility would raise the price by 104 percent (from 0.49 to 1.00) and
would therefore lower the contribution by about 56 percent, or $1,190.

It is interesting to note the special implication of a price elasticity of exactly
minus one. With this price elasticity, the value of giving responds to changes in
price in such a way that the net cost to the individual donor is unaffected by the
deductibility. Donees receive an amount equal to the sum of the net cost to the
donors (which remains constant) plus the revenue foregone by the Treasury.
The efficiency of the incentive to charitable giving, i.e., the ratio of additional
funds received by donees to revenue foregone by the Treasury, is 100 percent,
The actual estimated price elasticity of - 1.14 implies an efficiency greater than
100 percent, i.e., philanthropic organizations receive more in additional funds
than the Treasury loses in foregone revenue.

In concluding this section, it is useful to compare the current parameter
values with the estimates based on aggregate data by income class for the years
1948 through 1968. Feldstein (1975a, e'q. 18) reported an income elasticity of
0.82 (S.E. = 0.03) and a price elasticity of -1.17 (S.E. = 0.09).29 The two
estimates are remarkably close to the current values of 0.87 and - 1.15 in spite
of the great differences in the source of the data and level of aggregation.

"More exactly, (1.19)- 1.15 = 0.82, implying that contributions are decreased by 18 percent
or $30. This assumes that the increased tax revenue is not redistributed to the taxpayers; allow.
ing for such a tax cut would have almost no effect since the individuals would spend only about
2 percent of the increased disposable income on charitable giving.

'This has been stressed by Aaron (1972), Kahn (1960), McDaniel (1972a) and Vickrey
(1%2) among others. Although the effect on the average gift]t- small,- the aggregate effect is
substantial. We return to this in section 5 below.

"These aggregate equations defined income as adjusted gross income and did not contain
wealth or age variables. The maximum likelihood price variable also assumes a basis to value
ritio of 0.50.
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4. Additional specifications and tests

'his section and the next section test the sensitivity of the basic results to
number of generalizations of the specification and restrictions of the sampkt
The evidence all tends to confirm the conclusions that the price elasticity I
slightly greater than one and that the income elasticity is slightly less than on(
We begin by restricting the sample. first to taxpayers who itemize and then t.
taxpayers under age 60. A ,ariety of demographic factors associated with givin
are examined next. Section 5 considers alternative specifications in which th
price and income elasticities are allowed to vary with income and wealth.

4. 1. Ta\'payers with itemni:'ed de tchmis

A taxpayer who does not itemize his deductions has a price of I for al
charitable contributions. Section 2 explained how we decided whether eacl
household would (in the absence of an, charitable contributions) have itemize(
its deductions or used the standard deduction. A total of 486 of the origina
1,406 households were treated as nonitemizers. To see whether the price effect
of itemizing is similar to the price effect due to the variation in the marginal ratt
for itemivers, we estimated the basic regression of eq. (6) (with price defined
as P[501) for the sample of 920 households who itemized (and would have
itemized even in the absence of charitable contributions). The price and income
elasticities are very similar to the values for the entire sample that were pre
sented in eq. (6). The itemizers' income elasticity (0.93. S.E. = 0.20) is a littk
higher than for the full sample (0.87), and the price elasticity (1.39, S.E. = 0.24)
is also slightly higher than the value of 1.15 obtained for the full sample.
Although this suggests a somewhat stronger response to change in marginal rate
than to itemizing per se, the difference is very small and-well within the standard
error of the parameter Cetimate.

4.2. Aged end n1wged tapayer "

It -cenvs pkausible that the philanthropic behavior of older taxpayers ma
dil'Yer substantially from the beha,,ior of younger ones. Decisions about curre
,.i in ', and charitcle bequests are likely to be more interdependent than 11
earlier ies. -'' Current income .ay be a ,cry poor measure of permanent
income and cu.rcl- t .i ing ti .y elect patterns established earlier in life. For
both reasons. Naltii oay be more inmportant than at younger ages. Our sample
contains 304 Icuscholds in \\hich the head %as 60 years old or older. 3 1 '

"0Sec ,ronWtfhid N hartt. (1i9M, Feddtein (1974) and Shoup (1966) on the elTes4
ta\atio n .o n ch aritab le i q uL sts. ]

3'1 hi, groutip contains son \ho are compkctely rcired and others who have reduced thl
v.or,' vidh-ut t'c*'w completely rctir., l e.Beause it is not possible to distinguish the 'party
retired' from !hose \\ho are fuly emi'le , \,c locus on nw alone.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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income elasticity (0.79, S.E. = 0.26) and the price elasticity (0.84, S.E. = 0.30)
are smaller for this group, and the wealth elasticity is substantially larger
(0.22, SE. = 0.14), than in the entire sample. The size of the sample (N = 304)
results in larger standard errors, and the usual analysis of variance test shows
that dividing the population into aged and nonaged does not significantly
improve the explanatory power of the model.32

4.3. Other demographic and economic factors

The survey data provide other information about the demographic and
economic attributes of each household. An analysis of the effects of these factors
on charitable giving is both interesting in its own right and useful as a way of
testing whether the previously observed price and income elasticities are biased
because of the simpler specifications. For this purpose, households have been
classified with respect to seven factors in terms of the characteristics of the head
of the household: age, sex, race, community size of residence, employment,
home ownership and education.

Table 2 shows that allowing for the influence of these factors has almost no

effect on the estimated price, income and wealth elasticities. In particular, the
price elasticity of - 1.098 is extremely close to the value of - 1.15 obtained in
eq. (6) when the other explanatory variables are omitted. The additional
variables are themselves also generally insignificant: only 6 of the 11 coefficients
exceed their standard error and only one is more than twice its standard error.
The one factor with a substantial effect is community size: households in
medium size cities contribute the most (given their income, price, wealth and
other characteristics), while households in large cities contribute the least.

The insignificant impact of such factors as home ownership and education
appears contrary to the common observation that home owners and college
graduates give more than renters and those who did not graduate from college.
Such observations do not, of course, adjust for the effects of price and wealth.
Column 3 presents the unadjusted average'" gifts in each group. These averages
conform to the usual presumptions. For example, college graduates contribute
more than three times as much as nongraduates and the difference of S275 is
more than four times the standard error. Comparing columns 1 and 3 thus
shows that many of the factors associated with greater contributions are simply
indirect reflections of income.

"For the complete sample, the sum of squared residuals is 9,792, while for the two subsamples
it totals 9,760. The Fstatistic is 0.91, less than the 5 percent critical value of 2.21 with 5 and
1,394 degrees of freedom. The price elasticity for those below age 60 is - 1.43 with a standard
error o0.27.,

"These 'ie weighted averages in which the relative weight is the inverse of the sampling
probability for the household.
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T. blc 2

Effects of demographic ant' economic factor,, on charitallc gi, ing.

\djuted ct,:kN

Cotlficieni SIand

(I)

I ncome
Price
Wealth
Age

< 35
35-54
55-64
65+

Sex

(in
(in
(in

),PD)
P50)
Iif)

Male
Female

Race
White
Nonv hitch

Community size
< 250,000
250.000-1.000.000
> 1,0O0,000

Employment
Self-employed
Employee
Not working

Home o\% nership
Renter
O\%ner

Education
College graduate
Other

0.772
- 1.098

O.095

0.170
0.300
0.466

-0.085

0.250

0.517

-0.257

0.161

0.138

0.005

0.293

er ror
_I(2

.Ird

(1,151,
0.24)1
0.057

(0.212,
(0.2551
(0.320)

(0.2614

(0.194)

0.157)

(0.246)

(0. 200)

(O.31S4

(0. 18 9 1

(0.2011

Mean Stand,
($4 error
(~ ! (-( )

91
15')
I 4')

(31)
(54)
(65)

161 (24)
98 (70)

166 (251
III M)4

103
211
123

2I
133
161

104
IS2

397
122

(354(!34
(72)

(5,)
126)

(77)

(391(>4'1

(('44

('4)1

5. Varying price elasticities"4

The specification of a constant price lasticity is clearly an assumption

convenience. We have therefore examined ,e\eral alternative Ipcciticatins,

which the price elasticity is allotted to ,ar\" as a function tl" Of 1'm111e, pIrice aM

wealth. Although there is some aviationn in te price clktiIt., the eidene

supports the conclusion that tile a\crage eaticit\ 1%, ,plProvi.atoy on. .

lhrcec different forms of var)yin price elaticity h,' been esutimitd.

"'A more detailed discu ,ion of this ,uhJe.:t i,, aaaidibk Ai ail earlier ,,Cr,;Ion of this

that \%as distributed as liai ard institute of .c l ci0fe Roc,,,arch discui,i.'1 paper no.
Septemt,er 1974.
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first modifies the basic specification by replacing the constant price elasticity
by a price elasticity that varies linearly with the logarithm of income, price or
wealth. For example, when the price elasticity is posited to depend on price,
we obtain

In G = -5.85+0.86 In YPD-(I.16+0.004 In P50) In P50
(0.14) (0.44) (0.106)

+0.096 In W+0.14 AGE3554+0.26 AGE5564
(0.056) (0.21) (0.26)

+0.45 AGE65 +, (7)
(0.30)

R2 = 0.21, N = 1,406, SSR = 9,780.

The coefficient of In P50 varies only very slightly with In P50, and the additional
coefficient is very much smaller than its standard error. Using the same form
of the equation to allow the price elasticity to vary with income (YPD) or
wealth also produces completely insignificant effects.

The second method of generalizing the constant price elasticity specification
is to reestimate the basic equation with different price elasticities in different
parts of the price range:

In G = -5.97+0.88 In YPD-1.16 InP50(< 0.3)
(0.15) (0.20)

- 1.26 In P50(0.3-0.)-l .82 In P50(> 0.7)
(0.42) (0.64)

+0.084 In W+0.13 AGE354+0.26 AGE5564
(0.057) (0.21) (0.26)

+0.48 AGE65+, (8)
(0.30)

R= 0.21, N = 1.406, SSR = 9,771,

where In PSO(< 0.3) is either the logarithm of PSO if P50 is less than 0.3 or is
equal to zero, and In P50(0.3-0.7) and In P50(> 0.7) are defined similarly.
Each of the separate price elasticities is absolutely greater than the overall value
of 1.15 but the differences are not statistically significant. Similar equations
with separate price elasticities for different income groups were also estimated.
The price elasticities va'y substantially but have large standard errors: -2.75
(S.E. - 0.80) for income below 48,000, -0.75(S.E. = 0.32) between 58,000
and $40,000, and. -- 1.16 (S.E. = 0.18) above 540,000. A corresponding

4-443 0-8.5--4
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specification by wealth group shows that price elasticities decrease as weal
increases but the standard errors are again very large: -322(S.E. = 0.85) f
wealth less than $10,000, - 1.68(S.E. = 0.45) for wealth between $10,000 at
$100,000, and - l.09(S.E. = 0.20) above $100,000.3" In short, the evidenk
appears strong that the price elasticity exceeds one, but the data does not pern
inferences about differences in the elasticity among income or wealth groups.The third and most general specification is to allow all of the coefficient
to vary among the income and wealth classes. Although there are rather sut
stantial elasticity differences among the income classes, the standard-errors as
large and the disaggregation is not statistically significant. 36 The results at
very similar for the disaggregation by wealth groups: the elasticities difft
greatly but the standard errors are quite large: with net worth below $10,00
the price elasticity is -3.69(S.E. = 0.97); for net worth from $10,000 t
$100,000, it is - 1.83 (S.E. = 0.62). Although in the group with net worth ovt
$100,000 the price elasticity is only -0.52(S.E. = 0.31), this is primarily do
to the very large fraction of older persons in this sample of wealthy household
For households in which the head is less than 60 but net worth exceeds $100,0%
the price elasticity is - 1.09, essentially the same as for the whole sample. It
the wealthy aged for whom the complex interaction between estate taxes
income taxes makes the current model least appropriate; only further work
data that links bequests and lifetime giving will be able to provide an esti
of the price elasticity for this group with an adequate adjustment for the e
of estate taxes. 3 '

6. Interdependence among Individuals In charitable giving a

It is widely believed that the amount that each individual contributes
charity is substantially influenced by the amounts that he perceives others to
giving. Social experiments confirm that individuals on the street who do
know they are participating in an experiment are more likely to make chari
contributions if they have just witnessed someone else making a contribI
(Krebs (1970)]. Fund raisers emphasize the importance of 'leadership
large gifts by some high income individuals that motivate similar individ
make comparable gifts and lower income individuals to make gifts that
larger than they would otherwise make.

'Although the value of - 3.2 for low wealth households seems inappropriately
should be noted that the average price is so close to one that even an elasticity of - 3.2
implies that tax deductibility raises giving by 35 percent.

3"The price elasticities and standard errors are: -2.50 (0.91) for income < $,000,
(0.41) for $8,000 < income < $40,000, and -0.70 (0.39) for income > $40,000. The F
of 1.27 is less than the 5 percent critical value of F(14, oo) - 1.69.

3'For example, a wealthy aged individual may prefer to forego the income tax dad
make a charitable bequest, because this increases the size of his gross estate and
amount that can be given free of estate tax to his wife under the 50 percent marital dod
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It is not clear, however, whether this demonstration effect appreciably alters
each individual's total giving or only changes the distribution among different
charities. The existence of an interdependence among individual behavior is
both an interesting question in itself and a matter or substantial importance for
the impact of alternative tax treatments of charitable contributions. If each
individual's giving does depend positively on the gifts of individuals with the
same or greater income, an increase in the price of giving for the highest income
groups will not only depress their giving but would depress the giving of lower
income individuals as well.

The current section extends the previous specification to a model in which
each individual's giving is a function of the average giving in his own income
class and in the income classes above him. More specifically, to the previous
equation we add the variable

W,, In 7,
go W, (9)

where 6j is the mean giving per household in income class, and Wjj measures
the 'economic proximity' of individual i and income class j. The summation
is taken only for the individual's own income class and the classes above him."
The economic proximity is defined by

(jj YA A k01 (10)

where 7j is the mean income in income class j, and F, is the mean income in
the income class of individual i. With a positive value of A, the economic
proximity of an income class declines with the difference between the individual's
income and the mean income of that class.

The new variable g* is thus a weighted average of others' contributions with
weights that are specific to each individual. The basic equation has been re-
estimated after introducing values of g* corresponding to all integral values
of A between 0 and 15. The sum of squared residuals increases with ) until
A - 10 and then remains constant. This value of A implies that the weights on
all other income classes are so small that the giving by other classes can be
igored;"9 the value of g* is effectively In 01, the logarithm of the mean giving
in the individual's own income class. Moreover, the coefficient of this variable
is itself insignificant (0.22, S.E. = 0.24). When the estimated price coefficient

SSThe specification of g* uses 7 income classes, with lower limits of: zero, 5,000, $10,000,
115,000, 325,000, $50,000 and $100,000.

"Only the values for income class I matter because of the high value of A. With A - 10, the
relative weight to giving in other classes is always less than 0.006.
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(-0.96, S.E. = 0.28) is adjusted for the effect of interdependence, the implied
total price elasticity is - 1.23, slightly higher than in thi original specifications."

The essentially negative conclusion about interdependence prompted us
consider an alternative specification. A potential donor might focus on h
much others give relative to their income rather than on the absolute amo
that they give. We therefore redefined the interdependence variable of eq, (
replacing In Q, by In (0j1 Yj). The results with this-new specification were v
similar to those with the old specification: a high value of A, a similar coeffici
(0.15, SS.E. = 0.19)-and an implied price elasticity of - .19.

The estimates presented in this section thus provide no support for the
that the total amount that an individual contributes is a function of the amo
given by others. Although these results are clearly not definitive evidence again
the notion of such interdependence among individuals, we believe that
burden of proof now rests with those who support a theory of interdepen
giving.

7. Simulated effects of alternative tax changes

This section uses the estimated price and income elasticities to calculate
effects of alternative changes in the income tax treatment of charitable con
buttons. The simulations show, for each income class, the change in the aven
gift,"' the change in the average income tax and contributions."1 It is a pe
ironic and unintended effect of several of the proposals that, although
increase the taxes paid by the higher income groups, they also increase the
disposable income after tax.

Four possible tax changes have been examined. The first alternative is
complete elimination or the deductibility of charitable contributions,
raising the price of giving to 1 for all households. The second proposal is
replace the deductibility " ith a tax credit at the rate of 20 percent, i.e., chan

4
0 To ¢e-aluate the full effect of price on individual giving, we must recognize that ell

function of price. We can approximate the total price effect by assuming that all ind
withinn each class are identical except for age. The values of In G, (the dependent variable)
g," are then identical for each age class, and the basic equations can be solved, i.e., the
price elasticity is the partial price coefficient (-0.96) divided by I minus the g,* c
0.22, i.e., -0.96,0.78 = - 1.23.

' I No attempt is made to calculate the effect on total giving because the simulations art
with the same restricted sample of 1,406 households as the original regressions.

42 get disposable income is equal to personal consumption expenditures plu sa
Although individuals obtain sattsfactton from making charitable gifts, we believe that
significant difference in kind between personal consumption and charitable giving. Tax
decisions that arc concerned with distributional equity should not be indifferent bet
dollar of personal consumption and a dollar of charitable giving. Moreover, charitable
has much greater positive cxternalities than most other forms of consumption. Net di
income (WDI) understates the individual donor's welfare but NDI plus charitable giving
overstate welfare since the individual pays less for charitable giving than for other t
consumption w henevcr P[SOJ < 1.
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the price of giving to 0.8 for all households, including those that do not currently
iteinize.' 3 Note that this is equivalent to a matching scheme in which'the donor
receives neither a credit nor a deduction but the donee receives a matching grant
from the government equal to 25 percent of the total contributions that it
receives. The third proposal is also a tax credit but with a rate of 30 percent, or,
equivalently, a matching system with a matching rate of 43 percent.

The final alternative is to continue the deduction of charitable contributions
but to eliminate the taxpayer's ability to contribute appreciated property
without paying any tax-oa the capital gains. More spifically, this proposal
is to tax the donor on the capital gains component of his gift, i.e., to make the
price of all gifts 1 - m, where m is the marginal rate of income tax.44 The impor-
tance of this change for each taxpayer obviously depends on that taxpayer's
current use of gifts of appreciated property. For the simulations, we have treated
this proposal as equivalent to changing the price from PS0 to -re.45

Associated with each of these proposals is an across-the-board change in all
tax rates designed to keep the tax revenue unchanged. The calculation of this
compensatory change and the actual process of simulation can be described
most easily for the first proposal. Complete elimination of the deductibility of
charitable contributions has two effects: (1) for itemizers, it raises the price
of giving from PS0 to 1; (2) this yields additional tax revenue to the government
equal to j (I -PSO)GjA, where G, is the amount given by individual i before
the change in the tax rate and f1 is the weight to individual i based on the original
sampling probabilities.46 The ratio of this additional tax revenue to total tax
receipts is the factor by which all tax rates can be reduced and leave the govern-
ment with the same total tax revenue that it had before the elimination of the
deduction. This reduction in all tax rates reduces each individual's tax liability
and therefore increases his v,"lue of 'income after tax that would be due if
no contributions were made' (YD and YPD). The resulting change in each
individual's contribution is then calculated from the equation' 7

In G - ln G, = 0.87 (In YPD - In YPD=)

+ 1.15 In PS0, (ll)

i ignore the possibility that some households pay no taxes and cannot benefit from a tax
credit. Alternatively, the proposal might be regarded as paying a cash subsidy to any household
in.vwhih the credit exceeds the tax liability.

"Nonitemizers would be unaffected by this proposal and would continue to face a price of 1.
"SRecal. that P50 for household i is equal to W,[I -m,]+(l - W,)(I -m-O.5Omcl], where

W, is the ratio of cash gifts to total gifts for households in that income class, m, is the marginal
rate of tax on income and mc, is the marginal rate of tax for capital gains. See section 3 above.

" If the entire sample were used. Z, would equal the total number of households. All of the
current calculations are based on .A for the restricted group of 1,406 households.

" TThe parameter values are taken from eq. (6); although there is some evidence that the
price elasticity varies with income-and wealth, the varying parameter values are too uncertain
and unreliable. Recall that G, is one dollar more than the contribution actually reported by the
individual. Note that the age variables, wealth variables and constant terms can be ignored
because the equation calculates only the relative change in each individual gift.
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where G' is the predicted contribution after the tax change and YPD' is
original value of 'permanent income minus the tax that would be due if
contributions were made' plus the value of the tax reduction for individua
Since eliminating the deduction raises the price of giving to I, In PS'O =
and thereforedoes not appear in eq. (11).

The analysis of the effects of a 20 percent tax credit is more complicat
First, each individual's price is changed from PS0 to 0.80. If each individu;
giving remained unchanged, this would yield additional tax revenue to i
government equal in value- to X8(I - P50 1 -0.20)Gjf.- If all tax rates are cut
the ratio of the additional tax revenue to the original revenue, the individua
income increases to YPD'. This 'trial' value of YPD' is then used to calculate
new gift according to

In G'-ln G = 0.87 (In YPD'-In YPD)- 1.15 (In 0.80-In P50).

(0

The new G' values of giving imply a different cost to the government of the t"
credit and therefore a different total revenue gain from the tax change
X(I -P50-0.20)G'. The incomes are again adjusted (to YPD") and a new set (
gifts (G") are calculated using a specification analogous to eq. (9). Although th,
process might be repeated again, the additional accuracy that could be gain
at this stage is too small to warrant the additional computations.

A similar iterative procedure is used to assess the effect of changing the ta
treatment of appreciated assets, but this time the tax reduction alters the pri
term as well as the income term. Thus, the first round simulation becomes

In 6' - in G = 0.87 (in YPD' - In YPD)

- 1.15 [In (I -m')-In P50], 0

where m' is the marginal tax rate after the tax cut has been put into effect.
Table 3 presents the predicted effects of the four tax changes on the ave

contributions per household in each gross income class."" Consider first
complete elimination of the deductible. The simulations indicate that this-wo
reduce the average gift (in 1963) from $157 to SI 16, a reduction of 26 percent.
Of course, the relative change differs substantially among income cl
Households with incomes below $5,000, a group that includes many nonite
zers, had an average current price of 0.94. Removing the deductibility of c
tributions only raises the average price by 6 percent. It is not surprising, th

"4The income classes are defined in terms of total income before tax.
"9Because these averages include the gifts of both itemizers and nonitemizers, the red

of 26 percent is necessarily smaller than the 34 percent reduction for itemizers only that
previously reported in Feldstein (1975a). For nonitemizers, this proposal raises giving
price is unchanged while income rises.
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fore, that the average contribution only falls from $59 to $53, or 11 percent 0

in contrast, households with incomes over $100,000 faced an average price of
only 0.14 and would respond to the tax change by cutting their contributions by
95 percent.SI'1

The replacement of the deduction by a 20 percent tax credit (including a credit

Table 3
Effects of alternative tax changes on average contributions.-

Average charitable contribution (S)

Eliminate 20 % tax
deduction credit

60
156
185
284
475
940

1,380

141

30% tax
credit

64
- 177

211
325
545

1,063
1,521

159

Constructive
realization of
asset gifts

60
158
196
321
684

2,198
8,029

155

Contributions relative to actual 1963 gifts

0-5 1.00 0.89 1.02 1.08 1.02
5-10 1.00 0.84 1.04 1.18 1.05
1o-15 1.00 0.77 0.96 1.09 1.02
15-20 1.00 0.72 0.90 1.03 1.02
20-50 1.00 0.57 0.71 0.81 1.02
50-100 1.00 0.37 0.46 0.52 1.07
100+ 1.00 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.36

Average 1.00 0.74 0.90 1.01 0.99

Slt might seem at first that contributions should fall even less since a six percent price
increase and a price elasticity of - 1.15 imply a fall of only seven percent, which the tax cut, by
raising incomes, partly offsets. But the relevant price change is not the unweighted average but
the weighted average in which the weights are the original amounts of the contribution. Since
lower original prices are associated with larger original contributions, the weighted average
effect is larger than the unweighted effect.

"An increase in price from 0.14 to 1.00 would in itself cut giving by 90 percent. But, as the
previous footnote indicated, the negative correlation between original price and original giving
implies that this underestimates the effect of the tax charge.

"This represents a substantially greater change than the 78 percent decrease calculated in
Feldstein (1975a) because that calculation made no allowance for the effect of gifts of appre-
ciated assets. Although the average price for this group is P0 = 0.14, the average price of cash
gifts is 0. 22.

22

Income
class
($000)

0-5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-50
50-r"
100+

Average

Current
law

59
150
193
315
670

2,062
22,528

157

53
126
148
228
381
767

1,173

116
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to nonitemizers) only decreasesaverage givingby 10 percent, while a 30 pcrce
credit actually increases average giving oy one percent. This substitution d
however, have a substantial effect on the distribution of contributions among
different income classes. A 30 percent credit raises the average gift of household
with incomes below $20,000, but decreases the average gift of households wi
$50,000 to $100,000 by 48 percent and the average gift of households wi
income over $100,000 by 93 percent. Such a change in the sources of to
giving would have an important impact on the distribution of gifts amo
different types of donees. Religious organizations receive a large share or!
gifts of low and middle income families while higher income families gi
primarily to education, health, cultural and community organizations."

Finally, the constructive realization of gifts of appreciated assets causes
substantial reduction (64 percent) in giving in the highest income class and v
small increases in all other classes. These increases occur because the tax chan
and the reduced contribution yield substantial additional tax revenue from
highest income class which permits increasing disposable income in all o
classes. These increases in income outweigh the small increases in price, Just
with the introduction of a credit, there is almost no effect on total giving but
large change in the relative importance of different donors, and therefore
significant shift in the distribution of total giving among different types
donees.

Table 4 shows the effects of the four tax proposals on the tax paid in
income class and on the net disposable income after both tax and chari
contributions. As in table 3, each of the changes in the tax treatment of c
table contributions is accompanied by a proportional change in all tax rates
keep current total tax collections unchanged. The tax ratios, i.e., the ratio of
taxes under the proposed alternative to current taxes, are all between 0.98
1.04 for households with incomes (before tax) of less than $100,000. The
significant changes in tax liability occur for households with incomes
$100,000. The smallest increase in tax liability (Il percent) results from
constructive realization of appreciation in gifts of assets. The largest in
(21 percent) occurs when the current deduction is replaced by a 30 percent
credit.

The net disposable income ratios show a rather surprising result. Alth
there is almost no change (less than 3 percent) for households with in
below $100,000, the highest income households actually have an incr
net disposable income of between 5 and 12 percent. The fall in chari
contributions in this highest income group exceeds the increase in taxes, lea
the households with a greater net income for personal consumption or a
lation.

ss3See Feldstein (1975b) for an analysis of the impact on different types of donees of
native changes in the tax treatment of charitable contributions.
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Table 4

Effects of alternative tax changes on tax payments and disposable income.

Tax ratios$
Income
class Eliminate 20% tax 30% tax Constructive
(5000) deduction credit credit realization of

asset gifts

0-5 0.99 0.98 0.97 1.00
5-10 1.00 0.98 0.97 1.00
10-15 0.99 0.98 0.99 1.00
15-20 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00
20-50 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.00
50-100 1.01 1.02 1.04 0.99
100+ 1.17 1.19 1.21 1.11

Net disposable income ratios"

0-5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
5-10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
10-15 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00
15-20 1.01 1.00 0.98 1.00
20-50 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00
50-100 1.03 1.01 1.00 1.00
100+ 1.12 1.08 1.05 1.10

'The tax ratio is the ratio of taxes due under the alternative to 1963 taxes under the
current law. All ratios are rounded to the nearest 0.01.

wrhe net disposable income ratio is the corresponding ratio or income minus tax
minus contributions. All ratios are rounded to the nearest 0.01.

8. Conclusion

This paper has presented a detailed analysis of the sensitivity of charitable
giving to alternative tax treatments. The evidence indicates that the elasticity
with respect to the price or net cost of giving is slightly greater than one. This
implies that any increase in price will reduce the total contributions received
by charitable organizations by more than it increases the taxes collected by the
Treasury.

The price and income elasticities estimated in-the-eurrent-study are very
similar to the values obtained by Feldstein (1974a) with a very different type
of data: total contributions on itemized returns as reported by the Internal
Revenue Service for each adjusted gross income class in the even years from
1948 through 1968. Some preliminary analysis of a yet different type of data, a
large sample of individual tax returns for 1962 and 1970, appears to provide
further support for these elasticities.
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The appropriate tax policy in this area depends on a complex set of isst
and value judgments. The key empirical question is the extent to which alt.
native tax treatments would affect the volume and distribution of charital
contributions. We hope that the current study will provide a useful empiric
basis for any future policy analyses.
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THE INCOME TAX AND CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

BY MARTIN FELDSTEIN AND AMY TAYLOR'

Charitable contributions are an important source of basic finance for , wide aricls of

private nonprofit organizations that perform quasi-public functions. The ta- treatment of

charitable contributions substantially influences the volume and distribution of thewe gifts

The current study presents new estimates of the price and income elasticities of charitable

giving. The parameter estimates are then used with the United States Treasury Tx File

to simulate the effects of several possible alternatives to the current tax treatment 0-d
charitable living.

INDIVIDUAL CHARITABLE (ONTRIBUTIONS are an important source of basic finance

for a wide variety of private nonprofit organizations. Higher education. research,

health care, the visual and performing arts, welfare services, and community and

religious activities rely heavily on the voluntary institution. In 19,0. American

families contributed more than $17 billion for their support.

The volume and distribution of charitable gifts is influenced by the personal

income tax treatment of charitable contributions. There are today a number of

widely discussed proposals for changing these rules. The appropriate tax treatment

of such gifts involves a complex series of economic issues. Critical to a resolution

of these issues is an understanding of the likely quantitative effects of alternative

tax rules: the effects on the total volume of charitable gifts and its distribution

among the different types of donees: the effects on the distribution of tax burdens

among income classes; and the effects on the disribution of net income for

personal consumption and accumulation.
It is the purpose of this study to shed some new light on these important questions.

This paper presents new evidence on the price and income elasticities of charitabk

giving based on the special Treasury tax files for 1962 and 1970. Thcse data sets

provide very large samples of individual observations with exact information on

the tax price and charitable giving. The basic parameter estimates are very similar

to earlier results that were obtained using aggregate pooled cross-section time-

series data (Feldstein (8]) and household survey data (Feldstein and Clotfelter

(11)). The parameter estimates are used here with the 19'10 Treasury tax file to

simulate the effects of several possible alternatives to the current tax treatment of

charitable giving.
Section I describes the basic specification and data that are-used to derive the

estimates. The second section presents parameter estimates for 1962 and 1970

using different definitions of the key variables. Section . combines data for 1962 1

and 1970. thus using the historical change in tax rates as the basis for estimating

IWe are grateful to Bernard Friedman and Daniel Frisch for assistance %%t h the research. to the

Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs for financial suppor'i. and to M. Baiky,i

M. Boskin. G. Break, J. Brittain. N. McClung. J. Morgan. J. Pechman. G. Rudney. L Silbersteil

E. Sunley. S. Surrey. and M. Taussig for useful discussions. This paper 'vas written white Feldstein ws

Ford Research Professor at the University or California at Berkeley.
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the price elasticity. The fourth section discusses the evidence on separate elasticities
by income class. The simulation method and results are presented in Section 5.
There is a brief concluding section.

1. SPECIFICATION ANt) DATA

Because charitable contributions are deductible in determining taxable income.
the current income tax system makes the "prtce" of charitable contributions less
than the price of other goods and services. An individual with a marginal tax rate
of 40 per cent can give $100 to charity by forgoing $60 of personal consumption.
for him the net price of charitable contributions is only 0.6. More generally, for an
individual whose marginal tax rate ism the price of charitable giving is P = I - m.1

The basic specification of the behavioral equation relating charitable giving (G)
to income (Y) and price (P) is the constant elasticity relation:

(.1) logG, = #0 + /tl logY4 +P2 log P + P3 MARi + 04 AGE, + tj

where MARj is a dummy variable indicating that the taxpayer is married and
AGE is a dummy variable indicating whether the taxpayer was over age 65. The
primary definition of income that is used in this study is adjusted gross income
minus the tax that would have beenpaid if no charitable contribution were made.
The marginal tax rate is based on the corresponding taxable income. i.e., the
taxable income of the individual if no charitable contribution were made. In this
way, the income and price variables are exogenous, at least to the extent of not
depending on the individual's charitable giving.'

The 1970 Treasury Tax File is a sample of individual tax returns for the year
1970. These returns are a stratified random sample of all returns for that year
with a sampling fraction that increases with income until there is 100 per cent
sample for incomes over S200.000. To limit the computational costs of analyzing
these data, we drew a 20 per cent random sample from the tax file. After eliminating
the returns of non-itemizers, the sample contained 15,291 returns.

As we indicated above, the price variable depends on the marginal tax rate for
the taxable income that the individual would have had if he had made no charitable
gift. For most taxpayers this was calculated easily by adding actual charitable
giving to actual taxable income and using the tax tables to find the marginal rate
on this expanded taxable income. Special calculations were made for taxpayers
who used income averaging or the alternative tax method. The Treasury assisted
us by adding the state marginal income tax to each record. together with an
indication of whether federal taxes are deductible in computing state taxable-
income. Each individual's total marginal tax rate was calculated by combining
state and federal marginal tax rates, with full allowance for the reciprocal deductions
where appropriate.

Contributions of appreciated assets create a special problem for measuring the
price of charitable giving. When an asset is given away. its full value can be deducted

I When the contribution includes a gift of appreciated property, the price is lower and more compli.
cated to compute. We return to this below.

I Other measures o' price and income have been studied and will be discussed below
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from the donor's taxable income but there is no constructive realization and there-
fore no tax to be paid by the donor on the capital gain. The opportunity cost (price)
of a gift that is given in the form of an appreciated asset therefore depends not only
on the individual's marginal tax rate but also on the fraction of the asset's value
that is accrued capital gain and on the alternative disposition of the asset. An
example will clarify the way in which these variables determine the relevant price.
Consider an individual whose marginal rate is 40 per cent and who contemplates
donating an asset that is now worth $100 and for which he originally paid $30
If he gives the asset away, he reduces his taxable income by $100: he therefore
reduces his tax liability by $40 and thus increases his after-tax income by $40 If he
instead sells the asset. he pays a tax of $14 (half of his marginal rate on the capital
gain of $70) and increases his after-tax income by $86. For this individual, the
opportunity cost of the $100 contribution is therefore $46 of forgone consumption.
If the price is defined in terms of forgone consumption, the price of the gift is
P = 0.46. This price clearly depends on the ratio of the asset's original cost (or
basis) to its current value an original cost of $1 implies P = 0.40, while an original
cost of $100 implies P = 0.60. More generally, P = I - mc(I - 80') - m where
V is the current value of the asset, B is its basis Odr original cost, m is the marginal
tax rate on income, and mc is the marginal tax rate on capital gains.

The preceding calculation defined the opportunity cost of a donated asset in
terms of forgone immediate consumption, i.e., it assumed that if the asset were not
given away it would be sold in the current year. The price is higher and the cal.
culation is more complex if the opportunity cost is defined in terms of forgone
saving or wealth, i.e., if it is assumed that the asset would not otherwise be sold
in the current year. The individual in the preceding example could retain the $100
asset or he could give it away and add the $40 tax saving to his wealth. Viewed in
this way. his opportunity cost price is 0.60, the same as for contributions of money:
moreover, this price is independent of the ratio of the capital gain to the present
asset value. Since the individual who does not give away the asset also has a
future tax liability, this tends to overstate the opportunity cost of a prospective
contribution. However, by postponing the sale of the asset the individual can
substantially lower the present value of the tax and, if the asset is never sold during
the individual's lifetime, the capital gains tax liability is completely eliminated when
the asset passes at death."

If we denote the present value of the reduction in the capital gains tax by
x mcl I - B/ V) where 0 < at < I is the relevant discount factor, the price of a gift
of appreciated property is I - m - a -nc. (I - B/V). Since neither a nor B/V is
known, and since only their product enters the price variable, we have used a
maximum likelihood search procedure (described below) to estimate the composite
parameter adI - B/V). The value of 1(l - B/V) is assumed to be the same for all
taxpayers.

I If the individual gives the asset away to another person, there is no constructive realization and
the tax is postponed until the recipient sells the asset. The original owner can also consume mom of
the value of the asset by using it as collateral to borrow funds which he then consume, thus enjoyi*g
the consumption while postponing or avoiding the capital garns tax. See Bailey [5] for evidence that a
very large share of accrued capital gains are never subject to capital gains taxation.
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" For any given value of od1 - B/V) there is still a problem of how to combine
the separate price variables for gifts of cash and for gifts of appreciated property.
Although the price for gifts of property is always less than the price for cash gifts.
individuals who make gifts of property almost always also make gifts of cash.
These individuals may prefer cash gifts for contributions below some minimal
size or for contributions to particular types of donees. Since there is a very high
correlation between the two prices,' it is better to use a weighted average of the
two prices than to use the two prices separately. The relative importance of the
two prices clearly differs among the income classes: the data indicate that gifts
of assets accounted for less than one per cent of total giving by households with
income below $15,000 but for more than 60 per cent of total giving by households
with income over $100,000. Although weights could be assigned to each taxpayer
on the basis of the composition of that taxpayer's gifts, doing so would introduce
a very substantial ek meant of inappropriate simultaneity in the definition of price.
Instead, households are classified into seven income classes with the relative weights
for all households in each class based on the average composition of the gifts in
that class.

Not all taxpayers can take advantage of the option to contribute appreciated
property. An individual who does not own common stock is unlikely to have an
appreciated asset that is suitable for making charitable gifts. As a precautionary
measure, we assume that any taxpayer who does not report dividends or capital
gains will make only cash gifts.

The final price variable will be written P(a4 - BiV)) to emphasize that it is
conditional on the parameter ae1 - BV). The variable is defined by:

P(afl - B/V)] = I - m, for taxpayers with insufficient common stock

(1.2) = W14I -mj) + (I - W)[1 - ,- :(1 - Bl mcj
for others.

where the weight W is the ratio of the value of cash gifts to total gifts for the income
class of which household i is a member. For alternative values of 2(1 - B/V)
between zero and one, the logarithm of P(z(l - B/V)]1 is substituted for In P in
the basic specification of equation 1.1. The value of 2(I - B/ V) for which the regres-
sion has the lowest sum of squared residuals is the maximum likelihood estimate
of this composite parameter and the estimated coefficients for this value are the
maximum likelihood estimates of the corresponding parameters.

The Treasury Tax File for 1962 is very similar to the 1970 File.' The 20 per cent
random sample of itemized returns provided 13,770 observations. The primary
difference in procedure is that the marginal tax rate refers only to the federal tax
rate since no information on state rates was available,'

S'he correlation between I - m and I - m - ow( - B/ V) would be I if MC were proportional
to m. in fact. mc = 0.Sn for all taxpayers with marginal rates below 0.50; until 1969 mc - 0.25 for all
other taxpayers while after that mc - 0.25 only for the first $50.000 of capital gains.

'We are grateful to the Brookings Institution for making the 1962 file available to us.
To test the likely sensitivity of the results to this lack of data, we estimated the 1970 equation with

the state tax rates set equal to zero. This had very little effect on the estimated parameter values.
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2. THE BASIC CROSS-SECTION ESTIMATES

The estimate of the basic equation with data for 1970 is presented in the following
equation:

In G = -1.419n P + 0.7681n Y + 0.317 MAR
(0.070) (0.023) (0.048)(2.1) + 0,443 AGE - 2.580, RIo = .404.
(0.038) (0.201)

The price elasticity is - 1.419 and the income elasticity is 0.768. In spite of the
potential problem of collinearity between price and income, the standard errors
are very small. The coefficient of the dummy variable for married taxpayers (0.317)
indicates that married couples give 37 per cent more than single individuals with
the same income and price. The coefficient of the age dummy indicates that tax.
paying units in which one or both of the taxpayers is over 65 years old give 56 per
cent more than younger taxpayers with the same income and wealth.

Equation (2.2) shows that the price and income elasticities for 1962 are very
similar to those for 1970:

In G = - 1.305 In P + 0.745 In Y + 0.265 MAR

(22) (0.036) (0.018) (0.042)
+ 0. 132 AGE - 2. 00, R29 6 2 = 0.52.

(0.034) (0.160)

The elasticity estimates are also very similar when the sample is restricted to
married taxpayers below age 65:

(2.3) In G = - 1.274 In P + 0.799 In Y - 2.351. 1962 = 0.52.
(0.043) (0.020) (0.176)

The special problems raised by gifts of appreciated property were briefly
discussed in Section . As we noted there, the available data severely limit the
possibility of dealing fully with this problem. It is-necessary to summarize both the
effects of allowing the contribution of property at market value without constructive
realization for capital gains taxation and the possibility of alternative untaxed
dispositions through personal gift or bequest by a single measure of the "discounted
gain-to-value ratio". Since no data are available on the actual gai6tb.value ratio
of contributed assets or the alternative way in which the asset would otherwise
have been used, a maximum likelihood search over possible discounted gain-to-
value ratios is employed. The sum of squared residuals changes very little (less than
one per cent) as the discounted gain-to-value ratio varies between zero (where
asset gifts are equivalent to cash gifts) and one (where asset gifts are all appreciation
and have no basis.' The minimum occurs at 0.875 in 1970 and at zero in 1962.
Neither of these extreme values seems plausible. Although the assets given away

'in 196 at the very hibest marginal tax rates. individuals could (ace a neative price for Sift o(
appreciated property if the discounted gain-to-value ratio was sufficiently high. We imposed a Iowa
bouni4 o 0.10 on the price variable for the current estimates.
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may have an actual ratio of gain-to-value near 0.875. sophisticated taxpayers are
aware of the alternative opportunities for avoiding capital gains taxation. The
discounted gain-to-value ratio is therefore almost certainly lower than 0.875. But
a value of zero implies that there is no incentive to give assets instead of cash and
thus conflicts with the substantial proportion of the gifts of high income individuals
in the form of appreciated assets. Moreover, the two previous studies of this question
(Feldstein (8)) and Feldstein and Clotfelter [11)) both found that the maximum
likelihood estimate was a discounted gain-to-value ratio of 0.50. Imposing this
value with the current data implies the following equation for 1970:9

In G - - 1.28S In P(50) + 0.702 In Y + 0.341 MAR
(0.059) (0.024) (0.048)

(2.4)
+ 0.419 AGE - 1.933,

(0.038) (0.214)
R2970 = .406.

Using this price variable for appreciated asset gifts does not alter any of the basic
implication; of equations (2.1) and (2.2). The price elasticity of - 1.285 is slightly
lower than the previous estimate but still implies substantial price sensitivity.'"
The estimates for 1962, shown in equation (2.5), are also quite similar to equation
(2.4): In G = - 1.088 In P(50) - 0.757 In Y + 0.184 MAR

(0.033) (0.185) (0.042)
2.5)

+ 0.134 AGE - 2.066,
(0.035) (0.166)

R2 962 = 0.52.

Before studying any further modifications of this equation. it is useful to consider
the implications of this estimate of the price elasticity. Among families with dis-
posable incomes between S10.000 and $15.000 in 1970, the average price of giving
was 0.80 and the average gift was about S300. If contributions were not deductible.
the price would rise by 25 per cent (from 0.80 to 1.00) and therefore, given a price
elasticity of - 1.285, contribution would fall by about 25 per cent, or $75."1
This amount is neither implausible nor contrary to the common assertion that the
deductibility of contributions is likely to have only a "'small" effect on the amount
given by lower income households. 12

T This raises the residual sum of squares for 1970 by less than 0.2 per cenl The data are thus quite
uninformative about this paranmeer.

"0 The price elasticity varies with the assumed "discounted gain-to-value ratio" although these
differences are not large. For example, the 1970 price elasticity was - 1.083 at the ratio of 0.875. The
change implication of chaging the gain-to-value ratio is therefore partly offset by the resulting change
to the price elasticity. The aggregate effect o( eliminating the deductibility of contributions is therefore
influenced much less by the assumed gain-to-value ratio than either that ratio or the price elasticity
alone would imply. The estimated effects of other changes, e.g., the substitution of a credit for the

- deduction. are more sensitive and additional evidence on this question would be very useful.
" More exactiy,(1.25)" '. -= 0.75. implying that contributions are decreased by 25 per cent or 175.

Thu assumes that the increased tax revenue is not redistributed to the taxpayers; allowing for such a
tax cut would have almost no effect since the individuals would spend only about two per cent of the

ncreaseJ disposable income on charity.
'" This has be stressed by Aaron [1], Kahn (12]. McDaniel [13], and Vickrey [1], among others.

Although the effect on the average gf is small. the aggregate effec is substantial. We return to this in
Section 5 below.
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For households with disposable income between $50.000 and $100.000, the
average contribution was $2,000 and the average price was 0.42. The lower average
price in this income class implies that the deductibility of charitable gifts has a
substantially greater effect than in the lower income class. Eliminating the deducti-
bility would raise the price by 138 per cent (from 0.42 to 1.00) and would therefore
lower contributions by about 67 per cent, or $1,344.

It is interesting to note the special implication of a price elasticity of exactly
minus one. With this price elasticity, the value of giving responds to changes in
price in such a way that the nit cost to the individual donor is unaffected by the
deductibility. Donees receive an amount equal to the sum of the net cost to the
donors (which remains constant) plus the revenue forgone by the Treasury. The
efficiency of the incentive to charitable giving, i.e., the ratio of additional funds
received by donees to revenue forgone by the Treasury, is 100 per cent. The actual
estimated price elasticity of - 1.285 implies an efficiency greater than 100 per cent,
i.e.. philanthropic organizations receive more in additional funds than the Treasury
loses in forgone revenue.

The current parameter values are very similar to those obtained in earlier studies
with very different bodies of data. Feldstein (8] used aggregate Internal Revenue
Service data by income class for the years 1948 through 1968. With the same price
and income definitions as in equations (2.4) and (2.5), the aggregate analysis implied
a price elasticity of - 1.17 (S.E. = 0.09) and an income elasticity of 0.82 (S.E. = 0.03k
Feldstein and Clotfelter (11) analyzed household survey data collected for the
Federal Reserve Board in 1963. The corresponding price and income elasticities
are - 1.15 (S.E. = 0.20) and 0.87 (S.E. = 0.14).

The implications of this research stand in sharp contrast to the results of an
earlier and often cited study by Taussig (17). Taussig examined a sample of 47,678
itemized individual income tax returns for 1962. He found extremely low price
elasticities (absolute elasticities not greater than 0.10) and concluded that the
current tax deductibility of contributions, therefore, does little to stimulate
charitable giving. t5 We believe that the basic reason for this striking difference in
results is that Taussig used inappropriate measures of price and income. More
specifically, Taussig used the marginal rate for actual taxable income, i.e., income
net of the individual's own charitable contribution. An individual who gives more
to charity therefore has, ceteris paribus, a lower marginal rate and a higher price.
This introduces a spurious positive association of price and giving and thus biased
the elasticity with respect to price (or marginal rate) toward zero. Taussig's
measure of income was also inappropriately dependent on the individual's
actual contribution, i.e, income was also measured net of taxes actually paid
rather than of the taxes that would have been paid with no charitable contribuio.
Equation 2.6 shows the results of using this inappropriate measure of price (PT) 1
and income (Y1 with our 1962 Treasury Tax File sample of married taxpayers
less than 65 years old:

'J Taussig's estimates are based on a specification like the current equation (2.1) exept that tbs4
logarithm of the marginal tax rate is used instead of the logarthm of price,. Re-estinating our equatm I
with the logarithm of marginal rate instead of the logarithm of price does not alter our conclusion
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(2.6) In G = -0.520 In PT + 1.053 In YT - 4.734, Rt 962 'a 0.51.
(0.045) (0.019) (0.166) ,

The price elasticity of -0.520 is very much lower than the value of - 1.274
obtained in equation (2.3) with the more appropriate measure of price. Taussig's
use of incorrectly dependent price and income variables thus accounts for more
than two-thirds of the difference between our estimate and Taussig's earlier result.
It is not clear to us why Taussig's estimated price elasticity was actually smaller
than the value we obtained in equation (2.6)."4 One possibility is a problem with
Taussig's data. Taussig's sample of 47,678 itemized returns was part of the 1962
Treasury Tax File used in the current study. Unfortunately, part of the original
data tape containing 22,918 returns (33 per cent of the total sample of itemizers)
was missing in the computer tapes with which Taussig worked. The frequency
distribution of the Taussig sample by income class and other attributes (reported
in (16]) are quite different from those for the complete sample. If Taussig's
observations were a random sample from the Tax File, this loss of data should not
affect the expected value of the estimates. It is worth noting, however, that with
this incorrect definition of price and income and results are quite sensitive to the
particular sample. When equation (2.5) is re-estimated with the 1970 sample, the
estimated price elasticity is actually a small but insignificant positive value:
0.025 with a standard error of 0.079. It should be remembered in contrast that
equations (2.1) through (2.4) show that the 1962 and 1970 results agree quite well
with each other when the correct measures of price and income are used.

3. THE EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN TAX RATES

The basic problem in estimating the impact of taxation on charitable giving is
_to rate the effects of price and income. Since price depends on marginal rate
and marginal rate depends-on taxable income, there is a correlation between price
and our estimate of economic income. The relatively small standard errors of the
price and income elasticities in the equations of Section 2 show that the traditional
problem of collinearity is not serious in the current context. But the traditional
problem of collinearity is limited to linear dependence. It is possible, however, that
the association between price and economic income implies a more fundamental
problem of nonlinear under-identification. Suppose that the true relation between
giving and income is not one of constant elasticity but involves a more general
functional relation. Although the logarithm of price has a low correlation with the
logarithm of income, it might have a high correlation with the "correct" function
of income. The attempt to estimate this correct functional specification would then
lead to very imprecise estimates of the price elasticity.

We do not believe that this is a serious problem. The bivariate distribution of
price and income in Table I shows that there is substantial variation of price within

" An attempt to reproduce Taussig's exact specification produced an elasticity of 0.24 with respect
to the marginal tax rate. The implied elasticity with respect to price is -0.24P,( - P). Thus at a
PMice o(0.6 the implied elasticity is -0.36.
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individual income classes. Nevertheless, we have developed an alternative to the
cross-section regression that permits price elasticities to be estimated without any
restrictive assumption on the effect of income on giving.

The new method utilizes the fact that tax rates were substantially reduced in
1964. At each real income level, the price of charitable giving in 1970 was higher
than the price in 1962. The average charitable contribution at each income level
was also lower in 1970 than in 1962. A separate price elasticity could be calculated
for each income class if we could be confident that no exogenous factor was
responsible for any change in giving. This restrictive assumption is unnecessary
if we- wish to calculate a common price elasticity for all income levels. We shall
allow for an exogenous "trend" factor that raises or lowers giving at all income
levels by a common factor and then estimate the price elasticity in a way that
involves no assumptions about the effect of income.

Table !I shows the changes in the price and amount of giving between 1962
and 1970. More specifically, column 1 indicates the 1962 net income class (adjusted
gross income minus tax liability with no charitable contributions) and column 2
shows the real income in 1970 corresponding to the midpoint of that class. Column
3 shows the ratio of contributions to net income for taxpayers who itemized in
each income class in 1962 (g62) and column 4 shows the corresponding value at
the 1970 income level (g70). The estimate for 1970 is obtained by interpolating
from a list of ratios similar to column 3 that was derived with the 1970 Treasury
Tax File. It is clear that in every case (except the class with incomes over $750,000
in 1962) the value of charitable gifts declined between 1962 and 1970. the ratio of
g70 to g62 is presented in column 5. Columns 6 through 8 present the corresponding
information about the price for cash gifts. In every case (again except the class with
incomes over $750,000 in 1962) the price was higher in 1970 than in 1962.

The change in price and corresponding change in giving can, in principle, be
used to calculate price elasticities for each income class on the assumption that
the change in giving is due only to the change in price. That is,

31) 70 = (p70 1,

where the subscript k denotes the kth income class. The results of this calculation
are shown in column 9. The price elasticities decrease rapidly until the $20,000
income level and then vary between 1.1 and 2.7.t"

The very high elasticities in the first three income classes are associated with
very small price changes. This suggests that there was a systematic exogenous fall
in giving in addition to the price-effect. To estimate both the price effect and the
exogenous change, we replace equation (3.1) by

(3.2) g C-(7 .e

"his calculation assumes that giving is influenced by real incomes rather than relative incomes.
Ir tbe calculation is repeated by comparing giving and prices at the same relative incomes, the price
dalties average 0,94 (after excluding two income classes in which the price changed less than
five per cet and the resulting price elasticities were extremely largwj.
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TAX CHANGE AND CHARITABLE GIvING: A CowPAiuoN oF 1962 AND 1970

Income (SI1.000s)" Ratio of contribution to income Price of cash gifts Arc Price of gifts u$
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where C is a constant (presumably less than 1) and e* is an independent random
variable. After a logarithmic transformation, the estimated equation is:

(3.3) In 710 [ -.083 - 1.50 In (,70/p62), A' - .77; N - 16.(3.3 In -62 (.040) (0.214)

Price elasticity of - .40 is very similar to the price elasticities estimated for
individual cross-section data for 1962 and 1970. The constant term of -0.083
implies that there was an exogenous decrease of eight per cent from 1962 to 1970
or approximately one per cent per year.

A similar calculation can be done with the price variable measured to include
the effects of appreciated asset gifts. Columns -10 through 12 compare the price
based on a 50 per cent "discounted gain-to-value ratio". The estimated response
to the change in this price is:

(3.4) In (g70/g62) - -0.143 - 1.393 In fp(50)70K 08 =
(0.033) (0.189) L[.p(50)62J' A ,0.78;N=16.

The price elasticity of - 1.39 corresponds well to the cross-section estimates of
- 1.28 for 1970 and - 1.09 for 1962.

There is a potential problem with the data for the lower income classes. The
fraction of individuals itemizing at each income level below $20,000 decreased
between 1962 and 1970. There is a danger therefore of comparing dissimilar
households in these income groups. Fortunately, the estimated price elasticity is
quite insensitive to the exclusion of the bottom three income groups: the estimated
price elasticity changes only from - 1.393 to - 1.344.

These estimates give equal weight to each of the income classes. However, each
observation represents a different number of individual tax returns in our sample.
Fortunately, the estimates are not sensitive to weighting the observations. With
each observation weighted by the number of individual returns in that class, the
price elasticity rises from - 1.393 to - 1.575.

In short, the method of this section provides strong evidence that there is no
identification problem in the cross-section estimates. The current methods literally
hold income constant in relating the change in giving to the change in price.
The results strongly confirm the cross-section estimates of price elasticities
between - 1.0 and - 1.5.

4. STIMA71NO SEPARATE PRICE ELASTICTES BY INCOME CLASS

The assumption that there is a single price elasticity for the entire population
is clearly a simplification. Individuals will of course, differ in their sensitivity to
price. Using a single "average" price elasticity to describe everyone's behavior is
nevertheless appropriate if these differences in price elasticity are distributed
randomly in the population. But if the "average" price elasticity differs substantially
among income classes, it would be appropriate to reflect these differences in
simulations of alternative policies.
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It is worthwhile therefore to examine whether the price elasticity does vary
with income. There are several ways to do this. The simplest method is to extend
the current specification by allowing an interaction term, the product of the-
logarithm of price and the logarithm of income. This allows the price elasticity to
vary continuously with income but forces the variation to assume a smooth
and monotonic form with the same relative sensitivity to income changes at all
levels. The results of such a specification with the 1970 data are presented in equation
(4.1):

(4.1) In G = 5.351 In P + 0.519 In Y - 0.602 In Y. In P + 0.307 MAR
(0.475) (0.031) (0.042) (0.049)

0.395 AGE + 0.114, 1970 2 0.406.
(0.038) (0.306)

The coefficient of the cross-product term implies that the absolute price elasticity
rises substantially with income. Indeed, for incomes below $7,455, the implied
price elasticity has the wrong sign. This indicates that the attempt to fit such a
smooth and monotonic relation between price and income is not appropriate.
In order to fit the observations well at high income levels, the functional form i
forced to be inappropriate at low levels.

A more general specification allows the price elasticity to vary among income
classes and imposes no particular parametric form on the relation between income
and price elasticity. There are two ways in which this can be done. A scparaw.
equation can be estimated for each income class, thus allowing not only the prig
elasticity but also the income elasticity and the effects of marital status and a,-
to vary by income class. Alternatively, a single regression can be estimated with
a separate price elasticity by income class but a common income elasticity at.
common effects of marital status and age. Both methods have been used.

Table 111 presents the estimated price and income elasticities in four income
classes when all coefficients are allowed to vary, For incomes above 520,000, the

TABLE III
Paic1 AND INCOME ELAS TICT BY INCOME CLASs

Income 1962 1970
clas Price Income Price Inoome

(1,000',s) P(50) Y P(50) Y

4-20 -3.67 0.53 -035 0.80
(045) (0.07) (0S2) (0.10)

20-50 -0.97 0.61 -0.85 089
(0.26) (019) (0.31) (016)

50-100 -1.10 1.90 -1.12 087
(0.19) (0.20) (0.22) (0.20)

100+ -1.29 1.02 -1.74 , 1.03
(004) (0.04) (0.06) (004)

All -1.09 0.76 -1.28 07
(003) (0.19) (0.06) (002)

* laWd osa ISL rqWsms he0 m#609bcale wiv dmmy vumbi f1OhmmaJ l minda qt JMs m oa wurne phe.co-,ue rnto at (i.
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results in both years are similar to the constant elasticity regressions of equations
(2.4) and (2.5). There is some indication that the price elasticity increases with
income but, except for the highest income class in 1970, the differences are relatively
small. The results for taxpayers with incomes below $20,000 differ substantially from
the basic constant elasticity regressions. The results also differ greatly between 1962
and 1970. The estimate for 1962 is - 3.67 with a standard error of 0.45. In contrast,
the 1970estimate is only -0.35 with a standard error of 0.52. Both of these estimates
require further comment.

Consider first the high price elasticity for 1962. This value is not very different
from the low income price elasticity estimated previously with the Federal Reserve
Board survey data for 1962: - 2.50 with a standard error of 0.91 (11).6 It should be
remembered also that this price elasticity reflects a response to a relatively small
price differential among lower income households. The vast majority of households
with incomes under $20,000 faced a price of 0.8 or greater. Eliminating the
deduction would therefore raise their price by less than 25 per cent. Even with a
price elasticity of - 3 this would reduce their giving by less than 50 per cent.

The estimated price elasticity for) low income households in 1970 reflects the
collinearity between price and income in this subsample. In higher income groups
there are some taxpayers with low marginal rates and other taxpayers with high
marginal rates. But among low income taxpayers there are no high marginal
rates. The large standard error of the price elasticity indicates that these data are
just not sufficiently rich to provide accurate information on both price and income
elasticities. However, by restricting the income elasticity and the effects of marital
status and age to be the same at all income levels it is possible to obtain more
precise estimates of the price elasticity. In effect, this procedure avoids the
collinearity problem by using information about the effect of income at all levels
in the estimation of the effect of price at each level. Equation 4.2 presents the
estimated equation for 1970 with five separate price elasticities:

InG = - 2.264 In P(50) < 10 - 1.818 In Pf50)10/20
(0.418) (0.235)

- 1.469 In P(50)20/50 - 1.168 In P(50)50/100
(0.135) (0.085)

(4.2) - 1.267 In P(50) > 100 + 0.782 In Y

(0.061) (0.031)

+ 0.365 MAR + 0.403 AGE - 2.843, AZ9 o - 0.403,
(0.00) (0.039) (0.324)

where P(50) < 10 is equal to P(50) if the taxpayers' income is less than $10,000
but equal to 0 otherwise, P(50)10/20 is equal to P(50) if the taxpayers' income is
between $10,000 and $20,000 but equal to 0 otherwise, etc. The implied price

, Some new evidence based on a special survey conducted by the Survey Research Center of the
University of Michigan provides further support for relatively high price elasticities for low income
househols. T1e alterutive price elasticities based on different estimating methods for households
with incomes under 530,000 in 1973 center between - 2.0 and - 3.(. See Dokin and Feldstein M
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elasticity in the lowest income class is now - 2.26 with a standard error of 0.42
and thus rather similar to the corresponding price elasticity with other bodies-of
data. The other price elasticities at income below $50,000 are also slightly higher
than the constant price elasticity of equation 2.4 while the price elasticity between
$50,000 and $100,000 is very slightly lower.

These attempts to estimate separate price elasticities for individual income classes
indicate the difficulty of obtaining such information. The disaggregated results are
generally much less accurate than the overall price elasticity. The low income
itemizers are an unrepresentative sample of low income households. Nevertheless,
the current estimates and the previous evidence on this question do present a
reasonably consistent and clear picture. First, there is evidence in all the sources of
data that the price elasticity exceeds one for incomes over $20,000. There is some
indication that the elasticity may increase at the highest income level. Any estimate
less than one has a large enough standard error to preclude excluding the possibility
that the elasticity exceeds one. Second, although the estimates for taxpayers with
incomes below $20,000 are more uncertain, the evidence generally supports the
previous finding of a higher absolute price elasticity that is probably in the range
of -2 to -3.

5. SIMULATED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE TAX CHANGES

This section uses the basic parameter estimates for 1970 (equation (2.4)) to-
calculate the effects of alternative changes in the income tax treatment of charitable
contributions. The simulations show, for each income class, the change in the
average gift, the change in the average income tax, and the change in net disposable
income after both taxes and contributions. The effect on aggregate giving and on
gifts to particular types of donees will also be presented. All of the estimates are
for 1970 and use the 1970 Treasury Tax File.17

Any change in the income tax law will alter the price of charitable contributions
that a taxpayer faces. Let P, be the current price faced by individual i and P be
the price after a proposed change in the tax law. Similarly, let G, be the current
charitable contribution of that individual and G' the contribution after the change

-in-the-tax law. Consider first how the calculation of the effect of a tax change would
be done if all households filed itemized returns. For a change in the tax law that
alters only price and not incomes or the demographic dummy variables, it
follows that the predicted change in the individual's contribution is:

(5.1) in G' - In G, = - 1.285(1n P, - In P).

11 The use of equation (2.4) with its constant price elasticity represents a possibly restrictive simpli,
fication. The previous section suggests that this may understate the relative effects of tax changes in the
highest and lowest income groups. An actual policy analysis should also consider alternative uimulatiom
with varying price elasticities.

I "These calculations assume that the government does not change tax rates to offset any change in
total revenue resulting from the change in the tax treatment of contributions. Allowing for such a
compensating change would have relatively little effect on charitable giving since the average propensity
to spend on charitable giving is only about three per cent.
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Since the current actual giving is known for individual i, equation (S.1) can be used
to calculate the expected giving under the alternative tax system. If the tax change
alters income as well,"9 the change in giving is the following:

(5.2) In G; - In G, = -1.285(n P - In P,) + 0.702(ln Y' - In Y).

To extend the calculation to taxpayers who do not itemize, it is necessary to
estimate the amounts of the contributions that are currently made by these
individuals. Let 61 be the estimated gift in 1970 by individual i who used the
standard deduction. Similarly, let d,' be the gift that the individual would make
under the alternative tax treatmen-tof chartable contributions Since O, is unknown,
the value of (' cannot be estimated from the expected change in giving as it was on
the basis of equation (5.1) for taxpayers who itemize. instead,-we now estimate
(, and (6 separately on the assumption that the only relevant difference between
itemizers and non-itemizers with the same income is the different price that they
currently face.2"

Because the estimated equations for itemizing taxpayers do not explain their
giving perfectly, there is a residual difference between actual giving and the giving
predicted on the basis of equation (2.1). Each residual reflects the use of a loglinear
approximation and the omission of variables other than income, price, and the
two demographic effects. These residual differences are automatically taken into
account for itemizing taxpayers by the method of equation (5.1). For the non-
itemizing taxpayers, an estimate of the residual is calculated by averaging the
residuals of all itemized returns in that individual's income class: for this purpose,
nine income classes are used. With ui estimated in this way, the calculated value of

-giving by non-itemizer i is simply the .value predicted by equation (2.1) with the
appropriate values of P and Y, plus the estimated residual ui.

The Treasury Tax File provides a weight for each individual return. The estimates
for each individual can therefore be aggregated to yield totals for each income class
and for all households that file returns.

The data for estimating the effect on individual donees are much less adequate
than the data that are available for estimating the effect on all types of donees
together. Every second year the Internal Revenue Service publishes the value of
itemized charitable contributions in 17 adjusted gross income classes. For 1962
only, the published report divided these contributions into five -major types of
charities: (i) religious organizations, (ii) educational institutions, (iii) hospitals,
(iv) health and social welfare organizations (including United Funds, the Red Cross,
and specific disease associations), and (v) a residual group including libraries,
museums, zoos, musical organizations, and literary, educational, and scientific
foundations. This is the only source of data on the distribution among different
types of charities of the contributions of middle and high income households.
Feldstein [9] used these data to estimate separate price and income elasticities for

"' This is true for such proposals as the minimum tax that affect not only the tax treatment ofcharity.
16 Feldstein and Clotfelter (11.] using survey data on giving by itemizers and non-itemizers, show

that thlre is little difference between the income and price elasticities estimated for itemizers only and
or tht whole sample and that a variety of other economic and demographic factors have no effect on

Pv1fg when income and price are taken into account. This is confirmed by Boskin and Feldstein (71,
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/giving to the five different types of donees. That analysis showed that gifts to
religious organizations and to health and welfare organizations have lower price
and income elasticities than gifts to the other types of charities. This was confirmed
by estimates using three different specifications. The current simulations use the
quite conservative assumption that the price elasticity is actually the same for all
of the donees and that only the income elasticities differ.2 This tends to reduce the
sensitivity of gifts to educational institutions and hospitals relative to the sensitivity
of gifts to religious and health welfare organizations. Since the educational
institutions and hospitals are still much more sensitive than other types of donees,
this type of conservative assumption is probably warranted by the general
inadequacy of the data on giving to individual types of donees.

Consider first the implications of completely eliminating the deduction without
substituting any other provision that encourages charitable giving. The simulation
indicates that this would reduce total giving in 1970 from $17.3 billion"2 to
$12.8 billion, a decrease of 26 per cent. Eliminating the deduction also increases total
tax revenue by $3.5 billion. This implies that the current deductibility induces
$1.29 of additional charitable giving per dollar of revenue lost.

Table IV shows that the reduction in contributions differs substantially among
the five major types of donees. Religious giving falls least, only 22 per cent. This
reflects the concentration of religious giving in the lower income households for
whom the price change implied by eliminating the deduction would be least.
In contrast, gifts to educational institutions and hospitals would fall nearly
50 per cent. Community health and welfare organizations are more similar to
religious organizations while the residual category contains museums. orchestras,
zoos, and other charities favored by higher income donors.

Table V presents detailed results of the effects by income classes.2" The average
contribution in 1970 is given for broad income classes in column 3 and the corre-
sponding prediction if the deduction were eliminated appears in column 4. The
ratios of predicted contributions to actual contributions that are presented in
column 5 show that the relative reduction in giving is much greater among high
income classes than in lower income classes. While taxpayers with adjusted gross
incomes between $10,000 and $15,000 would reduce their gifts by 22 per cent
(from an average of $290 to $225), a reduction of 75 per cent is predicted for tax.
payers in the $100,000 to $500,000 class (from $9,184 to S2,246).

Eliminating the charitable deduction would raise the average taxes paid in every
income class but the increase would be greatest at the higher income levels

11 The actual technique is to assume that each individual's total gift is divided among done in
proportions that depend on his income class but not on the specific provisions of the tax law.

22 In 1970 total giving on itemized returns was 113.0 billion. The remaining $4.3 billion is ou
estimate of the total giving by taxpayers who filed non-itemized return (Le., who used the standard
deduction). This amount is estimated for each non-itemized return and aggregated with the appcopriatc
weights. Note that this procedure omits a small amount of giving by those houkolds with income so
low that they are not required to file rttums. Our re-estimate is nevertheless higher than the estimate
of individual giving that is produced by the American Association of Fund Raisins Counsel (23 wan
methods that we believe ae much less accurate.

23 A similar table based on aggregate data was published in Feldstein (]. In comparing the tabla
it should be borne in mind that the current estimates are for all taxpayers while the previous table
referred only to tupayers who filed itemized returns.
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TABLE IV

Emc-rs oF ELIMINATING THE CHARITAsLI DDUcTioN

Contributions in 1970
(in millions of dollars)

Predicted with Percentae
Actual no deduction change

Religious organizations
Educational institutions
Hospitals
Health and welfare organizations
All others

Total gbllng

10.441
679
289

2.499
3.417

17.324

8.15
355
156

1.819
2.281

12.770

-22
-48
-46
-27
-33
-26

TABLE V
DisTISUTIONAL EFFEcTs or ELIMINAnING THE CHAITALE Dmucno. 970

Number of
temized returns

0.000's)
(2)

28.350.064
21,.54022'
13.686.661
5,332.010
3,568.912

353,158
74.631

1.795
655

Average charitable contributions
G, G; .G; G,
(3) (4) (5)

90
207
290
392
690

2.022
9.184

72,038
257.678

237

86
175
225
277
408
756

2.246
12.646
54.912

0.949
0.844
0.778
0 707
0.591
0 374
0.245
0 176
0213

175 0.737

Net disposable
Tax ratio income ratio

(6) (7)

1.029
1.033
1.034
1.037
1.045
.O3

1.090
1.148
1.135

1.042

1.000
1.001
1001
1.002
1.003
1.006
1.017
1.048
1.099

1.002

TABLE VI
EiFtrTS i* ALTER.%ATlvE TAx TREATmE ,S OF CHARITABLE GIViNG

iBillions of 1970 Dollarse

Percentage change
Change in Gifts to

Total Tax Total eductional
%o Proposal gifts payments gifts institutions

I Eliminate deduction -4.555 +3.521 -26 -48
2 5per cent tax credit +0.685 -0.725 +4 -24
3 30per cent tax credit -2.304 -2060 +13 -17
SFlooc on deduction: 3 per cent of AGI -3.515 +2.727 -20 -36
5 Constructive realization of gifts -0.458 +0.287 -3 -8
6 Limit maximum charitable deduction

to taxes paid -0.073 +0.046 -0.5 -2
' 30 per cent optional credit, all returns + 3.448 - 2.957 + 20 + 8
130 pet cent option credit,

itemizers only +1.532 - 1.308 .+9 +4
9 Etend the deduction to non.itenuizers +1.241 -0.993 +7 +3

10 lncrese standard deduction -0.975 -8.259 -6 -3
(frun. S1.500, mal. S2500)

" ctw 4baiud ca i - ,ted Is i t , %ahieat "daW dpia-to-vlwe To ToItal P% $1 Jboe Edb a ducum
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AGI class
11 1.000's)

11)

0-s
5-10

10-15

10-50
.0-I00

100-00
400-1.000
I otx -
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Column 6 shows the ratios of the tax payments if the deductions were eliminated
to the actual tax payments in 1970. Although taxes rise by only 3.4 per cent in the
$10,000 to S15,00Q class, taxes rise by 14.8 per cent in the class of taxpayers with
incomes of $500,000 to $1,000,000.

The distributional effect of eliminating the deduction is quite different if we
focus on the change in net disposable income rather than the change in tax
payments. Net disposable income available for personal consumption or saving is
defined as adjusted gross income minus both the taxes actually paid and the
charitable contributions. Because charitable contributions fall sharply in the
higher income groups when the deduction is eliminated, their predicted consump.
tions and savings increase despite the greater taxes that they pay. Column 7
presents the ratio of predicted net disposable income to actual 1970 net disposable
income. Net disposable income rises at every income level, with the increase
ranging from less than 0.3 per cent for incomes under $50,000 to more than five
per cent over $500,000.

Most of those who have suggested eliminating the charitable deduction hav
proposed that some alternative be introduced to encourage charitable giving
Table VI summarizes the effects that several different common proposals would
have on total charitable giving, total taxes paid, and on charitable gifts toeducationaj
institutions. Perhaps the most common prop a has been to replace the deduction
with a tax credit. While the deduction makes each individual's price depend on
his own marginal tax rate, the tax credit would make every taxpayer face thg
same price. 2' Proposal number 2 of Table VI shows the predicted results of
replacing the current deduction with a uniform tax credit of 25 per cent. With
this rate of credit, total giving and the total tax collections of the Treasury remauO
approximately at their current levels: giving increases by $0,69 billion while taxa
fall by $0.73 billion. Although the aggregates are essentially unchanged, the impact
on particular donees and particular individuals differ substantially. Gifts to
religious organizations actually increase by about 9.8 per cent while gifts to
educational institutions fall by 24 per cent. The net disposable income of individual
with incomes between $10,000 and 515,000 would remain almost unchanged whik
individuals with incomes above $500,000 would increase their net disposabb
incomes by 6.4 per cent. Proposal 3 shows that even a 30 per cent tax credit. which
would cost the Treasury an additional $2 billion in forgone revenues, would si
leave educational institutions with a 17 per cent reduction in gifts.

Another common proposal is to continue the current deduction but to limk I
to contributions in excess of some percentage of income. Proposal 4 shows
effect of a three per cent of adjusted gross income floor. Total giving would fall
20 per cent and gifts to educational institutions would fall by 36 per cent
probably overstates the effect because it assumes that individuals do not accum
the contributions for several years in order to take advantage of the ded

24 A tax credit is equivalent to a matching grant except that the tax credit in these simulaiom
limited to the individual's tax liability. Le., the tax credit is nonrefundable. A refundable credit is
equivalket to a matching grauL In practice, the difieren would be small because of the relativedy
aggregate giving by individuals who do not currently file taxable returns.
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The frequent comparison of this floor to the current medical expense floor is
inappropriate because of the much greater ease with which charitable gifts can be
postponed and "bunched" to obtain the deduction.

Several critics of the current tax treatment of charitable gifts have proposed
changing the treatment of gifts of appreciated property by treating such gifts as

- realization for tax purposes. This would eliminate the desirability of donating
property and would substantially increase the effective price for high income
donors, Proposal 5 shows that this change would have a relatively small total
effect but would reduce gifts to educational institutions by eight per cent. Moreover,
the net disposable income would rise for high income taxpayers. For individuals
with incomes over $500,000, the simulation shows that net disposable income
would rise by two per cent if the constructive realization of property gifts were
instituted.

Much of the public and political criticism of the current tax treatment of
charitable gifts occurs because some high income individuals make substantial
charitable gifts but pay no income taxes. Although the current rules that limit
charitable giving to no more than 50 per cent of adjusted gross income were
intended to prevent such avoidance of tax, individuals with sufficient non-
charitable deductions are still able to pay no tax while making substantial deductible
gifts. There is a simple way to eliminate this problem by changing the nature of the
contribution limit to a limit in relation to tax paid instead of the current limit in
relation to adjusted gross income. For example, each individual's charitable
deduction might be limited to no more than the amount of tax that he actually
pays in that year. Proposal 6 shows that this would have very little effect on total
giving (a reduction of 0.5 per cent) or on gifts to educational institutions (a reduc-
tion of 2 per cent).

Not all proposals to change the tax treatment of charitable gifts would reduce
ivig. Some have proposed to increase the incentive to lower income households
while maintaining the current deduction for higher income households. One way
to do this is by an optional credit, leaving individuals the opportunity to use either
the deduction or a credit of, say, 30 per cent. Proposal 7 shows that such an option
,aould cost an additional $3 billion of forgone revenue but would increase total
.yving hy 20 per cent and educational gifts by 8 per cent. If the optional credit were
limited to itemizers only (on the grounds that non-itemizers are implicitly given
a tax reduction for charitable gifts in the standard deduction), the cost to the
government would fall to only $1.3 billion while gifts would increase by only
9 per cent (see Proposal 8). A quite different type of stimulus would be achieved
by extending the opportunity for charitable deductions to those who do not
, tnize other deductions (Proposal 9). This would cost approximately SI billion in
lost taxes and would stimulate giving by 7 per cent, primarily to religious organiza-
?hoos. Some change of this type may be regarded as important ' ) offset the effect
on giving that would otherwise result from the currently proposed increase in the

andard deduction. Proposal 10 shows that increasing the minimum standard
dtuction to S1,500 and the maximum standard deduction to $2,500 would, in
19V0, have decreased total giving by some 6 per cent.
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6. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a detailed analysis of the sensitivity of charitable giving
to alternative tax treatments. Three different sets of estimates were developed
cross-section estimates for the 1962 and 1970 Treasury Tax Files and estima
based on the change in tax rates at each income level between these two y

All three sets of estimates agree in placing the key price elasticity between -I
and - 1.5. This value implies that the current deductibility of charitable gifts
a very efficient incentive, yielding more in additional gifts than the Treasu
forgoes in potential additional revenue.

The price and income elasticities estimated in the current study are also
similar to the values obtained in Feldstein [8) and Feldstein and Clotfelter (11
with very different types of data. Feldstein (8) used total contributions on item'
returns as reported by the Internal Revenue Service for each adjusted gross inco

class in even years from 1948 through 1968. The basic estimate of the price elas

with that data was - 1.17. The analysis of Feldstein and Clotfelter used a I

survey of individual households with a sample that was heavily weighted to

high income households. With that data the key price elasticity was - 1.15.
short, there is very strong evidence from a variety of sources for the

conclusion about the relatively high price elasticity of charitable giving.
Legal discussions of the appropriate tax treatment of charitable gifts

stressed the abstract logic of a consistent definition of taxable income (Andrews
Bittker (6], and Surrey [15)). In contrast, we have emphasized the empirical
of alternative policies on both donees and donors. We believe that the eft

alternative tax treatments on the volume and distribution of gifts among

and on the distribution of tax liabilities and of net disposable income
taxpayers are the crucial aspects for evaluating these proposals. We hope tha

evidence presented in this study will provide a useful foundation for future
discussions.2"

Harvard Universitv

,famuscropt receired October. 1975.
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NOTES

EFFECTS OF THE CHARITABLE DEDUCTION ON CONTRIBUTIONS BY

LOW INCOME AND MIDDLE INCOME HOUSEHOLDS: EVIDENCE FROM

THE NATIONAL SURVEY OF PHILANTHROPY

Michael J. Boskin and Martin Feldstein*

Economists and tax lawyers have long debated
e efficacy and propriety of Lhe income tax

education for chantable contributions ' The effect
f the deduction is to lower the individual's net cost
f giving i he itemize his deductions. More
pecilically, the net cost to the donor per dollar
received by the charitable donee is equal to one
ninus the individual's marginal tax rate.' If the
.lasticity of total giving with respect to this price (or
let cost) is absolutely greater than one, 'he
hantable deduction causes donees to receive more

n additional gifts than the Treasury forgoes in
avenue. Alternatively. if the price elasticity is
ibsolutetly less than one, the deduction is less than
ully efficient in this sense.

In a series of recent papers. Feldstein and his
ollaborators (1975a; 1975b; Feldstein and Clot-
elter. 1976: Feldstin and Taylor. 1976) obtained
estimatess of the price elasticity that cluster around
- 1.2 from a variety of different data sources. All
,t one of these studies (Feldstein &nd Clotfelter,
1976) are based on the gifts of only those taxpayers
aho itemize their deductions. Since substantially

ore than half of the households either do not
temize deductions or do not file any tax return, the
estimated price elasticities have been obuined
prmanly from the top half of the income
distribution, While this part of the population
accounts for a disproportionate share of charitable

Received lot publication Februar) 2, 1976. Revision
accepted for publication August 2. 1976.

0We are grateful to James Morpn for the survey data
used in this papa. to Joseph Pechman for insisting on the
importnce of obtaining esumats for these income
groups; to William Barsky and Henry Moore for
programming asusance; and to the Commuo oa
Private Philanthropy and Public Needs for financial
support. A more deuiled analysis of this data is presented
in an earlier verso presented as Harvard Instiute of
Economic Research Discussion Paper No. 427 and
Sunford University Center for Research in Ecooomic
Growth Research Memoranda Seris No. 150.

See, e.g.. Aaron (1972). Andrews (1972) Bitker (1972)
Kahn (1t0) McDaniel (1972) Surrey (1972), Taussg
(1967) and Vickrey (1%2),

'This refers to gifts of cash or of depreciated property.
Gifu of appreciated property have a lower net cost
because no tax is paid on the appreciation.

contnbutions, extrapolation to the entIre population,
may not be warranted. A variety of policy proposal
that are currently being considered. e.g.. a tax cre&
for all taxpayers for charitable gifts or extensionol
the charitable deduction to no'aitemizrs, wou
alter the price of giving for households that do a
now itemu., An accurate estimate of the prift
elasticity for this income group is required to predig
the effects of such policies. The results presented '
the current paper indicate that howe" w
income Wndt, S300 are twey sintit to see.
induced arWniou iM the co t of giving; the esrau
price rtasutcinm ge*eralty exceed two.

I. Mh Daf
The data for this study were collected by the |974

National Study of Philanthropy, a special houmeb*
survey conducted by the Survey Research Center d
the University of Michigan (Morgan et aL. [97%
Because our focus is on the behavior of low a"
middle income households. data for households wi4
incomes over $30.000 were deleted. We have
deleted all households that reported incomes
$1.000. The key vanables used in the analysis
now be described.

Charitabe Conribeim : The dependent
of our study is the household's gifts to chaity'
1973 in the form of both cash and property.
we will estimate a loglinear equation to
constant prce and income elasticities, the
fraction of households that report no contri
poses a problem. We believe that most of those
report no giving actually did give a small
which has since been forgotten or was regarded
too small to mention. Three alternative
tions of the reported giving have therefore
examined. First. we assigned a gift of $I to all
who reported no giving; if reported giving
denoted G. this estimate is G I -G if G >0
G I-I if G-0. The second alternative asips
instead: GIO-G if G>O and GI0-10 if G
Finally, we try adding $10 to everyone's
giving; this variable is denoted G + 10. We
estimated equations using a regression s pc l
that directly accounts for the non.negativity
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p ling up at zero of charitable contributions. The
results of this procedure (which are available upon
request) are quite similar to our basic results.

Price: For households that itemize their deduc.
tons. the price of a $1 charitable gift is I - m. where
j" is the household's marginal tax rate For those
households that do not itemize. the pnce is simply I.
Because charitable deductions are almost always a
small part of a taxpayer's itemized deduction. we
assume that the decision to itemtz is exogenous.)
Two different definitions of the marginal tax rate
have been studied. P I was the estimated marglnl
tax rate that the individual would face if he made no
charitable gift. i.e., P 1 is the price for the first dollar
of charitable givng. Alternatively. P2 uses the
estimated marginal tax rate that the individual
would face if he made the average chantable
contnbution in his income class. Both measures
assure that the individual's prie measure is
exoSenous. i.e.. not a function of his own amount of
charitable giving.

The relevant marginal rate was esumated for each
taxpayer on the bas of his reported total income.
the number of his dependents. mantal status, and
either the relevant standard deduction for non-

itemizers or an estimate of the amount of
nonchantable deductions bawd on Internal Rev-
enue Service averages for homeowners and others by
income class (U.S. Treasury. 1974).

Income: The survey collected information on the
respoodent's income bracket but not his exact
income: we have used the midpoint of each narrow
bracket to measure gross income.' The net income
vanable. Y. is defined as gross income minus the
federal income tax liability that would have been
paid had no charitable contrbution been made.$

Ap: The fraction of income contnbuted to
chanty ini.reaswS with age. The current study
therefore includes three age dummy variables to
measure proportional shifts in giving: A 3554 -I if

3No adjustment is made for the speml tax treatumt of
apprecited property unce uch ifU are very uumporut
i the Lcome tang that we art conceded with to this

paper. I 1970, the last year for which data are cumetly
avable. oaly 4% of clatable p s were not is the form
ot ch folr axyen with incomes below 5)0,000.

'The bracket intervals cofespond to amU of 1-2. 2-4,
44 .10, 14-15. 15-20 and 20-30 thousand doa

%Fdswtn &ad Taylor (1976) show that co eanty
between pri and mcom need not be a series problem ,
tw sacldon of both n Utemmrs and itemias is the
cnt tmdy further reduces the correlae. The suvy
colecid som data oa wealth but did not obtass &my
aormo ou b or the value of penson ta.we
hae therefore not explored the impUtons t
here. Fedse ad Clother (1976) found that higher et
woh did inrm chantable living (for fxd levels of

eom sad price) bet that the inchuuo of a net worth
vable d d Do alter the estimad price ekstty.

the head of the family is aged between 35 and 54
and equal to zerootherwse. A 5 - if the head is
55 to 64. and A65 + - I it the head is over 64. The
omitted category is households with heads under age
35. Separate estimates were also made with the
sample limited to households containing a mramed
couple with the head between the ages of 35 and 54.
This should eliminate the special problems of
transitory income associated with young households
the aged. widows. etc.

II. Te Basc Resuls

Equation (I) presents the basc estimate of the
price and income elasticities for the sample of
households with incomes between $1.000 and
$30,000:

In(G+ 10)- -2.541nPI+ 0.69 InY
(0.28) (0.06)

+ 0.46 AGE 3554+ 0.75 AGE S54
(0.07) (0.09)

+ 0- AGE 65+- 2.17
(0. ) (0.49) (i)

N-1621, P'-30. SSR-2125-75.

Note first that the estimated price elasticity (- 2.,54)
is very large and significantly grmter numerically
than I. The elasticities and age effects are all
estimated quite precisely.

The estimated price eLasticity is quite consistent
with the much less precise results obtained for low
and middle income groups in the previous studies
(Felstein and Clotfelter, 1976. and Feldstin and
Taylor. 1976).' The estimated price elasticity for low
and middle income households in thus substantily
larger than the corresponding elasticity for high
income groups.The previous studies for the entire
population found overall price ela,ticities that
clustered around - 1.2 (Feldtsin,. 1975a Feldstein
and Clotfelter. 1976. and Feldstein and Taylor.
1976).

The estimated price elasticity of -2.54 implies

'For them studies the data, come cuses, aid
estimated price eatkibes are as follow: 162 Federal
Reserve Boad Survey, S1.721-48.000. - 2.50 (S.. at1);
196 Treasury Tax File, 4.00-,2,000. - 3A7 (S.
0.45); IM Treasury Tax File, $,00-SO.00 -0.35
(SE. 0.52). Feldstein and Taylor (1976. sector 4) explain
that tde data for 1970 itemned. tax returns contain ioo
httl independent variation in price and income to permt
esUmauon of te Price sad income ewwlti for th
group. Using a singe equation for al 1970 Tax-File
observations but aowmg separate price ela ies by
i e clams indicates a price easticity of -2,10 (SE.

0.40) for $4000-510000 ad - 1.59 (S .. 0.2)) for
S I O.4O-.00
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that contributions are vey wsitive to their tax
retment. The current deductibilty of contributions

substantially increases the total value of tits by
these lower and mide income households. For
each dola of revenue that the Treasury fotgoes
because of the cbarintabk deduct donm receive
an additional 2.54.

As we noted above. srvend alternative adjust-
ments were made to deal with bouseholds that
reported no it to chanty. Replacing these zero
reports by 510 (instead of adding S10 to all reported
ipfts) slightly increases the estimated price elasticity
to -2.65 (S. 0,28). Since the logarithmic trans-
formation becomes quite steep as we approach zero.
the adjustment that adds only S1 to the 0 reported
by some households ylds a high price elasticity
that may overstate the difference in giving for small
price differences: - 2.99 (S.E. 0.39).

The age coefricients of equation (I) confirm the
importnce of age as a separate dominant of
giving, For example. the basi estimates of equation
(1) imply that those aged 35 to 54 give 18% more
than those less than 35. that those 55 to 64 give 34%
more than those age 35 to 54. and that thoee over 64
give 49% more than those aged 35 to 54. To show
that this effect is basically a proportional shift and
does not involve a changing price eatii we
present a reesumate of equation (1) with the sample
limited to bouseholds headed by a male between the
aps of 35 and 54; the price el sity is -2.76 (&E.
0.53).

Finally, we can report that the subetitutio of P2
(the price based on average ift) for P I (the price
based on the first dollr of givin) has eseially no
effect on the estimated parameters The price
elasticity is - 2.51 (S. 0.36).

All of our basic results thus indicate that the price
elasticity of charitable giving is numercally
somewhat larger than -2 for those houseolds with
incomes between $1.000 and 530,000. We tur next
to the quest of whether the price elticity varies
within this income range. Wen equation (1) is
reestimated for households with incomes between
$1.000 and $20.000, the price easticity is - 2.36
(SE. 0.31) and the income elasticity is 0.69 (SE.
0.06). More refined tests indicate no difference in
price eltcity between those with iocomes below
$10.000 and those with incomes between 10,000
and $2000 Since the current tax law lowers the
price of pving to charity only for those who itemiz
their deductions and since a substanti perce nta
of low income and middle incomebouseholds use
the standard deduction instead of itemizing, the
question arses as to whether the difference in
charitable contributions across households which we
atuibute to price really reflects an effect of
itemization itself. To this we now turn.

353

-1L b Tbe W ftems fete?
To test fo the presence of A pure *itiatis

effect" in addition to a price effect, we consideo tw
alternate approaches. First we use the sampe of
non4ilkemiw al of Whom face a Price of 1, to
estimate the income ekity of charitable *va
Thi estimate is clearly no -coetaminted- by
either collineaity or any possible itemization effect.
This income easticity is t ea used as "peri
information" which is imposed u a constlrit o
the ilemizen in the sample to estimate the pric
elasticity. Since this price eks ty is based on date
flo isemizer only, there is &pi no itemizatifo
component in the estimated price eliatity.

Equatift (2) shows that the income elasficity for
non-itemizers is 0.63:

la(G+10)" 0 )lnY+10.1 AGE3554

+ 0.86 AGE 5564
(0.13).

+ 0.71 AGE65+- 1.60(0.12) (0.66)

(nonitemizen onl) N-74. A3-0.16.
SSR- 890,19.

Using this as an extraneous estimate of the incoft
eaticiy for the itemizers, we rind a price easty
of -2.3:

la(G+ 0)-0.63ln y- (H2) tnP

+ WS AG 3554

+ 0.67 AGE 5564
(0.12)

+ 1.07 AGE65+- 1.54
(0.16) (0.16)

(3)

S(itsizer only) N- 897, A3-R.06,
SSR= 1221.5

Similarly, imposing this incom elasticity On the ful
sample yields a price elasticty of -2.. Th
esmated pre elasUtity therefore reflects a II-W•
price effect &nd not the effect of itemizaSoPer It

A mooe & ts of the item a e i.
obtned by es tiag separate onst trs fa
itemized no-itemiazer Any item into dsWt
would show up in different costat termL Th h
formuy equivaMlet to estimating two seNPaz
equations for the two rMUps siabet so b
constraint that the income daity ad Poper
tional ap effects are the same for the two uOWP
For our bu speristio yi" th "Saiu
(4) where itema I for itemiems (Ad 0 olberi14

(2)
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ad noitem a I for noe-itemize (And 0 other-

in{(6+ 10)" -2.14 item -2.44non-itent(0.50) (0.52)

-1.3IlnPl+ 0.72 LaY
(0.M) (0.o6)

+ 08.45 AGE34+ 0.75 AGE 5564
(0-0) (0.09)

+ 0.4 AGE65+ (4)
(0.09)

1 1621, R'0 30. SSR-2120.9.

Th two constant terms are similar in magnitude
04 W significantly different. Comparing equation
(4) with equation () we may use the Sum oresiduals from each to construct an
f.$1o test the hypothesis that the coefficients
,sde iwmiw and non.itemizer dummy variabls

an equal. This yields an F(I.617)-3.-58; the
ddlernc between the Constants is insipifkanL In

ase the dwerence between -2.14 and -2.44
SW sa that the estimates clearly imply no

4c0mially significant effect of itemizati n.

IV. Cosdmc

We have eumined a new and rich body of data
0e Pilanthropic activity by households with

a" below $30.000. Using a variety of estimat.
a; equations and subumples of the population. we

(mad that t each cans charitable contributions are
,4ie price csic throughout this range of income.
41mosl all of the evidence indicates a price elasticity
tht is abslutely greater than 2.

out pence in discussing this work has taught

* that some economists are at first surprised and
,epucal about the high price elasticity because it

, s -contrary to intuition and common observe.
*o" We do not agree with this view. AmoS
'o* with adjusted gss incomes between
11,= and 15,000 who itemize their deductions.
. average price of giving is about 0.80 and the
4,"r nusual giving is about S300. Eliminating the
.,duclaol would raise the price to 1. an increase of
:4 Would eliminating the deduction reduce
~Wa pinl in this group by 500? If so. the

,arefy s approximately -2. We doubt that
aipoe and common observation are capable of
wmwoiq this question. We therefore do not find
*ai, w usta estimates are in conflict with our

miril dmnt about the behavior of individuals
* to P"*.

tri Iuiuau does imply an important caution
* wmMaig high price elasticities for low income

w An elaswity of - 2 may not be appropriate
-"ft UIg decrease in pnce faced by this group.

O aaAp. a 0% credit would lower the price
0 10 k 050. a reduction of 37%q A price

el,"icty of -2 would imply aa increse m giving
from 5300 to 7. , from a We cost of $240 a
n cost of 5384. Wil this cannot be ealhded as
impossble, it may be larger than is likely. It is Ms
poswie to learn bow th elastkity oight duaa
outside tlie rmap of curni &W pes experience for
this group.

Fortunately, however, the current esimats a
appropriate for the analyst of the polcie that are
more likely. Tbe extensm of the chatabl
deduction to no-4teiuw or the availability of an
optional crdit at 23% or 30% are well within the
range of experience that we have studied. The
curnt esmates theMore have impornut policy
mpicon: Tax incentives to encourap giving by

low and middle income households would induce a
substantial increase in the flow of funds to
charitable organizations.
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Macroeconomlc Behavior
Finally, several members of the FMME program. in-

cluding Roger Waud. SanlordGrossmari. Mervyn King,
and Friedman alt did research on aspects of economic
behavior that are more directly macroeconomic." In
one paper Waud concludes that both supply shocks
and effects of the var iabdity of inflation had importantly
influenced the relation between price inflation and real
economic growth in the UnitedStates. while more clas-
sically oriented influences had been less important. In
another paper Waud concludes that the same two fac
tors had also explained much of the deterioration over
the past quarter-century in the U K. output-inflation
trade-ofi

Grossman analyzes the effects of shocks to relative
demands and to production technology ina word with
optimal labor contracts He argues that. under condi-
tions involving asymmetric information among indus-
tries about technology shocks, even a fully observed
ShoCk to relative demand would cause aggregate un-
employment to fall King analyzes recent contribu-
tions to the theory of household saving behavior, to-
gether with empirical evidenceon thesubjecL focusing
in particular on the conditions required for the familiar
ife-cycle" representation of household consumption

plans to be applicable Last. Friedman argues that the
experience of costly disinflationi n the early 1980s con-
tradicted the central policy promise of the new classi-
cal macroeconomics lust as sharply as the experience
of accelerating inflation in the 1970s contradicted the
chief promise of earlier thinking
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Research Summaries

Federal Tax Policy
and Charitable Giving*
Charles T. Clotfelter

In answer to a question about the possible effects of
eliminating the charitable deduction in the nation's
income tax, Ronald Reagan replied that Americans
'are the most generous people on earth" and that they
would remain so without a deduct ion (Wa iSfreefJour-
nal. July 7. 1982. p. 4) The question was prompted by
one of several major proposals for reforming the U.S.
tax system' a low-rate comprehensive income tax. In-
ded. concern over economic incentives. the effects of
inflation. tax compliance, and distributional equity ap-
pears to have reached a new level in the United States.
From 1976 to 1983 an average of one major tax bil was
enacted every two years and mounting discussion of
comprehensive tax reform continues. As the question
to the president suggests. one source of concern amid
these actual and potential tax changes is the effect that
they will have on charitable giving. This may be a par-
ticulady important topic now, following recent cuts in
federal social welfare expenditures. In fact. the philan-
thropic sector has long shown a keen interest in tax
provisions affecting their support and operation.

The project from which this article is drawn con-
cerns the relationship between federal taxes and char-
itable giving. Its objective is to present and discuss
statist"al evidence on this relationship in order to as-
sist in the evaluation of tax policy. Econometric analy-
sis has focused on four major areas Of charitable be-
havior: individual contributions. volunteering. corporate
giving, and charitable bequests. There is also some
empirical evidence on the effect of taxes on founda-
tions, but no econometric studies have been done in
that area. The bulk of eoonometrfic analysis and atten-
tion in economic studies has been directed toward
individual grying.which seems appropriate since a large
share of total gifts is accounted for by individuals. Con-
tributions by individuals vary widely by income level
and age as well as among individuals within those clas-
sifications The major lax policy instrument affecting
individual giving is the charitable deduction allowed in

111s a rIC I*,$ , dervV from F IMtOd-VuOtr thipl#f Of rr Ir T A I
Poicy an Chal at ieG,orXq o Ch" ies r coiieter an NO Rmsorio.
9t,>l4 foeoPhCOMrV fro,?' lh Unmerlry Of Chcvao Press
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the calculation of taxable income for taxpayers who
ditmze their deductions. As a result of this tax treat-
ment there are two major tax effects on individual giv-
ing the tax liability affects the aflertax income from
which taxpayers can make contributions, and the de-
duction reduces the net pre per dollar of the contri-
bution made. The econometric analysis of individual
giving implies that the income tax has a strong effect
on giving. This is not to say. however, that taxes are the
only or the major influenceon individual contributions.
but they are one significant factor.

Taken as a whole. the empirical work on tax effects
and individual giving is notable for the number and
variety of studies in the area and theconsistency of the
findings In few other applied aras in public finance
has there been such extensive replication of empirical
findings using different data sets. Studies of cl',arilable
contributions have used aggregated and individual
data. data from tax returns and survey data. and for-
eign as well as U.S. experience Theconsensusof these
studies is that the price elasticity for the population of
taxpayers is probably greater than one in actual value.

-although there are certainly estimates that are smaller
or considerably larger than this. The range of most
likely values appears lobe about -09 to -1.4. That is. a
10 percent increase in the price of cont ributions, through
a change making the-charitable deduction less attrac-
tve. would result in a9to 14 percent cut in contributions.
Taxes also influence giving through an income effect,
w th most estimates of the income elasticity falling be-
tween 0 6 and 0 9. In other words, a tax-induced increase
in income of 10 percent tends to increase contributions
by 6 to 9 percent.

In order to appreciate the implications of these find-
ings, it is necessary to consider the specific hypoth-
eses different uses of data, and qualif icatlic thal apply
to the studies themselves For example.one hypothesis
is that itemization status and marginal tax rate work
together through the price effect to alfect giving and
that there is no separate"itemization effect." Separate
tests of such an effect, in fact, confirm this hypothesis
Another important question is whether the price elasti-
city varies by income level. The extensive analysis on
this question has failed to provide a definitive answer,
but it appears that the elasticity rises in ebsolutevalue
with income. It is reasonable to conclude, however, that
the price elasticity is significantly less than zero even
for low-income taxpayers. A question of particular im-
portance for evaluating the impactof tax policy iswheth-
er taxpayers respond immediately to changes in price
and income Evidence on this questions suggests that
there are substantial lags in giving behavior. with the
result that short-run responses are much less compre-
hensive than those in the Iorg run. One cther question
related to the impact of fiscal policy on contributions is
whether increased government spending "crowds out-
privategiving Theeconometric evidenceon thisques-
lion shows little it any effect of this sort in spite of the
apparent relationship observed among nations in the
size of government and the strength of private giving
Throughout this empirical literature certain econo-

metric issues have had to be dealt with, in particular
the high correlation between price and income. Based
on attempts to correct for possible biases as well asfor
the variety of data and models used In these studies, it
appears that these econometric problems are not a
major factor in explaining the pattern of estimates.

Along with individual contributions, volunteering is
one o the two major sources of private support for the
charitable sector. In contrast to individualgiving, how-
ever. our knowledge about the tax effects on votunteer-
ing is quite limited. For one thing, data ocivolunteering

are sparse. and data linking volunteering to tax vari-
ables are even more limited. In theory income taxation
can have two broad effects on volunteering: a direct
effect through the influence of tax rates on the alloca-
tion of time and an indirect effect through the charita-
ble deduction fox donations. The former effectdepends
on whether volunteering is simply a competing use of
time. such as leisure, work. and household production.
or whether it is a form of investment in human capital.
The latter depends on whether gifts of money and gifts
of time are complements or substitutes. The evidence
on these questions is both limited and mixed. An analy-
sis of volunteering by women suggests that contribu-
tions and volunteering are complements. implying that
the charitable deduction encourages volunteering as
well as donations Also. volunteering tends to be crowd-
ed out by market work. To the extent that work and
volunteering are rival uses of time. tax policies that
encourage labor force participation among women
tend to reduce their volun'eering.

There is a much larger econometric literature on the
effect of taxes on corporate giving. The new evidence
presented in this study is broadly consistent with earli-
er findings and suggests that the corporation tax has
both a price and a net income effect on corporate giv-
ing. Such behavior by firms would be consistent with a
number of models other than pure profit maximization.
The estimates of the income elasticity. using the cash
flow measure of income. are close to one, suggesting
that contributions are proportional to aftertax income.
An important question remains, however, regarding
the proper specification of this income measure. Cual-
itativety similar results are obtained using af tertax net
income. The estimated price elasticities appear to be
smaller than those estimated for individual contribu-
toons. but the estimates presented here leave some
doubt because of the difference in results using mar-
ginal and average tax rates, respectively. Taken togeth-
er, these results suggest that the price elasticity is less
than one in absolute value Finally. there is evidence
that corporations time their gifts in order to take more
deductions during years in which tax rates are higher.

Tax effects are also apparent in bequest giving and
foundation activity The econometric evidence of be
quest giving presented in this study. like prewous work.
produces estimates subject to substantial variation.
Nevertheless, these estimates imply thattha deduction
in the estate tax by and large has quite a strong effect.
Most estimates of the price elasticity are greater than
one in absolute value. Bequests also rise with estate
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size. but the elasticity of estate size is substantially
smaller than one. On estimates obtained for the very
Important groupol the wealhiest decedents. thosewith
net estates over $ million, the estimated price elasticity
Is greater than two in absolute value, and the income
elasticity exceeds one. In anyasesanent of the aggre-
gate effect of estate tax change on charitable bequests.
the largest estates are of paramount importance be-
cause they account for most bequest giving. No com-
parable econometric evidence on foundation activity
has a* yet been produced. The limited information that
Is available suggests, though, that the provisions in the

--- Tax Reform Act of 1969 relative to private foundations
had the effect of raising payout rates without threaten-
ing the existence of foundations.

The major conclusion arising from this empirical
work Is that federal taxes. especially tax provisions
affecting charitable giving, have important effects on
the size and distribution of giving The deductions in
the individual, corporate. and estate taxes are of course
most important, in the sense that no other tax changes
with comparable revenue effectswould influencechar-
itable giving as much as the elimination of these de-
ductions. But other, more general tax provisions and
changes also have profound effects on giving Probably
the most important of these effects arises from the
combination of the standard deduction, nominal tax
schedules, and inflation. The effect of inflation has
been to erode the value of '11)e standard deduction.
causing an increase in the proportion of taxpayers

- who it ize their deductions This in turn affects the
price of giving. Another important set of tax changes
not directly related to charitable giving have been revi-
sions in the rate schedule itself. tn particular, the decline
in top marginal tax rates from 91 to 50 percent over the
last three decades has had a sizable elfecl on the prices
faced by taxpayers in the highest income classes. Tax re-
forms such as the 1981 tax act combine several changes
that are likely to affect charitable giving. Simulations
based on estimated models of individual giving suggest
that the combined effect will be a slight increase in the
rate of givhg. resulting from a large increase in giving
by nonitemizers caused by the "above-the-line" de-
duction and a slight decline in givng among upper-
income taxpayers resulting from the drop in tax rates

Similarly, the econometric evidence impliesthat fed-
eral taxes will affect other forms of giving as well. Poli-
cies that encourage labor force participation ofwomen
-for example, the deduction for secondary earners-
may tend to discourage volunteering. The extension of
the charitable deduction to noniemizers. on the Other
hand, may encourage volunteering if gifts of time and
money are complementary. The recent changes in the
corporate tax resulting in an increase in the number of
firms with no tax liability will tend to discourage corpo-
rate giving by raising its average net price. The implica-
tions of the empirical analysis of bequests are similar
to those applying to individual contributions The 1981
tax act, which reduces the number of taxable estates
and lowers the marginal tax iate for many estates. is

likely to discourage bequest giving by raising the net
price of charitable bequests.

Simulations of Individual giving show thatone of the
most Important implications of existing empirical york
Is that tax policy can affect the distribution as well as
the level of contributions. Since donors at various in-
come levels differ markedly in their propensities to
make gifts to various kinds of charitableorganizations
tax changes that affect the distribution olgivingamncng
income classes will tend to affect the distribution of
support to various parts of the philanthropic sector.
For example, the 1981 tax act hid the effect of signifi-
cantly reducing marginal tax retes for taxpayers in the
top brackets in both the income and estate taxes. If the
effect of such price changes outweighsthe Inlluenceof
changes in net income or net estate, which they in fact
appear to do. these tax changes are likely to cut the
relative share of going undertaken by the wealthy. This
would imply a decline In support for institutions such
as colleges, universities, cultural institutions, and pri-
vate foundations and toward religious organizations
and certain health and welfare groups. It Is Important
to emphasize, however, that implications such as these
are based on price and income effects and dO not ac-
count for any changes in behavior by donors or chari-
table organizations caused by other factors.

The econometric estimates also have implications
for proposed or hypothetical tax provisions. Simula-
tions in the text examine several I proposals that involve
changes in the charitable deduction orgeneraltax rate
revision Probably the largest effect would be observed
if the charitable deduction were eliminated altogether,
perhaps as part of some comprehensive Income tax.
Such a change would have important effects on the
distribution as weli as the level of contributions, with
gifts by wealthy taxpayerstaling themost. Substituting
a tax credit for the present deduction, depending on
the rate used, primarily would have the effect of redis-
tributing the pattern of gifts between low- and high-
income groups. Smaller changes would come about as
a result of less sweeping revisions, such as the con-
structive realization of appreciated assetsgivenas gifts
or the expansion of the deduction at low- and middle-
Income levels. Each of the proposals noted here would
affect overall tax revenues, and it is Important in simu-
lating their effects to adjust for this. Similar effects
could be calculated for bequest giving, with the elimi-
nation of the deduction in the estate tax having much
the same kind of effect.
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Tnis aprtCle fakes oSsue with those who argue that
fax reform proposals would have a drarrafc nega,
tive esfer On charitable gng He Shows that high-
income fa rp.,.ets have not reduced thiri charitable
contributions in response to recent reductions in
tat rates

The Treasury DepArlments Nov-mber 1984 la reform
proposal, arid other lt, revcim proposals were recently
analyzed by Charles T Clolfeller in terms of their ex-
pected Impact On charitable giving ' Clotletler estimates
that the Treasury proposal *ould reduce giving by 20
percent at 1985 levels of income Other studies have
suggested similar results ' These widely publicited re,
suIts have set off fire larm. ariMong ofticials of chariIable
insttulons I

r s r Jhit-o lhIr"i "r,, o ,o that ,'1,Tilo,j'; , , _..

nie~.Jcna-es inta rales haveamagqr imp.. 2

none

The Clotletlet Analysis

The argument made by Collelter can be summarized
as follows Giving is affected by both income and the

taa Reform an i Chaiiltlie ,vtn n 1984. ' rat Notes. Feb.
ruanli 196S pr 477-48

-See la0 Guhi lI Redfleg CharitaSte Oeauc iortl aid Tat
R A'ofn Ne T.v,d 't enG.vni eJai. fez Notes January
26 1905 VP 2f1.6 ansJ Larences Londsei, "Tri Eectof the
treastur Prop'1al On Chrlame -ving - Harvard Univerltly
Anm-3 Nat. ti%& 8.jie I i of F.Corcr, Reie ch tmnmeol Febi ary12 '965

Cioiteltr s ca.clv reV i ti n~.' i estatong tec,,hniqv and the
)1,'t-,t1 Of a , ) t 53 & i'i 3 ei'J t'in o' flly )'1luS

t
S to

try^* vs 'A ** ',.- ti-. r, gr.itij 5 ie prevv and the0

TAX NOTES, Match 11. 1965

TAX RATE CHANGES
- AND

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

by Bruce F. Davle

price of niatn I a g' Tiat price ts determine by the ta.
treatment of contributiOns ThiS. for exanip'e the Trea
Sury proposal raises the mnnlmuni price of a St cash
contribution from 50 certs to 65 cents foe latpayefs
subject to malmuni marginal ax rates The price Of
giving is also affected by the proposed limitation on
contributions of appreciated assets to inflation adjusted
basis a two percent floor under deductible contributions.
the repeat of most cl the percentt of income lihitations on
charitable conlribuions and the repeat of deductibility
foe nonitemizers An eltoicty estimate of - $ 2 was used
for si mutating the price elfect of reform proposals that is,
a 10 percent increase in the price of giving leads to a 12 7
percent decline in the ar. 3unt given An easticity estimate
of ?8 was used lot the income effect, that is. a 10 percent
increase in income leIs s to a 7 8 percent increase in
giving These eai',city estimates are represenlatve of
several econometrc in% ,',iq%.ons published in recent
years based on a ellao'et olii Jasources The change in
the price of giving result ng from the reform proposal was
calculated for different income classes and standard
assumptions for economic growth and inflation used
Applying the elasticities against the income and price
changes applicabe to different income classes and
ag-regating produces the estimated change in giving--a
20 percent reduction

Surveys of hOuseholl yaltns Oharitll L.a..b .
show variation by incor-iiel l ae n irn reine-si

in lower-s-come groups contributions to
religious organra ioni predominate, at upper-income
ieiels, conti;hutions to higher educAloi and cultural
organization are more important The etle-:.te price of
contributions s incressed by higher percentages at
upper-income levels u !er the Treasury proposal Whet
the price effect is combined with the Survey results,
Clot elter evinvates (hal the Treasury proposal would
lead to a 21 percent decline in contributions to higher
education When h i and inome e
that are r ote acfsncon i ses t-e tim te

in opposition to the Treasury proposal

Recent estimates of the Impact of the Treasury
tax reform proposal on charitable giving are
seriously exaggerated.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr. Chairman, could I ask one more ques-
tion, purely on a philosophic basis?

The CHAIRMAN. Sure.
Senator MATSUNAGA. There appears to be two philosophies rela-

tive to taxation: One, solely for the purpose of raising revenues; the
other, not only for the purpose of raising revenues but also for en-
gineering social policies to attain desirable social objectives.

Now, was any consideration given by Senator Bradley or Con-
gressman Gephardt with relation to what philosophy should be the
basis of your formulation of taxation?

Mr. GEPHARDT. We think our philosophy is consistent with what
the philosophy of the American income tax system has been for
some time, but we believe that we have erred in recent years onthe side of trying to use the Code too much for directing social and
economic behavior. And we simply think that backing off of the
degree to which we have been willing to use it for that purpose
would make sense. We do not reject the idea that you can use it
that way. We keep a number of the most popular, universally used
deductions to get people to allocate capital, and to get people to do
certain other things in the society. It is simply a matter of degree-
how far do you want to go?

There is a tension between the two goals. We think the tension
has gone too far toward directing social and economic behavior. We
think we would do far better by moving back-more neutrality,
less direction in the Code-and having a simpler and fairer system.

Senator BRADLsY. If I could just add one comment. The other
thing to consider is what is it worth to have a much cleaner, more
comprehensible income tax system, what is it worth to get the
rates down as low as possible?

In making that kind of calculation, we made some fairly tough
choices, and we did that in order to get the rates down and restore
fairness to the system.

Let me just give you one anecdote. I was on the dais with a cor-
porate executive in New Jersey about a year ago, and he said, "I'm
really worried about my son.' You know, you are a politician and
you don't know-do you ask the question or do you not ask the
question? I was up for reelection, so I asked him, "Well, what's
wrong?" [Laughter.]

He said, "My son is 25 years old, and all he can think about is
how to avoid paying taxes." And I told him, "Go to work, pay your
fair share, but don't worry and don't scheme all these things.'

Then he made the telling comment. He said, "You know, I'm
worried about the fact that there might be a generation out there
who feel no responsibility to support the legitimate functions of
government."

Now, I believe that flows in part from the complexity of the
present system. So, we are not 100-percent pure; we don't eliminate
everything; we keep certain things in the Code. But I think, as
Dick said, what has happened is that we have erred grossly on the
wrong side of the ledger, and we need to get the rates down and
make the system a lot fairer.

Senator MA7SUNAGA. Thank you, Senator. Thank you very much,
and I congratulate you both.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
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Now we will hear Congressman Kemp and Senator Kasten.
Congressman Kemp will go first, as Senator Kasten is over

voting.
Congressman KEMP. Do you mean I wasn't going to go first

before? [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Let me say one thing, Jack, about your plan,

that I highly admire. There is much in it to be admired, but I par-
ticularly appreciate the way you treat employee benefits. It very
much comports with my views of the fact that these are basic bene-
fits for middle income and lower income taxpayers; these are not
perks for corporate presidents. You have not taxed them, and I
think that is a very wise position. Go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF HON. JACK F. KEMP, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. KEMP. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you not only for your
comments today about not taxing fringe benefits, but also for your
long-time position on the issue. I agree with you on this, and I
think it is an issue important to blue-collar working men and
women.

As I think Senator Bradley pointed out, the reason that social
policy is inseparable from the Tax Code is that the income tax code
affects every single human being in this country and obviously that
makes it a social issue in and of itself. Those working men and
women, who have negotiated contracts to provide against risks to
their health and lives, predicated upon certain aspects of the Tax
Code, it seems to me that was good social policy.

I want to commend you for your effort in this area and say that I
agree with Bob Packwood and, strangely enough, Lane Kirkland of
the AFL-CIO.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. KeMP. I also want to thank you also for holding the hear-

ings. I really think it is important to highlight aspects of the vari-
ous plans, and I want to pay my public tribute to Bill Bradley and
Dick Gephardt for advancing tax reform as far as they have.

I don't think tax reform began with any one person or any one
bill. Ronald Reagan had something to do with it in 1981, when we
dropped the rates by 25 percent and cut the 70 percent bracket to
50, but it was done on a bipartisan basis, Mr. Chairman, as you
know, and I think that is the spirit we have to have if there is to
be any restructuring of the U.S. Tax Code in 1985, which I favor
and I think you do. And Congressman Rostenkowski, the Demo-
cratic Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, has also ex-
pressed his agreement.

I am encouraged, Mr. Chairman I think we can do it in 1985.
And certainly your efforts and support and thoughts and hearings
are absolutely critical to this whole process.

The one other comment I wanted to make is that there is too
much talk about winners and losers, Mr. Chairman. We want the
economy and the American people to be the winner. And I hope
that we stop looking at this as zero-sum, assuming that one gains
only at someone else's expense. It seems to me that we all have a
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big stake in how this-economy performs and how we can ericourage
labor and capital and the family to move forward.

I have submitted my statement for the record. I have cut way
down, which is unlike me in testifying, As I said, I really appreci-
ate this chance to testify, Mr. Chairman. I applaud your commit-
tee, Bill and Dick, and also Jim Baker and Don Rean. It is going
to take the President's personal efforts, and I think it is going to be
there. My friend Bill Bradley always says, "If Ronald Reagan gets
involved.' Well, he is involved. He helped start it and move it for-
ward, and I am convinced after my talks with him, and I know you
have had some, too, that the President is going to endorse not just
the cause of the restructuring of the Code, but he is going to ad-
vance a particular bill-I think it will be an amalgamation of those
that are Zing discussed.

As the author of Kemp-Kasten along with my colleague Bob
Kasten-who is over in the Senate right now voting-I just want to
say that I think we can come up with a pro-growth, pro-family, fair
and simple tax system for the American people. They will be the
winners.

I would like to outline just briefly some of the advantages of the
Kasten-Kemp bill-that's what Bob would have said.

We give a large break to the working poor, Mr. Chairman. A
family of four under Kemp-Kasten would not pay any tax, up to
$14,125 of income. I think that is very important. The poverty level
next year for a family of four is about $11,500. The reason that we
have removed the working poor from the Federal income tax rolls,
Mr. Chairman, is that right now if a woman on welfare takes a job
and she has two or three children, she has to earn about $15,000 to
$16,000 in pretax income to get the equivalent of an $8,000 to
$9,000 transfer payment income, which as you know is not taxed.
So we have created such a disincentive that it has raised that first
rung of the ladder, and both Bob Kasten and I believe that wp
should remove those families up to about 125 percent of poverty
level.

We also provide the most relief for the traditional family with
children. We double the personal exemption to $2,000. My friend
Bill Bradley and Dick Gephardt keep the child exemption at
$1,000, and the Treasury has talked about $1,800. I don't know
what the final product would be, but I am not much in a compro-
mising mood on this issue, because had the personal exemption
been indexed to the share of per capita income that it represented
to the American family in 1948 many people observe that it would
be close to $5,600 for every single dependent in America today. In-
dexing for inflation alone, it would have to be over $2,500. Dou-
bling it to $2,000 and indexing it will make up in part for that de-
valuation, if you will, of the American family.

The Kemp-Kasten bill increases the value of deductions for home
mortgage, for property taxes, contributions to charity, and the per-
sonel exemption itself. We allow for the full write-off of the proper-
t tax, the full write-off of charitable contributions, and of course
the child exemption. The value of these deductions is generally re-
duced under Bradley-Gephardt and the other plans.

Our plan is now the only one that increases the earned income
tax credit. It relates the credit to the family size and modifies it to
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significantly reduce the high marginal tax rate that really consti-
tute, Mr. Chairman, the poverty trap in America.

We also have the lowest top tax rate. It is about 28 percent.
Bradley-Gephardt is 30, the Treasury-1 is 35, and I understand that
Treasury-2 is also 35. I am willing to compromise at 28 . I said
that, with tongue in cheek, but I am very serious in suggesting that
we have got to get the personal rates low enough to make up for
the loss of certain deductions. I would prefer no higher than 30,
and I think Bill Bradley prefers 30. I would hope that we could get
it down to 28.

The Kemp-Kasten--whoops, here comes Senator Kasten. The
"Kasten-Kemp" bll-

aughter.]
r. KMPE [continuing]. Has the lowest top capital gains rate. I

think both Bob and I believe that the venture capital markets, the
entrepreneurial sector of this economy, the people, the men and
women who create jobs, require some differential. We offer an
option of indexing instead of the exclusion, but Bob and I both be-
lieve the top rate should be closer to 17 or 20 than to tax it as ordi-
nary income. And as you know, Bradley-Gephardt and Treasury-1
tax capital gains as ordinary income at 30 percent and 35 percentrespetively.

The Kasten-Kemp bill has reduced and graduated tax rates for
small business, 15 percent and 25 percent for those businesses that
earn less than $100,000 of taxable corporate income.

We don't tax fringe benefits such as medical and life insurance. I
think that is an important blue-collar issue as does my colleague
Bob Kasten. And we reduce the very high marginal tax rates on
senior citizens. I don't need to go into it, but ever senior American
knows what happens at a low level of income, with Social Security.
There is a huge tax rate on their income, and we significantly and
dramatically reduce that high marginal tax rate on senior Ameri-
cans.

We have debated depreciation since 1981, Mr. Chairman, and
Senator Kasten and I believe that we should not change the depre-
ciation schedules to where we interfere with the legitimate plans to
modernize the equipment and technology and the plant and ma-
chinery of the industrial sector of the economy. Bob and I think we
have come up with a very innovative way of solving the dilemma.
As you know, Treasury-1 stretches depreciation out to up to 65
years; Bradley-Gephardt stretches depreciation schedules out to
almost 45 years. Senator Kasten and I have what we call the
"NCRS," Neutral Cost Recovery System. It is the economic equiva-
lent of first-year expensing, Mr. Chairman, and in effect it allows
for extra writeff with indexing, which provides for a way to get
economic equivalent of expensing, without the upfront revenue
cost. So it is something we have asked the Treasury to look at as a
way of combining incentivies for investment with neutrality among
investments.

Let me skip to my conclusion. As I said earlier, the Treasury is
uttforward what will commonly be called 'Treasury-2" or per-

haps even "Reagan-i." There has been considerable discussion
though nothing that I would call negotiation, among the principal
proponents of tax reform about what that proposal should contain.
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The specific details of that proposal are not yet public, but it is in-
creasingly clear that on a number of issues Treasury-2 would be
substantially improved over Treasury-1.

I am concerned however, as I said earlier, Mr. Chairman, about
what I consider the two most important unresolved issues: The
maximum tax rate on personal income, and the size of the personal
exemption.

Tax reform involves a tradeoff-lower tax rates and the broaden-
ing of the tax base. And it is important that most typical taxpayers
gain more than they give up from tax reform. The original Treas-
ury plan contained a top rate of 35 and a personal exemption of
$2,000, and according to news reports the draft of Treasury 2 tenta-
tively has a 35-percent top rate and an exemption of about $1,800.
If this is the case the top rate will be too high, Mr. Chairman, and
the exemption too low.

There is another important consideration. In high tax rate States
like New York-and there are others, like Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Michigan, and California-the typical taxpayer will come out
ahead of the Federal tax rate is no higher than 28 or 30 percent
and the exemption is $2,000.

Senator CHAFEE. That is based upon the assumption that you
repeal the deductibility of the State and local taxes?

Mr. KEMP. Yes. Every deduction, Mr. Chairman, every credit,
every gimmick in the Tax Code is in there for one basic reason, to
protect the taxpayer against the effects of a high marginal tax rate
on his or her income. But to make the tradeoff worthwhile, the
rates have to be low enough. And I am pleased that Bob and I, and
indeed Senator Bradley and Bob and I, agree that the whole pur-
pose should be in simplification to get the personal rates as low as
possible to make the tradeoff worthwhile. And I am announcing,
along with Bob, that so far the top rates that have emerged from
Treasury 2 appear to us to be considerably higher than they need
to be or should be.

So, if we can get the personal exemption up to $2,000 immediate-
I and get the top tax rate or maximum rate down to 30 or 28, I
think there is going to be unanimity on the center left and center
right of the political aisle. There will be many issues yet to discuss,
but I am particularly pleased to advance what I consider to be the
very best modified flat tax plan in America today, notwithstanding
some of the very fine plans that have been introduced by our col-
leagues.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Congressman Kemp. We
appreciate your taking the time to be here.

Senator Kasten?
[Congressman Kemp's written testimony follows:]

49-443 0-85-6
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TESTIMONY BEFORE TIT-SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
BY CONGRESSMAN JACK KEMP (R-NY)

Washington, D.C.
Thursday, May 9, 1985

THE CASE FOR KEMP-KASTEN

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance Committee, I
am grateful for this opportunity to testify in favor of
comprehensive federal income tax reform.

Mr. Chairman, until recently the main question about tax
reform was whether we would have it at all. But now it is clear,
even to opponents of tax reform, that there is a broad,
bipartisan consensus to lower tax rates and simplify the tax
code. I am convinced that Congress can, must, and will pass a
good tax reform bill this year. The proponents of tax reform --
Senators-Bradley and Kasten, Congress-an Gephardt and myself, the
Treasury -- have begun working, as has this committee and the
Senate Finance Committee, toward achieving a 'good consensus tax
reform bill.

This remarkable consensus has been made possible by the
unshakable resolve of tax-reform advocates, on both sides of the
aisle, not to split up the tax reform posse before we got into
town. As we have said many times, the points on which we agree
are more important than the points on which we disagree. All of
us can agree on four main principles: tax reform should be
revenue-neutral, it should not significantly shift the tax burden
among income classes, it should increase economic incentives and
efficiency, and above all, tax reform should encourage economic
growth.

Now that it is clear that there wi l l be tax reform, it is
appropriate to focus on the specific details that will make for
the best consensus bill.

In the world of tax economists, there are two competing
consistent theories of tax reform -- the comprehensive income
tax, and the consumption tax. Yet of the three major tax reform
proposals on the table -- Bradley-rephardt, Kemp-Kasten, and the
Treasury plan -- none is a either a pure flat income tax or a
pure consumption tax.

The reason is that both the pure flat income tax and the
pure flat consumption tax violate some of the objectives I
mentioned earlier. Briefly, a pure flat-rate comprehensive income
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tax, if it is revenue neutral, tends to shift the tax burden from
the top to the bottom of the income scale; it can also have even
more of a bias against saving than current law. A pure
consumption tax, which defers the tax on investment income, has
an even worse distributional problem because so much saving is
done by upper income taxpayers. And a consumption tax tends to
discriminate against certain taxpayers, such as families with
children, who must consume more than other taxpayers with an
equal income.

In order to overcome some of these difficulties, each of the
three major tax reform plans is a hybrid of the two "pure"
approaches. But each has its own unique mixture, and within the
broad-political agreement on principles of tax reform, there can
be surprising differences in philosophy. The purpose of my
testimony today is to outline the philosophy behind Kemp-Kasten
and to outline some of its advantages for American families.

KEMP-KASTEN: GENERAL OUTLINES

All of the tax reform plans lower tax rates and simplify the
tax code. But there are two distinguishing characteristics of the
Kemp-Kasten "Fair and Simple Tax" (H.R. 2222, S. 1006).

First, Kemp-Kasten has given more attention to the total tax
rates which result from government policies, including but not
limited to the federal income tax. it's the total tax rate that
affects people's decisions to work, save, invest, and so on. When
you think about it, the real problem with a pure flat-rate tax is
not that it isn't fair, but that it isn't flat. The Social
Security payroll tax is added on top of the income tax, so that a
flat income tax rate means a regressive total tax rate: the
payroll tax starts on the first dollar of wages but stops at
about $40,000. In addition, marginal tax rates are imposed by
means-tested transfer payments, such as welfare benefits, the
earned income tax credit, and even certain rules for Social
Security benefits. When a person has to give up 50 cents in
benefits for every extra dollar of income, it amounts to a 501
marginal tax rate. Our plan looks at the total marginal tax rate
from all these sources whenever possible.

Second, Kemp-Kasten is a pro-family tax reform bill. In
fact, it is the most favorable overall in its treatment of what
might be called investment in human capital. Over the years we
have put in all kinds of tax loopholes to protect various groups
from rising tax rates -- but not the traditional family. Back in
1948, the personal exemption was $600. Despite an increase in
recent years, in constant (1948) dollars the exemption has still
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shrunk to only $237, or to less than two-fifths of its value
almost 40 years ago. Mr. Chairman, we don't believe children
should be treated for tax purposes like so many consumer
durables. They shouldn't be taxed like refrigerators and
sailboats. They are our greatest investment.

In many important respects, Kemp-Kasten was guided by asking
how tax reform would affect the traditional family of modest
means trying to raise children. we also have special provisions
favorable to senior citizens, the working poor, single people and
two-earner couples; after all, a family doesn't stop being a
family when the children grow up and the parents grow old. But
our bill is based on the idea that the family, not the individual
considered in the abstract, is the basic unit of our society.

From both points of view, three of Kemp-Kasten's features
are especially important:

First, there is a flat 24% tax rate on taxable income.

Second, there is a new exclusion: in general, people can
exclude 20% of their wages and salaries up to the amount on which
they pay Social Security tax. The exclusion is phased out by
adding back 20% of income in excess of the maximum Social
Security wage base.

Third, we double the personal exemption to $2,000 for each
taxpayer, spouse, dependent (as wel I as the extra exemption for
the elderly, blind and disabled).

We also retain the current deductions for mortgage interest,
real property taxes, charitable contributions, and catastrophic
medical expenses, as w-e.1l as the tax deferral of all kinds of
retirement saving. We also retain the exclusion for employer-
provided health and life insurance. Many of the other tax
preferences in the tax code are eliminated. The exemptions and
zero bracket amounts are indexed for inflation.

Summary of advantages. This approach has several major
advantages over progressive income tax rates. It allows a much
higher tax-free income threshold than the other tax reform plans
without greater cost. It also allows a lower marginal tax rate at
the top. It substantially removes the unequal tax rates on labor
and capital income, and results in a virtually flat combined
income and payroll tax rate. Finally, it avoids shifting the tax
burden like a pure flat income tax rate.

Let me explain these advantages by considering their effect
on various taxpayers.
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Wage-earners. For many years upper-bracket taxpayers faced a
higher tax rate on investment than on employment income. This
distinction was removed in the 1981 tax bill. However, there
still exists a distinction between labor and capital income at
middle and lower incomes. Under current law (and the other tax
reform plans) the payrol 1 tax is added on top of the the personal
income tax rate for labor income, but not for capital income.
Therefore the tax rate on workers is higher than the tax rate on
savers. This is true under current law and under all tax reform
plans other than Kemp-Kasten.

For example, in 1986 a non-itemizing single taxpayer earning
$35,006 would pay marginal tax rates of 34% under current law,
26% under Bradley.-Gephardt, and 25% under the Treasury plan, -on
capital income -- but 41% under current law, 33% under Bradley-
Gephardt, and 32% under the Treasury plan on labor income. But
under Kemp-Kasten, because the wage exclusion o ffsets most of the
payroll tax, the same taxpayer would pay 24% on capital income
and 26% on labor income -- almost the same. (Graph 1)

For a similar reason, there are regressive and irregular
federal tax rates on wages and salaries. Since the payroll tax
base stops at about $40,009, the marginal tax rate on labor
income can be higher at a lower than a higher income level, under
both current law and the other tax reform plans. Viewed by income
level, the combined marginal tax rate structure above the income
tax threshold behaves as follows. Current law: the tax rate
starts at 18%, rises to 41%, falIs to 34%, then rises to 50%.
Bradley-r-ephardt: the tax rate starts at 21%, rises to 37%, then
falls to 30%. Treasury plan: the tax rate starts at 22%, rises to
42%, then falls to 35%. Under Kemp-Kasten, the income and payroll
tax rates are co-ordinated, so that the tax rate starts at 26%
for labor income, 24% for capital income, and ends at 28% for
both.

The working Poor. Right now, families living in poverty pay
rather -- tiff rates of federal income tax. The poverty level in
1985 is $11,101 for a family of four (it will probably be more
than $11,590 next year), while the income tax threshold for a
family of four is $7,700 (or $9,436 including the earned income
tax credit). Much of the worst impact of inflationary bracket
creep has been felt by low-income families, who used to be exempt
from income tax but have been swept on to the tax rolls by
inflation. The tax disincentives are compounded because in many
cases the disposable income obtainable through transfer payments
for not working is almost as great as or even greater than after-
tax wages at a comparable income. This is the famous "poverty
trap."

Kemp-Kasten addresses this problem in several ways. One way

49-44 0-85-?
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is significantly to raise the tax-free threshold of income. The
income tax threshold for a family of four is raised to $11,890
under the Treasury plan, and $11,50 under Bradley-Gephardt, or
just about to next year's poverty line. But under Kemp-Kasten the
tax-free level of income for a family of four is raised to
$14,125 (Graph 2). For a single taxpayer, the income tax
threshold is $5,756 under Kemp-Kasten, compared with $4,80 under
the Treasury plan, $4,6gg under Bradley-Gephardt, and $3,436
under current law. Under Kemp-Kasten, the income tax threshold
for a retired couple is raised from $7,766 to $14,125, and for a
retired single person from $4,476 to $8,256. The income tax
threshold for a single parent with two dependents is increased
from $5,726 (not iriluding the earned income tax credit) to
$11,569. This removes about 1.5 million of the lowest-income
taxpayers from the tax rolls, and indexing will keep them off the
rolls for as long as they are poor.

Another Kemp-Kasten change which cuts high effective
marginal tax rates at low incomes, is to modify the earned income
credit. Under current law, the earned income credit is 11% of
earned income up to $5,666. The maximum credit of of $556 is
phased out by reducing the credit by 12-2/9% of income in excess
of $6,566. This makes the credit disappear at $11,666. Phasing
out the credit adds a marginal tax rate of 12-2/9% to the usual
tax rate; and since the bottom income tax brackets overlap the
phaseout range of the earned income tax credit, this can result
in fairly high effective marginal tax rates at low incomes, under
current law and under the other tax reform plans. For example, a
single head of household earning $16,666 with one dependent faces
a marginal income tax rate of 26% under current law and under
Brad ley-Gephardt, and 27% under the Treasury plan, plus the 7%
payroll tax rate and the 501-75% effective marginal tax rates
from foregoing transfer payments.

Kemp-Kasten makes three important modifications to the
earned income tax credit which address these problems.

First, we tie the EITC to the Social Security payroll tax
rate. This raises the credit from 11% to 14.3% in 1986. The
percentage will increase with the payroll tax rate in later
years. This recognizes that the RITC is not welfare -- it is a
refund of taxes actually paid by workers with families.

Second, we relate the size of the EITC to family size. Right
now, the credit is the same for a7family of two as for a family
of four or five. Kemp-Kasten gives a larger credit for a larger
family. This is done by starting to phase out the credit at
$4,50 for a family of two, at $5,666 for a family of three, and
at $5,56 for a family of four or more.
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Third, Kemp-Kasten lowers the high marginal tax rates on the
poor by raising the tax-free level of income and phasing out the
EITC before that level is reached. For example the credit is
phased out at about $8,800 for a family of two, which is just
below the $9,000 level at which a single head of household with
one.child starts paying income tax. The credit is phased out at
$10,750 for a family of four, which is below the income tax
threshold of $14,125 for a traditional family of four.

This important feature -- eliminating the overlap between
the EITC and the bottom tax brackets -- reduces effective federal
marginal income tax rates on the working poor by about one-
quarter below current law and the other tax reform plans (Graph
3). Kemp-Kasten also indexes the earned income credit for
inflation, for the first time.

Important as the "poverty trap" is, cutting high effective
marginal tax rates alone will not magically cure poverty. The
more we understand about the causes of poverty, the more we are
drawn to the conclusion that it has at least as much to do with
the stability of families as with after-tax income. While this
question goes far beyond the realm of tax policy, I believe that
the "pro-family" aspects of Kemp-Kasten, which I will describe in
a moment, should be considered as an integral part of its anti-
poverty strategy.

Lowest too marginal tax rate. Besides having the highest
tax-free leve ofincoime at T-e---bottom, Kemp-Kasten has the
lowest marginal tax rate at the top. Kemp-Kasten raises about the
same amount of revenue in static terms from taxpayers over
$100,00 as the Treasury plan, despite a much lower top marginal
tax rate -- 28t instead of 35%.

This is due in large part to the flat rate and disappearing
wage exclusion. The exclusion effectively lowers the marginal tax
rate from 24% to 19t below about $40,900, while phasing out the
exclusion effectively raises the marginal tax rate from 24% to
about 28% above $40,000. However, Kemp-Kasten raises more revenue
and results in greater progressivity of the tax burden than an
ordinary system of progressive tax rates of 19t and 28%, for two
reasons.

First, the exclusion applies to wages and salaries, but not
generally to interest and dividends. As I mentioned, this offsets
the payroll tax and equalizes the tax rates on labor and capital
income. This raises more revenue from a number of sources of non-
wage income than an ordinary system of progressive tax rates.

Second, deductions and exemptions are deducted against the
24% flat rate, even when the effective marginal tax rate is 19%

i
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or 28t. This increases the value of deductions below about
$40,009, and reduces them slightly above $40,000, compared with
the effective marginal tax rate. The result is greater
progressivity in the tax burden than would result from an
ordinary system of progressive tax rates.

Families with children. ALcording to Treasury economist
Eugene Steuerle, t-he dast c erosion of the personal exemption
by inflation has caused taxes to rise almost twice as fast for
families with children as for other taxpayers since the second
World War. If the personal exemption had been indexed for
inflation since 1948, it would have to be more than $2,5gg today.
Instead, it is only $1,040 in 1985.

However, the value of the personal exemption depends not
only on its size, but also on the nature of its deductibility.
For example, the same $1,g04 exemption under current law is worth
$114 in the bottom tax bracket, but $520 in the top tax bracket.

Bradley-Gephardt increases the exemption for adults to
$1,600, but reduces the exemption for dependent children from
$1,040 in 1985 to $1,000 in 1986. Because of the higher bottom
tax rate, the value of the exemption for each child rises a bit
from $114 to $140 a year, though Bradley-Gephardt repeals
inflation-indexing. Since the Bradley-Gephardt plan allows the
exemption only against the 14% bottom tax rate, the exemption is
worth $140 for all taxpayers, including those in the 26% and 30%
tax brackets. This represents a reduction of the tax value for
the exemption in the top bracket from $520 to $140.

The personal exemption is worth $2,000 and indexed for
inflation under both Kemp-Kasten and the Treasury plan. But
because of the different rate structures, the effect of the
$2,000 exemption is different under the Treasury plan than under
Kemp-Kasten.

Under the Treasury plan, with tax rates of 15%, 25% and 35%,
the value of each child exemption rises from $114 to $30 in the
bottom tax bracket, but from $520 to $700 in the top tax bracket.
Under Kemp-Kasten, all deductions and exemptions are worth 24
cents on a dollar. Therefore, the value of each child exemption
for a low-income family more than quadruples, from $114 to $480
a year. At high incomes the value of the exemption remains about
the same, $480 compared with $520 under current law (Graph 4).
The increased value of the child exemption under Kemp-Kasten is
concentrated at middle and low incomes. Because the personal
exemption is such a large revenue item, this is another reason
why the top marginal tax rate can be lower under Kemp-Kasten than
under the Treasury plan.
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Homeownership. The Kemp-Kasten philosophy is unabashed in
believing that home-ownership ought to be encouraged. One of the
interesting features of Kemp-Kasten is that it reduces the cost
of homeownership for typical families earning near or less than
the median income.

Our bill retains the deductions for mortgage interest and
real property taxes. And as with the personal exemption, the
value of these deductions is increased at moderate and lower
incomes, though reduced at high incomes. The effective marginal
tax rate on wages is 19%, because of the exclusion, but
deducticis are worth the ful 1 24% flat tax rate. According to the
National Association of Homebuilders (NAHB), Kemp-Kasten would
reduce the cost of homeownership by 3% for a typical family
earning $20,009 a year, while the Treasury and Bradley-,ephardt
plans would increase the cost by 6% and 19% respectively (Craph
S).

incidentally, the treatment of homeownership under current
law and Kemp-Kasten is essentially similar to its treatment under
a consumption tax: families must pay principal out of after-tax
income, bit the imputed rent is not taxed. : do not believe that
tax theory requires us to punish home-ownership.

Investment in human capital. Kemp-Kasten differs
signicantj 'r'o the other tax reform plans in its approach to
investment in human capital. Progressivity plays a role here as
well. With progressive tax rates, ta: deferral of retirement
savings is normally favorable to capital income because a
taxpayer is generally in a lower tax bracket after he retires
than when the deduction is made. Progressivity has the opposite
effect, though, for the few deductions allowed for investment in
human capital, because a person is generally in a low tax bracket
when the investment is made, but the increased value of personal
services push the taxpayer into a higher tax bracket. The Kemp-
Kasten treatment of deductions is therefore more favorable to
investment in human capital than either current law, a
progressive consumption tax, or the other tax reform plans.

Beyond encouraging homeownership, Kemp-Kasten retains the
deduction for real property taxes because the property tax is
almost always devoted to local education. Retaining the deduction
is another way of offsetting the bias against investment in human
capital. And we allow the deduction for interest on education
loans without limit.

Another important difference is that Kemp-Kasten preserves
the exclusions for employer-paid health and life insurance.
Bradley-Gephardt taxes both employer-paid health and life
insurance; the Treasury plan taxes group term life insurance
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premiums and caps the exclusions for health insurance. These
costs could be viewed as depreciation allowances for human
capital. We believe that private rather than public insurance of
risk should be encouraged where possible. When the private sector
is discouraged from providing for such basic needs, the usual
result is to increase the pressure for public provision.

More family issues. Kemp-Kasten seeks to equalize the tax
treatment among families in several ways. Both Bradley-cephardt
and the Treasury plan repeal the child care credit and replace it
with a deduction for child care expenses, which generally helps
only two-earner families with children below school age. Kemp-
Kasten repeals the credit and devotes the extra revenue, in
effect, to helping all families with children by increasing the
personal exemption. Compared with current law, this helps one-
earner families with children more than two-earner families; but
in general the Kemp-Kasten treatment is absolutely more favorable
for all low- and mcderate-income families than either Bradley-
ce.phardt or the Treasury plan. For example, a family of four
earning $15,099, with the second spouse earning a third of the
income and child care expenses totaling 10% of the family's total
income, pays a federal income tax in 1986 of $393 under current
law, $475 under Bradley-Cephardt, $419 under the Treasury plan,
and $168 under Kemp-Kasten. with only one earner and no child
care expenses, the federal tax is $863 under current !aw, $532
under Bradley-Gephardt, $483 under the Treasury pl3n, and $168
under Kemp-Kasten.

In this way, Kenp-Kasten equalizes the treatment of families
with children, regardless of their parents' employment status.
Any other approach seems to imply that the effort of the parent
who stays at home to care for the children is worth less than if
he or she worked outside the hone. It does not seem fair to
recognize the -xpense of earning a second income, but ignore the
cost of giving up a second career, which often goes with the
decision of a spouse to remain at home to raise the children.

At the same time, Kemp-Kasten removes a bias against two-
earner couples, which exists under current law and the other
major tax reform plans. A two-earner family with combined wages
in excess of the Social Security payroll tax base pays a higher
Social Security payroll tax and therefore a higher combined
marginal tax rate than other taxpayers on the same income. Under
Kemp-Kasten, two-earner couples may figure out their 21% wage
exclusions separately and add the two, if this results in a
larger total exclusion. This offsets 5 of the 7 percentage-point
increase in the combined marginal tax rate that occurs under
current law and the other tax reform plans. In a sense, then, the
Kemp-Kasten wage exclusion acts like a second-earner deduction
for married couples.
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Senior citizens. Kemp-Kasten has a number of features which
help senior citizens.

First, Kemp-Kasten increases the personal exemptions for
each senior citizen from $2,38 to $4,900 (which amount is
indexed for inflation). (Bradley-C.ephardt increases the total
exemptions to $2,609, while the Treasury leaves the exemption at
$2,0 0, plus a special credit at low incomes.)

Second, the special rule allowing the 23% exclusion to apply
to all income up to $12,000 (single) or $15,009 (joint) is
designed to protect senior citizens who live mostly from
investment income rather than from wages (which benefit from the
wage exclusion). These amounts are indexed for inflation.

Together, these provisions substantially increase the income
tax threshold for senior citizens -- from $7,700 to $14,125 for a
retired couple, and from $4,473 to $$,258 for a retired single
person.

In addition, reducing the top income tax rate from 50% to
28%, and continuing the exclusion for income from general-
obligation municipal bonds, is beneficial to people whose income
is primarily from investment of lifetime savings.

The deductibility of property taxes is also especially
important for senior citizens. For retired homeowners who have
paid off the mortgage, it is often the largest itemized
deduction. And because the property tax is a tax on capital
rather than on income or consumption, its incidence is greatly
magnified. Assuming a 4% real rate of return, a 2% property tax
is equivalent to a 501 marginal income tax rate. Under current
law, federal deductibility can mean the difference between a 25%
and a 50% income-tax-rate-equivalent.

The "96% bracket." Beyond these general advantages, Kemp-
Kasten addresses a number of anomalies in current tax law which
affect senior citizens, largely due to the lack of co-ordination
between the income tax code and the Social Security system. In
general, in Kemp-Kasten we have tried to reduce excessively high
marginal income tax rates on senior citizens without changing the
basic structure of Social Security.

A combination of tax and benefit provisions can result in
what has been called the "96% bracket" for senior citizens,
though it can actually exceed 100%. These high tax rates are
caused by an interaction of the following provisions:

First, the "retirement test" reduces Social Security
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benefits by 50 cents for every dollar above $7,320 earned by
those between the ages of 65 and 70. This creates, in effect, a
50% marginal tax rate on wages and salaries for Social Security
beneficiaries.

Second, the 1983 Social Security amendments effectively
increased the federal marginal income tax rate on many senior
citizens to at least 150% of the statutory rate. This is because
a taxpayer must add 50 cents in benefits to taxable income for
each dollar of income above a certain threshold of redefined
adjusted gross income -- $25,000 for single taxpayers and $32,000
for married couples -- until one-half of benefits are taxed.

Finally, such taxpayers must also pay ordinary federal,
state and local income and payroll taxes.

For example, a retired couple with $32,000 in adjusted gross
income and $12,900 in Social Security benefits would have been in
the 25 percent federal income tax bracket in 1984 before the new
method of taxing Social Security benefits was enacted. The new
method of taxing benefits effectively pushes the family from the
251 into the 421 bracket on investment income, while the
retirement test adds another 50% marginal tax rate on wages and
salaries. Together with the payroll tax, this results in a 99%
effective marginal tax rate on wages.

Kemp-Kasten eliminates the "96% bracket" in the following
way:

First, thebill would phase out the retirement test, by
cutting the benefit reduction from 50 to 25 cents on a dollar of
earnings immediately, and zero benefit reduction after five
years.

Second, the bill reduces the marginal taxable amount of
Social Security benefits, from 5 to 25 cents per dollar of
income in excess of the adjusted income thresholds, though up to
half of benefits may still be taxed.

For the retired couple I just mentioned, Kemp-Kasten's
provisions reduce the effective marginal tax rate due to the
retirement test from 50% to 25%, then to 0%. The effective
marginal federal income tax rate is cut from 42% to 24%, both
because of marginal tax rate reduction and because of the new
method of taxing Social Security benefits. The combined effective
marginal federal tax rate on this family's wages is ultimately
cut from 99% under current law to 32% under Kemp-Kasten.

INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
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Capital gains. The treatment of capital gains is especially
important for the encouragement of initiative and risk-taking,
which are indispensable to a dynamic economy. The Treasury plan
taxes capital gains as ordinary income but indexes the capital
basis for inflation. Bradley--Gephardt taxes capital gains in full
without indexing. The first version of Kemp-Kasten resembled the
Treasury treatment, except that we had a 251 instead of a 35% top
tax rate on ordinary income and a 10-year transition period
during which taxpayers could choose a 25% capital gains exclusion
in lieu of indexing.

There are two kinds of investors who must be considered, and
no single, simple treatment is likely to make them whole. The
typical investor holds an asset for a long period and receives a
fairly modest real rate of return; for this investor, indexing of
basis is very important to avoid the taxation of capital as
income, as was the case throughout the 1970s. However, the
entrepreneur and the high-risk venture capitalist typically have
a basis in an investment which is very low or even zero, and they
seek a high real rate of return as the reward for successfully
risking their capital. When a stock goes from 50 cents to 10
dollars, indexing the 50 cents doesn't help much. Taxing the gain
as ordinary income would therefore penalize the risk-taker,
especially if the top tax rate rises from 2g% to 35% as under the
Treasury plan.

We decided in our new bill to offer two permanent options.
Under the current version of Kemp-Kasten, in any year, a taxpayer
may elect to have his capital gains taxed as ordinary income with
indexing, or else forego the indexing and receive a 40% exclusion
(or in the case of corporations, a reduced 29% alternative
capital gains rate). With the 40% exclusion, the top marginal tax
rate on capital gains would effectively be reduced from 20% to
about 17% for individuals. I believe this approach is fair both
to the ordinary investor and to the entrepreneur or venture
capitalist.

Corporate provisions. For business, all three major tax
reform plans lower the corporate tax rate into the low 30's, and
repeal the invest-ment tax credit and many other corporate tax
preferences. However, both Bradley-Cephardt and the Treasury plan
move in the direction of depreciation according to the
comprehensive income tax, under which writeoff periods try to
approximate the estimated useful lives of assets. This approach
has been criticized by some for increasing the cost of capital
for new investment, and for increasing the disparities in present
values of depreciation allowances between short- and long-lived
assets.

On the other hand, current law has been criticized because
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the combination of the investment tax credit and the Accelerated
Cost Recovery System (ACRS) depreciation allowances enacted in
1981, when inflation was expected to continue in double digits,
can result in an outright subsidy when the discount rate is low
enough -- that is, the capital cost can exceed the value of
exp3nsing when inflation is low. Yet at higher rates of
inflation, capital cost recovery falls short of expensing, by
amounts which increase with asset class life. Part of this
disparity comes from the fact that not all kinds of investment
qualify for the investment tax credit. And because both ACRS and
the investment tax credit are heavily "frontloaded," current law
has also been criticized for lending itself to tax shelters based
on up-front cash flow rather than economic value.

The first version of Kemp-IKasten kept the current-law
Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS) depreciation, repealed
the investment tax credit and most other corporate tax
preferences, and lowered the top corporate tax rate to 30%, with
a reduced 15% rate for small business below $50,666. This in
itself went a long way toward removing the disparities in
effective tax rates across industries and among different kinds
of investments, while maintaining incentives for capital
formation. However, we found a way to improve upon it.

The new version of the bill cuts the top corporate tax rate
from 46% to 35% and modifies the ACRS depreciation allowances
into something we call the Neutral Cost Recovery System (NCRS).
NCRS is designed to provide the present value of investment
expensing without some of its practical problems. We keep the
same asset classes as ACRS, but the writeoff period is slightly
lengthened and the total writeoff is increased to include
inflation indexing and a 3.5% real rate of return.

For example, the ACRS 5-year class, which includes most
business machinery, becomes six years, but the total writeoff is
increased from 100% of the initial cost to 11l% plus indexing.
Assuming 5% inflation, on a $1,90 investment a company could
therefore write off $1,153 over six years instead of $1,666 over
five years. Similarly, the three-year class for vehicles becomes
four years and the writeoff increases from 10% to 106% plus
indexing; the 18-year class for real estate becomes 25 years and
the total writeoff is 148% plus indexing.

In each case the present value of the depreciation allowance
is equivalent to expensing, assuming a 3.5% real rate of return
on capital, which is approximately the post-war average. Kemp-
Kasten therefore removes both the outright subsidy to new
investment at low rates of inflation, and the bias against
capital investment at high rates of inflation. A study released
in the past week by the Institute for Research on the Economics
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of Taxation (IRET) compared the neutrality of tax treatment of
depreciable investment under various tax plans, and concluded:
"The inflation-indexed N4eutral Cost Recovery System (NCRS)
included in the Kemp-Kasten "FAST" proposal would much more
nearly satisfy the inter-asset neutrality criterion, at any rate
of inflation, than either RCRS (the Treasury plan] or ACRS-ITC
[current lawl. It would also effectively eliminate the prevailing
income tax bias against investment in durable capital. It is an
innovative approach to resolving the problem of the front-loaded
ACRS-tTC without the advsere effects on the cost of capital in
the RCRS (Treasury proposal)."

Since the writeoffs are stretched out, the plan avoids the
up-front revenue costs of pure expensing; frr fact, NCRS would
raise corporate receipts for several years. Because capital cost
recovery under Kemp-Kasten is "backloaded" compared with current
law (after the first year, which uses a half-year convention, the
writeoffs are staightlined in round percentages), NCRS and the
sharply reduced marginal tax rates under Kemp-Kasten reduce the
possibilities for tax shelter while increasing after-tax
incentives for capital investment. This treatment effectively
eliminates the double taxation of corporate income, eliminating
the need for integration schemes which add to the complexity of
the tax code. Finally, industries which face high effective tax
rates under current law because they cannot take advantage of
items like the investment tax credit will benefit substantially
from the reduced corporate tax rates and increased present value
of depreciation for plant.

Mineral industry. The current bill, introduced in April,
retains current law for the domestic mineral industry concerning
intangible drilling costs, percentage depletion allowances, and
mineral development costs. The earlier bill provided NCRS
expensing-equivalent treatment for intangible drilling costs; the
current bill reverts to expensing. Since the economic value of
the two is the same, the change on IDCs affects the timing but
not the total revenues collected. It was made to remove what
seemed a bias against small independent oil producers: it is more
difficult for an independent wildcatter than for a big oil
company to borrow against the prospect of future cash flow.

These changes, though not large in terms of revenue, are
extremely important. The mineral industry is extremely depressed,
and we are still heavily dependent on imported energy -- we spent
$60 billion last year to import foreign oil. More than 60 percent
of our operable drilling rigs are idle. Yet merely to replace
depleting domestic oil reserves we need to drill 100,00 new
wells a year, almost double current rates. The new version of the
bill will be a substantial improvement for the independent
producers who find most of our new oil.
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Small business. Kemp-Kasten has important features for small
business, too. We retain reduced tax rates of 15% up to $50,06,
and 25% from $50,690 to $166,4ge-1rhe-Treasury- has a flat rate of
33%, and Bradley-CGephardt a flat rate of 30%. (Graph 6) Kemp-
Kasten also retains a current-law provision permitting expensing
of up to $16,906 of investment per year.

Revenue considerations. Earlier versions of our bill were
estimated by the Joint Committee on Taxation to be revenue-
neutral in 1985, and distributionally neutral in all income
classes up to $109,36. (There would be static revenue losses --
small in dollar amount -- of about 10% for the income class in
excess-of $166,666.) We do not yet have official estimates for
our new bill, but anticipate that the results will be similar.

One of the main reasons for tax reform is to change people's
incentives, so that they produce, save and invest more than
before. As many reports in the past week have demonstrated, based
on two straight years of evidence, the 1981 tax-rate reduction
has increased the revenues and share of the tax burden paid by
upper-income taxpayers. Lowering excessively high marginal tax
rates has been followed by dramatic increases in reported taxable
i nceom.

For this reason, a well-designed tax reform which was
revenue neutral in a static sense would dramatically reduce the
deficit. A recent study by the Harris Ban' of Chicago reached
the following conclusions:

"By 1996 the leading tax reform proposals would enable the
economy to produce anywhere from $436 billion to $756 billion
(1985 dollars) more output than under the present system ...
Of the major tax reform proposals, the best overall performance
occurs under the Kemp-Kasten plan .... .. mplementing (the Kemp-
Kasten) provisions leads to an additional $756 billioni (1985
dollars) of potential output in 1990 over what would be the case
under present law. The difference represents more than $5,666 of
additional real income per worker in 1990. Beyond 1999 the effect
of compounding results in even more dramatic results .... This
proposal provides the best opportunity of economic stability."

If the Harris Bank study is correct, the additional $750
billion in GNP under Kemp-Kasten would mean more than $146
billion in additional federal revenues and $107 billion in
additional state receipts which could be used for better services
or further tax-rate reduction.
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CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, the time has come for a com prehensive reform
of the federal income tax. k'e need such a reform in the interests
of fairness, simplicity, and economic growth. I believe there
will soon be a bill representing a consensus upon the best
features of the tax reform plans now on the table. I would urge,
Mr. Chairman, that this committee and other interested parties
closely examine the approach we have taken in Kemp-Kasten, and
its advantages for families with children, the working poor#
homeowners and others. For this is where we must begin and end,
Mr. Chairman -- with the American families whose effort, thrift
and initiative are the mainspring of our progress as a nation.
The proper measure of tax reform is how wel l it helps American
families in their daily lives to fulfill their hopes through
their own efforts. I look forward to working with you and your
committee to meet this challenge.

Thank you.
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EXPLANATION OF THE KEMP-KASTEN WAGE EXCLUSION

One of the distinguishing features of the Kemp-Kasten
approach is that, instead of progressive tax rates, there is a
flat rate of 24%, combined with a progressive or "disappearing"
exclusion. In general, a taxpayer excludes 20% of wage and salary
income up to about $40,000, and adds 20% of gross income in
excess of that amount.

Specifically, taxpayers may exclude one-fifth of wages and
salaries up to the amount on which they pay Social Security tax.
This lowers the effective marginal tax rate from 24% to 19.2%, up
to the maximum Social Security earnings level. The Social
Security wage base is expected to be $41,700 in 1986, which would
make the maximum wage exclusion $8,340 in that year. The wage
base is already indexed by law to grow with inflation and real
average wages.

The exclusion figured in this way is reduced at upper
incomes by adding back an amount equal to 20% of a taxpayer's
income in excess of the Social Security maximum taxable earnings
base. The net exclusion is therefore zero at twice the FICA wage
base, or $83,400 in 1986. Just as the exclusion lowers the
effective marginal taC rate at lower inco..es, phasing it out
increases the effective marginal tax rates at higher incomes,
from 24% to 28.8%.

(Earlier versions of the bill had a "notch" when the
effective marginal tax rate fell from 28% to the flat tax rate
once the wage exclusion was completely phased out. Also, the
exclusion permitted for non-wage income was not phased out. In
the new bill, the phaseout applies to both labor and capital
income and generally the net exclusion is negative at incomes in
excess of two times the maximum Social Security tax base; this
effectively keeps the marginal tax rate at about 28% for all
taxpayers above about $40,000.)

There are two special rules. First, taxpayers with wages and
salaries less than $10,000 for single people, or $15,000 for
married couples, may exclude 20% of income from any source up to
those amounts. The $10,000 and $15,000 amounts are indexed for
inflation. Second, two-earner couples with combined wages in
excess of the Social Security wage base may exclude 20% of the
total amount on which they paid the payroll tax. The phaseout
still applies jointly.
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THE EPLYL:.T INCOME EXCLSIO.I: A BP.EAK FOR LCER AND .MIDDLE -'O4i W 'E;,.%ERS
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The Tax Break For Single Parents
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The Do I Iar Value of the Child Exemption
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THE NEURAL COST RECOVERY SYSTEM (NCRS):
CAPITAL COST RECOVERY UNDER KE.MP-KASTEN

The Kemp-Kasten "Fair and Simple Tax" (FAST) modifies the
current-law Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS) to provide
the economic equivalent of investment expensing -- the Neutral
Cost Recovery System (NCRS).

The ACRS depreciation classes are retained. The depreciation
allowances are indexed for inflation. The class lives are
slightly lengthened and the total nominal writeoffs are increased
to provide the present value of expensing. For example, the 5-
year writeoff for machinery is lengthened to 6 years under NCRS,
but the total depreciation allowance is increased from 100 to 1)0
percent of the initial investment (plus inflation-indexing). This
is equivalent to expensing at a 3.5% real rate of return, which
is slightly above the postwar average. [NCRS is more favorable
than ACRS depreciation for real interest rates up to 24% (3-year
property) or 48% (5-year property).)

NCRS is neutral with respect to long-lived and short-lived
investments, unlike current law. It is also neutral with respect
to the relative value of capital assets and consumption goods.
And an expensing-equivalent depreciation schedule effectively
eliminates the double tax on corporate income.

NCRS avoids a drawback of pure expensing: a large up-front
revenue loss which could be recouped only in later years. Though
the cost of capital is lower under NCRS thbAn under current-law
schedules, NCRS is not "front-loaded" like ACRS, and should
raise corporate tax receipts for several yciars.

Aside from instituting NCRS, Kemp-Kasten repeals most
corporate tax preferences, including the investment tax credit,
and cuts the top corporate tax rate from 46% to 35%.

1130185
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AMOUNT OF DEPRECIATION
ALLOIA.JES UrDER NCRS
COMPARED WITH ACRES:

CURRENT 3-YEAR CLASS
(per $1,000 investment)

ACRS NCRS NCRS
Year 3-YEAR 4-YEAR 4-YEAR

0% INFLATION 5% INFLATION

1 $250 $160 $160
2 $380 $300 $315
3 $370 $300 $331
4 $300 $347

Nominal total $1,0 0 $1,060 $1,153
Inflation adjusted total $913 $1,060 $1,060

Present value
0% inflation $963 $1,009
5% inflation $913 $1,000

Asunpt ions:
Real return 3.5%
Inflation 5.0%
Nominal discount rate 8.7%
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AMOUNT OF DEPRECIATION
ALLOqANCES UNDER NCRS
CCI'PARED WI'T ACRS:

CURRENT 5-YEAR CLASS
(per $1,090 investment)

ACRS
YEAR S-YEAR

,CRS
6-YEAR

0% INFLATION

NCRS
6-YEAR

5% INFLATION

1
2
3
4
5
6

Nominal total
Inflation adjusted total

Present value
0% inflation
5% inflation

Assunpt ions:
Real return
Inflation
Nominal discount rate

$150
$226
$210
$210
$210

$106
$206
$200
$20
$20
$200

$106
$216
$221
$232
$243
$255

$1 ,000
$904

$931
$844

$1,100

$1,003

$1Ir260
$1,100

$1,03

3.5%
5.0%
8.7%
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A;J.Mr( OF DEPRECIATION
AL3,.CES UNDER NZRS
CCIJPARP WITH ACRS:

CURRENT 18-YEAR CLASS
(per $1,003 investment)

ACRS
YEAR 18-YEAR

NCRS
25-YEAR

0% INFLATION

NCRS
25-YEAR

5% INFLATION

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
29
21
22
23
24
25

Nominal total
Inflation adjusted total

PRESENT VALUE
0% inflation
5% inflation

Assumptions:
Real return
Inflation
Nominal discount rate

$50
$90
$80
$80
$70
$60
$60
$59
$59
$50
$59
$50
$40
$49
$49
$40
$40
$40
$20

$49
$60
$60
$69
$60
$60
$60
$69
$60
$69
$60
$60
$69
$60
$60
$60
$69
$60
$60
$69
$69
$60
$69
$69
$60

$40
$63
$66
$69
$73
$77
$80
$84
$89
$93
$98

$193
$108
$113
$119
$125
$131
$138
$144
$152
$159
$167
$176
$184
$194

$1,000
$715

$785
$585

$1,480
$1,489

$1,004

$2o844
$1,489

$1,04

3.5%
5.9
8.7%
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STATEMENT OF HON. BOB KASTEN, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF WISCONSIN

Senator KASTEN. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
First of all, we are all pleased to be here this morning, and we

thank you for this hearing to discuss tax reform.
Before I begin, I would like to make one point. I think that the

statement that Jack just made is exactly right. Our approach to
tax reform-the Kemp-Kasten or the Kasten-Kemp approach-for
a fair and simple tax is the best. But, I also believe that many of
the elements in Bradley-Gephardt are good and that a number of
the elements in the Treasury plan are good. The most important
thing, however is that we are all working toward a modified flat
tax. This is more important than any title, than any name, than
any pride of authorship.

Mr. Chairman, while hearings like this tend to emphasize differ-
ences, I think it is very important that we recognize that there is a
movement going on-a kind of populist, conservative movement
going on-President Reagan is going to be personally involved in
this issue, and we are going to make a change in the Tax Code.

The change is not going to be enactment of the Kemp-Kasten
plan, the Bradley-Gephardt plan, the Baker plan, the Reagan plan,
or the Regan plan. It is going to be based the collective work of
people interested in putting together a tax system that has incen-
tives for work, savings, investment, and job creation.

Senator CHAFEE. It was my understanding that Secretary Baker
has consulted with both of you. Is that not so?

Senator KASTEN. We have had a number of meetings with Secre-
tary Baker. We had a number of meetings with Secretary Regan
while he was Secretary. Our colleagues, Bill Bradley and Dick Gep-
hardt, have been included in some of those meetings. They have
also had separate meetings with Secretaries. It is also my under-
standing that there have been meetings with the leadership of the
Ways and Means and Finance Committees. We are all working to-
gether.

The point I want to emphasize is that we are going to have tax
reform this year because everyone will be working together for a
fair and simple tax system with incentives for work, investment,
and savings. That is the direction that all of us are taking, and we
will be successful.

In my statement, I talked about the features of our tax plan-a
single tax rate applied to an expanded tax base, with special provi-
sions for the working poor, for families with children, for home-
owners, for savers, and for small business. In brief, what we are
talking about is a plan that caps the tax rate at 24 percent, doubles
the personal exemption, provides an employment income exclusion
and maintains many essential deductions that are now in current
law.

It is a tax plan designed to provide incentives for work, saving,
investments, risk taking, and economic growth. Our plan also pro-
vides a fair system that discourages those who have mastered the
art of exploiting the Tax Code.

But no matter what plan or hybrid plan is adopted, I think there
are some essential features that must be part of it. In fact, I would
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find it nearly impossible to support a plan that does not include
these basic features:

The first basic feature we must have is revenue neutrality. The
tax modification plan cannot be an excuse, will not be an excuse,
for a tax increase. And I think this is something that all of us-
Bradley, Gephardt, Kemp, Kasten, and Treasury are working
toward. No new tax system should be designed to bring in any
more revenue than the current Tax Code. Of course, we believe in
the long run that tax reform will provide more economic growthand, hence, more revenue to the Federal Treasury. But we cannot
have tax reform as an excuse or as a cover for a tax increase.

The second key point: We must have lower marginal rates.
Lower rates will reduce the disincentives for work, saving, invest-
ments, and risk taking that are also in our current Tax Code. Ideal-
ly, the number of rates should be reduced, as we have done, to a
single low rate or at most three rates. The top rate should be no
more than 30 percent; 28 percent would be preferable. But I would
have great difficulty in supporting any rate that was above 30 per-
cent.

The third key point is that we have got to have protection for
low-income earners. No one below the poverty level should pay
taxes, and many low-income taxpayers should be removed from the
tax rolls. Kemp-Kasten, Bradley-Gephardt, and Treasury all make
an effort at removing lower income taxpayers from the tax rolls.
This can be accomplished by increasing the tax threshhold above
the poverty level. Under Kemp-Kasten, we do this by doubling the
personal exemption, increasing the standard deduction, and with
an employment income exclusion. At the very least, any tax reform
measure must include increasing the personal exemption to $2,000
in order to protect families and the working poor.

Those are the three key elements. There are a couple more that I
would just like to touch on:

First of all, fairness. With our current tax system, depending on
the source of income and, the opportunity to take advantage of cer-
tain tax preferences, taxpayers with the same amount of income
pay very, very different rates and very, very different amounts of
tax. The system is not fair. As Congress passes laws which in one
way or another exclude large amounts of income from the tax base,
higher tax rates must be applied to the remaining income just to
break even. Taxpayers who can't use the preference items to avoid
higher tax rates-and that's about 70 percent of all taxpayers-go
ahead and pay higher and higher taxes. And it is not fair.

The second element is simplicity. Tax reform should eliminate
many of the conflicting rules of taxation and substitute a few basic
rules that everyone can understand. The perception of understand-
ing, the perception of simplicity, is very, very important. Dick Gep-
hardt made the comment earlier today about the person going to
H&R Block and spending $200 to get his short form filled out. But
individual after individual in Wisconsin has come to me talking
about the problems. The Wall Street Journal had an article about
how "Even the IRS doesn't know the rules." They accompanied a
family-armed with the same facts, the same income figures, and
the same deductions-to different IRS offices and were given com-
pletely different tax bills to pay. Even the IRS doesn't have it
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straight. Under the current Tax Code there are as many different
tax codes as there are industries. There is no fair playing field for
businesses, and that also is not fair.

On the whole, tax reform should provide a more neutral and effi-
cient tax system that doesn't target any particular industry or indi-
vidual and that minimizes tax interference in the free market.

Mr. Chairman, that we are all working toward the same goals. I
believe we are going to have tax reform this year, and we will ac-
complish this through the kind of meaningful discussions that are
taking place with this committee this morning. I thank you for the
opportunity of testifying.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you.
(Senator Kasten's written testimony follows:]

P
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TESTIMONY FOR

SENATOR ROBERT W. KASTEN, JR.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

HEARING ON TAX REFORM

MAY 9, 1985

MR. CHAIRMAN, I AM PLEASED TO APPEAR HERE THIS MORNING

TO DISCUSS TAX REFORM. YOU ARE TO BE COMMENDED FOR HOLDING

THIS HEARING, AND FOR GIVING EVERYONE A VOICE IN THE PROCESS

OF REFORMING THE TAX CODE. I AM DELIGHTED TO BE HERE WITH

MY COLLEAGUES WHO HAVE ALSO WORKED HARD ON THE ISSUE, AND

WHO HOPE--AS I DO--THAT A COMPREHENSIVE TAX REFORM PROPOSAL

WILL BE SIGNED INTO LAW THIS YEAR.

THIS HEARING IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT SINCE THE

ADMINISTRATION WILL SOON ANNOUNCE ITS REVISED TAX REFORM

PROPOSAL. OUR PRESENCE HERE SHOWS THAT YOU ARE CLEARLY

EXAMINING ALL ISSUES AND PROPOSALS INVOLVED IN TAX REFORM.

IT IS MY STRONG HOPE THAT BY THE TIME WE HAVE WORKED THROUGH

THE LEGISLATIVEIPROCESS, THERE WILL BE A REAGAN-BAKER-

ROSTENKOWSKI-KEMP-BRADLEY-PACKWOOD-KASTEN-GEPHARDT PLAN FOR

TAX REFORM.
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MR. CHAIRMAN,! BELIEVE THAT WE MUST FORMULATE A TAX

SYSTEM THAT IS FAIRER, SIMPLER. AND LESS OF A BURDEN ON OUR

NATION'S ECONOMY AND TAXPAYERS. OF COURSE, I PREFER THE

APPROACH TO TAX REFORM EMBODIED IN THE KEMP-KASTEN FAIR AND

SIMPLE TAX PLAN.

THE FAIR AND SIMPLE TAX PLAN OFFERS THE BEST FEATURES OF

A FLAT TAX--A SINGLE TAX RATE APPLIED TO AN EXPANDED TAX

BASE--WITH SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR THE WORKING POOR, FAMILIES

WITH CHILDREN, HOMEOWNERS SAVERS, AND SMALL BUSINESSES.

IN BRIEF, OUR PLAN CAPS THE TAX RATE AT 24 PERCENT,

DOUBLES THE PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS, PROVIDES AN EMPLOYMENT

INCOME CREDIT, AND MAINTAINS MANY ESSENTIAL DEDUCTIONS IN

CURRENT LAW.

IT IS A TAX PLAN DESIGNED TO PROVIDE INCENTIVES FOR

WORK, SAVING, INVESTMENT, RISK-TAKING AND ECONOMIC GROWTH,

AND, TO PROVIDE A FAIR SYSTEM THAT DISCOURAGES THOSE WHO

HAVE MASTERED THE ART OF EXPLOITING THE TAX CODE.

BUT, NO MATTER WHAT PLAN--OR HYBRID OF PLANS--IS FINALLY

ADOPTED, THERE ARE SOME ESSENTIAL FEATURES THAT MUST BE PART

OF IT. IN FACT, I WOULD FIND IT NEARLY IMPOSSIBLE TO

SUPPORT A PLAN THAT DOES NOT INCLUDE THESE FEATURES.
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THE ESSENTIAL FEATURES ARE:

1) REVENUE NEUTRALITY. I FIRMLY BELIEVE THAT TAX

REFORM SHOULD NOT BE AN EXCUSE FOR TAX INCREASES. THE

NEW TAX SYSTEM SHOULD NOT BE DESIGNED TO BRING IN ANY

MORE REVENUE THAN THE CURRENT TAX CODE. OF COURSE9 WE

BELIEVE THAT IN THE LONG RUN, TAX REFORM WILL PROVIDE

MORE ECONOMIC GROWTH, AND HENCE, MORE REVENUE TO THE

FEDERAL TREASURY.

2) LOWER MARGINAL TAX RATES. LOWER--AND LESS

PROGRESSIVE TAX RATES--WILL REDUCE THE DISINCENTIVES FOR

WORK, SAVING, INVESTMENT, AND RISK-TAKING THAT ARE

INHERENT IN OUR CURRENT TAX CODE. IDEALLY, THE TOTAL

NUMBER OF RATES SHOULD BE REDUCED TO A SINGLE LOW RATE,

OR AT MOST 3 RATES. THE TOP RATE SHOULD BE 30%, IF NOT

LOWER.

3) PROTECTION FOR LOW-INCOME EARNERS. NO ONE BELOW THE

POVERTY LEVEL SHOULD PAY TAXES, AND MANY LOW-INCOME

TAXPAYERS SHOULD ACTUALLY BE REMOVED FROM THE TAX

ROLLS. THIS CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED BY INCREASING THE TAX

THRESHOLD ABOVE THE POVERTY LEVEL.

UNDER KEMP-KASTEN, WE DO THIS BY DOUBLING THE

PERSONAL EXEMPTION, INCREASING THE STANDARD DEDUCTION,

AND WITH AN EMPLOYMENT INCOME EXCLUSION. IN FACT, UNDER

FAST A WORKING FAMILY OF 4 WOULD PAY NO TAX ON THE FIRST
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$14,125 OF INCOME.AT THE VERY LEAST, ANY TAX REFORM

MEASURE MUST INCLUDE INCREASING THE PERSONAL EXEMPTION

IN ORDER TO PROTECT FAMILIES AND THE WORKING POOR.

THIS FEATURE ALSO HELPS MILLIONS OF AMERICANS GET

OUT OF THE WELFARE TRAP. BECAUSE OF HIGH MARGINAL TAX

RATES, AMERICANS RECEIVING WELFARE PAYMENTS NOW HESITATE

TO TAKE A JOB FOR THE SAME AMOUNT OF MONEY. AFTER

PAYING TAXES, THEY HAVE LESS THAN THEY DID BEFORE THEY

TOOK THE JOB. SINCE FAST RAISES THE TAX THRESHOLD ABOVE

THE POVERTY LEVEL, THE CHOICE BETWEEN WORKING AND

RECEIVING WELFARE IS AVOIDED.

IN ADDITION, I THINK THAT 2 OTHER ELEMENTS THAT ARE MOST

IMPORTANT IN PUTTING TOGETHER A TAX REFORM PLAN. THESE

ELEMENTS ARE:

--FAIRNESS. WITH OUR CURRENT TAX SYSTEM--DEPENDING ON

THE SOURCE OF INCOME AND OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF

TAX PREFERENCES--TAXPAYERS WITH THE SAME AMOUNT OF INCOME

CAN PAY VERY DIFFERENT RATES AND AMOUNTS OF TAX.

AND, AS CONGRESS PASSES LAWS WHICH, IN ONE WAY OR

ANOTHER, EXCLUDE LARGE AMOUNTS OF INCOME FROM THE TAX BASE,

HIGHER TAX RATES MUST BE APPLIED TO THE REMAINING INCOME

JUST TO BREAK EVEN. TAXPAYERS WHO CAN'T USE PREFERENCE

ITEMS TO AVOID HIGHER TAX RATES--AND THAT'S ABOUT 70% OF

THEM--MUST GO AHEAD AND PAY HIGHER AND HIGHER TAXES. IT

ISN'T FAIR.
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--SIMPLICITY. TAX REFORM SHOULD ELIMINATE MANY OF THE

CONFLICTING RULES OF TAXATION, AND SUBSTITUTE A FEW BASIC

RULES THAT EVERYONE CAN UNDERSTAND. UNDER THE CURRENT TAX

CODE, FOR EXAMPLE, THERE ARE AS MANY DIFFERENT TAX CODES AS

THERE ARE INDUSTRIES.

ON THE WHOLE, TAX REFORM SHOULD PROVIDE A MORE NEUTRAL

AND EFFICIENT TAX SYSTEM THAT DOESN'T TARGET ANY PARTICULAR

INDUSTRY OR INDIVIDUAL, AND MINIMIZES TAX INTERFERENCE IN

THE FREE MARKET.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I KNOW THAT MANY PEOPLE ARE CONCERNED THAT

A TAX REFORM WOULD ELIMINATE SOME DEDUCTIONS THAT MOST

MIDDLE INCOME AMERICANS CONSIDER ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL. BUT

A CLOSER LOOK SHOWS THAT THIS ISN'T SO. IN THE KEMP-KASTEN

PROPOSAL WE MAINTAIN THE CURRENT TAX LAW TREATMENT FOR SOME

DEDUCTIONS SUCH AS MORTGAGE AND INVESTMENT INTEREST,

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS, PROPERTY TAXES, ORDINARY BUSINESS

EXPENSES, PENSIONS, AND IRAS.

KEMP-KASTEN ALSO MAINTAINS THE CURRENT LAW TREATMENT OF

SOCIAL SECURITY--WITH MINOR LIBERALIZATION OF THE TAXATION

OF BENEFITS. BUT IN KEEPING THE CURRENT TREATMENT OF SOCIAL

SECURITY, WE WERE CONCERNED ABOUT THE REGRESSIVE NATURE OF

THE PAYROLL TAX. TO MAKE SURE THAT LOW AND MIDDLE INCOME

TAXPAYERS DO NOT FACE A TAX INCREASE AS A RESULT OF THE

49-443 0-85-8
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INTERACTION BETWEEN THE 24 PERCENT TAX RATE AND THE FICA

MARGINAL TAX RATES, WE PROVIDE AN EMPLOYMENT INCOME

EXCLUSION.

THE EXCLUSION ALLOWS TAXPAYERS EARNING LESS THAN THE

WAGE BASE--ABOUT $40,000--TO EXCLUDE 20 PERCENT OF THEIR

WAGE AND SALARY INCOME FROM TAXATION. THIS EXCLUSION

COUPLED WITH THE HIGHER ZERO BRACKET AMOUNTS AND DOUBLED

PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS, WORK TO ACTUALLY LOWER TAXES IN MANY

CASES. THE EXCLUSION IS PHASED OUT FOR INCOME EARNED OVER

THE WAGE BASE.

MR CHAIRMAN, MANY CRITICS OF TAX REFORM FOCUS ON THE

WINNERS AND LOSERS. I THINK THIS IS THE WRONG PERSPECTIVE

FROM WHICH TO EVALUATE TAX REFORM. THOSE WHO MAY LOOK LIKE

WINNERS AT FIRST MAY END UP LOSERS OR WITH NO CHANGE AT

ALL. FOR EXAMPLE, WHILE AMERICANS IN THE UPPER INCOME

BRACKETS WILL HAVE THEIR INCOME TAX BRACKETS REDUCED FROM 50

TO 24 PERCENT, MANY OF THE TAX PREFERENCES THEY NOW USE TO

SHELTER INCOME WILL NO LONGER BE AVAILABLE. THE BIG LOSERS

WILL BE THOSE TAXPAYERS WHO HAVE MASTERED THE ART OF

EXPLOITING THE TAX CODE.

ALTHOUGH FAST IS DESIGNED TO BE REVENUE NEUTRAL IN

STATIC TERMS, WE BELIEVE THAT OVER TIME THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT WILL GAIN MORE REVENUE FROM IT. NOT ONLY WILL WE
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SEE MORE REVENUE FROM A GROWING ECONOMY, BUT PAYING A LOWER

TAX RATE OF 24 PERCENT WILL BE MORE AGREEABLE TO UPPER

INCOME AMERICANS THAN CHASING AFTER SHELTERS.

THIS WOULD BE VERY MUCH LIKE THE REVENUE EFFECT WE ARE

NOW SEEING AS A RESULT OF THE REDUCTION IN THE TOP TAX RATE

FROM 70 TO 50 PERCENT. PRELIMINARY TREASURY DATA SHOWS THAT

TAXPAYERS IN THE UPPER INCOME BRACKETS ARE ACTUALLY

PROVIDING MORE REVENUE TO THE TREASURY.

AS A MODIFIED FLAT TAX, FAST SOLVES MANY OF THE PROBLEMS

INHERENT IN A PROGRESSIVE TAX SYSTEM. PROBLEMS SUCH AS THE

MARRIAGE PENALTY FOR A FAMILY WITH TWO INCOME EARNERS, THE

DISINCENTIVES OF INCREASING MARGINAL TAX RATES AS EARNINGS

RISE, AND BRACKET CREEP JUST DO NOT APPLY. MANY OTHER

LEADING TAX PROPOSALS DO NOT REALLY ADDRESS THESE PROBLEMS.

ON THE BUSINESS SIDE, FAST ALSO PROVIDES INCENTIVES FOR

WORK, SAVING, INVESTMENT, AND BUSINESS ENTERPRISE. THE

TREATMENT OF CAPITAL GAINS IS GENEROUS. THE TOP CORPORATE

RATE IS DROPPED FROM 46 TO 35 PERCENT, AND THE ACCELERATED

DEPRECIATION SYSTEM IS MODIFIED TO PROVIDE THE ECONOMIC

EQUIVALENT OF EXPENSING.

WITH FAST, THE EMPHASIS IS ON REWARDING PROFIT BY TAXING

IT AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE MARGINAL TAX RATE. THE BASE IS

ALSO BROADENED BY ELIMINATING MANY CORPORATE TAX AVOIDANCE

SCHEMES.
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I BELIEVE THAT TAX REFORM REALLY HAS MORE TO DO WITH THE

AVERAGE AMERICAN TAXPAYER. ACCORDING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF

TREASURY, ONLY 30 PERCENT OF ALL AMERICAN TAXPAYERS ITEMIZE

THEIR DEDUCTIONS. THEREFORE, SPECIAL TAX PREFERENCES--AND

WHETHER OR NOT THEY REMAIN AS PREFERENCES--REALLY DON'T

MATTER TO 70 PERCENT OF ALL TAXPAYERS. LOWER TAX RATES,

HOWEVER, DO MATTER TO THEM.

THE AMERICAN TAXPAYERS DESERVE A BREAK FROM HIGH TAX

RATES AND A COMPLEX TAX CODE. IN FACT, A WASHINGTON

POST/ABC POLL DONE EARLIER THIS YEAR FOUND THAT 63 PERCENT

OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE FAVOR CURRENT EFFORTS TO REFORM AND

SIMPLIFY THE FEDERAL TAX CODE.

UNFORTUNATELY, AMERICANS MAY NEVER SEE TAX REFORM,

BECAUSE THE SPECIAL INTERESTS IN WASHINGTON, D.C., ARE

OPPOSED TO IT. THEY HAVE A VESTED INTEREST IN KEEPING THE

CURRENT TAX SYSTEM--AND THE SPECIAL DEDUCTIONS, CREDITS, OR

EXCLUSIONS THAT BENEFIT THEM. THE LAST THING THEY WANT TO

SEE IS TAX REFORM, AND THEY CHARACTERIZE TAX REFORM AS JUST

ANOTHER FEDERAL RAID ON THE WALLETS OF AVERAGE AMERICAN

TAXPAYERS.

AS THIS HEARING INDICATES, THERE IS A GREAT DEAL OF

INTEREST IN TAX REFORM IN WASHINGTON--AND ALL ACROSS THE

COUNTRY. FOR YEARS, WE HAVE ALL RECEIVED LETTERS AND
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POSTCARDS FROM CONSTITUENTS EXPRESSING THEIR IRRITATION,

DISSATISFACTION, AND JUST PLAIN ANGER AT OUR TAX SYSTEM.

THE AMERICAN TAXPAYERS DESERVE A TAX SYSCeM THAT IS FAIR,

SIMPLE, AND YET PROVIDES INCENTIVES FOR SAVING, INVESTMENT,

RISK-TAKING, AND ECONOMIC GROWTH. IT'S TIME FOR AN OVERHAUL

OF OUR CURRENT TAX SYSTEM, AND THE FAIR AND SIMPLE TAX WILL

DO IT.
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Senator CHAFEE. Congressman Kemp, I personally have had

many New Yorkers say to me that the deduction for the State and
local income and personal tax is extremely important. Actually,
they were dealing with Treasury-1 at the time.

Mr. KEMP. That's right.
Senator CHAFEE. If we repeal the deductibility of those, they say

it would create "a desert out of New York City and it would not
long survive." I found that a little bit alarmist, but what is your
answer to that? Obviously you have given a lot of thought to it.

Mr. KEMP. Well, the top tax rate in New York City on personal
income is about 18 percent. If we abolished the Federal income tax,
the disparity between New York City or New York State and other
States would still exist, because it is ultimately caused by their
high tax rates. So, as we move toward modification of the Federal
system-Senator Matsunaga a few minutes ago reminded us that
the rates used to be 91 percent in the United States of America
prior to John F. Kennedy; he brought them down, President
Reagan has brought them down further--

Senator CHAFEE. There was an 8-percent collection fee allowed
under that system. [Laughter.]

Mr. KEMp. But the point is that the State of New York needs a
modified flat tax itself. The State income tax deductibility is re-
gressive. Everybody is criticizing President Reagan for suggesting
that he wanted to reduce the steep progressivity of the U.S. Tax
Code. But I would point out to you, Senator, that the New York tax
code is regressive. Wealthy New Yorkers are paying their State
income tax with 50-cent dollars because they are in the upper Fed-
eral bracket, but working men and women from Buffalo-steel
workers, auto workers, machine tool workers, secretaries, and
teachers-are paying their State tax with 80-, 90-cent dollars. So
the burden of the New York State income tax is falling on the poor
or the working man or woman, and it is being reduced for very,
very high income or wealthier taxpayers.

It seems to me that New York State has an obligation to reduce
its steeply graduated income tax rates, which are discouraging the
investment in new enterprises in our State that is critical to jobs
and moving us out of that welfare trap into an enterprise society.

But, having said that, I have been able to show many of my
friends in New York, most of them-although there is a lot of pain
and gnashing of the teeth over this issue-that they should wat
and see what the final product is. If the top rate is what Kasten
and Kemp would like it, at about 28, then the tradeoff of the State
income tax is a real plus. It wouldn't be if it were 35 percent. I am
suggesting that we wait and see. We don't want to put our feet in
concrete and say that we are not going to support anything; we
want to see what the final product is, and see, Mr. Chairman, if we
can't influence Treasury-2 and President Reagan to bring the top
rate down to something like 30 or below in order to get a more fa-
vorable tradeoff on the State income tax deduction.

Senator CHAFEE. All right.
Now, for individuals you have in effect one rate, for corporations

you have three rates. Why is that, Senator Kasten? Why did you
happen to choose that? Why not go to a flat tax for corporations,
too?
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Senator KAsTEN. We just decided that this is the fairest and best
way to do it. Our plan allows deductability of basic business ex-
penses, but the rate system as we have it is important.

We wanted to make an effort to deal with the differences be-
tween larger and smaller businesses.

I would like to go back, if I could, to one point that Jack was
making. Wisconsin is also a high tax State. In Kemp-Kasten, we
want to have a system with deductions everyone can take advan-
tage of, not just itemizers from high tax States. We want a system
in which deductions are used for, if you will, a "good social pur-
pose In other words, we want to encourage savings, so we keep

and Keogh's. We want to encourage homeownership, so we
keep mortgage interest deductions. We want to encourage charita-
ble contributions, so we keep charitable contributions with no
threshholds. We want to encourage fringe benefit programs, so we
don't allow for their nondeductibility.

We don't necessarily, Mr. Chairman, want to encourage higher
and higher State taxes. Therefore, we don't want incentives in the
tax system for high taxes. I think it makes sense. If we can get the
top tax rate below 30 percent, and the personal exemption to
$2,000, then, even though State and local taxes are no longer de-
ductible, we can prove to the average taxpayer in Wisconsin and
New York that they are better off under this system than they are
under present law.

The Chairman. Senator Symms?
Senator SYMMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Con-

gressman Kemp and Senator Kasten, for your excellent presenta-
tion. I have to tell you that your new additions to your bill certain-
ly have made it a lot more attractive from my perspective. As I
have told both of you, I am in favor of all the tax deductions and in
favor of all the tax rate reductions. [laughter.]

Senator SYMMs. Because I think if we really believe in the philos-
ophy you espouse, the static numbers of Treasury are really rather
meaningless, anyway. In fact, Senator DeConcini and I have intro-
duced the Hall-Rabushka plan, which is a 19-percent tax rate
which truly is the simplified peer version of what you are getting
at.

Mr. KEMP. Right.
Senator SYMMS. There is a question I want to ask that I am very

interested in. First I would like to phrase the question in terms of
my State of Idaho and talk just a little parochial politics.

Our biggest income earner is agriculture, then forest products
and minerals are second in line as far as importance to the States.
But another very, very large industry in our State is second
homes-Sun Valley, ID, for example. There are 10 counties in
Idaho that have over 20 percent of the homes in the counties as
second homes. What would you anticipate is going to happen to
some of these areas if we change the tax system.

In other words, my concern has been, and my reluctance to jump
on board with your bill, that with agriculture down, the forest
products industry sick, minerals industry sick, the last thing left is
the tourist industry, and we can't afford to have something happen
in the tax system that would cause people not to invest in McCall,
Cordelain, Sun Valley, and these wonderful places for recreation.
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What would happen, in your view, if this proposal were accepted?
Do you allow the deduction on the second homes?

Senator K.mN. In the area of deductibility of mortgage inter-
est, there are differences between Treasury-I, Kemp-Kasten, and
Bradley-Gephardt. In Kemp-Kasten, the mortgage interest for that
second home is deductible without any limit.

The Treasury made an effort in Treasury-1 to limit the mortgage
interest deduction to the principle residence.

Senator SYMMS. So you have second-home deductions, then?
Senator KASTEN. We have second-home deductions.
Senator SYMMS. OK, the next question, because I am going to

run out of time here, but I am going to go back in the second
round. But you have the second-home deduction in?

Senator KAmN. We do.
Senator SYMMS. And that is a 24-cent dollar that you are talking

about deducting?
Senator KA&Sr. That's right.
Senator SYMMS. That's one good thing about all of these; the de-

ductions are less important anyway, because the rate is lower.
But the second point: Kemp-Kasten Neutral Cost Recovery

System, NCRS-now, I have been one of those people, I guess, that
thought that ACRS has really been good for the country. Now, they
can talk about "tax-driven investments," but I can take you to
Idaho and show you brand new, modern potato warehouses and
packing plants that weren't there before 1981, that have been built
because of the incentives that are built into the ACRS system. I
favor 100-percent expensing. That is one of the reasons why I intro-
duced the Hall-Rabushka plan, because it gives 100-percent expens-
ing up front with unlimited carry-forward.

Senator KASTEN. Right.
Senator SYMMS. OK. Tell me how this works specifically. Let's

say you've got a potato-farming growing and Packing -operation,
and a person wants to build let's say a million-dollar packing facili-
ty to store and pack potatoes. Tell me how it would work.

Senator KASTEN. All right. Right now he can write it off over-
what-18 years.

Senator SYMMS. But all the equipment inside the building gets 5
years.

Senator KASmTN. Yes.
Senator SYMMs. And the way they do these things, most of it is

all equipment inside, and there is just a little shell around the out-
side. I mean, you understand that.

Senator KATN. Right.
The Treasury-1 would write it off over 65 years. That is ridicu-

lous.
Senator SYMMS. That is a disaster. I mean, I am 47; I am not

going to invest in anything that takes that long. [Laughter.]
Mr. KEMP. I am trying to save that investment.
Bradley-Gephardt would write it off over about 40 years. Kasten-

Kemp would write it off over 25 but allow for 148 percent of the
cost to be written off, and it would be indexed for inflation; this
provides the economic equivalent of expensing without the first
year cost. In effect, we are getting the expensing you want without
the upfront costs.
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Senator SYMMS. OK. Go back through that again, a little slower.
The guy builds the warehouse.

Mr. KEMP. He writes off 148 percent of his cost over 25 years,
and it would be indexed.

Senator SYMMS. So he can write off $1,480,000, divided by 25.
Mr. KEMP. So the effect of the extra write-off, if it is indexed for

inflation, is the economic value or equivalent of writing off 100 per-
cent the first year, but without the huge cost of going from the
ACRS right now to expensing.

Now, incidentally, Dan Rostenkowski, the chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee in the Democratic-controlled House, advo-
cated in 1981 a 100-percent expensing--a 30-percent cut in the cor-
porate rate and 100-percent expensing phased in over 5 years. I
think there is an emerging consensus that depreciation schedules
should be shortened, and indexed, and move toward encouraging
investment not only in a plant in Idaho but in mineral extraction,
or energy development, or a new plant and machinery and equip-
ment in Buffalo, NY, so we can create some more jobs in-this coun-
try.

Senator SYMMS. My time has expired; but, Mr. Chairman, when
we get to the second round I want to go back to this point to get it
clear as to how it affects some other industries.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Wallop?
Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I might just say one thing in addition to the response, and it will

be developed further, that this incorporates the concept that was
originally introduced by Treasury into the Tax Code of the time
value of money, and that is the 148 percent over that period of
time. So, that is where you get the economic equivalent of expens-ing, I think.Mr. KzMP. Right.

Senator WALLOP. Let me just say that I welcome both Congress-
man Kemp and Senator Kasten here, and I am pleased to be a co-
sponsor of that legislation, because I think, of all the plans, it has
the most opportunity to provide the country with a genuine eco-
nomic explosion.

One of the problems that I have, and I don't know how we will
ever get over it, is that Treasury revenue estimates are always
static. The most perverse example of that is that if you raise the
capital gains tax, you raise receipts to the Federal Government,
and clearly that has not been the case. But on a static model, it is
the only defensible case.

I think that one of the problems that we face, those of us who
are.in favor of the Kemp-Kasten approach, is the Treasury static
projections of revenue. How we get around that, I don't know, but I
have a significant faith that this will peel off an enormous layer of
inhibition in the American economy that will generate revenue.

Senator SyMMS. The way to get around it is to give up revenue
neutrality.

Senator WALLOP. One level of revenue neutrality. I don't think I
would want to go to the other way of raising revenue.

Jack, I would like to ask you a question, because I think it is im-
portant in this whole business, and that is that the tax obligation
of an individual finally comes down to one reality and that is the
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marginal rate. In your opinion, is there still a great deal of incen-
tive to tax avoidance at a marginal rate that is as high as Treas-ury35?r. KEMP. Under current law?

Senator WALLOP. Under current law or in the Treasury proposal.
I mean, is it still an incentive to tax avoidance at a rate that high?

Mr. KEMP. Well, you are talking about the 35-percent rate that
has been bandied about in the papers, I assume.

Senator WALLOP. That's right.
Mr. KEMP. Well, the 35-percent rate is certainly an improvement

but it's not enough. I give the President and Baker and Regan and
my colleagues Bradley and Gephardt credit. I mean, let's face it, 25
years ago the top rate was 90, then it went to 70, then it went to
50, now we are talking about 35. It is an incredible debate in Amer-
ica that the Democratic Party and the Republican Party are debat-
ing whether the top rate should be 30 or 25. We have come a long
way. So I want to give credit where credit is due.

But the point I made earlier, Senator, is that the 35-percent rate,
if you take out the property tax and take out the personal income
tax deductibility, is frankly, for many States in this country, a
problem. It causes not only political problems, but it will manifest
itself in a higher avoidance of taxable sources of income and thus
force apple into what Senator Bradley talked about, that young
boy who is 25 years of age who spends his whole business career
trying to figure out how to look for the tax consequences of a par-
ticular decision. That is a shame. I would imagine that most of our
sons and daughters spend an awful lot of time-my son plays pro
football and my daughter is teaching school. I can tell you, they
both spend too much time looking for the tax consequences from
their income, and what to do with it. I think that is a shame in this
country. So I don't think 35 percent is low enough.

I would just like to put a footnote on my answer by suggesting
that onegood study of the econometric effects of Kemp-Kasten was
done by Harris Bank.

Senator WALLOP. By who?
Mr. KEMP. Harris Bank-Chicago.
Senator WALLOP. Yes.
Mr. KEMP. They said implementing the Kemp-Kasten provision

would lead to an additional $750 billion of output by 1990, over
what would be the case under present law. That represents more
than $5,000 of additional real income per worker by 1990. That is a
dynamic impact upon the economy and upon the income of the
working man and woman.

Senator WALLOP. It has a real impact on revenue, too.
Mr. KEMP. Yes, it means $140 billion of revenue for the Federal

Government and over $100 billion more for the States.
The good sense of the American people knows well that if we can

increase the national income of our economy, revenues will rise.
They know it. The problem is here in Washington, with static-ori-
ented old-guard Democrats and Republicans, who have not yet
come to grips with the fact that the tax system is, as you pointed
out, Senator, a disincentive to the most productive use of human
and physical resources.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you.
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The CHAIRMAN. At what level do the deductions become almost
irrelevant? If you had a sliding scale of 5 to 15 percent, would de-
ductions at that stage make much difference, whether you had
them or didn't have them?

Senator KASTEN. Obviously, as you get lower and lower they
have less and less. But take, for example, the president of Dart-
mouth College who is concerned about this issue of charitable con-
tributions. A number of people were saying that lowering the rate
to 25 percent would eliminate much of the incentive for charitable
contributions. But he said, "No, I'm for tax reform." He stood up at
a press conference along with a couple of leading business people,
and whatever.

I don't know if a 20-percent rate or a 15-percent rate or a 5-per-
cent rate or a 1-percent rate make deductions irrelevant. Obviously
at one point the whole thing becomes meaningless. But I think a 25
percent-rate and a 20-percent rate up to $40,000 of earned income
makes sense, and I think that that is where the rate should be.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you are both to be complimented. And
Jack's right: To consider that we are now talking about 35 versus
25 versus 50 is a giant step forward from where we were. You both
deserve a great deal of credit for getting us there.

Let us talk about revenue neutrality again, not necessarily
among businesses or between businesses or between businesses and
individuals. But would you be willing to move to a kind of a fur-
ther expansion of a tax like Senator Roth's, his business transac-
tions tax, or some other consumption tax, if its sole purpose was
used to further lower individual rates?

Mr. KEMP. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Why?
Mr. KEMP. No. No, no, no, no, no, Senator, Mr. Chairman, please.

That is a diversion. It would be a vehicle for a tax increase. That
would be basically a value-added tax on the United States of Amer-
ica. The value-added tax has helped put a blanket on the incentive
for the European economies to grow. It is a very severe problem in
Europe and England and France.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it severe because of their total tax level, or is
it severe because of the tax in and of itself?.

Mr. KEMP. It is a tax on consumption, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that.
Mr. KEMP. We already tax consumption at the State and local

level. And another tax on consumption would act as a depressant
to production just as much as a tax on production.

The CHAIRMAN. What you are saying is, the value of it is not suf-
ficient, even when used to offset the marginal rates, so that you
lower them further and further?

Mr. KEMP. Lowering the top rates will allow us enough income to
cut the tax on the poor. By bringing down the rates we make the
code more efficient and increase the national income of the econo-
my, and thus we can afford, because we have lowered those rates,
to get to some level of equilibrium at which we can afford to lower
the tax on the poor and the working families.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there any end to that rainbow?
Mr. KEMP. Yes.
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The CHAIRMAN. I mean, can you get the rates so low that they
have gone too low?

Mr. KEMP. Yes. Sure.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is that?
Mr. KEMP. I don't know, but it is closer to zero than to 100.

Maybe they both would raise no revenue. The point that Kasten
and Kemp are making, and I think Symms is making, and Wallop
is making, and you have made in your own inimitable style, Mr.
Chairman, is that when you begin to tax people above the level of
about, I'd say, maybe 19 to maybe 29-I don't know exactly where
it is. I think it is part of the political process to have a couple of
parties competing to see how low the rates should go. That is demo-
cratic, small-d democratic. But most economists say that anything
beyond 25 percent forces people to begin to take into consideration
the tax consequence of a particular act-most economists, classical
economists, notwithstanding even our friends on the left side. And
as far as I am concerned it is closer to 25 percent. That is why we
set our sale at 24. Senator Symms talks about 19 percent, and some
have talked about 10. percent.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you talking about total tax, or income tax?
Mr. KEMP. I am talking about the rate, the marginal rate, which

people face. They don't face effective taxes; they face marginal
rates.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I understand that. I think you are right, in
terms of how it affects their actions, whether they will do a certain
thing or not do a certain thing. When I proceeded with Senator
Roth's Business Transaction Tax you said, 'No, no; that's a tax on
consumption." But the taxes on consumption seem to have less
effect on individuals 'actions than the taxes at the marginal rates.

Mr. KEMP. But the income tax is a tax on consumption. You are
taking money away from the wage earner. And it is basically coun-
terproductive to have it too steeply graduated, I think most people
now agree. And the problem is, that is a tax on consumption, be-
cause you are inhibiting the ability of people to produce what they
want to consume either now or in the future. Savings is consump-
tion deferred to the future.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. So basically what you are saying is
that what you want to do is get down the total level of taxing, not
just the income tax but the total level of taxation. You are not in-
terested in a tradeoff of a tax on consumption for a lowering of a
tax on income.

Mr. KEMP. I am interested in the marginal rates being low. And
if revenue dynamically went up, Mr. Chairman, I would not be
posed to that. I favor a more efficient tax system. Bob obviously
will speak for himself on this subject, but I would favor having the
economy grow and the tax system be more efficient, and the under-
ground economy coming down to where we could actually get more
revenue at a lower rate of taxation. I think that is possible and
probable, and it is certainly the strong suggestion made by Harris
Bank in their survey of what Kemp-Kasten would do.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Symms?
Senator Symms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I might just comment that probably one of the

biggest taxes on consumption that we have in the country today is
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the corporate income tax, because the corporate income tax io the
tax that either has to come out of the consumers or it comes back
to the means of production where they have to take it out of new
plant expansion, new jobs, or lower wages to people-somewhere,
toget the money. So I think that is one point.

But I want to go back, because I am interested in this. Senator
Packwood asked you a question about at what point you would
lower it. I might just say that the Hoover Institute in Stanford,
who prepared the bill that Senator DeConcini and I introduced,
they do away with all deductions, and they have a 19-percent rate.
And they maintain that the Hoover Institute, which is financed by
charitable contributions, would have no problem surviving on a 19-
percent dollar. But they also tax all income only once. So their esti-
mates are that, with no deductions on interest and no taxes
charged against interest earned or no taxes on dividends, where noincome is taxed twice, they believe that interest rates would be
lowered as much-everything being equal, like where we are today
with a 12-percent prime rate-they say if their tax bill were put
into effect the rates would go to 8 percent overnight. Now, do you
believe that?

Mr. KEMP. I have no way of knowing what Mr. Volcker is going
to do at the Fed. He has more control over the Federal funds rate
and the discount rate than the Hall-Rabushka tax reform would.
But certainly savings would go up.

Senator SYMMs. What do you think would happen in your tax
book?

Mr. KEMP. Let me answer the question, though, Steve, please.
You make a valid point. And here is where social policy comes in, I
would say to the chairman. We have made it a conscious decision
in America to encourage families by having an exemption. We
have made it conscious social policy to encourage charitable contri-
butions by allowing for the writeoff or the deduction of that contri-
bution. We have interest on mortgages that is fully deductible.
Those are social goals.

The problem with Hall-Rabushka, as good as it is, and I give high
credit to Hall and Rabushka for the work that they are doing in
this area, and yourself included, in effect what they are doing is
dropping the rate- to 19 for the very wealthiest in our society and
raising it to 19 for the very poorest in our society. And with all due
respect, I don't think this country is ready to go to that type of a
tax system.

Senator SYMMs. But can't that be fixed by just raising the zero
bracket?

Mr. KEMP. Then you get back into social policy, Senator.
Senator SYMmS. Well, I am in favor of doing that.
You see, I think you have come a long way, if I understand it.

You have changed your bill dramatically since it was originally in-
troduced.

Mr. Kmip. Not really. h t
Senator SYMMS. Well, you have this neutral ACRS in there.
Mr. KEmP. We saved ACRS in the beginning, and we just

changed it by adding that extra writeoff so we could get to the eco-
nomic equivalent of expensing. But that is not a dramatic change
in the intent.
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Senator SYMMS. Well, to my way of thinking, that is a very big
improvement which you are to be complimented for.

Mr. KzMP. Thank you.
Senator KASrN. Steve, we began with Hall-Rabushka, basically.

The intellectual beginning for Kemp-Kasten was a flat tax--Hall.
Rabushka. As we have worked through the practical political prob-
lems, and some of the social welfare kinds of things, we evolved
into Kemp-Kasten as it is today. We want home ownership, we
want savings, we want investment, we want those incentives in,
and so they're in Kemp-Kasten. But the problem with Hall-Ra-
bushka is that it doesn't have the family orientation that we have
brought to the tax system.

Senator SYMMS. How are you going to treat taxes on corporate
dividends?

Mr. KEMP. Well, lowering the personal rate by almost 50 percent
and going to expensing-equivalent reduces the disparity or the dis-
incentive of double taxation of dividends, Senator.

Senator SyMMS. You don't change that.
Mr. KEMP. No; we don't change it, but the best way to get at it is

to drop the personal rates. I don't favor giving a corporation a 50-
percent exclusion or credit against the double taxation of their
dividends. Why give that to the corporation? Why not reduce the
bias in the Tax Code or the double taxation of dividend impact by
lowering the personal rates to 25? You get the very same effect,
but you do it for people instead of for the corporation.

Senator SYMMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Senator Wallop.
Senator WALLOP. Mr. Chairman, I just want to explore one other

area. Perhaps it has already been done, but if it has it bears explo-
ration once again, And that is the value of deduction becomes a
subsidy for the wealthy, the more graduated the tax is. So, under
Treasury's 3- or 4-phase proposal the wealthy individual would
have 35 percent of his interest costs written off as opposed to the
lower rate of the poor.

So, once again you are driving those who need it the least into
the decision to borro'v or into the decision to find some deduction
at the expense of the lower spectrum of American earnings. I
would like either of you or both of you to comment from your per-
spective on it.

Senator KASTEN. That is exactly right. That is the whole concept.
And that is why-right now-we are trying to work to get that
Treasury rate in Treasury-2, or whatever it is going to be called,
below 30 percent. We think we can do it. We think we have got a
consensus among all the groups to drive that rate down.

Mr. KEMP. And Senator, you said exactly what Senator Symms
said earlier in a different way: The incidence of taxation is differ-
ent than the burden. Most people on the left and the right, from
Joe Pechman at Brookings to Senator Symms of Idaho, recognie
that there is a difference between the incidence of taxation and the
burden. And if the incidence of taxation is placed on the formation
of capital or the creation of new jobs or savings, the seed corn of
our society, the burden then falls on those who go without the jobs,
those who go without the income, those who go without the oppor-
tunity to climb that ladder up out of poverty.
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So what we are now for the first time in- our- country actually
asking people to reconsider, what4he President suggested the other
day, is that if you have too steep a progressivity In the rates, in
effect you are n;ot progressive; yo are; at Senator Wallop said, ac-
tually regressive, because then the butrden will fall on-those whonever get a chance to pay any taxes because they dOn't get any
jobs. It is a very iniportant debate that is going on in America
today, and I thihk President Reagan is going to come down, on the
right side 6it. 

Senator WALLOP. I complim nt you oti it, because it was 'ot- pos-
sible, if you will, to suppose that you wbre achieving tax equity by
lowering tax rates on people who are higher earners, But what- we
have seen in the efficiency of the delivry of 16kes is that it works
to the benefit and hnot to the detrimefit of the wealthy taxpayer.

Senator KASTEN. It is not only achieving tax equity, but also in
fact increasing tax revenues. That is the point you were making
before. We h6ae'fo"ught with Bill Steig6r on this saMe issue for cap-
ital gains. We fought this battle in 1981 for lowering the top tax
rate tro 'to 50 percent.

The fact is that we have made the systemS mre efficiefit, made
the system simpler, lowered those rates, and-we' hve seen a grow-
ing economy as a result.

Senator WALLOP. I love the positive natuAre of your saying "we
have made it." I thihk what you have done is proposed to-make it,
and I hope'that people can understand that proposal for what it is,
because that is what it achieves. And you will"fftd a great many
people who like to write about these things with Wi O economic per-
spective from which to come to it, write that what yoU h'ave'done is
to try to favor the wealthy. But in point of fact, you will have
achieved exactly the opposite.

Mr. KEMP. Mr. Chairman, it is very valuable to have the com-
ments that Senator WAllop has made, and Senator Symmns, and
yourself. But I wanttojust say that one of the most valuable con-
tributions "that we can make to the understanding of the tax
system is to remind ourselves of one very important thing: Our cur-
rent system is'not a tax on the wealthy; it is a tax on the people
who would like to get wealthy. It is not a tax on the rich, it is a tax
on the poor who would like to get rich, or at least get richer. It is
not redistributing wealth, it is inhibiting the creation of wealth.
And in effect, we can go through a process in which we can unite
the left and the right with an idea that is becoming more popular
not oqly here but throughout the world, that the way to help the
poor is to create a climate in which they can escape poverty. And I
would suggest that the impact we could have on this country would
only be matched by the impact we would have on the rest of the
world, who'need the type of tax reform that is being discussed in
the United States-from Israel to Bangladesh, to-the Third World,
to West Germany, to England and other countries.

So, forward, Mr. Chairman. We are going to cut the world's tax
rates. [Laughter]

The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
Senator WALLOP. I might- just observe that the economic situa-

tion in this country, were we to do something as enlightened as
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this, might not in fact lower the dollar but raise it, because it

would- be 'he world's best economic climate.
Mr. KEMP. It already is.
The CH- AMAN. I am willingtq runliat risk.
Senator WALLOP. I am, too. I an quite willhg to. But I think it is

an interesting perspective of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Fellows, good job. Thank you very meh for

spending so-ch time with us.
[Wereupohn, at 12:12 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
[By direction Of the chirmaji the flowing com mu Wations were

made a part of the hearing record:]
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Testimony on Tax Simplification before Senate Finance Committee-
W. Henson Moore, N.C.

May 9, 1985

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, one month and a half
ago each of us appearing on this panel today testified before the House
Ways and Heans Committee on the scope and direction of tax
simplification having more in common than in dispute over inputs,

A margin consolidation, and rate reduction within our own simplification
bills. My initial comments then pointed out 60 percent of all private

, savings in this nation would likely be used to finance the federal
i deficit. This compares with a historic average of around 25 percent.

Since then, news f-how much private savings would be consumed by
deficit financing has worsened. On page 3 of the April 15 budget
expenditure compromise, we are warned federal borrowing will consume 78
percent of net private savings this year. Only if substantial
expenditure control of the magnitude called for in the compromise is

kF undertaken would the level fall to 63 percent next fiscal year, 46
percent the following year, and finally 30 percent in 1988. This would
approach, but not yet reach, the historic average. We are not provided
news of what would result if no expenditure savings is secured or if
it is insufficient. But we can imagine how bleak that news would be.

S... Each of you has wrestled with budget function figures for weeks.
I commend you for taking the initiative and exhibiting the courage to
make the tough choices. I honestly wish I could report the House
Budget Committee, on which I serve, had moved forward in a responsive
manner to date. It has not. It has decided to let the tough issues be
taken on here until settled here.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to borrow a little imagery from my
friend Jack Kemp for a moment. For years he has been motivating us
toward fiscal and tax policy that would provide a larger economic pie
for the nation to sustain lasting expansion. I suggest we must now
observe too much of the nation's savings pie is being consumed by the
deficit. You are honestly trying to reduce this using expenditure
control. I urge yota to persist in your efforts. I also ask you to
think about adding a second means to reduce deficit savings
consumption. It is to make a larger savings pie so federal debt
financing at--any level would not consume as much savings as it does
now. Every additional dollar saved offsets the pressure on interest
rates caused by a dollar worth of spending. If a larger savings pie is
made, interest rate pressures will subside as public and private credit
demands will be satisfied without public debt refinancing requirements
rationing the availability of private credit and driving up interest
rates.

Senator Bill Roth and I trade in many of the same Tax Code components
available to individuals as my colleagues here use, but we add one Tore
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feature. We allow a $10,000 annual deduction for a Super Savings

Account (SUSA) deposit under rules similar to those guiding Individual

Retirement Accounts. We want to begin to approximate savings benefits

available to Japan's economy where savings formation outpaces credit

demand, the prime rate is half ours, and yet their deficit in recent

years has been as perilous as our own based orn economies of scale.

V- want to expand the IRA success story that took form four years

ago. We believe our Broad-based Enhanced Savings Tax (BEST) Act is in

fact the BEST choice as its acronym suggests. It builds upon savings

evidence amassed since Senator John Chafee and I wrote expanded IRA

opportunities enacted four years ago. Two months ago the Investment

Company Institute released findings that the -II-a-dded $10-bi-llion- to

savings deposits in 1983 that otherwise would have been spent. By late

last year, 23 million households had opened an IRA. Nearly two-thirds

of these had household incomes under $40,000 a year. IRA assets

climbed from $26 billion at the start of 1982 when everyone with earned

income became eligible for these plans, to $132 billion at the end of

1984. These are strong signals that the IRA is doing its intended job.

Then Senator Roth and I asked ourselves if we would modify the IRA

to do an even better job. Here again, the Investment Company Institute

findings agree with the direction of our improvements in building a

Super SaVifigs Acount as the focal point of our revenue-neutral tax

simplification format. hNnile 23 million households now have an IRA,

those the Investment Company Institute surveyed indicated 5 million

more would open an IRA-type account if full spousal eligiblity would be

provided, 6 million would open one if matching non-deductible additions

would be allowed, and 19 million households would open one if

withdrawals could be made at any point with the only tax consequence

being treatment as ordinary income at the highest marginal rate the

taxpayer would pay. The Super Savings Account will motivate these non-

participating households to establish do-it-yourself retirement and

savings protection available to nearly everyone. It %tQll broaden the

base of savings formation. This is why we retained IRA investment

diversity, increased deductible limits to $10,000, and removed the lack

of access barrier present in the current IRA early withdrawal penalty.

Younger survey respondents found the penalty waiver an especially

strong motivating force to open an account and this group has the

lowest IRA participation now.

Savings formation assures capital formation. Federal debt

refinancing and private sector credit needs can be accomodated without

the first crowding out the second if there is sufficient reason to

save. Senator Roth and I believe our tax simplification format is the

nation's BEST chance for economic growth for years to come.
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Statement of

The Associated General-Contractors of America

Presented to

The Senate Finance Committee

on the Topic of

National Tax Policy

May 4, 1985

AGC is:

* More than 32,000 firms including 8,400 of America's leading
general contracting firms responsible for the employment of
3,400,000-plus employees;

* 110 chapters nationwide;

* 'More than 80% of America's contract construction of commercial
buildings, highways, industrial and municipal-utilities
facilities.

* Over $100 billion of construction volume annually.



The AssbCiated General Contractors of America (AGC) represents

more than 32,000 firms, including 3,400 of America's leading

general contracting companies. These member firms.Iperform more

than 80 percent of America's contract construction of commercial

buildings, highways# industrial and municipal-utilities facilities.

We appreciate the opportunity to present testimony on the important

topic of national income tax policy..

AGC's comments primarily address the Treasury Department's

report to the President on OTax Reform for Fairness, SimpliCity,

and Economic Growth. Although different, the Bradley- Gephardt

and Kemp Kasten proposals follow a similar policy of reducing

marginal rates at the expense of capital format i.on provisions

of the Internal Revenue Code and our views of these proposals

roughly parallel those of the Treasury Report.

The impact of the Treasury Department propos-als on the

construction industry would be severe. Owners of structures

would be subject to signif-icantly higher taxes on their investments.

Increased taxes would increase the cost of all structures.

New construction starts would be expected to significantly decline.

In addition to raising taxes on real estate investments, the

Treasury proposal would also restrict the methods used to syndicate

real estate developments.. Construction contractors would also

be subject to revised accounting procedures under new income

measurement rules which, in proposed form, do not vary in substance

from theories already rejected by Congress.

The general policy thrust of the Treasury Report can oe
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- escribed as "tax neutrality", meaning that the Code should

not recognize differences between different types of economic

activities. This is a reversal of the traditional orientation

of the Code which recognizes different types of economic activities.

The major distinction between activities is based on the difference

between capital investment and ordinary transactions. The proposed

4 imitation o t o his fundamental pr iiple i to b-e imp le-ment-ed

by revising virtually every tax provisiOn involving capital

investments. In exchange for eliminating these- provisions marginal

tax rates would be lowered for both corporations and individuals.

AGC believes that the theory of tax neutrality is not an

acceptable policy basis for developing a system to tax income.

Capital investments are inherently different than transactions

in the ordinary course of doing business. Capital investments

in the national economy are crucial to the continued economic

health of the nation. Increasing taxes on these fundamental

investment activities will lead to a smaller capital base for

the national economy and result in a weakened national infrastruc-

ture.

AGC'.s objections to the Treasury proposal are best illustrated

by reviewing the major individual provisions of the report affecting

construction contr3ctors and the markets in wnich they jo business.
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Proposals

Income Measurement for Multiperiod Production - An issue of

critical concern to the construction industry 4s the proposa"

to revise the completed contract method of accounting. The

Treasury proposes to establish a single set of period cost capxtsliza-

tion rules for taxpayers reporting income from long-term contracts,

self-constructing assets, certain agricultural production- a-ctiviti-e,

and manufacturing inventories. The comple'.ed contract method

was thoroughly reviewed by Congress in 1982 and specific Statutory

rules were developed to administer the accounting method in

the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFRA). The TEFRA

provisions confirmed the use of the completed contract method

of accounting as ubed in the construction industry with virtually

no change. Significant revisions to the accounting method were

made as they apply to multiperiod production contracts Such

as contracts for missiles and airplanes. Despite the detailed

policy review in 1982 the Treasury has re-proposed elements

of its earlier recommendations under the newly created theory

of tax neutrality. AGC recommends that this Congress reject

this proposal as the preceding Congress did in 1982.

The completed contract method was revised at the regulatory

level in 1976 when manufacturing contracts were added to eligibility

status for the method. Construction contractors have been

eligiole to use the method since the inception of the '3S. income

tax in 1916. The accounting method Is oased on the fundamenta'

tax principal known as the all events test. This test requires

that a taxpayer recognize a gain or loss from a contract after
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all events 'required under tne contract are performed so s

es:aclish the taxpayer's claim to gain or loss.

The regulations puolished In 1976 were oased on 54 years

of :RS experience in adm:nistering the accounting method :n

construction. Cost accounting rules included in the reg.laions

reflect tax policy and accounting principles for determining,

-which--costs -are al-lo--aole -- to a con-traclt. ' -he--se of -these cost

accounting rules was approved by Congress for virtually all

construction contractors -in 1982 -- all construction contrac-

tors with annual gross receipts of less than $25 million can

use the 1976 rules, and any construction contract lasting less

than 36 months is accounted for by using the'1976 rules. 'Vanufactur-

ing contracts were distinguished by Congress and use these rules

for contracts lasting less than 24-months. New severing and

aggregating rules were developed to restrict multi-unit contract

extensions when additional units are added to the contract by

change orders.

TE RA allowed the IRS to publish revised cost accounting

rules for contracts of exceptional duration called extended-period

long-term contracts, In construction these rules are only applicable

to contracts lasting more than 36 months. It is these rules

which the Treasury originally proposed to apply to all contracts

in 1976 and is re-proposing now as part oi its neutrality theory,

AGC opposes this proposal. Congress has already rejected the

neutrality theory as it applies to manufacturing and construction

contracts in ?.FRA y 6rov: d.nc sound admn stra::ve r.les oased

on contract duration and taxpayer size, and snould again reject

the Treasury Department's proposal.

R
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Capital ConsumptionAllowances - The Treasury proposal would

replace the Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS' and investmentt

Tax Credit tITC with the Real Cost Recovery System (RCRS.

The new systeM would replace the three basic ACRS depreciation

periods (3, 5, and 18 years) with seven periods ranging from

5 to 63 yers. RCRS would provide a declining balance depreciation

method and an inflation adjustment to the unrecovered basis

(cost) of the asset being depreciated. The percentage of basis

depreciated annually varies from 32 percent for 5 year property

to 3 percent for 63 year property.

RCRS replaces all investment tax credits, including the

rehabilitation tax credit, and the present ACRS system. Since

RCRS requires significantly longer periods to recover capital

investment amounts than ACRS, there is no replacement for the

investment tax credit. Depreciation under RCRS is chacterized

as economic" and reverses the fundamental principle of accelerated

cost recovery embodied in the ITC and ACRS provisions enacted

in the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981.

The 1981 Act emphasized a policy recognizing the importance

of accelerated capital recovery periods, Capital asset costs

are recovered faster under ACRS/ITC than the mere useful life

of an asset. This policy regarding capital investment recovery

was based on recognition that capital assets are a crucial factor

in expanding the overall economy and that continued recapitalization

is required before physical obsolence of assets occurs. The

wisdom of tnis policy is being demonstrated today with the ongoing

expansion of tne economy.

.The RCRS depreciation schedule requires a substantially

k
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longer period of time to recover capital cokts, unless inflation

substantially exceeds present levels. The RCSS structure deprec:a-

tion period of 63 years would provide the smallest annual deduction

for depreciation in the first year. As a result, capital invest-ent

in structures must wait longer to recover costs both in time

and amounts, reversing the present ACRS structure of larger

annual deductions early in a shorter recovery period. This

policy would increase the cost of investing in real estate by

requiring longer investment periods before the recognition of

the capital investment depreciation by the taxpayer.

The RCRS system wo.Uld also affect construction contractor's

depreciation methods for their equipment. The RCRS treatment
of construction equipment illustrates the-inadequacies of the

economic derpreciation scheme. Construction equipment, under

the RCRS systems, would be depreciated over a 12 year period

at 24 percent of adjusted basis. Mos3 types of construction

equipment do not even have a useful life of 12 years. As a

result, contractors will be required to wait until after the

equipment's useful life to recover their investment costs.

Similarily, trucks would be depreciated over 8 years, which

frequently exceeds the useful life of trucks used in the construction

industry.

A serious conceptual ommission is also made in the Treasury

Proposal concerning depreciation. No provision is made to allow

taxpayers to use a "unit of production" method of depreciation

as allowed under present law. This method allows a taxpayer

to depreciate an asset as it is "used up" or physically wasted,

if such occurs over a shorter period than is provided by the

It , I . , i ,
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deprec:it,,on schedule. This method matches economic depreciation"

in any normal inderstanding of the concept and :he ommission

is a serious failing in the integrity of Ihe Treasury proposal.

Cash Method of Accounting - The Treasury report proposes to

prohibit the use of the cash method of accounting with respect

to a trade or business unless both of the following conditions

are met:

(1) the business has average annual gross receipts of $5

million or less: and,

(2) no'other method of accounting has been used to determine

income, profit, or loss of the business for the purpose of reports

or statements, or for credit purposes.

Although the completed contract method of accounting is

the dominant method used in the construction industry, cash

accounting is also used. - or example, engineering and architectural

contracts are not eligible for completed contract reporting.

Small construction firms (exceeding the $5 million annual gross-

receipts limit) use the method as an election for all accounting

purposes. The cash method is a fundamental accounting-method

and a necessity and must be retained.

Municipal Bonds - The Treasury report proposes to eliminate

the tax exempt status of interest earned on bonds issued by

state and local governments for "private purposes". These bonds'-

are typically used to finance housing, commercial and industrial

development activities within the bond issuing Jurisdiction.

Annual volume limits are already imposed on these bonds which

ire an important tool in the financing required for our national

infrastructure needs. Any further restrictions on the issuance
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of such bonds, such as the elimination of tax exempt interest,

are not necessary and -will result in the long-term deterioration

of the national infrastructure.

International Tax Issues - The -Treasury report contains twc

provisions of significant concern to international construction

contractors. The first concerns the reimposition of the per

country limitation rule on the fdrei'§n tax credit. Construction

contractors compete in countries where thfy are able to-win

contracts, the location of job sites cannot be chosen for tax

planning purposes and any restrictions on offsets for taxes

paid in these countries is not justified.

Construction would also be severely restricted in U.S posses-

sions if the possessions tax credit is repealed. The credit

has been most frequently used-for projects built in Puerto Rico.

The replacemen of the credit with a temporary-wage credit is

not a satisfactory alternative and will lead to a decline Jin

development in U.S. possessions, particularly in Puerto Rico.

Estate and Gift Taxes - AGC supports proposals which ease the

tax burden on estates with ongoing closely- held businesses

following the death of a controlling principal. The Treasury

report proposes to increase tax liabilities on gifts and t

eliminate the special 4 percent interest rate for installment

payments of estate taxes when a closely-held business C€m poses

a significant portion of the estate. Both of these proposals

will -take the transfer tif active business enterprises more difficult

and should be re~ected.

Fringe Benefits - The Treaiury report proposes to. repeal the

statutory fringe benefit exclusions for most types 0-f fringe

"C
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benefits and restricts maximum contributions for employer provided

health care. The present fringe benefit rules allow employers

to structure fringe benefit packages suitable to the employees'

needs and have been of significant benefit to the nation. AGC

recommends the continuation of the present fringe benefit rules

because of their record of success in prbviding needed benefits

at market determined prices.

Deductibility of State and Local Taxes - The Treasury report

proposes to eliminate the itemized deduction for state and local

taxes that are not incurred in carrying on a trade or business.

These taxes include real and personal property taxes, income

taxes and general sales taxes. The report states that the elimina-

tion of the deduction is necessary to eliminate any "subsidy"

for local public services such as public education, road construction

and repair, and sanitary services. AGC believes the deduction

for state and local taxes is based on sound policy considerations.

The deduction prevents taxpayers from being taxed on taxes.

Capital Gains - The Treasury report proposes to repeal the long-term

capital gains exclusion as part of the tax neutrality theory.

Presently, the maximum corporate tax rate of 46 percent is reduced

to only 28 percent on a net capital gain if the liability resulting

from the lower rate is lower than the corporation's regular

tlx. For individuals and other non-corporate taxpayers 40 percent

of a long-term capital is included in income (and taxed at ordinary

rates). The basis of the asset would be indexed for inflation

during the holding period of the asset.

The capital jain exclusion has traditionally recognized
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the risk of long-term investments and its retention is an important

element in the fair tax treatment of long-term investments.

Taxing the income generated by the disposal of long-term capital

assets at ordinary rates fails to recognize the risks associated

with such investments. While indexing the basis of the capital

asset alleviates some of the harshness of the rule, indexing

is no a suitable- alternative to the present exclusion. The

present exclusion recognizes that capital transactions should

be taxed at different rates because of the risks a-s-sociated

with investments, inflation is only one risk factor.

Interest Expenses and Income - The Treasury report proposes

to limit all personal interest deductions, except for mortgage

interest deductions for a principal residence, to $5,000-per

year over investment income. Interest subject to the investment

interest limitation includes (a) all interest not incurred in

connection with a trade or business, (b) the taxpayer's share

of a~l interest expense of Subchapter S corporations unless

the taxpayer actively participates in the corporation, and (c)

the taxpayer's distributive share of interest expense from limited

partnerships.

Limiting interest expense deductions will prevent many

taxpayers from- investing in long-term c~pltal projects even

though the expense incurred is clearly related to an income

producing activity. A distinction between taxpayers based on

existing income is inequitable because it roes not provide the

same tax treatment for identical investment activities.

The Treasury report also proposes to index both business

and personal interest income and expense) for tax purposes.
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A fract*.ona.' amount of interest income would be excluded from

income wn:le a deduction for a corresponding fraction of interest

expense would not be allowed. This dramatic change in the tax

treatment of interest expense and income is difficult to assess.

The rule, however, favors lenders by excluding a portion of

interest income with a corresponding negative treatment for

borrowers and consequently will restrict -capital- raising activities.

Limited Partnership Restrictions - The Treasury report proposes

to tax limited partnerships with more than 35 partners as- corpora-

tions. Limited partnerships afford investors an opportunity

to limit their visk on a partnership activity to their contributed

investment, provided they do not participate in the management

of the partnership. The limited partnership mode of doing business

is well established in the common law. There is no justification

fo its elimination. Without this type of investment vehicle,

many investors will find it difficult to participate in an investment

as owners,

Extension of the At-Risk Limitations - The Treasuty proposal

would impose restrictions on non-recourse financing used in

real estate developments. The code's "at risk rules" have never

applied to real estate syndication (or certain equipment leasing

transactions! and provide flexibility in developing financing

arrangements where significant physical assets exist. No specific

real estate abuses of valuation are identified as a reason for

proposing this change.

Corporate Tax Rates - Although the Treasury report has been

widely promoted as reducing the maximum corporate rate of tax
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from 46 percent to 35 percent, the report also recommends that

many corporate tax rates oe .ncreased. Corporate tax rates

have been partially graduated since 1935. The present maximum

corporate tax rate of 46 percent only applies to corporations

with annual incomes iin excess of $140,500. Rates of 15, 18,

30 and 40 percent are available for corporations making less

than $100,000 annual. These rates for lower income -orporations

allow smaller firms to generate needed capital by retaining

income in the corporation at the lower corporate rates and should

be retained.

Summary

AGC is opposed to eliminating the capital recognition provisions

of the Code as proposed by the Treasury Department.

o Private sector construction activities will decline as

a result of the elimination of ACRS, ITCs, capital gains, and
4)

restrictions on investment vehicles.

o Public sector construction activities will also decline

because of the elimination of tax-exempt bond financing and

the deduction for state and local taxes.

o Construction companies will also be adversely affected

by proposed changes to the completed contract method of accounting

which have already been rejected by Congress as unnecessary.

AGC recommends retaining present law and continued regular

review of the code to assure ongoing policy justification of

provisions and to assure adequate compliance in lieu of proposals

such as the Treasury Department's Report.

0


